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PREFACE 

 
 
 

Energy plays a major role in human societies. The supply of 
energy services is also a major contributor to the global and, 
too often, local environmental problems the World is facing. 
According to the International Energy Agency, actions to 
target future CO2 concentrations in atmosphere below either 
550ppm, or even below 450ppm, will have to be primarily 
focused on efficiency. A broader use of renewable, nuclear 
power and perhaps carbon sequestration will also contribute. 
To maintain a viable economic development these actions will 
have to be cost effective while globally reducing all emissions 
and caring about energy and material resources. A systemic 
approach is therefore essential to get a holistic vision, design 
better systems and optimize money and resources utilization. 
 
The ECOS conferences have a long tradition in fostering the 
key aspects and the scientific knowledge that are essential 
for the engineers. The organizers of this 23rd edition are 
proud to acknowledge one of the largest participation ever 
with many original and high quality papers. 
 
Our thanks go to the authors who accepted to travel from all 
continents and meet in Lausanne to present and share their 
scientific contributions. Many thanks also to all reviewers and 
members of the scientific committee who contributed to the 
quality of these proceedings. The conference chairmen are 
also grateful to the local organizing team including in 
particular, Nicolas Borboën, Stina Zufferey, Brigitte Gabioud, 
Yannick Bravo, Suzanne Zahnd and Irène Laroche. Many thanks 
also to the other members of the Industrial Energy Systems 
Laboratory of EPFL, the MEDIACOM EPFL team and the 
sponsors who greatly helped the organization of this fruitful 
event. 
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The Impact of Reference State on the Second-Law 
Analysis of Evaporative Cooling Processes 

Constanze Bongsa, Hans-Martin Henninga 

a Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, Freiburg, Germany 

Abstract:  Evaporative cooling is a promising environmentally friendly alternative to common air-
conditioning processes. Thus, there is a high interest to apply second-law analysis to improve and 
compare moist air processes. The applied framework of analysis is however not always the same - 
especially the choice of reference humidity ratio often differs. This paper shows that the choice of the 
reference state for the humidity ratio has no impact on the irreversibility determined by exergy analysis 
- however it strongly affects the exergetic efficiency. The calculated irreversibility is subject to 
uncertainty which is already implied in the choice of ideal gas relations to determine moist air entropy. 
The best application of the method is the location of irreversibility in a complex system, but using the 
exergetic efficiency for the comparison of completely different systems seems questionable.   

Keywords:  Moist Air, Entropy, Exergy, Evaporative Cooling. 

1. Introduction 

 

 

 

 

2. Second law analysis of moist air 
processes 

2.1. Moist air entropy according to the ideal 
gas model  

2.1.1. Reference data for entropy evaluation 

Corresponding Author: Constanze Bongs, Email: constanze.bongs@ise.fraunhofer.de  
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2.1.2. Ideal gas relations 
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2.1.3. Accuracy of the saturated moist air 
entropy based on the ideal gas model 
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Fig. 1.  Difference in saturation humidity ratio between 
calculated (IGM) values and tabulated values 
according to the real gas model [2]. 
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Fig. 2.  Difference in the entropy of saturated moist air 
values calculated with IGM saturation humidity 
ratio and tabulated saturation humidity ratio. 

2.1.4. Moist air entropy and reference state 

Fig. 3.  Calculated entropy when assuming a common 
reference pressure for dry air and water 
vapour: the resulting entropy difference 
depends on the reference pressure.  
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2.2. Exergy of moist air and liquid water 
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2.2.1. Derivation of moist air exergy equation 
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2.2.2. Numerical values of moist air exergy 
depending on reference state 
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Fig. 4  Moist air specific exergy for two different 
reference humidity ratios.  

Fig. 5.  Specific exergy of liquid water for two different 
reference humidity ratios. 

2.3. Virtual case studies  

2.3.1. Adiabatic humidification 

Fig. 6. Air states assumed for an adiabatic 
humidification process.  
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2.3.2. Figures quantifying process efficiency 
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Table 1. Efficiency figures of adiabatic mixing and 
humidification for different reference states. 
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2.3.3. Discussion of the effect of measurement 
errors on the analysis 

Hot side

t1=50.00 °C
x1=0.0061 kg/kg

t3=19.00°C
x3=0.0128 kg/kg

t2=30.16°C
x2=0.0061 kg/kg

Cold sidet4=38.60°C+dT
x4=0.0128 kg/kg

Fig. 7. Air states assumed for a sensible heat exchange 
process.  

W734ED

Fig. 8. Irreversibility calculated from entropy balance 
or exergy balance depending on the offset (dT, 
dx) from values fulfilling the energy balance 
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3. Conclusions 
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Conventional and Advanced Exergetic Analyses Applied 
to a Combined Cycle Power Plant 

Fontina Petrakopoulou, George Tsatsaronis, Tatiana Morosuk and Anna Carassai 

Abstract:  Conventional exergy-based methods pinpoint components and processes with high 
irreversibilities. However, they lack certain insight. For a given advanced technological state, there is a 
minimum level of exergy destruction related to technological and/or economic constrains that is 
unavoidable. Furthermore, in any interactive thermodynamic system, exergy destruction stems from 
both component interactions (exogenous) and component inefficiencies (endogenous). To overcome 
the limitations of the conventional analyses and to increase our knowledge about a plant, advanced 
exergy-based analyses have been developed. These analyses provide additional information about 
component interactions and reveal the real potential for improvement of each component constituting a 
system, as well as of the overall system. In this paper, a combined cycle power plant is analyzed using 
both conventional and advanced exergetic analyses. Except for the gas turbine and the high-pressure 
steam turbine of the energy conversion system, most of the exergy destruction in the plant components 
is unavoidable. This unavoidable part is constrained by internal technological limitations, i.e. each 
component's endogenous exergy destruction. High levels of endogenous exergy destruction show that 
component interactions do not contribute significantly to the losses. Therefore, inefficiencies that cause 
these irreversibilities are of secondary interest, and even more so since they are unavoidable to a large 
extent. Using an advanced exergetic analysis, we rank the components of a plant by decreasing 
significance with respect to the improvement of the overall system. Calculations related to the total 
avoidable exergy destruction caused by each component of the plant supplement the outcome of the 
conventional exergetic analysis. With the input of the advanced analysis, new improvement strategies 
are revealed that could not otherwise be found. 

Keywords: thermodynamic inefficiencies, exergy destruction, conventional exergetic analysis, 
advanced exergetic analysis, combined cycle power plant. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Conventional exergetic, economic and 
exergoeconomic analyses assist in a rigorous 
evaluation of energy conversion systems. A 
conventional exergetic analysis reveals 
irreversibilities within each component of a plant. 
The costs related to the irreversibilities are then 
estimated in an exergoeconomic analysis [1-5]. 
Advanced exergetic and exergoeconomic analyses 
are needed in order to determine which part of the 
inefficiencies and the related costs is caused by 
component interactions and which part can be 
avoided through technological improvement of a 
plant. Using these analyses helps to explicitly 
iden-tify the exergy destruction and costs and 
separate them into two main groups: (1) 

 
and (2) 

. 

More specifically, concerning the advanced 
exergetic analysis, the source of irreversibilities 
for a component is either component interactions 
( ) or operational 
inefficiencies within the component (

). Moreover, part of the overall 
irreversibilities exists due to physical, 
technological and economic constraints and cannot 
be prevented ( ). 
Irreversibilities that can be prevented through 
design improvement constitute the 

.  The exogenous and 
endogenous parts can be further split into 
avoidable and unavoidable parts facilitating the 
understanding of component interconnections and 
the estimation of the potential for improvement. In 
a similar way, the imposed costs can also be 
separated in the advanced exergoeconomic 
analysis. Work in this field has been conducted in 
recent years at the Technical University of Berlin 
[6-13]. Through the classifications developed in 
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these analyses, the components that influence the 
performance of the overall process are identified, 
and the focus lies on the avoidable part of the 
endogenous and exogenous exergy destruction. 
The present paper focuses on the application of the 
advanced exergetic analysis, while the advanced 
exergoeconomic analysis will be considered in 
another study. The analysis is applied to a complex 
energy conversion system: a three-pressure-level 
combined cycle power plant. The main objective is 
to identify the more influential components, in 
order to indicate changes related to (1) the 
structure and (2) the operation of the plant 
components that will result in a more efficient 
performance of the overall plant. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Conventional exergetic analysis 
Through the exergetic analysis, the components 
with high irreversibilities in a system are 
identified. Attributes and advantages of the 
exergetic analysis are well established [14]. 
By defining the exergy of the product, , , and 
the exergy of the fuel, , , for the  component, 
we can determine its exergetic efficiency, 

, , . A useful variable for comparison 
of dissimilar components is the exergy destruction 
ratio defined as: , , , , with ,  being 
the exergy destruction within the  component 
and ,  the total exergy of the fuel provided to 
the plant. The ratio  is a measure of the 
contribution of the exergy destruction within the 

 component to the reduction of the overall 
exergetic efficiency.  
 
2.2 Advanced exergetic analysis 
Through an advanced exergetic analysis, the 
exergy destruction is split into avoidable, , 
and unavoidable, , parts as well as into 
endogenous, , and exogenous, , parts. 
With this analysis, the effect of component 
interactions and technological limitations on the 
effectiveness of a system are estimated. A detailed 
description of the methodology is provided in [8] 
and [11], but its main principles are presented 
below. 
 

2.2.1 Endogenous – exogenous exergy destruction 
In a system with  components, the endogenous 
exergy destruction, , , is the exergy destruction 
related to the operation of the  component 
itself. It is determined when this component 
operates under real conditions and all other 
components of the process are considered to 
operate without irreversibilities (theoretically). 
The power output of the overall plant is kept 
constant in all cases. The theoretical conditions for 
the most important components are shown in 
Table 1. For the combustion chamber no 
theoretical conditions can be defined, due to the 
chemical reactions that take place. Different 
methods have been proposed to overcome this 
problem [9]. One approach, proposed in [11], is 
valid for more complex systems and has been 
applied here. After the estimation of the 
endogenous exergy destruction of the  
component, its exogenous exergy destruction is 
calculated by subtracting its endogenous exergy 
destruction from its real exergy destruction, , : 

, , ,          (1) 

The exogenous exergy destruction, , , is 
therefore the exergy destruction imposed on the 

 component through the operation of the 
remaining  components constituting the overall 
process. The  of component  can also be 
further split, revealing the specific components 
that cause it. The sum of the exogenous exergy 
destruction terms is different than the exogenous 
exergy destruction of the component. This 
difference, the  

, , is caused by the simultaneous 

interconnections of all ( ) components and it is 
calculated as in [11]: 

,
, , ,

1
       (2) 

 
2.2.2 Avoidable – unavoidable exergy destruction 

Technological and economic design limitations 
determine a minimum value of the exergy 
destruction. This part of the exergy destruction 
which cannot be avoided with technologically 
feasible design modifications, at least in the 
foreseeable future, is called the unavoidable 
exergy destruction, . The unavoidable exergy 
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Component Theoretical 
conditions 

Unavoidable 
conditions 

 = 100% 
 = 100% 

 = 98% 
 = 100% 

 = 0 
 = 0 

= 2.05 
 = 100% 

 = 0 
 = 0 

= 1 

 = 100% 
 = 100% 

 = 99% 
 = 100% 

 = 100%  = 99.5% 
 = 0 

 = 0 
 = 4 

 = 0 
 = 0 

Approach Temp. = 0 
 = 0 

 = 1 
Approach Temp. = 0 

 = 0 
 = 0 

= 0 
 = 1 

 = 0 
= 100% 

 = 100% 
 = 97% 

 = 100% 
 = 100% 

 = 100% 
 = 95% 

 = 100% 
 = 100%  = 98% 

 

destruction is calculated by considering each 
component in isolation, separated from the cycle. 
The assumptions taken into consideration for the 
calculation of the unavoidable exergy destruction 
are shown in Table 1. Operation with high 
efficiency and low losses is considered. The ratio 
of exergy destruction per unit of product exergy 

*  is then calculated. For the  

component with exergy of the product in the real 
process , , the unavoidable exergy destruction 

,  is calculated as: 

*

, ,         (3) 

When the unavoidable exergy destruction of the 
 component is known, the avoidable exergy 

destruction is obtained with Eq. (4): 

, , ,             (4) 

For the mixers, the deaerator and the condenser, 
no distinction between avoidable and unavoidable 
exergy destruction was made here. 

2.2.3 Splitting avoidable and unavoidable exergy 
destruction into endogenous and exogenous parts 

The unavoidable endogenous exergy destruction,  
,

, , within the  component is calculated as:  

*
,

, ,         (5) 

The exogenous unavoidable exergy destruction is 
calculated with Eq. (6). 

, ,
, , ,         (6) 

The avoidable endogenous and the avoidable 
exogenous exergy destructions are then calculated 
by subtracting the unavoidable endogenous and 
unavoidable exogenous from the total endogenous 
and exogenous exergy destruction, respectively: 

, ,
, , ,  and       (7a) 

, ,
, , ,         (7b) 

To identify the real potential for improving plant 
components, the sum of the avoidable exergy 
destruction caused by each component is 
calculated as: 

, , , ,
, , ,

1
`

      (8) 

, ,
,

1
`

 is the sum of the avoidable exogenous 

exergy destruction caused by component  within 
the remaining components. Each part of this sum 
is calculated for each component  separately, via 
the unavoidable exogenous exergy destruction, as 
in [11]: 

*
, , , ,

, ,       (9) 

, ,
,  is the  of component , when 

components  and  operate under real conditions 
and all remaining components operate under 
theoretical conditions. 

The unavoidable exogenous exergy destruction, 
, ,

, , in component  due to component  is 
calculated as: 

, , , , ,
, , ,       (10) 
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Finally, the avoidable exogenous exergy 
destruction of component  caused by component 
, is found by subtracting its unavoidable 

exogenous exergy destruction from its total 
exogenous exergy destruction: 

, , , ,
, , ,         (11) 

 

3. THE COMBINED CYCLE 
POWER PLANT 
3.1 Process description 
The power plant studied in this paper is a three-
pressure-level combined cycle with one reheat 
stage. The plant has one product – electricity – and 
works with natural gas that was assumed here to 
be pure methane. The configuration of the process 
is shown in Figure 1. The thermodynamic 
variables for selected streams of the plant are 
shown in Table 2. The total exergy, , , includes 
both the chemical and physical exergy of each 
stream . 

High-temperature flue gas with a mass flow rate of 
628 kg/s exits the plant’s  (GT) and it is 
led to the  (HRSG), 
where it provides thermal energy to produce steam 
at three different pressure levels, 124, 22, and 4.1 

bar. The combustion products enter the HRSG 
with a pressure of 1.058 bar at 580°C and are 
exhausted to the atmosphere at 95°C. The high-
pressure steam at 560°C is expanded to 23 bar in 
the  (HPST) and 
returns to the HRSG, where it is reheated to 
560°C. The reheated steam is sent to the 

 (IPST), where 
it is expanded to 4.1 bar. This low-pressure steam 
is mixed with low-pressure superheated steam and 
it is then led to the  
(LPST), where it is expanded to 0.05 bar. The 
steam is condensed in the condenser, preheated, 
led to the deaerator of the plant and further 
conveyed to the feedwater pumps to continue the 
cycle. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Exergetic analysis 
Table 3, shows the main results obtained by the 
conventional exergetic analysis of the plant under 
consideration. The results of this analysis have 
been partly presented in previous publications 
[15,16]. Here, however, they are shown in a 
slightly different way, since the motors and 
generators used for pumps and turbines, 
respectively, are examined separately. Thus, the 
values presented here differ from those in the 
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Table 2: 

Stream, 
 

 
[kg/s] 

 
[°C] 

 
[bar] 

 
[MW] 

1 614.50 15.0 1.01 0.96 
2 614.50 392.9 17.00 232.25 
3 14.00 15.0 50.00 729.62 
4 14.00 15.0 17.00 727.37 
5 628.50 1264.0 16.49 741.01 
6 628.50 580.6 1.06 189.87 
7 268.50 580.6 1.06 81.11 
8 268.50 447.6 1.05 54.64 
9 360.00 580.6 1.06 108.75 
10 360.00 449.3 1.05 73.68 
11 628.50 448.6 1.05 128.33 
12 628.50 341.2 1.04 84.69 
13 628.50 257.9 1.04 55.77 
14 628.50 257.3 1.04 55.59 
15 628.50 237.6 1.04 49.49 
16 628.50 234.1 1.04 48.43 
17 628.50 229.3 1.04 47.01 
18 628.50 156.4 1.03 27.98 
19 628.50 95.3 1.03 16.49 
20 94.58 32.9 3.73 0.47 
21 94.58 135.6 3.62 8.18 
22 95.41 140.0 3.62 8.79 
23 72.43 140.0 3.62 6.67 
24 7.22 140.0 3.62 0.67 
25 7.22 140.5 25.13 0.68 
26 7.22 216.6 24.38 1.56 
27 7.22 222.6 24.38 7.23 
28 7.22 237.9 23.16 7.35 
29 94.58 32.9 0.05 0.44 
30 72.43 305.1 23.16 79.53 
31 72.43 560.6 22.00 103.42 
32 72.43 317.2 4.10 66.03 
33 22.15 214.1 4.10 18.01 
34 22.15 146.4 4.32 16.96 
35 0.83 146.4 4.32 0.63 
36 22.97 140.0 3.62 2.12 
37 22.97 140.0 4.32 2.12 
38 22.97 146.4 4.32 17.60 
39 65.21 140.0 3.62 6.01 
40 65.21 141.8 134.56 6.96 
41 65.21 325.2 130.53 31.88 
42 65.21 331.2 130.53 71.79 
43 65.21 560.6 124.00 103.51 
44 65.21 313.2 23.16 72.22 
45 94.58 293.0 4.10 83.86 
46 94.58 32.9 0.05 12.87 

 

 

, , , ,

[MW] [MW] [MW] [%] [%] 
242.67 231.30 11.38 95.31 1.56 
729.62 508.76 220.87 69.73 30.23
551.15 535.06 16.09 97.08 2.20 
26.47 23.89 2.57 90.27 0.35 
35.07 31.72 3.35 90.45 0.46 
43.64 39.91 3.73 91.46 0.51 
28.92 24.91 4.00 86.16 0.55 
0.18 0.12 0.06 69.01 0.01 
6.10 5.67 0.43 92.92 0.06 
1.06 0.87 0.19 82.47 0.03 
1.43 1.04 0.38 73.27 0.05 
19.03 15.48 3.55 81.36 0.49 
11.49 7.71 3.78 67.07 0.52 
31.29 29.62 1.67 94.67 0.23 
37.39 35.75 1.65 95.60 0.23 
70.99 62.29 8.71 87.73 1.19 
0.04 0.04 0.00 90.34 0.00 
1.06 0.96 0.11 89.96 0.01 
0.03 0.02 0.01 75.81 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 83.22 0.00 

292.38 288.00 4.39 98.50 0.60 
127.65 125.74 1.91 98.50 0.26 
0.04 0.04 0.01 87.20 0.00 
1.12 1.06 0.06 94.80 0.01 
0.03 0.03 0.00 86.20 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 80.70 0.00 

Total 730.58 412.54 304.01 56.47 41.61
 
references. The exergy destruction ratio, , , 
provides information about the performance of 
each component and enables the comparison of 
dissimilar components. As shown in Table 3, the 
highest exergy destruction ratio is found for the 
components that constitute the GT system, with 
the  (CC) having the highest 
value, followed by the HPHRSG, consisting of the 

 (HPSH), the 
 (HPEVAP) and the 
 (HPECON). 

 
4.2 Advanced exergetic analysis 
The results of the advanced exergetic analysis are 
shown in Table 4 and are obtained from Eqs. (1) 
and (3)-(7). When evaluating a plant, we mainly 
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focus on its avoidable exergy destruction, because 
it represents the potential for improvement. With 
the exception of the gas turbine and the HPST, the 
majority of the exergy destruction within the 
components of the plant is unavoidable. In 
particular, in the CC, 68% of the exergy 
destruction is unavoidable. Moreover, most of the 
overall exergy destruction of the plant is 
endogenous (84%). This means that component 
interactions, represented by the exogenous exergy 
destruction, do not play a significant role. 
Therefore, the focus should be on the 
improvement of internal inefficiencies of the 
components. Additionally, for the CC, the 
compressor, the IPST and LPST and the majority 
of the heat exchangers, most of the endogenous 
exergy destruction is unavoidable. In contrast, in 
the GT, the HPST and the generators of the plant, 
the avoidable part of the endogenous exergy 
destruction is larger than the unavoidable part. 
However, when the exogenous exergy destruction 
is split into avoidable and unavoidable parts, for 
most components (including the GT and the 
LPST), the unavoidable part is found to be larger. 
To determine which components should be 
improved first, we further split each component’s 
exogenous exergy destruction into its source 
components. This separation results in a number of 
simulations totaling 

2

2 , with  being the number 

of the components in the plant. The results for the 
components with the highest exogenous exergy 
destruction are shown in Table 5. The mexogenous 
exergy destruction is calculated using Eq. (2). 
To better understand the improvement potential of 
the components, we calculate the variable ,

, , 
as stated in Eq. (8) (Table 6). The total avoidable 
exergy destruction of component , consists of 
both its avoidable endogenous exergy destruction 
and the avoidable exogenous exergy destruction it 
causes to the remaining components of the plant. 
The higher this value is, the higher the influence of 
the considered component on the overall system. 
The negative values calculated for the exogenous 
exergy destruction (Table 4) are a result of a 
change in the mass flow rates when calculating the 
endogenous exergy destructions. For example, for 
the calculation of the endogenous exergy 
destruction of the IPSH, all other components are 
considered under theoretical conditions, while the 
superheater operates under real conditions. Due to 
the elimination of any pressure losses through the 

theoretical components, the operational pressure of 
the heat exchanger during the calculation of the 

 is lower. These conditions result in an 
increased mass of steam flowing through the heat 
exchanger. Thus, the endogenous exergy 
destruction is found to be higher than the  and 
the  negative. The negative  of the GT 
generator is similarly justified. In the calculation 
of the , the power output of the steam cycle is 
decreased, due to the lower temperature of the 
combustion products entering the HRSG - a result 
of the high isentropic efficiency of the expander. 
With this lower temperature, the power of the 
steam turbines is reduced. To keep the overall 
power output of the process constant, the power 
output of the GT must increase. This is, however, 
determined by the mass flow, since the inlet 
temperature of the GT remains constant. With 
increased mass flow, the   of the generator is 
higher than the , resulting in a negative . 
Similar explanations can be used for the negative 
values of the , , since their calculation is 
dependent on the calculation of the , . When 
the exergy of the product, , increases in the 
simulation used for the calculation of the  in 

comparison to the real case, the 
,

results in 
negative values. Generally, with the exception of 
the generators and motors that are influenced only 
by the components to which they are directly 
connected, to improve the overall system, the 
component with negative exergy destruction 
should operate with reduced performance.  
The CC has the highest absolute value of exergy 
destruction, 68% of which cannot be avoided and 
only 13% of the unavoidable exergy destruction is 
exogenous. Thus, the remaining 87% of the 
unavoidable exergy destruction is due to the 
component itself, most of which cannot be 
avoided. Additionally, 51.6% of the exogenous 
exergy destruction in the CC stems from the GT 
and the compressor (Table 5), almost 33% (4.6 
MW) of which is avoidable. In the GT and the 
compressor, the main part of the exergy 
destruction is also endogenous, i.e., caused 
internally by the operation of the components 
themselves, while the exogenous part is mainly 
imposed by the CC. However, a large part of the 
exogenous exergy destruction stemming from the 
CC is avoidable (41%). 
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The larger the influence of a component, the 
higher its improvement priority must be, if the 
improvement of the overall plant is considered. 
The CC is the component with the highest absolute 
value of exergy destruction, leading to the highest 
avoidable exergy destruction. The GT and the 
compressor follow in absolute values of avoidable 
exergy destruction.  
In the first column of Table 6 the exogenous 
exergy destruction caused by each component is 
presented. As shown, the exogenous exergy 
destruction caused by the GT is almost double that 
caused by the CC. However, due to the 
significantly larger endogenous exergy destruction 
of the CC, its total avoidable exergy destruction is 
almost 6 times higher, when compared to that of 
the GT. When comparing the GT with the 

compressor, the GT causes double the exergy 
destruction in the plant, resulting in a higher 
absolute value of avoidable exogenous exergy 
destruction. Moreover, due to the doubled 
endogenous avoidable exergy destruction of the 
GT, its total avoidable exergy destruction is also 
almost double that of the compressor.   
The results of the conventional exergetic analysis 
are strongly supplemented by the advanced 
exergetic analysis.  Irreversibilities identified in 
the conventional exergetic analysis are split, 
according to their origins, in the advanced 
exergetic analysis. Only the part of the 
irreversibilities that can be avoided should be 
considered for the improvement of a plant with 
interacting processes. 

 

  ,  ,   ,  ,   ,    ,  

     
,

,  
,

,   
,

,  
,

,

[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]  [MW] [MW] 

6.95 4.43 6.26 5.11 3.80 2.46   3.15 1.96 
193.42 27.44 149.84 71.03 131.05 18.79  62.37 8.66 
13.55 2.54 7.77 8.32 6.25 1.52   7.30 1.02 
1.99 0.59 1.68 0.89 1.11 0.57   0.87 0.02 
1.79 1.56 2.48 0.87 1.30 1.18  0.49 0.38 
2.01 1.72 3.35 0.38 2.02 1.32  -0.02 0.40 
2.24 1.76 2.72 1.28 1.75 0.97  0.50 0.79 
0.09 -0.03 0.01 0.05 0.01 -0.01 0.07 -0.03
0.41 0.02 0.28 0.15 0.25 0.03  0.16 -0.01
0.16 0.02 0.12 0.07 0.18 -0.06 -0.01 0.08 
0.18 0.20 0.16 0.22 0.06 0.10  0.12 0.10 
1.69 2.05 2.98 0.76 1.66 1.32  0.03 0.73 
2.20 1.59 1.52 2.27 1.07 0.45   1.12 1.14 
1.11 0.56 0.78 0.89 0.50 0.29   0.61 0.28 
1.19 0.45 0.94 0.71 0.66 0.28  0.54 0.17 
6.02 2.69 5.10 3.61 3.53 1.57   2.49 1.11 
0.00 0.44 0.00 0.45 0.01 0.00   0.00 0.44 
0.06 -0.06 0.05 -0.05 0.03 0.02   0.03 -0.08 
0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00  0.00 0.02 
0.00 0.11 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00  0.00 0.10 
4.77 -0.39 1.45 2.94 1.57 -0.13   3.20 -0.26 
1.43 0.48 0.63 1.28 0.47 0.16   0.96 0.32 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   0.00 0.01 
0.00 0.06 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.01  0.00 0.05 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00   -0.01 0.00 
0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00 0.15 

Total 249.99 48.43     
Total (%) 83.77 16.23     
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,  
[MW] 

 
,

,

[MW] 
,  

[MW] 
 

,
,  

[MW] 
27.44 GT 8.91  1.59 LPEVAP 0.51 
 Compressor 5.24   CC 0.25 
 LPST 3.35   GT 0.12 
 GT generator 2.17   Compressor 0.07 
 LP EVAP 0.80   LPST 0.03 
  mexo 3.20    mexo 0.43 
4.43 CC 3.27  1.56 GT 0.92 
 GT 0.29   CC 0.20 
 LPST 0.11   Compressor 0.05 
 GT generator 0.08   Reheater 0.03 
 LP EVAP 0.03   LPST 0.03 
  mexo 0.52    mexo 0.32 
2.69 GT 1.06  0.59 CC 0.23 
 CC 0.70   HPSH 0.18 
 Compressor 0.18   GT 0.15 
 IPST 0.12   Compressor 0.06 
 GT generator 0.07   IPSH 0.05 
  mexo 0.51    mexo 0.13 

2.54 CC 1.12  0.20 IP Evaporator 0.11 

 Compressor 0.30   CC 0.02 

 LPST 0.25   Reheater 0.02 

 Generator GT 0.15   GT 0.02 

 Generator STs 0.06   Deareator 0.01 
  mexo 0.39    mexo 0.05 
1.76 HPEVAP 0.28  2.05 IPEVAP 0.84 
 CC 0.25   CC 0.19 
 GT 0.22   GT 0.18 
 Deareator 0.18   Reheater 0.14 
 Compressor 0.07   IPSH 0.11 
  mexo 0.59    mexo 0.54 
1.72 GT 0.85      
 CC 0.23      

 Reheater 0.11      

 IPEVAP 0.08      

 Compressor 0.06      

  mexo 0.40      
 

                                                      
 ,

, : Exogenous exergy destruction within component  caused by component . 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a complex energy conversion 
system, a combined cycle power plant, has been 
analyzed using both conventional and advanced 
exergetic analyses. The exergetic analysis uses 
variables that reveal the components with the 

highest exergy destruction. More specific insight, 
however, about component interactions and the 
improvement potential of the plant is revealed by 
the advanced exergetic analysis. 
The highest exergy destruction is caused by the 
CC. Almost 87% of the total exergy destruction 
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there results from the chemical reaction 
( ) and 68% of the 
total exergy destruction cannot be avoided 
( ). In total, there is 
some improvement potential for the overall plant, 
most of which is related to the internal operating 
conditions of the components (

), while component interactions 
( ) are less 
significant. Considering the avoidable exergy 
destruction caused by each component both to 
itself and the remaining components of the plant, 
the results are well justified. Similar to the results 
of the conventional analysis, the advanced analysis 
ranks the improvement priority of the CC first, 
followed by the GT expander and the compressor. 
When considering the total avoidable exergy 
destruction of each component, the GT and the 
compressor increase in importance moving closer 
to the CC. This results from the high avoidable 
exergy destruction of these two components. 
An advanced exergetic analysis is a valuable 
supplement to a conventional exergetic analysis. 
The application of the conventional and advanced 
exergoeconomic analyses is the next step of this 
study and will be presented in a subsequent paper. 
 

 

 

,

,
1
`

 

[MW] 

, ,

,
1
`

 

[MW] 

,
,  

 
[MW] 

,
,

 
[MW]

7.8 3.60 (5%) 62.37 (95%) 65.97 
14.9 4.95 (40%) 7.30 (60%) 12.26 
6.4 2.32 (42%) 3.15 (58%) 5.47 
4.0 1.84 (43%) 2.49 (57%) 4.34 
1.0 0.53 (95%) 0.03 (5%) 0.56 
0.0 0.01 (2%) 0.49 (98%) 0.51 
0.5 0.20 (33%) 0.49 (67%) 0.73 
0.2 0.08 (32%) 0.12 (68%) 0.18 
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Second Law Efficiency Optimization of a 
Regenerative Gas Turbine Power Plant 

Y. Haseli, J. A. van Oijen 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands 

Abstract: The idea is to find out whether 2nd law efficiency optimization may be a suitable trade-off 
between maximum work output and maximum 1st law efficiency designs for a regenerator gas turbine 
engine operating on the basis of an open Brayton cycle. It is shown that an ideal Brayton-type engine 
with or without a regenerator cannot operate at fully reversible limit; regime of zero entropy generation. 
Hence, the 2nd law efficiency of the power cycle is defined as the ratio of the 1st law efficiency to the 
efficiency of the ideal power cycle. For an ideal cycle, minimization of entropy production is equivalent 
to maximization of the system thermal efficiency. Except at regenerator effectiveness of 50 percent, at 
which maximum work output, maximum 1st law efficiency, and minimum entropy generation become 
identical, no relation is observed between these three optimization criteria for an irreversible engine. A 
design region is established within which pressure ratio of a real engine must lie between optimum 
pressure ratios corresponding to maximum work output and maximum 1st law efficiency, respectively, 
as the upper and the lower limits of this region. The results indicate that the 2nd law efficiency 
optimization is approximately equivalent to maximum work output design when regenerator 
effectiveness is between 0.78 and 0.82. For the regenerator effectiveness beyond 0.82, the 2nd law 
efficiency optimization may be considered as a trade-off between optimized work output and 1st law 
efficiency. However, if the effectiveness value happens to be less than 0.78, the 2nd law efficiency 
optimization may give no useful design information. 

Keywords: Regenerative Gas Turbine cycle, Optimization, Second law efficiency, Optimum 
Pressure Ratio 

1. Introduction 
Optimization of gas turbine power engines has 
received remarkable attention from numerous 
researchers during the past few decades. In 
principle, a design of a gas turbine engine 
operating on Brayton cycle can be carried out 
either by maximizing the power output or 
maximizing the thermal efficiency. Whether the 
optimization should be performed according to 
maximum power or maximum efficiency depends 
on the problem constrains; the relative prices of 
power and fuel. At one extreme we operate the 
engine to deliver as much power as possible 
without regard to how much fuel we waste. At the 
other extreme we try to get the maximum work out 
of the fuel without regard to how long it takes [1]. 
In general, a real engine must operate in a region 
imposed by maximum work output and maximum 
thermal efficiency designs. Within this region the 
thermal efficiency would be greater than the 
efficiency at maximum work and less than the 
maximum possible efficiency, whereas the work 
output would be greater than the work at 

maximum efficiency and less than the maximum 
possible work output [2]. Typical design regime of 
a regenerative Brayton engine at three values of 
the cycle highest-to-lowest temperature ratio, rT, is 
depicted in Fig. 1. When the temperature ratio is 
higher, the allowable operational region becomes 

Fig. 1. Illustration of operational region of a 
regenerative gas turbine engine on the efficiency-
work output curve at three highest-to-lowest 
temperature ratios 
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wider. Also, a higher rT results in a better 
performance of the engine from both efficiency 
and work output perspectives. As a matter of fact, 
design of a power engine would basically require 
selection of only one point from the design area 
imposed by maximum work output and maximum 
thermal efficiency designs. On what basis this best 
design point must be chosen depends, practically, 
on economical parameters such as capital costs, 
fuel and power prices, and operational and 
maintenance costs. 

In this paper, 2nd law efficiency optimization of a 
regenerative gas turbine power plant is studied. 
The idea is to find out whether this method may be 
considered as a proper trade-off between 
maximum work output and maximum 1st law 
efficiency designs. One important message of this 
article is that an ideal Brayton cycle, as described 
in standard thermodynamics textbooks; e. g. [3], 
cannot operate at zero entropy generation regime. 
In other words, entropy production (system plus 
surrounding) is an essential requirement to make 
an ideal Brayton cycle operate as a heat engine. It 
will be shown that it is incorrect to consider the 
Carnot engine as the ultimate limit of a Brayton-
type engine. So, maximum attainable limit of the 
thermal/1st law efficiency of a real engine is the 1st 
law efficiency of the ideal cycle. 

2. Ideal Cycle Analysis 
In any heat engine that operates between two heat 
reservoirs maintained at constant temperatures TH 
(heat source temperature) and TL (heat sink 

temperature), work and entropy are produced due 
to heat exchange between the working substance 
and the heat reservoirs. Hence, 

LH QQW !=                (1) 

H

H

L

L
Gen

T

Q

T

Q
S !=               (2) 

Consider an ideal open Brayton cycle whose T-S 
diagram is depicted in Fig. 2. Notice that a simple 
Brayton engine operates through path 1-2-3-4, 
whereas the process path in a plant with a 
regenerator would be 1-2-2a-3-4-4a. Due to the 
second law, only some portion of the combustion 
heat is converted into mechanical work and the 
rest is dumped into the ambient through 
discharging exhaust stream of turbine. Hence, the 
1st law (thermal) efficiency of the power cycle is 
[3] 

"!
!=# PI r1  (simple)            (3a) 

T

P
I

r

r
1

"

!=#  (regenerative)           (3b) 

where rP is pressure ratio across the compressor, 

and ( ) $!$=" /1  with  representing specific 

heats ratio. The 1st law efficiency of a simple ideal 
Brayton cycle increases consistently with the 
pressure ratio, but the thermal efficiency of an 
ideal regenerative Brayton engine decreases 
monotonically with the pressure ratio. 

From the models of components, one may derive 
the following relationships for dimensionless work 
output and entropy production of the engine. 

( )( )"!" !!= PPT r1rrw               (4) 

( ) ( )1rrrrN TPPTGen +%!%+= ""!
 (simple)         (5a) 

( ) ( )1rrrrN TPPTGen +%!+%= ""!
 (regenerative)(5b) 

where HL T/T=% . 

In fact, work and entropy production defined in (1) 
and (2) are divided by heat capacitance of the 
working fluid to give the dimensionless 
parameters. Figure 3 illustrates graphical trends of 
the 1st law efficiency and the entropy generation 
number for an ideal Brayton cycle with/without a 
regenerator. In the case of the simple cycle, the 
entropy generation decreases, and the 1st law 
efficiency increases monotonically with pressure 
ratio, whereas for the case of the regenerative 
Brayton cycle the trends of the entropy generation 
and the 1st law efficiency are opposite. An 

Fig. 2. T-S diagram of an ideal open Brayton Cycle 
operating between two heat reservoirs maintained 
at constant temperatures TH and TL. Note that 
process path 1-2-3-4 represents a simple cycle, and 
path 1-2-2a-3-4-4a shows a regenerative engine. 
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interesting observation from Fig. 3 is that the ideal 
simple Brayton cycle operating at a given 
efficiency may experience different entropy 
productions depending upon the cycle temperature 
ratio. 

One important task is to examine the work output 
of the heat engine at fully reversible conditions, 
when the efficiency of the engine reaches the 

Carnot efficiency, Ca# . To fulfill this task, the 

analysis proceeds by setting the entropy generation 
numbers equal to zero in (5a) and (5b). This 

allows one to obtain the overall pressure ratio at 
fully reversible condition. For the case of a 
regenerative ideal Brayton cycle, we get two roots 

as follows: 1rP = , and H4TP r  r &/& = %=" . At the 

pressure ratio of unity, in fact, no work is required 
to derive the compressor, nor would the turbine 
produce power; thereby resulting in an engine with 
zero work output. On the other hand, inserting the 

second root,  %="
TP r  r , in (4) yields a negative 

work output for the power cycle, which is 
impossible. 

Likewise, for the case of a simple ideal Brayton 
cycle, two roots with respect to the pressure ratio 
may lead to zero entropy generation, which are: 

TP rr ="  and 1

Pr
!" %= . Similar results are obtained; 

zero work output at TP rr =" , and negative work 

output at 1

Pr
!" %= . 

As a result, an ideal Brayton cycle with or without 
a regenerator operating at fully reversible limit, 
which corresponds to the regime of Carnot 
efficiency, would have zero net work output. The 
fully reversible condition implies 

LLHH T/QT/Q = , and zero work output 

corresponds to LH QQ = , whereby resulting in 

LH TT = , or 0Ca =# ; no engine at all! The main 

conclusion is that it is impossible for an ideal open 
Brayton cycle to operate at fully reversible limit. 
Thus, the generation of entropy is necessarily a 
basic requirement to drive a Brayton cycle. This 
implies that it is incorrect to consider the Carnot 
efficiency as the upper limit of the thermal 
efficiency of the power cycle. 

3. Irreversible Cycle Analysis 
Now we extend the analysis to an irreversible 
regenerative Brayton cycle. Energy is degraded 
due to components inefficiencies and pressure 
drop throughout the cycle. The energy degradation 
is taken into consideration by introducing 
compressor, turbine and regenerator efficiencies 
represented, respectively, by C, T and R, and 
pressure drop factor, PF. This latter parameter is a 
factor with a maximum value of 1, which 
represents the total pressure drop within the power 
cycle. Hence, dimensionless work output, 1st law 
efficiency and entropy generation number for an 
irreversible cycle are given by 

( )[ ]
C

P
FPTT

1r
Pr1rw

#

!
!!#=

"
"!

             (6) 

Fig. 3. Illustration of the trends of the 1st law 
efficiency and the entropy generation number versus 
pressure ratio for an ideal simple Brayton cycle 
(top), and an ideal regenerative Brayton cycle 
(bottom) 
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Typical trends of the above three parameters 
versus the system pressure ratio are illustrated in 
Fig. 4 at some practical values of the components 
efficiencies; e. g., C = 0.85, T =0.9 and R = 
0.80. As seen, the work output and the thermal 
efficiency have both optimums with respect to rP 

but at different points. Typical values of ( )max,IPr #  

and ( )maxP wr  corresponding to Fig. 4 are 5 and 9, 

respectively. A past study by Roco et al. [4] 
revealed that when the regenerator effectiveness is 
less than 0.5, the optimum pressure ratio 

corresponding to maximum work output, ( )maxP wr , 

is lower than the optimum pressure ratio obtained 

by maximizing the thermal efficiency, ( )max,IPr # . 

This trend would be opposite when 5.0R ># . In a 

practical design, of course, the regenerator 
effectiveness must be much higher than 0.5, and 
the graphical trend of the system 1st law efficiency 
and its work output is similar to those depicted in 
Fig. 4. This figure in fact offers a design region in 
terms of the pressure ratio. In other words, a real 

engine pressure ratio must lie between ( )max,IPr #  

and ( )maxP wr . 

Another important observation in Fig. 4 is that 
entropy generation consistently increases with 
pressure ratio. It does have an optimal point with 
respect to the pressure ratio, which happens to be 
less than 2. Bejan has pointed out in several papers 
that maximum work output design is equivalent to 
minimum entropy generation design; e. g., see Ref 
[5] p. 1216 and Refs [6, 7]. However, the results of 
the present study indicate that his statement is not 
a general theorem, as it does not hold for a 
regenerative gas turbine engine. 

Explicit relationships can be derived to determine 
optimum pressure ratio leading to a maximum 1st 
law efficiency, maximum work output, or 
minimum entropy generation. Optimal pressure 

ratio leading to a maximum 1st law efficiency is 
computed through an equation obtained from 

0r/ PI =(#( ; which gives 

( )[ ] ( )[ ] 0CrCrC 0max,IP1

2

max,IP2 =+#+#
""

            (9) 

where 

( ) ( )( )[ ]RTCRFTT0 11r21PrC #!!#+#!#=
"!

 

( )12Pr2C RFTT1 !##=
"!

 

( ) ( )( )RTRTT2 11r21rC #!!!#!#=  

Notice that if we could design a perfect heat 
exchanger with 100 percent effectiveness, 
equation (9) would reduce to 

( )[ ] ( )[ ] 0PrP2r Fmax,IPF

2

max,IP =+#!#
"!""!"

, which 

means that the optimum pressure ratio subject to 
maximization of the 1st law efficiency would be a 
function of only pressure drop factor. 

Likewise, optimum pressure ratios corresponding 
to maximum work output and minimum entropy 

production are obtained from 0r/w P =((  and 

0r/N PGen =(( , respectively. 

( ) ( ) ""!
##= 2

1

FTTCmaxP Prwr            (10) 

( ) ( ) C.PrNr 2

1

FTTCmin,GenP
""!

##=            (11) 

where C is defined as below. 

( )
( )

"

%#!+#

%#+#!
=

2

1

RR

RR

1

1
C             (12) 

Fig. 4. General trends of dimensionless work 
output, 1st law efficiency, and entropy generation 
number of a regenerative gas turbine power plant 
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It is seen that maximization of work output and 
minimization of entropy generation have led to 
different results for optimal pressure ratio of the 
cycle, emphasizing that maximization of work 
output of a power plant is not necessarily identical 
to minimizing the entropy generation associated 
with the power plant, and they may be equivalent 
under special circumstances. For the case of a 
regenerative gas turbine engine, these two 
optimization strategies would come up with 
identical result only if the effectiveness of the 
regenerator were 50 percent. However, in practice, 
the thermal effectiveness of regenerative heat 
exchangers is much higher than 50 percent. This 
means that the constant C has a value of less than 
1, with a typical value of 0.12, for instance; that is, 
the optimum rP obtained from maximizing the 
work would be over 8 times greater than that 
resulted from minimizing the entropy generation. 

Worthy of noting is that the regenerator 
effectiveness of 50 percent is an interesting case as 
Roco et al. [4] and Hernandez et al. [8] reported, 
based on their numerical results, that maximum 
efficiency and maximum power operating points 
became coincident at R = 0.5. One may also show 
it analytically by solving the quadratic equation (9) 
with R = 0.5, which would lead to the same result 
given in (10). As a conclusion, all the above 
optimization approaches are equivalent at the 
regenerator effectiveness of 50 percent for a 
regenerative gas turbine power plant. 

The effect of the regenerator effectiveness on 
optimum pressure ratios corresponding to 
maximum 1st law efficiency, maximum work 
output and minimum entropy generation is 

illustrated in Fig. 5. Both ( )max,IPr #  and ( )min,GenP Nr  

decrease consistently as R increases from zero to 

one, given that ( )maxP wr  remains unaltered 

according to (10). Note that curves of ( )max,IPr # , 

( )maxP wr  and ( )min,GenP Nr  cross each other at R = 

0.5. Figure 5 clearly indicates that ( )max,IPr #  is less 

than ( )maxP wr  for practical values of R (typically 

greater than 0.7), and ( )min,GenP Nr  is much less than 

( )max,IPr #  and ( )maxP wr . As mentioned previously, 

design value of the system pressure ratio must lie 

between ( )max,IPr #  and ( )maxP wr . 

Based on the results of Figs. 5, a useful criterion 
can be maintained as the operating regime of the 

power cycle, which should satisfy the following 
inequality. 

( ) ( )maxPopt,Pmax,IP wrrr <<#            (13) 

Yet, no criterion has been proposed to establish a 
conceptual trade-off between the maximum 1st law 
efficiency and the maximum work output designs. 
The upcoming section is devoted to examine 
whether the 2nd law efficiency optimization may be 
considered as an appropriate design trade-off. 

4. Second Law Efficiency 
Optimization 

Taking into account the results of section 2, the 2nd 
law efficiency of the Brayton-type engine should 

be defined as iIII / ##=# , where I and i 

(irreversible and ideal 1st law efficiencies) are 
determined from (7) and (3), respectively. The 

ideal 1st law efficiency of the power cycle, i# , 

corresponds to a condition that no entropy, due to 
degradation of energy, would be generated in the 
plant, whereas a real engine suffers from energy 
degradation within its components. So, the ratio 

iI / ##  indicates the inefficiencies within the real 

engine due to production of entropy resulted from 
degradation of energy compared to the ideal 
situation. 

Hence, with the aid of (7) and (3), the 2nd law 
efficiency of a regenerative gas turbine power 
plant is described as follows, 

 

Fig. 5. Illustrative example representing the 
influence of the regenerator effectiveness on 
optimum pressure ratios subject to maximum 1st law 
efficiency, maximum work output, and minimum 
entropy generation 
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Notice that II is always greater than I at a given 
process conditions. For the condition of Fig. 4, as 
an example, I may reach to a maximum value of 
43% when rT = 4.5 and PF = 0.85, whereas II can 
increase up to 69%. 

Maximizing II with respect to rP results in a more 
complicated equation compared to those obtained 
for optimum pressure ratios in (9) – (11). 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0CrCrCrCrC 0P1

2

P2

3

P3

4

P4 =)+)+)+)+)        (15) 

where 40 C...C ))  are complex functions of the 

process independent parameters. 

Figure 6 reveals that depending on the value of R 
the optimum pressure ratio resulted from 
maximizing the 2nd law efficiency may lie between 
rP( I,max) and rP(wmax), or stand upper than rP(wmax). 
Notice that the curve of rP(wmax) versus rT is 
identical for all regenerator effectiveness values. 
At R = 1, the results of both efficiencies 
optimization are quiet close. By decreasing R, 
both rP( I,max) and rP( II,max) increase; this latter one 
with a higher rate, such that it reaches rP(wmax) at 

around R = 0.8. Further reduction of R leads to a 
higher rP( II,max) than rP(wmax). 

The trends of optimum pressure ratios varying 
with the regenerator effectiveness at different 
temperature ratios, pressure drop factors, and 
turbo-compressor efficiencies are also 
investigated; the results are depicted in Figs. 7 – 
10. Shown in Fig. 7 are the graphs of the optimum 
pressure ratios versus R at three values of the 
temperature ratio. As seen, rP( II,max) crosses 
rP(wmax) somewhere between R = 0.8 and R = 
0.82 depending upon the value of rT. Thus, the 2nd 
law efficiency optimization method cannot be a 
good design method for R < 0.80 since inequality 
(13) is not satisfied, whereas for efficient heat 
exchangers having effectiveness of higher than 
0.8, it can be employed as a compromise between 
the maximum work output and maximum 1st law 
efficiency designs.  

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of the pressure drop 
factor on the trends of rP,opt – R curves. From this 
figure, rP( II,max) happens to lie between rP( I,max) 
and rP(wmax) for R > 0.81, and the curves of 
rP( II,max) - R cross those of rP(wmax) - R at R = 
0.81 regardless of the value of the pressure drop 
factor. 

Lastly, the effects of the turbine and the 
compressor efficiencies on the optimum pressure 
ratios varying with the regenerator effectiveness 
are studied. Figure 9 shows that by varying the 
turbine efficiency in the range of 0.8 – 0.9, 
rP(wmax) and rP( II,max) become identical at 

8.077.0 R ** # . Worthy of noting is that for 

Fig. 6. Variations of optimum pressure ratios with 
the temperature ratio at three values of regenerator 
effectiveness. Note that rP(wmax) is identical at all 
effectiveness cases (PF = 0.85, C = 0.85, T = 0.9). 

r

 
Fig. 7. The effect of the regenerator effectiveness on 
optimum pressure ratios at three different 

temperature ratios (PF = 0.85, C = 0.85, T = 0.9) 
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85.0R +# , rP( I,max) is almost independent of the 

turbine efficiency. The effect of the compressor 
efficiency on the optimum pressure ratios is 
illustrated in Fig. 10. Unlike other process 
parameters, a significant displacement in the 
crossing point of rP( II,max) - R and rP(wmax) - R is 
evident when changing the compressor efficiency. 
From Fig. 10, the location of this crossing point 

corresponds to 84.078.0 R ** #  for the 

compressor efficiency varying between 0.8 and 
0.9. 

 

5. Conclusions 
The results of this study reveal that the upper limit 
of the 1st law (thermal) efficiency of a heat engine 
operating on an open Brayton cycle with or 
without a regenerator, cannot be the Carnot 
efficiency. Indeed, the 1st law efficiency of such an 
engine may ultimately reach the efficiency of the 
ideal cycle; i. e., (3). Hence, the 2nd law efficiency 
of a regenerative gas turbine power plant is defined 
as the ratio of the thermal efficiency of the 
irreversible plant to the thermal efficiency of the 
ideal power cycle. Various optimization criteria 
were considered. The results indicate that a 
regenerative Brayton cycle can operate 
simultaneously at maximum work output, 
maximum 1st law efficiency and minimum entropy 
generation rate at the regenerator effectiveness of 
50 percent. A real engine must operate in the 
region imposed by maximum work output and 
maximum 1st law efficiency designs. Thus, the real 
engine pressure ratio must satisfy inequality (13). 
The possibility of employing the 2nd law efficiency 
optimization as a trade-off between the optimized 
work output and the 1st law efficiency was 
examined. It was found out that if the regenerator 
effectiveness lies between 0.78 and 0.82, a design 
based on the 2nd law efficiency maximization 
would be almost equivalent to the maximum work 
output design. For the regenerator effectiveness 

P

Fig. 8. The effect of the regenerator effectiveness on 
optimum pressure ratios at three different pressure 
drop factors (rT = 4, C = 0.85, T = 0.9) 

Fig. 9. The effect of the regenerator effectiveness on 
optimum pressure ratios at three different values of 

the trubine efficiency (rT = 4, PF = 0.85, C = 0.85) 

Fig. 10. The effect of the regenerator effectiveness on 
optimum pressure ratios at three different values of 

the compressor efficiency (rT = 4, PF = 0.85, T = 0.9) 
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greater than 0.82, the 2nd law efficiency may be 
considered as a trade-off between the maximum 
work and maximum 1st law efficiency designs. 
However, if a regenerator operates at efficiency 
less than 0.78, the 2nd law efficiency optimization 
is not recommended as a design criterion. 

 

Nomenclature 
C Parameter defined in (12) 
C0, C1, C2 Parameters defined in (9) 
NGen Entropy generation number 
PF Pressure drop factor 
QH Heat transfer in combustor, J 
QL Heat rejection to ambient, J 
rp Pressure ratio 

( )min,GenP Nr  Optimum pressure ratio leading to 

minimum entropy generation 

( )maxP wr  Optimum pressure ratio leading to 

maximum work output 

( )max,IPr #  Optimum pressure ratio leading to 

maximum 1st law efficiency 

( )max,IIPr #  Optimum pressure ratio leading to 

maximum 2nd law efficiency 
rT Cycle highest-to-lowest temperature ratio 
SGen Entropy generation, J/K 
TH Heat source temperature, K 
TL Heat sink temperature, K 
W Work output, J 
w Dimensionless work output 

Greek Letters 
 = ( -1)/  
 Ratio of specific heats 

#  Efficiency 

 = TL/TH 

Subscripts 
C Compressor 
I 1st law 
II 2nd law 
i Ideal 

opt Optimum 
R Regenerator 
th Thermal 
T Turbine 
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Abstract: In the last decade the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) Directive was the 
key law on industrial emissions in the European Union, aiming to achieve a high level of environmental 
protection in the major industrial activities. The Best Available Techniques (BAT) were recommended 
for each industrial branch, especially in the process industry, with the purpose to prevent and reduce 
the pollution and to use energy more effective. This prompted the development and application of new 
methods for the production processes improvements and emissions minimization. 
In some chemical processes the emissions minimization is achieved simultaneously with the reduction 
of energy and feedstock consumption. However, in most cases the emissions reduction requires 
additional energy and chemicals to be consumed. Also, as a rule, the stronger emission limits are 
required, the more energy and non-energy resources have to be consumed additionally.  
In this work a thermodynamic estimation of the emissions abatement methods, recommended as BAT 
for the major production processes in nitrogen fertilizers industry is made. The exergy method and the 
cumulative exergy concept are used in order to estimate the total and the additional natural resources 
consumption in the production of ammonia, nitric acid, ammonium nitrate and urea, based on 
recommended BAT processes and emission limits.       

Keywords:  Nitrogen fertilizers, Emissions, Pollutants, Exergy analysis, Urea, Nitric acid, Ammonia  

1. Introduction 
The European industry is subject to a range of 
industrial emissions legislations, first of them the 
Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 
(IPPC) Directive (Directive 96/61/EC, codified in 
2008 as Directive 2008/1/EC) with about 52000 
industrial installations covered [1]. The deadlines 
for the full implementation of the IPPC Directive 
for new plants were 30 October 1999 and for 
existing plants 30 October 2007 [1].  
From December 2007, a recast procedure of the 
IPPC Directive is in progress and a new Industrial 
Emissions Directive (IED) is now close to 
finalizing [2]. 
The concept of the Best Available Techniques 
(BAT) is one of the basic principles of the IPPC 
Directive. The emissions limit values (ELVs), 
which are mandatory according to the IPPC and 
IED Directives, should be determined on the basis 
of the emissions values for new and existing 
plants, recommended in the BAT Reference 
Documents (BREFs) for each industrial sector. 
Especially for chemical industry, a BREF 
document for each sub-sector is now adopted by 

the EC. The Second Draft Reference Document on 
Best Available Techniques in the Large Volume 
Inorganic Chemicals, Ammonia, Acids and 
Fertilizers Industries (LVIC-AAF) was published 
in 2004, and the final BREF Document – in 
August 2007 [3,4]. It is clear that the BREF 
Documents have been adopted long after the 
deadlines for the IPPC Directive implementation. 
However, the BAT processes and emission levels 
for the fertilizers industry have been recommended 
earlier by the European Fertilizers Manufacturers 
Association (EFMA) in 1995 and then in 2000 in 
two sets of 8 booklets covering all nitrogen, 
phosphorous and complex fertilizers production 
processes, including production of intermediates. 
Some of these booklets concerning nitrogen 
fertilizers production processes are referred in [5]. 
The BREF documents [3,4] for fertilizers industry 
are based to a great extent on the EFMA BAT 
recommendations. 
However, a comparison of these two sets of 
documents shows that for some production 
processes (e.g. for urea and nitric acid plants) 
significant differences exist between the values of 
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the emissions determined as BAT and a tendency 
to tighter BAT emission values for existing as well 
as for new plants is apparent in BREF documents. 
It is rather strange, that in the same time for other 
processes (e.g. ammonium nitrate plants) the BAT 

emission values recommended in the EFMA 
booklets [5] for existing and for new plants are 
equal; moreover, no values are determined as BAT 
in both BREF Documents [3,4] (Table 1).     

 
Table 1. Concentrations and mass flow rates of the pollutants, emitted to the air and to water from existing and new 

BAT nitrogen fertilizers production plants [3-5] 

Existing BAT plants. New BAT plants 
EFMA 2000 BREF 2004-2007 EFMA 2000 BREF 2004-2007 Pollutants 

Concentr
ation 

Quantity 
kg/t 

Concentr
ation 

Quantity 
kg/t  

Concentr
ation 

Quantity 
kg/t  

Concentr
ation 

Quantity 
kg/t  

Ammonia plants 
CO2 from ammonia plant in: 
Vent gas ( 99% CO2) 
Flue gas from reforming furnace 

 
 

1200 
500 

 
 
 

 
 

1200 
500 

 
  

NOx (as NO2) in flue gas from 
reforming furnace 

mg/Nm3 
200-400 

 
0.90 

mg/Nm3 
230 

 
0.32 

mg/Nm3 
150 

 
0.45 

mg/Nm3 
90 

 
0.29 

Total into air - 1700    1700   
Process condensate to water: 
 NH3  

 
 

0.1 
    

0.1   

Total from ammonia plants - 1701 -  - 1701 -  
Nitric acid plants 

Tail gas from nitric acid plant: 
NOx (as NO2): 
N2O 

mg/Nm3 
400 

- 

 
1.4 
- 

mg/Nm3 
10-180 
40-600 

 
0.03-0.55 
0.12-1.85 

mg/Nm3 
200 

- 

0.65 
- 

mg/Nm3 
10-150 
40-200 

 
0.03-0.45 
0.12-0.60 

Total from nitric acid plants - - - 0.15-2.40 - - - 0.15-1.05 
Ammonium nitrate (AN) plants 

Process condensate after treatment: 
NH4NO3 (as N) 

mg N/ l 
100 

 
0.20 

 
- 

 
- 

mg N/ l 
100 

 
0.20 

 
- 

 
- 

Total to water (as N) 100 0.20 - - 100 0.20 - - 
Air from prilling: 
 NH3 
 AN dust 

Other emission points: 
 NH3 
 AN dust 

mg/Nm3 
10 
15 

 
50 
30 

 
 

0.12 
0.18 

 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 
 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 
 
- 
- 

mg/Nm3 
10 
15 

 
50 
30 

 
0.12 
0.18 

 
0.08 
0.32 

 
- 
- 
 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 
 
- 
- 

Total to air: 
 NH3 
 AN dust 

Total to air as N 

- 

 
0.2 
0.5 

0.34 

- 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 
- 

 
0.2 
0.5 

0.34 

 
- 
- 
- 

 
- 
- 
- 

Total from AN plants (as N) - 0.54 - - - 0.54 - - 
Urea plants 

Waste water after treatment: 
 NH3 
 Urea 

mg/l 
150.0 
150.0 

 
0.100 
0.100 

mg/l 
10.0 
5.0 

 
0.0050 
0.0025 

mg/l 
5.0 
1.0 

 
0.0025 
0.0005 

mg/l 
1.0 
1.0 

 
0.0005 
0.0005 

Total to water 300.0 0.200 15.0 0.0075 6.0 0.0030 2.0 0.0010 
Total to water (as N) 193 0.130 10.6 0.0053 4.6 0.0023 1.3 0.0006 
Air from prilling: 
 NH3 
 Urea dust 
 NH3 in vents 

mg/Nm3 
65-100 

100-150 
- 

 
0.65-1.0 
1.0-1.5 

0.75 

mg/Nm3 
3-35 

15-55 
- 

 
0.03-0.35 
0.15-0.55 

0.004-0.008 

mg/Nm3 
50.0 
50.0 

- 

 
0.5000 
0.5000 
0.0600 

mg/Nm3 
3-35 

15-55 
- 

 
0.03-0.35 
0.15-0.55 

0.002 

Total to air - 2.40-3.25 - 0.18-0.91 - 1.0600 - 0.18-0.90 
Total from urea plants - 2.60-3.45 - 0.19-0.92 - 1.0630 - 0.18-0.90 
Total from urea plants (as N) - 1.60-2.14 - 0.10-0.56 - 0.7000 - 0.10-0.55 
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The Best Available Techniques (BAT) were 
recommended with the purpose to prompt the 
development and application of new methods for 
the production processes improvements and 
emissions minimization. 
In some chemical processes the emissions 
minimization is achieved simultaneously with the 
reduction of energy and feedstock consumption. 
However, in most cases the emissions reduction 
requires additional energy and chemicals to be 
consumed. Also, as a rule, the stronger emission 
limits are required, the more energy and non-
energy resources have to be consumed 
additionally.  
As it is pointed in [6], sustainable environmental 
protection can only be successful if seen as a 
whole. Therefore, the Industrial Emissions 
Directive should allow not only emissions 
reduction to be taken in consideration, but also all 
its aspects as well as possible side effects. Indeed, 
it would be useless to decrease some pollutants if 
this was to lead to unbalanced production of other 
emissions in particular associated with increased 
energy consumption [6]. 
The aim of this work is to make an attempt to 
estimate the overall net effect from the reduction 
of the emission values, recommended as BAT with 
respect not only to the emissions from the 
analysed process itself, but also of the pollutants 
and GHGs, emitted from the overall technological 
chain from feedstock and primary energy input 
through the intermediates production processes to 
the final product output. Also the net effect from 
the reduction of the emission values on the overall 
natural resources consumption reduction or 
increase is taken into account. A set of   various 
Second-Law based indices is used in order to 
compare and estimate the thermodynamic cost and 
benefits from emission values tightening. Two 
basic nitrogen fertilizers production processes 
(urea and nitric acid) representing the most 
significant reduction of the BAT emission values 
are analysed as examples applying the exergy 
method and the cumulative exergy concept [7]. 

2. Methodology 
The overall net effect from a waste flow treatment 
process includes both positive and negative effects 
with respect to the emissions of pollutants and 
GHGs, as well as to natural resources 
consumption.  

The problem is what effect is more significant, i.e., 
is the net overall effect positive or negative.  
In order to estimate the overall effects from the 
treatment processes building block models and a 
top-down approach are used [8,9].  
This approach not only analyzes the emissions 
from the studied process but also the emissions 
from all the preceding processes in which 
intermediates are produced, as well as the 
emissions from the utilities (power plant and/or 
separate steam boiler) in the production site. As 
the emissions from these processes are rather 
different, the total mass rate of the emissions (incl. 
pollutants and GHGs) may not give a real picture 
of their impact on the environment; also the 
application of some weight coefficients is not 
well-grounded.  The total chemical exergy of the 
emissions and GHGs would be a more acceptable 
criterion, because the potential of the emissions to 
damage the environment, depends mainly on their 
chemical composition and especially, on the 
concentrations and properties of the pollutants. 
However, in most cases there is no direct 
correlation between the chemical exergy of the 
pollutants and their impact on the various 
components of the environment. Therefore, the 
most useful information could be obtained by 
comparing the exergy consumption and the 
cumulative exergy consumption in the analyzed 
processes for emissions abatement, including all 
the preceding processes in which intermediates 
and utilities are produced. In two recent papers 
[10,11] this approach was applied to the 
ammonium nitrate and nitric acid production 
processes and was used to compare different 
processes for waste flows treatment and pollutions 
abatement. 
The structure of the building block models of both 
analyzed systems includes production of ammonia 
as an intermediate, and also a steam and power 
plant (Figs. 1 and 2). 
The accumulated reduction and rise of the 
emissions are calculated by tracing out from the 
urea plant or from the nitric acid plant back down 
to the ammonia unit and also to the steam and 
power plant. 
The data, used in the building block models, about 
feedstock and fuel consumption in ammonia and 
power plants and about emissions from these units, 
are extracted from EFMA and EC publications for 
BAT plants [3-5]. 
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Fig. 1.  Block flow diagram of an urea production site 

 

Fig. 2.  Block flow diagram of an ammonium nitrate 
production site 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1.  Reduction of BAT values of the emissions 
from urea production plants  
As is clear from Table 1, the tightening of the 
values recommended as BAT is the greatest for the 
emissions from urea plants and concerns existing 
as well as new plants.  
The BAT values of the emissions to water for 
existing plants recommended in the EFMA  
Booklet No. 5 in 2000 [5] were rather high (150 
mg/l for both ammonia and urea, equivalent to 
total 193 mg N/l). This value was higher than the 
BAT value for existing ammonium nitrate (AN) 
plants, recommended also in 2000 from EFMA in 
Booklet No. 6 [5]. However the total mass of the 
nitrogen emissions to water from urea plants (0.13 
kg as N/t) was lower than from AN plants (0.20 kg 
as N/t) (Table 1).  
All these values are rather high and are specific for 
the older urea plants, designed in 70th and 80th. In 
last two decades the methods for treatment of 
waste water from urea plants have been strongly 

improved [3-5] and now extremely low urea and 
ammonia concentrations are achieved in the liquid 
effluent from urea plants. In the new generation of 
urea plants also the mass flow rate of the waste 
water have been reduced.  
Thus in the new generation urea plants the 
concentrations of the pollutants as well as the total 
mass of the nitrogen emitted into water are 
strongly reduced. For the existing plants the 
concentrations and the total mass of the emissions 
are reduced more than 10 times, and the difference 
between exiting and new plants is more than 100 
times (Table 1). 
As the ammonia and urea are recycled back into 
the urea production process, the decreasing of the 
emissions has a very positive result: some 
reduction of the feedstock and power consumption 
in ammonia and urea production, and thus some 
reduction of fuel consumption for power 
generation. An additional positive effect is some 
reduction of the emissions from ammonia and 
from power plant. 
However, the new more precise waste water 
treatment methods are more energy intensive; the 
quantity and the parameters of the consumed 
steam are higher. As the steam is generated in a 
utility boiler or in a steam power station in the 
same site, the additional fuel is consumed and 
some additional emissions arise.    
In order to estimate the effects from the most 
significant tightening of the BAT emissions values 
for urea plants, the analysis included:    
 The effect from the decreasing of the 

recommended emissions values for existing BAT 
plants from 2000 [5] to 2007 [4]; 
 The effect from the decreasing of the 

recommended emissions values for existing BAT 
plants to new BAT plants in the final 2007 BREF 
document [4]. 
The results from analysis of the effect of the 
decreasing of the emissions values on the overall 
mass flow and exergy of the emissions from urea, 
ammonia and power plants are shown in Table 2. 
The results concerning the overall reduction and 
the overall additional consumption of exergy, 
Cumulative Energy Consumption (CEnC) and 
Cumulative Exergy Consumption (CExC) are 
shown in Table 3. A comparison of all indices is 
shown in Figures 3 –5. 
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Table 2. Reduction of the emissions as a result from the waste water treatment in BAT urea plants 

 
In existing BAT urea plants from 2000 to 

2007 [4,5] 
From existing to new BAT urea plants in 2007 

[4]  
Reduction of the 

emissions  
NH3 

to 
water 

urea 
to 

water 

CO2 
to air 

NOx 
to air 

Total NH3 
to 

water 

urea 
to 

water 

CO2 
to air 

NOx 
to air 

Total 

Reduction of the mass of the emissions (kg/t urea) 
Emissions reduction 0.095 0.0975 0.2903 0.0001 0.4829 0.0045 0.0020 0.0108 <0.0001 0.0173 
Additional emissions - - 14.941 0.012 14.953 - - 4.606 0.0039 4.6099 
Net reduction 0.095 0.0975 -14.6507 -0.0119 -14.470 0.0045 0.0020 -4.5952 -0.0039 -4.5926 

Reduction of the exergy of the emissions (MJ/t urea) 
Emissions reduction 1.902 1.109 0.1328 0.0001 3.1438 0.090 0.023 0.005 <0.0001 0.118 
Additional emissions - - 6.837 0.0151 6.8521 - - 2.108 0.005 2.113 
Net reduction 1.902 1.109 -6.704 -0.015 -3.7083 0.090 0.0023 -2.103 -0.005 -1.995 
 

 
Table 3. Reduction of the exergy, Cumulative energy (CEnC) and Cumulative exergy (CExC) consumption for waste 

water treatment in BAT urea plants 
 

In existing BAT urea plants from 2000 to 
2007 [4,5] 

From existing to new BAT urea plants in 
2007 [4]  

Reduction of the exergy, 
Cumulative energy 

(CEnC) and Cumulative 
exergy (CExC) 
consumption  

Natural 
gas Nm3/ 

t urea 

CEnC 
MJ/t 
urea 

Exergy  
MJ/t 
urea 

CExC 
MJ/t 
urea 

Natural 
gas Nm3/ 

t urea 

CEnC 
MJ/t 
urea 

Exergy  
MJ/t 
urea 

CExC 
MJ/t 
urea 

Consumption reduction 0.148 5,294 5,571 6,367 0.0055 0,197 0,207 0,237 
Additional consumption 7,606 272,43 286,72 327,68 2,345 83,990 88,391 101,019 
Net reduction -7,4582 -267,136 -281.149 -321,313 -2,3395 -83,793 -88.184 -100,782 
 

 
Fig. 3. Some positive effects from reduction of the 

emissions into water from BAT urea plants 

Fig. 4. Some negative effects from reduction of the 
emissions into water from urea plants 
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Fig. 5. Overall effects from reduction of the emissions 

into water from urea plants 
 
The results show that in both cases the mass rate 
of the additional emissions is higher than the value 
of the reduced emissions and the net effect is 
negative: the mass rate of the total emissions 
increases in both analyzed cases. The exergy of the 
additional emissions (mainly CO2) is lower than 
the exergy of the reduced emissions (ammonia and 
urea) and the total net effect is also negative, but 
rather small. However, the additional consumption 
of exergy, as well as the additional consumption of 
cumulative energy (CEnC) and cumulative exergy 
(CExC) are many times higher then their 
reduction. As a result, the overall net effect is a 
significant increase of the natural energy resources 
consumption (Tables 2 and 3 and Fig. 5). The total 
increase is about 0.3-0.42 GJ/t urea. As the exergy 
of urea is 11.4 GJ/t, and the total CExC for urea in 
new BAT plants is about 30 GJ/t, the effect of the 
reduction of the emissions to water is a CExC 
increase by about 1-1.5%.      

3.2. Reduction of BAT values of the emissions 
from nitric acid plants 
The NOx abatement methods from the tail gas 
released to the air from nitric acid plants are 

improved strongly in the last decade [3-5]. New 
better catalysts for the SCR and NSCR, improved 
absorption column internals have been introduced. 
On this basis in 2000 the recommended values of 
NOx for BAT new plants (200 ppmv or 400 
mg/Nm3) were half as much than these for BAT 
existing plants (100 ppmv or 200 mg/Nm3) [5]. 
However, in the final BREF 2007 document [3] 
the recommended values for both kinds of plants 
are strongly reduced and extremely low values are 
recommended as lower limits (Table 1). As these 
lower limits are technically not applicable, the 
upper limits for both existing and new plants are 
used in this work as a basis of the analysis. The 
effects from the reduction of NOx in the tail gas 
from 2000 [5] to 2007 [3] are analyzed for existing 
and for new nitric acid plants.  
The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5 and in 
Figures 6-8. 
Two from all three NOx abatement methods 
recommended as BAT, are subject of the analysis: 
extended absorption (EA) and selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR). The 3rd method - non-selective 
catalytic reduction (NSCR) is not included, as it is 
not an end-of-pipe method.  
The results show that extended absorption is 
preferable from both criteria: the overall net 
reduction of the emissions as well as of the natural 
resources consumption are positive. The SCR 
gives a reverse effect: the values of all overall net 
indices are slightly negative. The reason is that in 
the extended absorption NOx is recycled back into 
the process and in the SCR NOx is reduced to the 
elemental nitrogen.  
However, the EA requires lower temperatures in 
the absorption column. The values of NOx in the 
tail gas down to 200 ppmv (400 mg/Nm3) are 
achievable if the fresh cooling water temperature 
is 10-150C. If the colder fresh water is available, 
the NOx values down to the 90 ppmv (180 
mg/Nm3) could be achieved [3]. Another way, the 
recommended lower NOx values (75-90 ppmv) 
require some additional energy consumption for 
refrigeration. As the results in this work are 
obtained by the assumption, that no refrigeration is 
used, the only applicable method for satisfy the 
BREF 2007 regulations as for existing as well as 
for new plants is the SCR, despite the negative 
values of all indices. 
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Table 4. Reduction of the emissions as a result of the tail gas treatment in existing and new BAT nitric acid plants 
from 2000 [5] to 2007 [4] 

Extended Absorption Selective Catalytic Reduction of NOx Tail gas treatment method 
in BAT plants Existing BAT plants New BAT plants Existing BAT plants New BAT plants 

Emissions concentration 
reduction, mg NOx/Nm3 From 400 to 180  From 200 to 150  From 400 to 180 From 200 to 150 

Reduction of the 
emissions 

Quantity  
kg/t HNO3 

Exergy 
MJ/t 

HNO3 

Quantity  
kg/t 

HNO3 

Exergy 
MJ/t 

HNO3 

Quantity  
kg/t 

HNO3 

Exergy 
MJ/t 

HNO3 

Quantity  
kg/t 

HNO3 

Exergy 
MJ/t 

HNO3 
Total emissions reduction 1.1782 1.0729 0.2670 0.2444 0.2971 0.1361 0.0696 0.0319 
Additional emissions 0.0803 0.0368 0.0181 0.0083 0.6313 0.2893 0.1423 0.0652 
Net emissions reduction 1.0979 1.0361 0.2497 0.2361 -0.3342 -0.1532 -0.0727 -0.0333 
 

Table 5. Reduction of the Exergy Consumption, Cumulative energy consumption (CEnC) and Cumulative exergy 
consumption (CExC) for tail gas treatment in existing and new BAT nitric acid plants from 2000 [5] to 2007 43] 

Energy and exergy indices 
Extended Absorption Selective Catalytic Reduction of NOx Reduction of the energy and 

exergy consumption  Exergy  
MJ/t HNO3 

CEnC 
MJ/t HNO3 

CExC 
MJ/t HNO3 

Exergy  
MJ/t HNO3 

CEnC 
MJ/t HNO3 

CExC 
MJ/t HNO3 

xisting BAT nitric acid plants from 2000 [5] (400 mg NOx/Nm3) to 2007 (180 mg NOx/Nm3) [4] 
Total consumption reduction 5.306 8.704 10.468 1.972 5.415 6.512 
Additional consumption 0.532 1.465 1.776 7.013 11.504 13.836 
Net consumption reduction 4.774 7.239 8.692 -5.041 -5.789 -7.324 

New BAT nitric acid plants from 2000 [5] (200 mg NOx/Nm3) to 2007 (150 mg NOx/Nm3) [4] 
Total consumption reduction 1.200 1.970 2.369 0.464 1.274 1.532 
Additional consumption 0.120 0.330 0.397 1.582 2.593 3.119 
Net consumption reduction 1.080 1.640 1.972 -1.118 -1.319 -1.587 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Some positive effects from reduction of the 

emissions into air from BAT nitric acid plants 
 

 

 
Fig. 7. Some negative effects from reduction of the 

emissions into air from BAT nitric acid plants 
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Fig. 8. Overall net effects from reduction of the 
emissions into air from BAT nitric acid plants 

Conclusions 
The exergy method and Cumulative Exergy concept are 
used in order to estimate the overall effects from the 
reduction of the emissions, recommended for existing 
and new BAT urea and nitric acid plants. 
 The reduction of the ammonia and urea emissions 

into water from urea plants for existing and new plant 
from 2000 to 2007 has a large negative overall 
environmental effect, expressed as by an increase of the 
total emissions from the overall production site, as well 
as by a large increase of the overall consumption of 
natural resources (natural gas). 

  The reduction of the NOx emissions into air for 
existing and new nitric acid plants from 2000 to 2007 
shows positive values of all overall net emissions and 
natural resources consumption indices if the extended 
absorption is used and negative values if SCR is used. 
However, if low temperature fresh cooling water is not 
available at the site and a refrigeration unit is necessary, 
the only SCR method is capable to satisfy the BREF 
2007 regulations, especially as an end-of pipe method 
for existing plants.   
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Abstract:  The present work intends to contribute to the efficient and rational use of a primary energy 
source, like natural gas, looking for alternative models of trigeneration systems. The economy of 
energy can be for industry or tertiary sector, a way to keep the production with less expense. So, the 
necessity of reduction in the production costs has been stimulating the development of this type of 
systems. A trigeneration system can be divided in two parts: the CHP unit (Combined Heat and Power) 
that produces electricity and heat and the refrigeration system (chiller) of vapor compression or 
absorption, which produces the cooling effect using electricity or heat available from CHP unit. Different 
trigeneration schemes are developed in this paper doing emphasis on trigeneration systems using 
absorption chillers. The study of absorption refrigeration systems has gained more importance in the 
last years since the primary energy that is used in an absorption system may come from heat available 
from a residual source or, even, a renewable one. Therefore, these systems not only use energy that 
would be rejected to environment, but also they avoid consumption of expensive fossil fuels. Thus, the 
use of these systems reduces the anthropogenic impact on the environment by decreasing the 
emission of CO2. This paper intends to evaluate the performance of different trigeneration system 
configurations, including one using a hybrid absorption ejecto-compression chiller, by means of an 
exergetic and exergoeconomic analysis of these configurations in order to calculate the exergy-based 
cost of the final products. The trigeneration systems are applied to satisfy the energy requirements of a 
dairy industry. 

Keywords:  Trigeneration, absorption ejecto-compression chiller, exergoeconomic analysis 

 

1. Introduction 
Trigeneration, the combined production of power, 
heat and cold (generally, cold water for air 
conditioned purposes) from a single energy source, 
is a very effective way of utilizing the primary 
energy of a fuel more efficiently, economically, 
reliably and with less harm to the environment 
than centralized, dedicated electric production 
[1,2]. A trigeneration system can be divided into 
two parts: the CHP (Combined Heat and Power) 
unit, which produces electricity and heat, and the 
second part, the chiller (compression or absorption 
type), which produces refrigerating effect using 
electricity and/or heat from the CHP unit. 
Combined heating and power (CHP) technology 
has been in use in industrial applications from the 
end of 19th century. However, the rapid 
development of the technologies involved through 

the last decades, made easier the penetration of 
CHP technology in buildings, hotels, hospitals, 
schools, community heating or waste treatment 
sites. Most recent advances incorporate the use of 
alternative fuels such as hydrogen or biomass, or 
the exploitation of excess heat converting it to 
cooling power, that is used in air conditioning or 
in various industrial processes [3]. Trigeneration 
plant has become economically viable due to the 
commercial spread of absorption chillers [3, 4]. 
Absorption chillers are generally classified as 
direct or indirect-fired, and as single, double or 
triple-effect. In direct-fired units, the heat source 
can be gas or some other fuel that is burned in the 
unit. Indirect-fired units use steam or some other 
heat transfer fluid that brings in heat from a 
separate source, such as a boiler or heat recovered 
from an industrial process. 
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Low-pressure, steam-driven absorption chillers are 
available in capacities ranging from 100 to 1500 
TR. Absorption chillers come in two commercially 
available designs: single-effect and double-effect. 
Single-effect machines provide a thermal COP of 
0.7 and require about 8,2 kg of steam at 2,0 bar 
(abs) per TR of cooling. Double-effect machines 
are about 40% more efficient, but require a higher 
grade of thermal input, using about 4,5 kg of steam 
at 6.9-10.3 bar (abs) per TR [5].  

In short, absorption cooling may fit when a source 
of free or low-cost heat is available, or if 
restrictions related to using conventional 
refrigeration exist. Essentially, the low-cost heat 
source displaces higher-cost electricity in a 
conventional chiller. 

Trigeneration includes various technologies like: 
gas turbines, steam turbines, combined cycles, 
internal combustion engines, fuel cells and Stirling 
engines. Some works show diverse applications of 
the trigeneration systems: [6] in supermarkets, [7] 
in the petrochemical industry, [8] in the food 
industry, [9] in hospitals or the work of [10] that 
proposes a conceptual system of trigeneration 
based on gas turbine. 

Exergy analysis predicts the thermodynamic 
performance of an energy system and the 
efficiency of the system components by accurately 
quantifying the entropy-generation of the 
components [11]. Exergy analysis of energy 
conversion plants allows characterizing how the 
available exergy (e.g. a fuel, employed as energy 
source) is used and destroyed in the existent 
processes of energy conversion in the plant, by 
means of a quantitative evaluation of the 
destruction and loss of exergy associated to the 
system. The basis of exergoeconomic approach is 
the consideration that exergy is an objective 
measure of the thermodynamic value of an energy 
carrier. Furthermore, it is considered that it is 
closely related to the economic value of the energy 
carrier. Hence, when a cost is attributed to an 
energy carrier, exergy is taken as the basis for 
allocating costs. In this paper an exergetic and 
exergoeconomic comparison of different 

trigeneration systems, including a tetra-combined 
one is carried out in order to calculate the 
efficiencies and exergy based cost of electricity, 
steam and exergy transferred to chilled water. 

2. System Description  
The trigeneration system analyzed in this work and 
here called tetra-combined trigeneration system is 
formed by three subsystems in thermal cascade: 
gas turbine, a cogeneration system based on a 
steam cycle and a hybrid absorption ejecto- 
compression chiller that was proposed by [12]. 
The expression tetra-combined is derived from the 
fact of this system to be based on two power 
cycles (Brayton and Rankine) and two 
refrigeration technologies (absorption and ejecto-
compression). The performance of this system is 
compared with the performance of different 
conventional trigeneration systems, analyzed in 
[13], for the same operation conditions. 

In Tetra-combined trigeneration system, the gas 
turbine produces power and it uses natural gas as 
energy source. The cogeneration subsystem, based 
on a steam cycle, uses the rejected gases from the 
gas turbine to produce superheated steam in a 
HRSG. The superheated steam feeds an extraction 
/condensation steam turbine. The steam turbine 
produces power and has three steam extractions. 
The first extraction is to feed the ejectors of the 
hybrid absorption ejecto-compression chiller; the 
second one is imposed by the process. This 
process steam is highly superheated and in certain 
applications saturated steam is needed, so it is 
necessary include a desuperheater to take the 
superheated steam down to the saturated state. In 
the desuperheater a mixture of superheated steam 
and water is produced and therefore the saturated 
steam is obtained. The third steam extraction in 
turbine is used as heat source to feed the generator 
of hybrid absorption ejecto-compression chiller. 
The remaining steam goes out from turbine and 
enters in the condenser to be recovered like feed 
water for boiler. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the tetra-
combined trigeneration system. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the tetra-combined trigeneration system. 

 
2.1. Hybrid Absorption ejecto-compression 
chiller 

The absorption ejecto-compression refrigeration 
system had its origin in the works of [14] and [15]. 
The system is characterized by having ejectors 
between the evaporator and absorber. The 
operation is similar to the single-effect absorption 
system, with the variation of using ejectors. The 
number of ejectors depends on the steam pressure 
decrease required in the evaporator and the steam 
pressure increase required in the absorber. Each 
ejector operates with a pressure ratio of 
approximately of 2. The ejector exhaust is 
discharged to the absorber, causing the absorber 
pressure to be at a higher level than that in the 
evaporator. Therefore, the solution within the 
absorber can be kept away from crystallization 
when the system is needed to operate with low 
evaporator temperature or with high absorber 
temperature such as an air-cooled unit. 

Figure 2 shows a water/lithium-bromide 
absorption ejecto-compression refrigeration 
system. Configurations of absorption refrigeration 
systems using ejectors are described in [16]. 

An ejector works as follow in Fig. 3: the 
refrigerant vapor at low pressure enters to ejector 
at point (1), and it is drawn by means of the 
expansion of the high pressure steam at point (B) 
that produces a vacuum when it enters in the 
ejector at point (2) and goes out in the point (A), 

so it lifts up the refrigerant vapor pressure in two 
times at the exit of ejector (point 3). This steam at 
the exit of the first ejector is used by a second 
ejector to lift up the refrigerant vapor pressure up 
to the absorber pressure. The motive steam then is 
absorbed by the strong solution coming from the 
generator. The refrigerant steam flow that is not 
vaporized remains in concentrated solution that is 
sent to generator where again the water steam is 
separated from the solution to flow up to the 
condenser and to continue the cycle. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Absorption-ejecto compression refrigeration 
system Dühring chart schematic. 

Figure 3 shows the evolution of motive steam and 
the refrigerant drawn vapour throughout ejector. 
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Fig. 3. Evolution of motive steam and drawn 
vapor throughout ejector (Oliveira Jr., 1991). 

To reduce the motive steam consumption, in each 
ejector exit there is a mass flowrate deviation that 
is sent again to the boiler, or used in another 
process, if the pressure conditions allow. 

3. Modelling and Simulation 
The tetra-combined trigeneration system was 
developed to satisfy the energy requirement of a 
dairy industry [17], thus it’s possible to compare it 
with the performance of trigeneration systems 
described, developed and analyzed in [13]:  

i. Steam turbines and vapour-compression 
refrigeration. 

ii. Steam turbines and single effect absorption 
refrigeration. 

iii. Gas turbine and single effect absorption 
refrigeration. 

iv. Combined cycle with single effect 
absorption refrigeration system. 

 

Some assumed parameters used to simulate the 
trigeneration systems are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Assumed parameters used to simulate the 
trigeneration system 

Parameter Value 

Turbine inlet temperature (TIT) (°C)  1200 

Compressor Isentropic Efficiency (%) 85 

Gas Turbine Isentropic Efficiency (%) 87 

Saturated Steam Pressure (bar) 10 

HRSG heat losses (%) 2 

HRSG Pinch (°C) 10 

HRSG Approach (°C) 5 

Pump Isentropic Efficiency (%) 70 

 

In addition, the parameters shown in Table 2, are 
also considered. 

Table 2. Additional assumed parameters to simulate the 
trigeneration systems 

Parameter Value 

Electric Generator Efficiency (%) 95 

Steam Pressure (bar) 42 

Steam Temperature (°C) 420 

Turbine (condensing-extraction) 
Isentropic Efficiency (%) 

78-80 

Pump Isentropic Efficiency (%) 70 

 

For the purpose of analysis of absorption 
refrigeration systems, the following assumptions 
are made: 

 

 The analysis is made under steady state 
conditions. 

 The refrigerant at the outlet of the 
condenser is saturated liquid. 

 The refrigerant at the outlet of the 
evaporator is saturated vapor. 

 The outlet temperatures from the absorber 
and from generators correspond to 
equilibrium conditions of the mixing and 
separation, respectively. 

 Pressure losses in the pipelines and in heat 
exchangers are negligible. 

 Heat exchanges between the system and 
surroundings, other than the prescribed at 
the generator, high temperature generator 
(in double-effect absorption system), 
evaporator, condenser and absorber, are 
negligible. 

 The reference environmental state for 
systems is water at an environment 
temperature of 25 °C (T0) and 1 bar 
pressure (p0). 

 

In hybrid absorption ejecto-compression chiller, 
the following assumptions were considered for 
ejectors energy balance: 

 

 Adiabatic flow. 
 The kinetic energy in different points of 

ejector is negligible. 
 One dimensional flow. 
 Steady state condition. 
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 The thermodynamic state of drawn vapor 
does not change when going from point 1 
to point A (Fig. 3). 

 The vapor pressure at the mixing region of 
vapors (point A to point B of Fig. 3) is 
constant. 

 

Thus, according to hypothesis assumed above, and 
applying the energy balance, the high-pressure 
steam flow entering into the ejector (based on Fig. 
3, can be written by (1): 

(((( ))))
(((( ))))

1 3

HPsteam

3 2

h h
m m

h h

!!!!
====

!!!!
 (1) 

The calculation of energy and exergy consumed by 
ejector can be made according to operational 
condition. Thus, considering output steam of each 
stage, which is not used by absorption system, it 
can be used by another process and the 
expressions for specific energy and exergy are 
respectively given by (2) and (3) [14]: 
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Where k is the number of ejectors and )(i"  is 

defined by (4): 
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m
i
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The hybrid absorption ejecto-compression 
refrigeration system was modeled with two 
ejectors connected in series flow arrangement and 
using a pressure ratio of 1.8 for each one. 

The models presented above were implemented in 
the Engineering Equation Solver [18], and 
simulated considering a steady-state operation.  

For evaluating the costs, the idea is the 
development of cost balances for each component 
in the system. Considering the exergy-based cost 
for fuel equal to 1 kJ/kJ, it is possible to calculate 
the cost of the different plant flows. For 
distribution costs in control volumes with more 
than one product, the equality criterion was 
adopted. That is, each product has the same 
importance and consequently their exergy based 
cost were set equal (i.e. electricity and process 
steam, in cogeneration systems). Thus, the cost 

associated to the irreversibilities in the control 
volume is distributed equally among the exergy 
content of the outlet product flows. 

4. Results 
The results are presented and discussed for three 
scenarios, as done in [13]: the first one, for steam 
turbine configurations satisfying the plant 
requirements: 2.3 MW of electric power, 25 kg/s 
of chilled water at 5°C and 2 kg/s of saturated 
steam at 5 bar for process. The second one 
includes a gas turbine with HRSG and absorption 
refrigeration system capable to generate 1800 kW 
of electricity surplus under modelling parameters 
and the last one, including a combined cycle with 
absorption refrigeration system and the tetra-
combined trigeneration system generating 7500 
kW of electricity surplus. 

According to [19] the only variable that 
unequivocally characterizes the performance of a 
component, from a thermodynamic point of view, 
is the exergy efficiency. Thus, for the described 
configurations above, the energetic and exergetic 
efficiencies were calculated and the results are 
presented in Tables 3 to 5. 

Table 3.  Energetic and exergetic efficiency for 
trigeneration system based in steam turbine. 

Trigeneration System 

Energetic 

Efficiency 

(%) 

Exergetic 

Efficiency 

(%) 

Steam turbine with 
compression refrigeration 
system. 

56.88 26.64 

Steam turbine with 
absorption refrigeration 
system. 

57.37 26.87 

Table 4. Energetic and exergetic efficiency for 
trigeneration system with 1800 kW excess electricity. 

Trigeneration 

system 

Energetic 

efficiency 

(%) 

Exergetic 

efficiency 

(%) 

Steam turbine with 
compression 
refrigeration system. 

44.89 25.23 

Steam turbine with 
absorption 
refrigeration system. 

45.28 25.45 

Gas turbine and 
HRSG with 
absorption 
refrigeration system. 

79.12 44.65 
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Table 5. Energetic and exergetic efficiency for 
trigeneration system with 7500 kW excess 
electricity. 

Trigeneration system 
Energy 

Efficiency 
(%) 

Exergy 
Efficiency 

(%) 
Steam turbine with 
compression 
refrigeration system. 

 
33.53 

 
23.9 

Steam turbine with 
absorption 
refrigeration system.  

 
33.82 

 
24.11 

Combined cycle with 
absorption 
refrigeration system. 

 
65.45 

 
46.21 

Tetra-combined cycle  65.79 46.45 

 

In order to show the results of exergoeconomic 
study for the trigeneration systems, the fuel exergy 
rate, exergy destruction rate and exergy-based 
costs for each configuration were calculated and 
discussed below. 

Figure 4 shows fuel exergy rate (kW) of each 
studied configuration for the analyzed scenarios: 
without and with electricity surplus. 
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Fig. 4. Fuel exergy rate comparison for the analyzed 
systems. 

 

As Fig. 4 shows, fuel exergy rate for configuration 
using steam turbines systems is very similar, in all 
cases, with a small advantage for the cycle with 
absorption refrigeration system and for 1800 kW 
excess electricity, gas turbine with HRSG and 
absorption refrigeration system presents a 

reduction in fuel exergy rate around 44% with 
respect to steam turbine configurations as was 
analyzed in [13]. 

For 7500 kW excess electricity, combined cycle 
with absorption refrigeration system and tetra-
combined cycle present important reduction 
(around 48%) of fuel exergy rate with respect to 
steam turbine with compression and absorption 
refrigeration systems respectively. 

 

Figure 5 shows the exergy destruction (in kW) caused 
by systems for all studied cases. 
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Fig. 5. Exergy destruction for the different systems. 

As Fig. 5 shows that the exergy destroyed by 
steam turbine with compression refrigeration 
system is slightly higher than steam turbine with 
absorption refrigeration system, for all analyzed 
cases. For 1800 kW of electricity surplus, gas 
turbine with HRSG and absorption refrigeration 
system presents a reduction in exergy destruction 
of around 63% with respect to steam turbine 
configurations. For 7500 kW of electricity surplus, 
the exergy destroyed by tetra-combined cycle is a 
slightly lower than combined cycle with 
absorption refrigeration system and presenting a 
reduction of exergy destruction around of 71% 
with respect to steam turbine with compression 
and absorption refrigeration systems. 

The figure 6 shows a comparison of the exergy-
based costs (kJ/kJ) of electricity, process steam 
and exergy transferred to chilled water for the 
studied configurations under the three scenarios.
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Fig. 6. Exergy-based costs (kJ/kJ) of electricity, process steam and chilled water for studied configurations. 

As Fig. 6 shows, without electricity surplus 
scenario, the exergy-based cost of electricity and 
process steam are similar in steam turbine 
configurations, being slightly higher in system 
with compression refrigeration system. 
Comparison for chilled water cost among two 
configurations is interesting, since in the first case, 
exergy based cost is 11.3 kJ/kJ, whereas with 
absorption cycle it is 19.55 kJ/kJ. The reason for 
this difference is because the coefficient of 
performance (COP) for compression refrigeration 
system is 4.874 and its exergetic efficiency is 
30.41% versus a COP of the absorption 
refrigeration system of 0.67, and exergetic 
efficiency of 17.14%. 

The results also show, in the 1800 kW electricity 
surplus scenario, the gas turbine with HRSG and 
absorption refrigeration system results in lower 
electricity exergy based cost in comparison with 
steam turbine configurations. For process steam 
the exergy based cost is very similar for the three 
analyzed configuration. Regarding the exergy 
transferred to chilled water exergy based cost, the 
highest one is for gas turbine configuration. This 

happens because the steam exergy based cost 
entering the generator of absorption refrigeration 
system has an exergy based cost of 5.4 kJ/kJ and a 
chiller exergetic efficiency of 17.14%. However, 
the gas turbine with HRSG and absorption 
refrigeration system presents higher global plant 
exergetic efficiency as can be seen in Table 4. 

In the last scenario, 7500 kW of electricity surplus, 
the combined cycle with absorption refrigeration 
system and tetra-combined cycle, have two kinds 
of electricity exergy based costs: one from gas 
turbine and another one from steam turbine. The 
results showed in Fig. 6 for these scenario, are an 
average, calculated taking into account the power 
developed by each turbine. The combined cycle 
and Tetra-combined cycle present considerable 
reduction in electricity and process steam exergy 
based costs in comparison with steam turbine 
configuration. In this scenario, the biggest 
reduction in the exergy-based cost of chilled water 
is presented in the Tetra-combined cycle, as 
consequence of having an exergy efficiency in the 
hybrid absorption ejecto-compression chiller of 
21.24 %, in contrast with the exergy efficiency of 
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the single effect absorption chiller of combined 
cycle of 17.14 %, showing an advantage of 
including ejectors between the evaporator and 
absorber. 

Tables 6 to 8 show the average exergy-based cost 
of products for the different studied 
configurations. 

In general, observing the impact in the formation 
of energy conversion costs for the proposed 
configurations, the minor impact in exergy-based 
costs of products (electricity, process steam and 
exergy transferred to chilled water) is for Tetra-
combined cycle, as it is possible to appreciate 
looking at the average exergy-based costs of the 
different configurations on Tables 6 to 8. 

Table 6.  Average exergy-based cost of products for 
trigeneration system based in steam 
turbine. 

Trigeneration System 

Average Exergy 

Cost 

(kJ/kJ) 

Steam turbine with 
compression refrigeration 
system. 

3.75 

Steam turbine with absorption 
refrigeration system. 

3.72 

Table 7. Average exergy-based cost of products for 
trigeneration system with 1800 kW 
excess electricity. 

Trigeneration system 

Average 

Exergy 

Cost 

(kJ/kJ) 

Steam turbine with compression 
refrigeration system. 

3.96 

Steam turbine with absorption 
refrigeration system. 

3.93 

Gas turbine and HRSG with 
absorption refrigeration system. 

2.24 

Table 8. Average exergy-based cost of products for 
trigeneration system with 7500 kW 
excess electricity. 

Trigeneration system 
Average 

Exergy Cost 
(kJ/kJ) 

Steam turbine with compression 
refrigeration system. 

 
4.18 

Steam turbine with absorption 
refrigeration system.  

 
4.14 

Combined cycle with absorption 
refrigeration system. 

 
2.17 

Tetra-combined cycle  2.15 

 

Finally, fuel consumption and exergy destruction 
for the different systems are reflected in exergy 
based costs as Fig. 6 shows. Nevertheless, to 
choose an alternative or another, it is also 
necessary to take in consideration technical and 
financial aspects, since better efficiency means 
minor fuel consumption and higher investment 
costs. 

5. Conclusions 
The trigeneration represents a quite interesting 
alternative of producing electricity and reducing 
the production costs of utilities. In this work an 
analysis of different trigeneration systems was 
done, including a tetra-combined system, by 
means of the use of exergoeconomic analysis to 
quantify its energetic and exergetic efficiency and 
the impact in the production of electricity, process 
steam and chilled water for air conditioning 
purpose. The preliminary performance results of 
the studied trigeneration systems show the 
viability of tetra-combined cycle. This system has 
a higher exergetic efficiency than the single effect 
absorption chiller. This configuration also presents 
a bigger impact in the exergetic based cost of 
chilled water in comparison with other analyzed 
systems.  

 

Nomenclature 
h specific enthalpy, kJ/kg 

.

m  mass flowrate, kg/s 

s specific entropy, kJ/(kg K) 

T temperature, K 

 

Subscripts and superscripts 

0 Standard environmental state 
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Abstract:  The inclusion of the negentropy in thermoeconomics represented, indeed, a great advance 
in the discipline, since it allowed one to quantify the condenser product in a steam cycle plant and to 
allocate explicitly the cost of the residues to the final products of the systems. However, by using the 
negentropy joined up with the exergy, the product of the condenser (negentropy) is always greater than 
its fuel (exergy), which seems that the condenser efficiency is greater than 100 percent. Therefore, this 
paper presents a new methodology for calculating efficiencies and related costs in thermal systems. In 
this new methodology, called H&S Model, the fuels and the products of each component are defined by 
taking into account all enthalpy, entropy and also chemical exergy additions to and removals from all 
the streams. Consequently, a direct link between the definition of fuel and product for a component and 
the corresponding costing equations is established. In particular, this paper shows that by using the 
H&S Model, the efficiency of each component (including the dissipative ones, such as the condenser) 
ranges from zero (for a totally irreversible process) to 100 percent (for a totally reversible process). 

Keywords:  Efficiency, Cost, Exergy Components, H&S Model, Thermoeconomics. 

1. Introduction 
The thermoeconomic methodologies have been 
searching for productive structures that represent 
the process of cost formation in the thermal 
systems. Generally, the productive structures 
defines the productive propose of the subsystems 
(products and fuels), using thermodynamic 
magnitudes. The way in which we define the 
productive structure is the key point of the 
thermoeconomic analysis [1]. The products and 
the fuels are defined by considering the desired 
result produced by the component and the 
resources expended to generate this result, 
respectively. The efficiency of a component is 
defined as the ratio between products and fuels. 

Most analysts agree that exergy, instead of 
enthalpy only, is the most adequate 
thermodynamic property to define the fuels and 
the products of the subsystems since it contains 
information from the second law of 
thermodynamics and accounts for energy quality. 
Sometimes, under a thermoeconomic analysis 
point of view, it is necessary to consider a mass or 
an energy flow rate consisting of several 
components, for example thermal, mechanical or 
chemical exergy, or even to include fictitious 

flows (negentropy) [2]. The inclusion of the 
negentropy in thermoeconomics represented, 
indeed, a great advance in the discipline, since it 
allowed one to quantify the condenser product in a 
steam cycle plant, which was not possible before 
once that it is a dissipative component, whose 
product cannot be expressed in terms of exergy.  

Although the use of the negentropy concept to 
define the productive structure is good in order to 
apportion the cost of the condenser and residues to 
the productive components of the system, the 
product of the condenser (negentropy) is always 
greater than its fuel (exergy), which seems that the 
condenser efficiency is greater than 100 percent. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a new and general 
methodology for calculating efficiencies and 
related costs in thermal systems, by systematically 
defining a productive structure in which the 
efficiency (the ratio between products and fuels) of 
all components (including the dissipative one) 
ranges from zero (for a totally irreversible process) 
to 100 percent (for a totally reversible process).  

By using two different applications, this paper 
shows that this new methodology is easily 
applicable to any thermodynamic cycle whose 
processes can be represented in the h-s plane. 
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2. The H&S Model  
This methodology is called H&S Model because it 
is based on the disaggregation of physical exergy 
into enthalpic (m. h) and entropic (m.T0. s) 
components. Thus, in the productive structure of 
the H&S Model, the fuels and the products of each 
component are defined by taking into account all 
enthalpy, entropy and also chemical exergy 
additions to and removals from all the streams. 

The entropic component of physical exergy and 
the negentropy are the same magnitude (m.T0. s). 
However, the negentropy is a fictitious flow 
running parallel to the exergy flow [3,4] and the 
entropic component is a part of the exergy flow, 
i.e., it is a physical exergy component flow.  

In previous works, the words negentropy [5-8] and 
syntropy [9-11] were used to describe this exergy 
component (m.T0. s). To avoid misunderstanding, 
in this paper, we use entropic component only. 

The H&S approach consist of the following steps: 

 Representation of the thermodynamic cycle in 
the h,s plane. 

 Definition and representation of the productive 
structure using the functional diagram. 

 Calculation of the productive flow values. 

 Formulation of the cost equations. 

The solution of the set of cost equations 
allows the attainment of the unit cost of each 
internal flow and final product. 

The efficiency of the overall system and 
subsystems is obtained by calculating the ratio 
between their products and their fuels.     

2.1. The h,s Plane 

In agreement with [12], efficiency, cost and 
behaviour of the system are based in the trajectory 
in the h,s plane any flow performs when it works 
for the specific purpose of the plant. 

Therefore, in order to apply the H&S Model the 
plant must be represented in the h,s plane. 

The products and the fuels of each subsystem, in 
terms of enthalpic and chemical exergy 
component, are defined based on the quantity of 
these magnitudes added to and removed from the 
working fluid, respectively. On the other hand, the 
entropic component flows are the products of the 
subsystems that decrease the working fluid 
entropy, and subsystems that increase the working 
fluid entropy are entropic components consumers.  

2.2. The Productive Structure 

According to [1], perhaps the fundamental 
limitation of the Theory of Exergetic Cost, as it 
was originally formulated, consisted of defining 
the productive structure in relation to the same 
flows and components present in the physical 
structure. The resulting difficulties lie mainly in 
the adequate treatment of the dissipative units and 
of the residues. 

Therefore, in order to carry out a thermoeconomic 
analysis, the H&S Model defines the productive 
purpose of the subsystems (fuels and products), as 
well as the distribution of the external resources 
and internal products throughout the system. The 
productive structure could be represented by 
means of a functional diagram, as proposed by [3] 
and used by [1] and [4]. 

The functional diagram represents graphically the 
cost formation process of the system. The 
rectangles are the real units (or subsystems) that 
represent the actual equipments of the system. The 
rhombus and the circles are fictitious units called 
junction and bifurcations, respectively. Each 
productive units has inlet and outlet arrows, that 
represent its fuel (or resource) and products, 
respectively. There are productive units that have 
small junction to indicate that they have more than 
one fuels, and/or a small bifurcation to indicate 
that they have more than one product.  

2.3. The Productive Flow Values 

The flows of the functional diagram are productive 
flows. The only limitation which must be imposed 
is that it must be possible to evaluate all these 
flows in relation to the state of the plant as defined 
by the physical structure. The productive flows 
that represent power and external fuel are the same 
flows presented in the physical structure. These 
flows are total exergy. The remaining productive 
flows are the variation of an exergy component 
between two different states of the physical 
structure. For example, the productive flows 
expressed in terms of physical exergy (EPH

j:k) are 
variations of physical exergy between two state (j 
and k) of the physical structure, as explained in (1).  

)]([ 0: kjkj

PH

kj ssThhmE !                  (1) 

The productive flows representing the enthalpic 
(EH

j:k) and the entropic (ES
j:k) components of the 

physical exergy are calculated using, respectively, 
(2) and (3), for water, steam and refrigerants, or 
(4) and (5) for fluids considered as ideal gas. 
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The chemical exergy (ECH
j:k) is considered as fuels 

and/or product of subsystems when the working 
fluid changes its chemical composition between 
the inlet and the outlet (j and k), as shown in (6).  

CH

k

CH

j

CH

kj EEE !:                                             (6) 

The procedures to calculate the chemical exergy of 
the streams (ECH

j and ECH
k) can be found in [13].  

2.4. The Cost Equations 

The mathematical model for cost allocation is 
obtained by formulating the cost equations balance 
in each actual and fictitious units of the functional 
diagram, as shown in (7), where c is the monetary 
unit cost of each flow of the productive structure 
(unknown variable) and Y is a generical way to 
represent the flows of the functional diagram, 
which can be power (P) and external fuel (Q), or 
enthalpic (EH), entropic (ES), physical (EPH) and 
chemical (ECH) exergy added to and removed from 
the working fluid. The monetary unit cost of a 
flow is the amount of monetary unit required to 
obtain one unit of this flow. The variable Z is the 
hourly cost of each unit due to the capital cost, 
operation and maintenance. Note that the monetary 
unit cost of the external fuel is a known variable.    

ZYcYc ininoutufd !)(                         (7) 

As shown in (7), the H&S Model attributes the 
same monetary unit cost (cufd) to all of the flows 
leaving the same productive unit or leaving the 
same bifurcation (Yout).  
By modifying (7) in order to formulate the cost 
balances to provide the exergetic unit cost (k) of 
each flow of the productive structure, we obtain 
(8). The exergetic unit cost of a flow is the amount 
of exergy required to obtain one unit of this flow. 
This cost is a measure of the thermodynamic 
efficiency of the production process generating this 
flow [12].  In this case, the hourly cost of the 
subsystem due to the capital cost, operation and 

maintenance must be equals zero (Z = 0) and the 
monetary unit cost of the external fuel is replaced 
by the exergetic unit cost of an external resource, 
which is equal 1.00 kW/kW, because there is no 
exergy destruction before the productive process is 
performed [12]. The auxiliary equations are the 
same as used to obtain the monetary unit cost.  

0)( !ininoutufd YkYk                         (8) 

The solution of the sets of cost equations obtained 
by applying (7) and (8) in each device of the 
productive structure allows the attainment of the 
monetary and exergetic unit cost of each internal 
flow and final product, respectively. 

3. Applications of the H&S Model 
The beauty of a theory is usually shown in the 
simplicity of its forms and the generality of its 
message, but its power resides in its capacity to 
solve practical cases [4]. Two simple examples of 
thermal systems are used, in this paper, to 
illustrate the application of the H&S Model: a 
Rankine cycle power plant (RCPP) and a Brayton 
cycle cogeneration plant (BCCP). By using these 
plants, this paper shows the capacity of the H&S 
Model to treat two important points in discussion   
related to the thermoeconomic methodologies: the 
dissipative components (e. g., the condenser) and 
the residues (e. g., the exhaust gases), respectively.  

3.1. Rankine Cycle Power Plant 

The physical structure of the Rankine cycle power 
plant (RCPP) represented in Fig. 1 essentially 
coincides with the one used by [3] and [4]. The 
plant (system) is considered made up of four 
components (subsystems): boiler (B), turbine and 
generator (T-G), condenser and cooling water 
pump (C), and boiler feeding pump (P). 

The representation of the plant in the h,s plane is 
shown in Fig. 2. The functional diagram is shown 
in Fig. 3. We can see that the enthalpy of the 
working fluid is increased as much in the pump as 
in the boiler. The turbine consumes part of this 
enthalpy. The operation of these productive units 
(pump, boiler and turbine) increases the entropy of 
the working fluid. The condenser consumes the 
remaining part of enthalpy while it decreases the 
entropy of the working fluid. In other words, the 
condenser product is entropic exergy component 
flow, and its fuel is enthalpic exergy component 
flow. Therefore, the cost of the condenser must be 
charged to all the productive units responsible
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Fig. 1. Physical Structure of the Rankine Cycle Power Plant 

 

 
Fig. 2. Rankine Cycle Power Plant represented in the h,s Plane 

 

 
Fig. 3. Productive Structure of the Rankine Cycle Power Plant 
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for the increase of the working fluid entropy 
(pump, boiler and turbine), proportionally to the 
working fluid entropy increased by each of them. 

3.2. Brayton Cycle Cogeneration Plant 

Figure 4 shows the physical structure of the 
Brayton cycle cogeneration plant (BCCP). The 
system is considered made up of four subsystems: 
air compressor (AC), combustion chamber (CC), 
gas turbine (GT) and recovery boiler (RB). Figure 
5 shows the processes of the Brayton cycle in the 
h,s plane. The functional diagram of the Brayton 
cycle cogeneration plant is shown in Fig. 6. 

In this case, the residual enthalpy of the gases 
which abandon the plant through the chimney of 
the recovery boiler can be explained by the 
increase of the working fluid entropy in the 
compressor, in the combustor and in the turbine. 
The recovery boiler has a negative contribution. 
Thus, the recovery boiler produces entropic exergy 
flow. The other part of entropic exergy is produced 
by the environment (E), an imaginary dissipative 
unit, where residual enthalpy and chemical exergy 
of the gases is charged. This entropic exergy flow, 
plus that produced by the recovery boiler are given 
to the units that increase the working fluid entropy. 

Once the residues must be allocated where they 
have been originated, the chemical component of 
the residue is allocated to the combustion 
chamber. Thus, the enthalpic component of the 
residue is charged to the productive units that 
increase de working fluid entropy in the cycle.  

4. Cost and Efficiency 
Table 1 shows the productive flows, its exergy 
values and its respective exergetic unit costs, 
considering the two kind of plant: the Rankine 
cycle power plant (RCPP) and the Brayton cycle 
cogeneration plant (BCCP). These plants were 
analyzed in details in [9] and [11], respectively. 
According to [12], irreversibility is the magnitude 
generating the costs. Consequently, in any 
irreversible cycle plant, the exergetic unit cost 
should be increased along the productive structure. 
Bearing this in mind, the exergetic unit costs of the 
internal flows and final products obtained by the 
H&S Model are consistent because they are 
greater than one, once that the exergetic unit cost 
of the external fuel is equals one. 
In H&S Model, the fuels and products used in the 
functional diagram in order to calculate the costs 
coincide with the fuels and product which is used 

for calculating efficiency for both productive and 
dissipative units, as shown in (9). This equation 
under any condition, for any subsystem, can be 
interpreted as, or coincide with the classical and 
well-known product-fuel definition of efficiency.  

!
in

out

ufd
Y

Y
                                                    (9) 

The formula and the value of efficiency for each 
unit or subsystem of the functional diagram of the 
Rankine cycle power plant and the Brayton cycle 
cogeneration plant are shown in Table 2 and 3, 
respectively. In Table 2, the efficiency of the 
turbine and generator was calculated as a single 
unit, but the efficiencies of the turbine and 
generator, separately, are 85.56% and 94.96%, 
respectively. We can see that the efficiency of 
each unit (subsystem or component) is lower than 
100%, including that of the dissipative ones. The 
efficiency of the condenser and cooling water 
pump (Table 2) is 95.33%, but the efficiency of 
the condenser, alone, is 95.50%. By using the 
H&S Model, the condenser efficiency in an actual 
steam power cycle will always be less than 100%, 
and this efficiency would only be 100% in case it 
were possible to transfer heat in the condenser at 
the same temperature, i. e., if the condensation 
temperature and the reference temperature were 
the same (in a reversible steam power cycle [9]). 
In other words, by using the H&S Model, the 
efficiency of each component (including the 
dissipative one, such as the condenser) ranges 
from zero (for a totally irreversible process) to 100 
percent (for a totally reversible process).   

5. Closure 
This paper presented the H&S Model, which is a 
new and general methodology for calculating 
efficiency and cost in thermoeconomics, in which 
a direct link between (i) the definition of fuel and 
product, (ii) the corresponding costing equations 
and (iii) the efficiency calculation is established. 

The H&S Model is a new methodology since it is 
the first disaggregating the physical exergy into 
enthalpic and entropic component, in which the 
fuels and products of the components are defined 
by considering all enthalpy, entropy and chemical 
exergy additions to and removals from all streams. 

The H&S is a general methodology because it can 
be applied to any component, unit or subsystem, 
including the dissipative ones. Furthermore, it can
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Fig. 4. Physical Structure of the Brayton Cycle Cogeneration Plant 

 

 
Fig. 5. Brayton Cycle Cogeneration Plant represented in the h,s Plane 

 

 
Fig. 6. Productive Structure of the Brayton Cycle Cogeneration Plant 
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Table 1. The Productive Flows and theirs Exergetic Unit Cost obtained by using the H&S Model 

Value  

(kW) 
 

Exergetic Unit Cost 

(kW/kW) 
 

Productive Flow 
RCPP BCCP  RCPP BCCP 

QF  70,000.00 11,630.96  1.00 1.00 

EH
2:1  146.22 3,113.03  4.15 2.63 

EH
3:2  63,406.09 10,806.96  2.82 2.10 

EH
3:4  21,304.58 5,546.50  2.82 2.22 

EH
4:1  42,247.73 ----------  2.82 ----- 

EH
4:5 / E

H
5:1  ----------- 6,389.87 / 1,983.62  ----- 2.22 

ES
2:1 / E

S
3:2 / E

S
4:3  21.70 / 36,731.52 / 3,594.51 313.90 / 4,202.19 / 307.13  2.96 2.61 

ES
4:1  40,347.73 ----------  2.96 ----- 

ES
4:5  ----------- 3,170.04  ----- 2.62 

ES
5:1  ----------- 1,653.19  ----- 2.60 

ECH
3:2  ----------- 189.67  ----- 2.10 

ECH
5:1  ----------- 189.67  ----- 2.60 

PN / PC / PP  20,000.00 / 75.00 / 155.00 --------  3.50 ----- 

PN / PC  ----------- 2,433.47 / 3,113.03  ----- 2.36 

QU = E7:6    ----------- 2,246.32  ----- 2.62 

 

be applied to any thermodynamic cycle whose 
processes can be represented in the h-s plane, 
including to a reversible steam power cycle [9]. 

 

Table 2. Efficiency of Productive Units in RCPP 

Efficiency  
Productive Unit 

Formula Value (%) 

Pump (P) 
P

S

H

PE

E

!1:2

1:2  82.75 

Boiler (B) 
F

S

H

QE

E

!2:3

2:3  59.41 

Turbine and 
Generator (T-G)  SH

CPN

EE

PPP

3:44:3 !

!!
 81.25 

Condenser and 
pump (C) 

C

H

S

PE

E

!1:4

1:4  95.33 

Power Plant 

 (RCPP) F

N

Q

P
 28.57 

 

The H&S Model establishes a direct link between 
the definition of fuel and product, the costing 
equations and the efficiency calculation because 

the fuels and the products used in the functional 
diagram to calculate costs coincide with the fuels 
and products which are used for calculating the 
efficiency of both productive and dissipative units.  

 

Table 3. Efficiency of Productive Units in BCCP 

Efficiency  
Productive Unit 

Formula Value (%) 

Air Compressor 
(AC) 

C

S

H

PE

E

!1:2

1:2  90.84 

Combustion 
Chamber (CC) CH

F

CHH

EQ

EE

1:5

2:32:3

!

!
 68.63 

Gas Turbine 
(GT)  SH

CN

EE

PP

3:44:3 !

!
 94.75 

Recovery Boiler 
(RB) H

U

S

E

QE

5:4

5:4 !
 84.76 

Environment 
(E) CHH

CHS

EE

EE

2:31:5

1:51:5

!

!
 84.80 

Cogeneration 
Plant (BCCP) 

F

UN

Q

QP !
 40.24 
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Nomenclature 
c     monetary unit cost, $/kWh  

Cp     specific heat, kJ/(kmol.K)  

E     exergy flow, kW 

h     specific enthalpy, kJ/kg  

k     exergetic unit cost, kW/kW 

M     molecular weight, kg/kmol 

m     mass flow, kg/s 

p     pressure, kPa 

R     constant of gases, kJ/(kg.K) 

s     specific entropy, kJ/(kg.K) 

T     temperature, oC  

Y     generic productive flow, kW  

Z     hourly cost of the subsystem, $/h  

Greek symbols 

     efficiency 

Superscripts 

CH    chemical component only  

H     enthalpic component only  

PH        physical component only  

S     entropic component only  

Subscripts 

in     inlet flow  

j     physical stream  

j:k     from stream k to stream  j  

k     physical stream  

o     environment or reference  

out     environment or reference  

ufd     subsystem or  unit of the functional diagram  
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Distribution of resources and allocation of    
environmental loads applied to trigeneration systems 

Monica Carvalhoa, Volker Wohlgemuthb, Miguel A. Lozanoc and Luis M. Serrad 

a, c, d GITSE-I3A, University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain 
b University of Applied Sciences (HTW Berlin),Industrial Environmental Informatics Unit, Berlin, 

Germany 

Abstract: Thermoeconomic analysis techniques and Life Cycle Assessment are both based on 
accounting as well as on distribution, of the resources required for producing several goods and/or 
services. Both methodologies can be combined providing an integrated energy, economic, and 
environmental analysis with a global perspective of a system. Umberto software is specifically 
designed for analyzing the distribution of material and energy resources throughout a productive 
system. Environmental information associated with the usage and consumption of natural resources 
can be also implemented. The allocation of environmental loads in multiproduct processes is a very 
important and controversial issue when carrying out a Life Cycle Inventory. This is the case when 
analyzing, for example, trigeneration systems, where heat, cooling and power are produced in the 
system. In this work the Umberto software has been used to model a trigeneration system. The system 
was built with the flexibility to purchase/sell electricity from/to the electric grid, waste heat, and operate 
with an auxiliary boiler. The distribution of resources and allocation of environmental loads throughout 
the internal flows and final products of the trigeneration system is performed with the help of Umberto 
software and the application of thermoeconomic analysis background.  

Keywords:  Allocation, Environmental loads, Trigeneration, Software Umberto. 

1. Introduction 
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2. Trigeneration System  

Fig. 1. Diagram of the simple trigeneration system. 
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Table 1. Technical parameters. 

Table 2. Operation modes. 

C1 

Table 3. Examples of optimal operation states. 
      

      
      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      
      
      
      
      
      

3. Material Flow Networks (MFN) 

et al.
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Fig. 2. Resource distribution with Umberto software. 

4. Environmental evaluation 

Fig. 3 Impact and damage categories for EI-99 
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5. Allocation of environmental loads 

A

B
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C

D

E 

Table 4a. Unit environmental CO2 emissions 
(kgCO2/kWh) in operation mode C1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 4b. Unit environmental EI-99 loads (points/kWh) 
in operation mode C1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 5a. Allocation of CO2 (kg CO2/h) emissions to 
final products in operation mode C1. 

Table 5b. Allocation of EI-99 Single Score (points/h) to 
final products in operation mode C1. 
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Table 6: Exergy allocation. Fractions of fuel that 
constitute each output and total CO2 emissions and EI-
99 Single Score. 

Fig. 3. Contribution of flows to output Ed in operation 
mode C1 (allocation method: exergy). 

Fig. 4. Contribution of flows to output Qd in operation 
mode C1 (allocation method: exergy). 

 

Fig. 5. Contribution of flows to output Rd in operation 
mode C1 (allocation method: exergy). 
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5. Closure 
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Exergoeconomic Analysis of a Cryogenic Process to 
Purify Natural Gas 

R. Rivero, J. M. Santos 

Posgrado en Ingeniería, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico 

Abstract:  In order to have more energy efficient processes for obtaining purified natural gas (PNG) it 
is important to improve the cryogenic processes needed to separate this non-renewable natural 
resource. In this paper a typical turbo-expansion cryogenic process is analyzed in which hydrocarbons 
are separated by a demethanizer column, previously cooling the dry sweet gas. An exergy analysis has 
been conducted in order to obtain three relevant exergy performance parameters: the Irreversible 
exergy losses (Irr), the Effectiveness (e) and the Exergy Improvement Potential (Pot). Thermodynamic 
properties have been obtained using the simulation of the cryogenic process with the HYSYS 
simulation code. For the exergoeconomic analysis, the estimation of the equipment costs was obtained 
from different data bases and empirical correlations. For chemical exergy the Szargut’s reference 
model was corrected to reference conditions. The results show that one of the most energy intensive 
equipment of the process is the demethanizer tower, including its reboiler, but the turbo-expander, the 
feed tank and feed cooler are very important; also, a mixer and a valve present important values of the 
exergy improvement potential. From this, new technology could be developed to improve these 
equipment items and the overall process. 

Keywords:  Cryogenic Process, Exergy, Exergoeconomic Analysis, Irreversibility, Natural Gas. 

1. Introduction 
Exergoeconomic analysis is a quantitative and 
qualitative method to determine losses of energy. 
Knowledge of useful energy (exergy) is important 
to improve and design processes. It is important to 
realize an exergy analysis previously in order to 
get useful information. The exergy analysis 
consists basically in obtaining three relevant 
exergy performance parameters: the Irreversible 

exergy losses (Irr), the Effectiveness (,) and the 
Exergy Improvement Potential (Pot) of every 
block, Rivero, R. [1]. These thermodynamic 
parameters are useful to know where and how 
energy is degraded. 

Exergoeconomic analysis consists in the 
integration of economic issues with 
thermodynamics properties to obtain the exergy 
cost of all streams, Tsatsaronis [2]. This analysis is 
useful to determine the price of products taking 
into account production costs and other 
expenditures. The results of exergy and 
exergoeconomic analysis are used to improve 
processes later on. 

In order to have a more efficient process to purify 
natural gas (NG), in this paper a typical cryogenic 
process with an exergoeconomic is analyzed. NG 
is a non-renewable gas extracted from wells. It is 

made up C1 to C7 hydrocarbons, CO2, S, H2O and 
other impurities in different concentrations. The 
objective of purify NG consists basically in 
separating heavier hydrocarbons that lighter ones. 
As higher the methane concentration in the NG, 
the higher its purify. The benefits of obtaining 
purified natural gas (PNG) are multiple: it has a 
clean combustion; it is more valuable and 
produces more energy. It is clear that the 
advantages are: ecologic, economic and energetic. 
In this form, PNG can be used in many industry 
and domestic applications, if the efficiency of 
PNG production process is increased, then this 
will go under the direction of a sustainable result, 
optimizing ecology, economic and energy aspects 
at the same time, Rivero, R. [3]. 

1.1. Process description 

One way for obtaining PNG is a Cryogenic 
Process using a single stage expander [4]. The raw 
material is a dry sweet gas, with the composition 
shown in Table 1. At the following conditions: 
37.78 ºC and 38.93 bar. This gas comes from a 
sweetener unit and a dehydrator unit where sulfur 
and H2O have been removed previously. 

The cryogenic process, shown in Fig. 1 consists in 
the following steps: reception, cooling, expansion, 
separation and output. Reception receives the dry 

R. Rivero: Ricardo Rivero, Email: rrivero@exergia.com.mx; Web: http://www.exergia.com.mx 
J. M. Santos: José María Santos, Email: filuoque@yahoo.com.mx                            
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Fig. 1.  Flow diagram of the Cryogenic process 

sweet gas and sends it to the compressor of turbo-
expander. Cooling is carrying out with an 
interchange train that uses the energy of the 
cooling steams. Expansion uses the expander of 
turbo-expander that received the gas, and expand it 
to a demethanizer column where is achieved the 
separation of hydrocarbons. Heavier components 
go to the bottom of the column and lighter ones to 
the top. The efficiency of this process increases if 
more light hydrocarbons are obtained. 

The ideal gas would consist in pure methane; 
nevertheless there are some problems [5], such as 
the CO2 contamination that requires to be removed 
avoiding the solids formation (freezing) in the cold 
section of the processing plant, thus incrusting the 
equipment. Other undesirable component is water, 
for the same reason of the CO2; therefore the gas 
used as raw material is dried previously. The 
operating obstacles to avoid that amount of ethane 
or propane go away with the methane is other 
inconvenience. The efficiency of the process 
depends on the flexibility of the operation to get 
PNG with traces of heaviest hydrocarbons 
regardless of the composition of raw material, 
always caring of the dray sweet gas inlet 
composition. 

Table 1.  Composition of dry sweet gas. 

compound  composition 

N2 0.0062 

CH4 0.7945 

CO2 0.0025 

C2H6 0.1065 

C3H8 0.0551 

i-C4H10 0.0084 

n-C4H11 0.0136 

i-C5H12 0.0032 

n-C5H13 0.0037 

n-C6H14 0.0029 

C7H16+ 0.0034 

Total 1.0000 

 

In the analysis exergy it is important the reference 
state, that is 33ºC and 1 bar. These conditions are 
obtained considering the pressure and temperature 
annual average for the location where the process 
is performed, in a warm weather. Table 2 shows 
concentration of compounds at environmental 
conditions used as reference reactions, as later will 

be mentioned.  
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2. Exergy analysis  
Scope of this analysis is to determine the 
irreversibility and optimization parameters for 
each equipment of the process. In this way it will 
be possible to have a structural vision and to know 
where and how energy is degraded. Comparison of 
these parameters will help to determine 
improvement decisions.  

2.1. Block diagram 

The block diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 
2, where all equipment and process have been 
delimited. Aggregation grade of this diagram is the 
number of blocks, that`s 34. In the case of turbo-
expander it is formed by two items (compressor 
GB-1 and expander GC-1) but it is considered as a 
single block. Mixers and other equipments area 
considered alone. 

2.2. Evaluation of exergy 

Exergy is defined as “the maximum work output 
attainable in the natural environment, or as the 
minimum work input necessary to realize the 
reversible process” Rant, Z. [6]. Exergy can be 
calculated in different forms, according to the 

different forms of energy [1]. Exergy can be 
associated to matter as a state function or as a 
transfer function. In this work exergy physical is 
evaluated with 

( ) ( )000 SSTHHEx f !!!= , (1) 

where T0 is the environment temperature. All 
properties with subscript 0 are evaluated at the 
reference state. This is considered as the 
environment temperature. That indicates that 
exergy is zero at this point. Enthalpy difference 
between the reference state and process state is the 
given energy to the system while the second term 
represents losses of exergy. Physical exergy has 
pressure and temperature contribution of the 
exergy into the system and is evaluated keeping 
the composition constant.  

Every physical property is evaluated at pressure 
and temperature for every stream at process 
conditions. These data were obtained from the 
simulation code with the Peng-Robinson equation-
of-state. Every stream was evaluated for the same 
composition at pressure and temperature of the 
environment, mentioned in process description. 
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In this process there are no chemical reactions, 
only compositional changes, and such chemical 
exergy has only this contribution. Compositional 
exergy is the difference between compositional 
exergy at reference state and the process keeping 
temperature and pressure constant: 

+=
i

ii

i

chich xxRTExxEx
i

ln0
0 , (2) 

Standard chemical exergy, Exch, for each 
component has been corrected from values 
reported in [7]. It was made following a 
methodology cited by [8]; considering 
temperature, pressure and composition at process 
environment state respect to the reported values. In 
Table 2 reference conditions correspond to values 
reported in [8] and the process conditions. 

Table 2.  Conditions of reference and process. 

Condition Reference Process 

composition     

O2 0.207200 0.203500 

CO2 0.000300 0.000300

H2O 0.008900 0.031967 

pressure (bar) 1.01325 1.00000 

temperature (K) 298.15 306.15 

 

Into the methodology to correct standard chemical 
exergy it is necessary to propose a reference 
reaction for each compound of the NG mixing, 
Table 3. 

Table 3. Reference reactions to correct standard 
chemical exergy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once this is made, correction of standard exergy 
was made with (3) [8]. 

( ) 54321
00 WWqqWExEx chchc

+++++= - , (3) 

2.3. Exergy balance and optimization 
parameters 

Exergy looses represent the irreversibility of the 
process. An irreversible process is one that has 
inefficiencies; such as a reversible process is 
totally efficient and doesn´t have exergy looses. A 
general form to obtain irreversibility is with an 
exergy balance through the theorem of Gouy-
Stodola 

genSTIrr 0= , (4) 

 represents the degradation of energy. This 
term is useful to know quantitatively how much 
energy is used. Irreversibility is equal to the input 
exergy, Extte, less the exergy output, Extts, in the 
system: 

ttstte ExExIrr != , (5) 

Another approach is to consider the system as a 
donor-acceptor exergy converter [1]. Supplied 
exergy, Exnts, is the part of system that gives 
exergy while produced exergy, Exntp, is the result 
of the use of supplied exergy. The difference of 
these terms is the irreversibility: 

ntpnts ExExIrr != , (6) 

Exergy total looses have two contributions: 
internal and external. Internal exergy looses are 
irreversibility and external are streams rejected to 
the environment, . The addition of these is 
evaluated with 

EflIrrPex += , (7) 

Input and output exergy of each block have two 
contributions: physical and chemical exergy. The 
addition of these terms is called substantial exergy 
for each stream. 

Optimization parameters are: qualitative, 
quantitative and a combination of these two. 

Efficiency (#) is a quantitative relation between 
input exergy and output exergy. This parameter 
doesn´t indicate how energy is utilized for the 
original purpose. To evaluate this is necessary to 

use the effectiveness (,) that is a qualitative 
parameter [9].  

ntpntp ExEx /=, , (8) 

Effectiveness determines the capacity of a system 
to produce work and is evaluated as a relation of 
produced exergy to supplied exergy. 

Methane:                      O22H2CO22O4CH +.+  

Ethane:                         O23H22CO23.5O4CH +.+  

Propane:                    O24H23CO25O4CH +.+  

i-Butane,n-Butane:     O25H24CO26.5O4CH +.+  

i-Pentane, n-Pentane:  O26H25CO28O4CH +.+     

n-Hexane:                   O27H26CO29.5O4CH +.+  

n-Heptane:                    O28H27CO211O4CH +.+  
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Improvement potential ( ) has both quantitative 
and qualitative aspects. It shows how much the 
process could be improved; the higher 

 higher possibilities to improve the 
system.  is evaluated with (9), as a function of: 

absolute potential, , relative potential, ( -,), and 
environment potential, . 

( ) EflIrrPot +!= ,1 , (9) 

2.4. Exergy results 

The process does not present external exergy 
looses ( =0), so total looses are only due to 
internal irreversibility in equipment. This 
irreversibility was evaluated through an exergy 
balance evaluating substantial exergy of each 
stream. Total irreversibly of the system is 4,929.8 
kWe.  

2.4.1. Block results  

The irreversibility of each block is shown in Fig. 3 
where Block 8, demethanizer column with reboiler 
(DA-1/EA-2) presents maximum irreversibility. 
Demethanizer column has a change of 
composition, obtaining PNG with an increment of 
chemical exergy in top section. That is because 
NG is more pure. That increment is a result of a 
decrease in physical exergy of the outlet streams 
of this. This apparatus has thermal contribution 
because reboiler gives energy to the column. 

Block 17, turbo-expander (GB-1/GC-1) occupied 
second place in irreversibility. This is a 
mechanical device that uses exergy of stream inlet 
to operate and expand NG that is sent to the 

demethanizeer column. Both Blocks, 8 and 17, are 
very important to the process as indicated by their 
irreversibilities. 

In third place of irreversibility is Block 14, 
exchanger EA-7. Valves have low irreversibility 
except Block 26 (VA-5). Mixers have low 
irreversibility except MX-3 and MX-4, this is due 
to the different levels of exergy in the streams 
mixed. 

The effectiveness of the blocks is shown in Fig. 4. 
Valves have an effectiveness equal to zero because 
these do not produce any work. Equipment like 
pumps and separators have higher effectiveness. 
Block 1 (FA-1) and Block 7 (FA-6) have 
effectiveness equal to zero because these 
equipment operate in steady state. Blocks 9 and 16 
(exchangers EA-1 and EA-9) present lower 
effectiveness because there is a very high 
temperature difference in their streams. Blocks 31 
and 33 (mixers MX-2 and MX-4) also present 
lower effectiveness that is due for a very high 
composition difference in the mixers streams. 

Improvement potential for each block is shown in 
Fig. 5. Block 8, the demethanizer column and its 
reboiler have the most important Pot, so this is the 
first equipment to be improved. Then Block 17, 
turbo-expander (GB-1/GC-1) has a high . In 
third place Block 9, exchanger EA-1; in fourth 
Block 1, tank FA-1; in fifth, Block 26, valve VA-
5. In order to improve the process changes are 
needed. These changes could be structural that are 
expensive except for Block 26, because it is a 
valve, cheaper than the other items. In another 

 

Fig. 3.  Irreversibility of each block 
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Fig. 4.  Effectiveness of each block 

hand if operation changes are conducted it would 
represent cheaper costs. Decisions to improve the 
process depend of many factors, especially 
economic ones. That is the reason why 
exergoeconomic analysis has to be done. 

3. Exergoeconomic analysis  

3.1. Exergoeconomic balance and costs 

The purpose of an exergoeconomic analysis is to 
obtain the production exergy costs. These costs are 
obtained for each block proposing an exergy 
balance that involves the exergy of each stream 
and economic issues. The general balance for each 
block is shown in equation (10), Rivero, R[10]. 

 
==

=+
OUT

j

jbjbi

IN

i

bi ExFEx
11

// ,                     (10) 

The additional cost ( ) in the balance of equation 
(10) plus the input exergy is equal to output 
exergy. The cost of each item to realize its 
function depends on the equipment cost and 
expenditures that each block has. Consideration 
for balance exergoeconomic were proposed for 34 
blocks based on the purpose of each item [2].  
Then a numerical system has been solved 
obtaining the exergy specific cost of all the 

streams. The cost of each stream, 0, is the exegy 
specific cost multiplied for the mass flow. 

 

Fig. 5.  Improvement potential of each block 
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Capital cost is the total equipment cost for each 
block, shown in Table 4. It was obtained 
depending of equipment item, for mechanical 
equipment it was made calculating the power and 
for pressure tanks it was necessary to calculate the 
weight; and exchangers with their duty. Capital 
costs were obtained from correlations of historical 
data and adjusting with an expected inflation of 
6% to get the real cost when this plant is to be 
built. Each equipment considers supplied and 
installation Concepts considered are: pipe lines, 
concrete, steel, instrumentation, electric items, 
isolating and painting. 

Table 4. Production cost. 

Service   Cost   

Cool water 0.1 USD/m3 

Electricity 0.05923 USD/kWh 

Dry sweet gas 0.011028 USD/ft3 

Propane 12.504 USD/ft3 

 

Operation cost is made up of: transformation cost, 
salaries, administration and maintenance. 

Transformation cost contemplates raw material 
and utilities used as services as shown in Table 4. 
Separator FA-1 receives the main raw material and 
some exchangers that are cooled (Fig. 1). This gas 
comes from other facilities as well as electricity. 
So each item has its own transformation cost. 

Administration and salaries costs were obtained 
using a planning and control project methodology. 
Engineering activities were listed and programmed 
having the requested time for each activity as same 
as construction and having the total cost for this 
concepts. Maintenance was obtained assigning a 
percentage. The salaries, administration and 
maintenances costs were weighted for each item 
according to their Irreversibility.  

Total additional cost is equal to the capital cost 
plus operation and they were levelized considering 
20 years of amortization for the plant. 

The exergy costs are shown in Table 5 where 
streams 24 and 29 (of refrigerant) are higher. After 
these, streams: 21, 22 and 32 and 42 are the 
highest, they are used in the demethanizerer tower 

Table 5.  Cost of streams 

//// 0000 //// 0000 //// 0000
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and output streams of the exchanger train. 

 4. Conclusions 
Exergoeconomic analysis is very necessary to get 
production costs. Through this analysis, cost of 
streams and irreversibilities are determined. In 
terms of irreversibility and improvement potential 
the demethanizer column and the turbo-expander 
are very intensive. There are operative changes 
that are not expensive as the mixer MX-3 that is a 
part of the demethanizer column outlet. 
Economically, the outlet of the heat exchanger 
train and the refrigerant represent the higher costs 
as well as streams of the demethanizer column. 
This equipment is the most important to be 
improved. Structural changes could be expensive, 
but this can be necessary. 

Nomenclature 
Ex  exergy, kWe 

Efl  effluent, kWe 

F       additional cost,USD 

H       enthalpy, J/kg 

Irr   irreversibility, kWe 

M    mega 

p         pressure, psia 

Pex    total exergy losses, kWe 

Pot    exergy improvement potential,  kWe 

q         thermal flow 

S         entropy, J/kg °C 

T       temperature, °C 

x         mole fraction 

W   Work 

Greek symbols 

,        effectiveness  

-        Carnot factor 

/        average exergy cost, USD/kJ 

0      cost of stream, USD/h 

1-5    number of stage 

Subscripts and superscripts 

gen   generate 

c     corrected 

ch   chemical 

f         physical 

b         block 

i, j   i-th and j-th componente 

tte   input total 

tts   output total 

nts   supplied total 

ntp   produced total 

0         reference state 
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Design & Optimization of Indirect Heat Integration of 
Batch Processes Using Genetic Algorithms 
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Abstract:  Indirect heat integration – resorting to intermediate heat storage – is known for safeguarding 
the flexibility of the batch mode of production. This paper describes a framework to design & optimize 
indirect heat recovery schemes using evolutionary algorithms. It uses fixed temperature / variable mass 
heat storage units (HSUs). Given a number of HSUs, a superstructure is defined, incorporating all 
possible heat exchange matches between process streams and HSUs. A mathematical model is set 
up; its decisions variables (DVs) are defined to fit the specificities of the evolutionary algorithm used 
(Struggle). The resulting model is explicit, i.e. its computation doesn't require iterations. A two-levels, 
two-stages optimization scheme is implemented: the upper level addresses the structural optimization 
(binary DVs: streams to be integrated), while the lower level achieves the parametric optimization (real 
DVs: operating temperature of HSUs & heat load of heat exchange matches). The first stage aims at 
maximizing the heat recovery, while the second minimizes the total costs. An open heat storage model, 
attractive e.g. for processes consuming large amounts of hot process water, is also proposed. Using 
Struggle, the framework is validated on a brewing process. 

Keywords:  Batch process, Heat integration, Heat storage, Evolutionary algorithm, Food industry. 

1. Introduction 
The heat integration of batch processes involves 
both temperature and time constraints. Direct heat 
integration sets heat exchangers (HEXs) between 
process streams coexisting in time (as for 
continuous processes), while indirect heat 
integration resorts to intermediate heat storage to 
recover heat from hot process streams before 
supplying heat to cold process streams when 
needed. 

Among the early pioneering methods, the time-
dependent Cascade Analysis [1] is the first 
methodology specifically developed for batch 

processes. Assuming a single 1Tmin, the Cascade 
Analysis provides energy targets corresponding to 
various ways of cascading heat in both 
temperature and time dimensions. Rescheduling 
opportunities to increase the direct heat exchange 
targets may be identified. Direct heat exchange 
networks (HENs) are designed using the Pinch 
Design Method for each time slice, followed by 
merging them together for a maximum reuse of 
heat exchangers (HEXs). Heat storage between 
any pair of time slices may be determined. 

A review of the methods and tools developed since 
the late 80's, based either on Pinch Analysis, on 

combinatorial approaches or on Mathematical 
Programming, may be found in [2]. 

The flexibility of operation is a major benefit of 
the batch processing mode. Owing to the 
intermediate heat storage avoiding the schedule 
constraints associated with direct HENs, the 
indirect heat integration doesn't induce detrimental 
effect on the flexibility, providing the indirect heat 
integration with a higher acceptability in practice. 

1.1. Indirect heat integration 

This paper addresses purely indirect heat 
integration, using fixed temperature / variable 
mass (FTVM) heat storage units (HSUs). The heat 
integration system, consisting essentially of HSUs 
and HEXs matches (hot streams to heat storage 
fluid, and heat storage fluid to cold streams), is 
named an indirect heat recovery scheme (IHRS). 
A storage sub-system (SSs) represents a set of two 
adjacent HSUs (when ordered by operating 
temperature). Figure 1 exemplifies such IHRSs. 

Earlier contributors [3] developed methods for 
predicting the maximum heat integration potential 
between a number of tanks which require heating 
or cooling, in co-current, counter-current, and 
combinations of the two. Heuristics and a multi-
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period MILP formulation were applied to solve the 
optimal matching problem. The time schedule of 
the process was not taken into account (it was 
assumed that all tanks were available for matching 
at the same time). 

In a purely indirect heat integration, the operating 
temperatures of FTVM HSUs are constrained by 
the supply temperature of streams, as [4] suggests, 
based on a Time Average Model composites 
representation. Opportunities for rescheduling to 
reduce the capacity of HSUs are considered, as 
well as unsteady state heat storage systems. 

The Permutation Method (PM) [5] is a 
combinatorial approach to the design of IHRSs. 
The PM searches, among a set of feasible 
operating temperatures of FTVM HSUs and a sub-
set of process streams to be heat integrated, the 
most cost-effective configuration of process 
streams–HSU matches. To achieve the HSU mass 
balance at the end of a batch cycle, mixing of 
storage fluid, followed by utility supply (if need 
be), is used. The set of feasible operating 
temperatures of HSUs is based on the supply and 
target temperatures of process streams. Within the 
restricted solution domain resulting from heuristic 
rules, the search is exhaustive. The PM has been 
further developed [6], but the proposed post-
optimization stage for fine-tuning the real 
(continuous) variables remains difficult to apply. 

A IHRS targeting method [7] enables the 
determination of the minimum number of HSUs as 
a function of the amount of heat recovery (HR) 
(basing on the Time Average Model composites, 
and on schedule and supply temperatures of the 
streams). It provides an insight into issues such as 
the set of streams to be integrated and the 
temperature range for each HSU, and produces 
feasible IHRSs of acceptable quality. But it fails to 
efficiently address the degrees of freedom of 
IHRS, featuring complex economic trade-off 
effects between HEX areas and HSU capacities. 

This paper describes additional methodological 
developments proposed for the design and 
optimization of IHRSs, and presents application 
results for a brewing process. 

1.2. Genetic algorithm pathway 

A genetic algorithm (GA), or evolutionary 
algorithm, mimics, in a computational manner, the 
natural evolution of living species, where the 
fittest individuals of a population (i.e. the ones 

which are best suited to the constraints of their 
environment), have more chances to survive and 
reproduce. Evolutionary algorithms are now 
commonly used for optimization purposes. 

Three reasons motivated the choice of the GA 
optimization pathway for IHRSs: 

 the positive feedback with GAs reported for 
complex non-linear optimization problems (e.g. 
[8], using Struggle GA [9]), for both the 
structural and parametric optimizations; 

 the capability to manage real life problems 
involving e.g. highly non-linear as well as 
discontinuous costs functions, and requiring if 
... then ... else … decisions; 

 the fact that GA based approaches deliver 
several good solutions in various respects 
(instead of only "the best one"). 

Struggle is a multimodal GA providing an 
improved niching method, efficient in searching 
multiple optima of functions of continuous (real) 
variables. Struggle does not resort to binary coding 
of real decision variables (DVs); real DVs are 
treated using a so-called blend crossover operator. 

Since any GA optimization is intensive in 
evaluations of the objective function (OF) 
(requiring the largest share of computing time), 
these guidelines apply when setting up the model: 

 as far as possible, avoid the need to solve 
implicit equations requiring iterations; 

 whenever manageable, include the constraints 
in the definition of the DVs so as to minimize 
the number of generated infeasible solutions. 

2. Proposed design methodology 
Refer to Appendix A for the definition of the heat 
recovery (HR) and of the total batch costs (TBCs). 

2.1. Closed heat storage system 

A closed storage means the standard IHRS, i.e. 
using a separate, intermediate heat storage fluid in 
a closed system (no mass transfer to or from the 
process streams). 

2.1.1. Superstructure 

The IHRS superstructure depicted in Fig. 1 
embeds all possible IHRS structures. It includes: 

 a heat transfer match from each hot process 
stream to each SSs, and from each SSs to each 
cold process stream; 
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 utility coolers on hot process streams and utility 
heaters on cold streams; 

 utility coolers or heaters between HSUs, to 
enable the mass rebalance, over a batch cycle, 
of HSUs in any case, whatever the mass 
transfers set by the DVs during the GA 
optimization process. 

The heat losses of HSUs to the environment are 
neglected (but could be taken into account). 
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Fig. 1.  Superstructure of a closed storage IHRS, 
including 4 HSUs. 

Figure 1 also illustrates the nomenclature: 

 subscript i: hot process streams (i = 1 .. I); 

 subscript j: cold process streams (j = 1 .. J); 

 subscript k: HSU (k = 1 .. K); 

 subscript ks: SSs (ks = 1 .. K-1); 

 subscript l: time slice of batch cycle (l = 1 .. L); 

 Mk,i: mass of storage fluid (SF) heated, over a 
batch cycle, by stream i and moved from HSUk 
into HSUk+1 as a result of Qi,k; 

 Mk,j: mass of SF cooled, over a batch cycle, by 
stream j and moved from HSUk+1 into HSUk as 
a result of Qk,j; 

 Mk,l: mass of SF in HSUk at end of time slice l. 

2.1.2. Problem statement 

Considering the above superstructure, the problem 
of optimal IHRS synthesis is stated as follows: 

Given: 

 a batch process, operated in a cyclic manner 
(whose schedule is considered "as is"); 

 a number of HSUs specified by the user; 

determine: 

 the operating temperature of each HSU; 

 the heat exchanged by each process – heat 
storage streams match; 

which minimize the total batch costs (TBCs) of 

the IHRS, 

subject to the following set of constraints: 

2.1.3. Constraints 

Referring to Fig. 1, the constraints are: 

1. monotonically increasing temperature of HSUs: 

Tk > Tk-1                                   (k : 2 .. K), (1) 

while THSUmin * Tk * THSUmax    (k : 1 .. K), (2) 

where THSUmin and THSUmax: lower bound and upper 
bounds of the operating temperature of HSUs; 

2. decreasing (increasing) cut-off temperatures of 
hot (cold) process streams : 

Ti,k * Ti,k+1                              (k : 1 .. K-1), (3) 

while TT i * Ti,k * TS i              (k : 1 .. K-1); (4) 

Tj,k+1 + Tj,k                              (k : 1 .. K-1), (5) 

while TT j + Tj,k + TS j              (k : 2 .. K); (6) 

3. feasibility of HEX match between hot process 
stream i (cold process stream j) and SSsks: 

Ti,k+1 > Tk+1 and Ti,k > Tk         (k : 1 .. K-1), (7) 

Tj,k+1 < Tk+1 and Tj,k < Tk         (k : 1 .. K-1); (8) 

4. K-1 mass balances of HSUs over a batch cycle: 

01,1,1

,,

=!!!

!!

!!!
j i

kikjk

j i

kikjk

MBBMM

MBBMM

 , (9) 

where –MBBk : required mass to close the balance 
of HSUk (MBBk being the excess of mass 
cumulated in HSUk during a batch cycle due to the 
contributions of process streams only). 

Note: the THSUmin and THSUmax bounds depend on 
the set of streams to be integrated [7] and on the 
range of safe operation of the SF used. 
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2.1.4. Decision variables 

The decisions variables (DVs) of the model are: 

 Y = {ys} (of size S=I+J) binary DVs, defining 
which stream should be integrated (ys=1) and 
which must not be integrated (ys=0); 

 X = {xk ; xi,k ; xj,k} (of size K+I2(K–1)+J2(K–1)) 
real, dimensionless DVs (with fixed bounds 

0 < xk < 1, 0 * xi,k < 1, 0 * xj,k < 1) defining the 
operating temperature of HSUk, the cut-off 
temperature of stream i after heat exchange 
with HSUk, and the cut-off temperature of 
stream j after heat exchange with HSUk-1, 
respectively. 

The temperatures Tk, Ti,k, and Tj,k are related to the 
xk, xi,k, and xj,k DVs as follows: 

Tk = (1 – xk)2Tk-1 + xk2THSUmax , (10) 

Eq. (10) is applied from k=1 (T0=THSUmin) to k=K; 

Ti,k = (1 – xi,k)2Ti,k+1 + xi,k2Tlim i,k , (11) 

where Tlim i,k = max[Tk ; TT i ; T(pinchi,k)] , 

Eq. (11) is successively applied to all feasible 
matches on stream i from TS i down to TT i ; 

Tj,k+1 = (1 – xj,k)2Tj,k + xj,k2Tlim j,k+1 , (12) 

where Tlim j,k+1 = min[Tk+1 ; TT j ; T(pinchj,k+1)] , 

Eq. (12) is successively applied to all feasible 
matches on stream j from TS j up to TT j . 

The third term in the max[..] and min[..] accounts 
for the possible existence of an internal pinch as a 
result of a process stream undergoing phase 
change (or condensation of hot humid air, etc.). 

Applying (10) to (12) to calculate Tk, Ti,k and Tj,k is 
called decoding of X DVs. The definition of the X 
DVs ensures that the constraints 1. to 3. ((1) 
through (8), responsible for the variable bounds) 
are automatically met. Any individual described 
by xk, xi,k, and xj,k DVs (within their fixed bounds) 
is a feasible individual (maybe performing bad, 
but feasible anyway !). This prevents the 
optimization from spending time generating and 
evaluating infeasible individuals. However, as (10) 
through (12) indicate, there aren't one-to-one 
relationships between the xk, xi,k, and xj,k DVs and 
Tk, Ti,k and Tj,k, since any change of, say, xk=1 
propagates and induces changes of every Tk (for 
k>1) of HSUs downwards in the propagation chain 
(even without any change of xk (for k>1). Although 
a matter of concern when setting up the model, 
negative effects of these dependency links on the 

efficiency of the GA optimization could be 
identified. 

Further, whenever a stream has reached its target 
temperature, any match downstream becomes 
independent of its corresponding x variable. 

The HSUs mass balance constraints 4. are much 
more difficult to account, since these equality 
constraints link a large number of DVs together. In 
fact there is no way meeting these constraints at 
the onset by a clever choice of X. Instead, a 
procedure (see below) determines the minimum 
utility costs penalty needed to rebalance the HSUs; 
this penalty is a measure of the fitness of the 
generated individual. 

The HSUs temperatures Tk determine which 
process-storage streams matches are actually 
feasible. kmax i and kmin j are introduced to define the 
feasible part of the superstructure: 

kmax i : largest k still satisfying  TS i > Tk  , (13) 

matches with i are feasible up to SSskmax i-1; 

kmin j : smallest k still satisfying  TS j < Tk , (14) 

matches with j are feasible down to SSskmin j . 

Note: xi,k and xj,k DVs corresponding to infeasible 
matches are ignored during decoding. 

2.1.5. Mass balance of heat storage units 

Opportunities for mixing of storage fluid prior to 
mass rebalancing by utilities may exist in IHRSs 
including at least three HSUs. Utility mass 
rebalancing costs are minimized by sequentially 
calculating (refer to [2], Appendix C, for details): 

 the mass before balance MBBk defined by (9); 

 the cumulated mass before balance CMBBk (kg) 
starting from HSUK (highest temperature): 

     CMBBk = CMBBk+1 + MBBk ; (15) 

 the imbalance heat load cascade IQC (kJ): 

     IQCk = IQCk+1+CMBBk+12cpSF2(Tk+1–Tk) ; (16) 

 the imbalance heat load cascade without pocket 
IQCWP (kJ) (pocket = mixing opportunity); 

 the cumulated mass before utility balance 
CMBUBk (kg): 

     
( )1

1

!

!

!2

!
=

kkpSF

kk
k

TTc

IQCWPIQCWP
CMBUB  ; (16) 

 the mass before utility balance MBUBk (kg): 

     MBUBk = CMBUBk – CMBUBk+1 ; (17) 
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 the overall mixing mass contribution MM k (kg): 

     MM k = MBUBk – MBBk , (18) 

     MM k > 0 : incoming balancing mixing mass, 

     MBUBk > 0 : incoming rebalancing utility mass. 

The overall mixing mass contributions may be 
decomposed into a set of elementary and 
independent mixing steps, each involving only 
mixing of SF from two adjoining HSUs. The 
schedule of the elementary mixing steps could be 
optimized to minimize the capacities of HSUs, but 
this issue is not addressed so far. 

2.1.6. Model calculation flowsheet 

Given X a vector of DVs, TBCs are calculated as 
shown on Fig. 2 (where xi,k and xj,k variables of 
streams not selected by Y (i.e. ys=0) are ignored). 

Cut-off  Ti,k, Tj,k (=>Qi,k, Qk,j; Mk,i, Mk,j)

Temperatures of HSUs Tk

Ranges of feasible matches (kmax i, kmin j)

Sizing of process-storage streams HEXs

Sizing of HSUs (mass inventory & rebalance)

Sizing of process-utility streams HEXs

Actual heat recovery HR

Capital costs of HEX units

Capital costs of HSUs & heat storage fluid

Total batch costs TBCs (=OF)

Operational costs of utilities

TBCs HR

xi,k xj,k  xk

 

Fig. 2.  Flowsheet of the model to calculate OF(X,Y). 

2.1.7. Optimization issues 

Keeping the population diversity is tricky. A 
suitable distance function (DF) and a two-levels, 
two-stages optimization, solve this issue. 

Defining the DF based on the x DVs is not 
recommended (refer to 2.1.4). Instead, DF is 
defined as a combination of a structural distance 
DK (effect of Tk on feasible matches) and of a 
parametric distance DT  (with A, B: individuals): 

( ) [ ] [ ]2 22
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 qi (qj) : ratio of the potential heat contribution 
of hot (cold) process stream i (j) over the 
overall heat recovery potential; 

 wk : weighting factor, chosen so that a single 
difference in kmax or kmin results in a 
contribution larger than that arising from a 
significant difference in the Ti,k and Tj,k . 

Early optimization runs were scarcely able to 
develop individuals featuring large HR. Owing to 
the Struggle replacement strategy, individuals 
potentially achieving a large HR but whose X DVs 
are not fine-tuned yet to achieve an acceptable 
mass balance (hence utility and costs penalty), are 
prematurely rejected before they can improve and 
develop their full capability. 

To bypass this shortcoming, the HR is maximized 
during a first phase to allow for individuals 
featuring large HR to develop, before OF=TBCs. 

2.2. Open heat storage system 

Food and beverage industries use large amounts of 
hot process water and are good candidates for 
cost-efficient IHRSs. Therefore, an open storage 
IHRS model has been set up. The benefits include 
HEX unit & area savings, potential for reducing 
the number of HSUs and/or achieving a larger HR. 

2.2.1. Superstructure 

Compared to the closed storage superstructure, the 
open storage superstructure (Fig. 3) highlights two 
additional features: a so-called PW HSU and 
mixers to prepare the PW streams. 

The PW HSU represents the supply network of 
process water. The process water at supply 
temperature TS PW is transferred to the adjoining 
HSU(s) by process-storage streams matches, i.e. in 
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the same way the storage fluid is transferred 
between the standard HSUs.  

Depending on the temperature of the HSUs (i.e. on 
the xk DVs of the individual being evaluated), the 
PW HSU may be intermediate in the row of HSUs 
as on Fig. 4, or be located at one end of the row. 

Unlike "standard" cold process streams, heated up 
by storage-process HEXs (e.g. Cj), PW streams Ca 
and Cb are prepared by mixing of storage fluid 
from (potentially) all HSUs above, and including, 
the PW HSU. The xj,k DVs determine the 
proportion of the PW stream mass flow rate to be 
extracted from the corresponding HSU. 
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Fig. 3.  Superstructure of an open storage IHRS 
including 3 HSUs & 1 PW HSU. 

2.2.2. Changes to the IHRS model 

The "standard" closed storage IHRS model must 
be modified with respect to: 

 the mass balance of the special PW HSU, 

 the meaning of xj,k DVs for PW streams, 

 and the definition of cut-off temperature of PW 
streams to be taken into account in the DF. 

The PW HSU is a special HSU in that it has a 
"single way capacity". The supplied mass flow rate 

must be 0+!
lPWM  whatever the time slice l, i.e. it 

can only supply (at any time). In addition, over a 
batch cycle, the total mass MPW supplied by the 

PW HSU is equal to the sum of masses of the PW 
streams. Hence, the open storage IHRS model 
features l–1 additional constraints. A systematic 
procedure is proposed. The costs to meet these 
constraints (utility operation costs, capital costs of 
required HEXs) are minimized by a staged use of: 

 the mixing mass contributions (the cheapest), 

 the balancing utility mass contributions (more 
expensive), 

 and finally of the additional utility mass 
contributions (the most expensive). 

The mixing contributions are scheduled according 
to a peak shaving / hollow filling strategy, to allow 
a minimum heat rate strategy for the rebalancing 
utility contributions to minimize the costs of the 
related HEXs. 

This procedure is applied once the HSU overall 
mass rebalancing calculations (as for the closed 
storage IHRS model) have been achieved. 

Regarding the preparation (heating) of PW streams 
by mixing, the mass flow rate contributions of the 
HSUs are calculated, from the hottest down to the 
HSU just above the PW HSU, by: 

!2=
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The PW HSU supplies the remaining flow rate: 
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The mass flow rate of the PW stream j is met in 
any case. The resulting mixing temperature Tmix PW j 
can be lower or higher than the target temperature 
TT PW j. In the latter case, reverse utility (cold utility 
on cold stream) is applied, until the GA adjusts the 
xj,k so as to avoid this penalty. The above general 
strategy holds for Cb, while a deterministic mixing 
of PW from surrounding HSUs is assumed for Ca. 

To express the contributions of PW streams to the 
DF in equivalent cut-off temperatures as for 
"standard" process streams, the following 
conversion is applied (from kPW+1 up to K+1): 

( )PWSk

jPW

kjPW

kjkj TT
M

M
TT !2+= !

,

1,, . (24) 

Tj,k–Tj,k-1 is the equivalent temperature increase of 

the total flow rate jPWM  due to the PW flow rate 
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kjPWM ,  out of HSUk. By convention, the 

temperatures Tj,k up to kPW remain at TS PW. 

Note: choosing an open storage system or a closed 
one is a user's decision. An optimization run may 
be achieved for both cases and results compared. 

3. Case study 
Process EP-3 (refer to Appendix B) is a brewing 
process, extensively analyzed in [6]. The resulting 
optimal IHRSs (applying the Permutation Method 
followed by the Post-Optimization) are used as 
reference for validating the GA based framework. 

EP-3 features 12 process streams, while the 
resulting optimal IHRSs of [6] include 3 HSUs. 
Hence, the required number of DVs is: 

 12 binary DVs to address the full structural 
optimization; 

 27 real DVs (3+12x(3-1)) for the parametric 
optimization of a closed storage IHRS model; 

 39 real DVs (3+12x(4-1)) for the parametric 
optimization of an open storage IHRS model. 

Owing to computing time constraints, the results 
presented below have been obtained with a single 
level (real DVs) optimization, while the binary 
DVs defining the streams to be integrated were set. 
The streams have been selected using the targeting 
methodology [7], which helps restricting the 
search domain and the computational burden; but 
this is not a requirement of the model. The two-
levels optimization scheme has been successfully 
tested, yet with fewer generations and smaller 
populations for both upper and lower levels. 

Note: the proposed model may include the start-up 
and shut-down phases of a repeated batch 
operation in the optimization problem as well. 

3.1. Closed heat storage system 

The best solution reported by [6] and depicted in 
Fig. 4 integrates C1, C4, C7, C13, H9, H11/12. 
The GA optimization settings are: NPop=100; 
NGen=1000; OF=HR for first 300 generations; 
3 HSUs; same set of selected streams; xj,2=1 for 
C1, C4, C7 and C13 to avoid HU on these streams 
and speed up the search. Table 1 summarizes the 
results obtained by both approaches. 

Both solutions achieve the same HR, but the utility 
costs of the GA solution are slightly higher, owing 
to 35 kWh/batch of CU, needed for mass rebalance 
after 35 kWh/batch of excess heat being recovered 
on stream H11 (a heat recovery stream). 

The GA based IHRS model uses a HEX cost 
function (refer to Appendix B) including a fixed 
cost C0X circ to account for the costs of an 
intermediate connection to a HSU. The penalty for 
the Ncirc=5 intermediate connections contributes to 
1/3 of the difference between the two solutions (i.e 
0.34 % of the TBCs). 
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Fig. 4.  Best IHRS solution of [6] (for a closed heat 
storage system) integrating 6 streams. 

Table 1.  GA based vs [6] IHRS optimization results. 

COSTS HEXs HSUs UTIL. TBCs 1TBCs 

Method DKK/b DKK/b DKK/b DKK/b % 

Optim [6] 507.2 136.2 632.7 1276.1 100 

GA Optim 515.9 133.5 639.3 1288.7 101.0 
 

SIZES HR HEXs HSUs HU CU 

Method kWh/b m2 m3 kWh/b kWh/b 

Optim [6] 14510 780.8 170.0 5766 1931 

GA Optim 14510 783.4 166.3 5766 1966 

 

HSUs HSU1 HSU2 HSU3 

Method °C m3 °C m3 °C m3 

Optim [6] 18.5 31.0 38.1 61.0 89.7 78.0 

GA Optim 19.2 27.7 39.4 58.4 88.6 80.2 

3.2. Open heat storage system 

3.2.1. IHRS integrating 9 streams 

C7 is specified as a PW stream. The GA 
optimization settings are: NPop=200; NGen=2000; 
OF=HR for first 300 generations; 3 HSUs & 1 PW 
HSU; set of selected streams: C1, C2, C4, C7, C8, 
C13, H9, H11/12. The resulting best IHRS is 
represented on Fig. 5. 

Table 2 summarizes the results and compares them 
to those of the closed storage system of [6]. The 
open storage IHRS is 13 % cheaper while 
achieving a 12 % larger HR. The HR is 
significantly increased by the integration of C2 
and C8; these streams require an intermediate 
HSU (HSU3) at a temperature T3 > 51 °C (for 
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C2), and T3 > 74 °C (for C8); this condition is met 
by the open storage IHRS because the PW HSU 
sets one HSU free to match this temperature 
condition, relaxing the conflicting conditions 
which prevail for closed storage system. 
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Fig. 5.  GA-optimized open storage IHRS. 

Table 2.  Open storage (GA) vs Closed [6] best IHRSs. 

Storage HR HEXs HSUs UTIL. TBCs 

model kWh/b m2 DKK/b m3 DKK/b DKK/b DKK/b 

Closed [6] 14510 781 507.2 170 136.2 632.7 1276.1 

Open 16185 656 505.9 154 124.9 477.0 1107.8 

3.2.2. IHRS potentially integrating all streams 

Figure 6 displays the TBCs vs HR curve obtained 
for an IHRS potentially integrating all streams 
(same optimization parameters as under 3.2.1.). 
The points keep track of the min TBCs individuals 
within each [HR–dHR ; HR+dHR] interval. Local 
minimums corresponding to different sets of kmax i 
& kmin j exist in the range 14'000 to 18'000 kWh/b. 

 

Fig. 6.  Least TBCs curve of all individuals generated 
during a GA optimization of an open storage 
IHRS potentially integrating all streams. 

The envelope curve is the smoothest in the region 
featuring low TBCs & large HR, while the 
scattering of points (= best generated individuals 
in each HR interval) increases as HR decreases 
below 9'000 kWh/b. This highlights the effect of 
the preliminary stage with OF=HR to explore and 
focus on large HR regions and of the subsequent 
phase achieving a fine parametric optimization. 

4. Conclusion and outlook 
A IHRS synthesis framework suitable for a GA 
based optimization has been developed and 
successfully tested with the Struggle GA. A two-
levels, two-stages optimization scheme (1st stage: 
max(HR), 2nd stage: min(TBCs)), an appropriate 
definition of the decision variables, and a distance 
function keeping population diversity, are used to 
achieve adequate optimization performances. 

IHRSs designed by the proposed approach 
compete well with best IHRS of [6]. This 
structured approach requires less user's decisions 
to be made than that of [5,6]. It improves the mass 
rebalancing calculations of the latter by proposing 
a systematic calculation strategy. Test cases 
further demonstrate the practice relevance and the 
benefits of the proposed open storage system. 

Nonetheless, a significant scope for improvement 
does exist in terms of: 

 Computing time: speed-up factors + 1000 are 
expected by optimization of the Matlab code, 
its compilation and the use of more up-to-date 
processor frequencies, compared to the mixed 
code used (IHRS model in interpreted Matlab, 
linked to the GA in compiled C++); 

 Optimization scheme: going for recently 
developed evolutionary multi-objective 
optimization approaches may spare the two-
stages strategy; 

 Engineering practice relevance of the IHRSs: 
the models may be extended to additional 
capabilities (e.g. the way utilities are supplied 
and scheduled, the control over the 
intermediate connections to HSUs, accounting 
of other costs factors, several heat storage 
fluids, latent heat storage, heat losses, etc.). 

Nomenclature 
A heat exchange area, m2 

aB pay-off factor per batch 

BCD batch cycle duration, s (min) 
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cp specific heat, kJ/(kg K) 

CU cold utility 

DF  distance function (dimensionless) 

DKK Danish Crown (monetary unit) 

DV decision variable 

FTVM fixed temperature / variable mass 

GA genetic (or evolutionary) algorithm 

h heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 K) 

HEX heat exchanger 

HR heat recovery (per batch), kWh 

HSU heat storage unit 

HU hot utility 

I number of hot process streams 

IHRS indirect heat recovery scheme 

IR interest rate 

J number of cold process streams 

K number of heat storage units 

kmax highest HSU index ensuring feasible heat 
exchange with a hot process stream 

kmin lowest HSU index ensuring feasible heat 
exchange with a cold process stream 

L number of time slices in a batch cycle 

M mass, kg 

M  mass flow rate, kg/s 

max() Maximum function 

min() Minimum function 

NBPY number of batches per year 

NGen number of generations 

NPop number of individuals in a population 

OF  objective function 

POP pay-off period, year 

Q heat, kJ (kWh)  

Q  heat rate (heat duty), kW 

S number of process streams (S=I+J) 

SSs storage sub-system 

T temperature, °C 

TS supply temperature of stream, °C 

TT target temperature of stream, °C 

t time, s (min) 

V volume (useful capacity of HSU), m3 

X vector of real DVs of one individual 

x dimensionless real DV 

Y vector of binary DVs of one individual 

y binary DV 

Greek symbols 

 density, kg/m3 

1TLM logarithmic mean temperature difference, K 

Subscripts and superscripts 

C cold stream 

H hot stream 

i hot process stream (i = 1 .. I) 

j cold process stream (j = 1 .. J) 

k heat storage unit (k = 1 .. K) 

ks storage sub-system (ks = 1 .. K-1) 

l time slice (l = 1 .. L) 

ngen generation (ngen = 1 .. NGen) 

PW process water 

S heat storage 

s process stream (s = 1 .. S) 

SF storage fluid (heat storage material) 

X heat exchanger (in HEX cost function context) 
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Appendix A 
The HR of an IHRS is defined as the actually 
useful heat transferred, over a batch cycle, from 
hot process streams to cold process streams 
through the heat storage system. The heat balance 
of the heat storage system as a whole must hold: 

SHUCSCUSSH QQQQHR !!!! !=!= , (A.1) 

where QH-S : overall heat transferred from hot 
process streams to storage system; QS-CU : overall 
heat extracted by cold utility from the storage 
system; QS-C : overall heat transferred from storage 
system to cold process streams; QHU-S : overall 
heat supplied by hot utility to storage system. 

The Total Batch Costs (TBCs) represent the 
overall energy related costs to produce one batch: 

+2=
d

doper

p

pcapB CCaTBCs , (A.2) 

 
POP

BPY

B
IR

IR

N
a

!+!
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1
, 

 Ccap p, capital cost of part p (HEX, HSU, control 
valves, piping, heat storage fluid, etc.), 

 Coper d, operation cost of duty d (HU, CU, 
cleaning of HEXs, etc.). 

Appendix B 

Table B1.  Data of process EP-3. 

Process streams: (h = 4000 W/(m2 K) for every stream) 

Stream 

name 

TS 

°C 

TT 

°C 

M 

kg 

cp 

kJ/(kg K) 

tstart 

min 

tstop 

min 

C1 8 51 30000 3.5 0 60 

C2 51 70 30000 3.5 60 75 

C3 70 100 30000 3.5 90 120 

C4 8 37 38000 3.8 75 105 

C5 61 67 67200 3.7 120 130 

C6 67 76 67200 3.7 190 200 

C7 8 76 64000 4.186 345 405 

C8 74 100 117200 3.9 345 405 

C13 30 70 151200 4.186 0 200 

H9 98 11 105200 3.9 540 660 

H10 101 100 800 2257 120 140 

H11 101 100 12000 2257 405 495 

H12 100 30 12000 4.186 405 495 

Utilities: (h = 4000 W/(m2 K) for both utilities) 

Utility 

name 

Tin 

°C 

Tout 

°C 

Unit cost 

DKK/kWh 

HU 175 174 0.09 

CU 1 2 0.0612 

Heat storage: (h = 4000 W/(m2 K) for all heat storage streams) 

Storage 

fluid 

TSF min 

°C 

TSF max 

°C 

cp 

kJ/(kg K) 

 

kg/m3 

Water 2 100 4.186 1000 

Economic parameters: 

BCD 

min 

NBPY 

batch/year 

POP 

year 

IR 

- 

200 1500 10 0.05 

HEX cost: 

Xm

r

rXcirccircXXX
A

A
CNCCC 2+2+= 00

 

A 

m2 

C0X 

DKK 

C0X circ 

DKK 

CrX 

DKK 

Ar 

m2 

mX 

- 

Cost parameters used in [6]: 

< 20 75600 0 10224 1 1 

+ 20 180000 0 4968 1 1 

Cost parameters used in this work: 

< 20 65600 10000 10224 1 1 

+ 20 170000 10000 4968 1 1 

HSU cost: 

Sm

r

rSSS
V

V
CCC 2+= 0

 

V 

m3 

C0S 

DKK 

CrS 

DKK 

Vr 

m3 

mS 

- 

< 100 0 22800 1 0.78 

+ 100 0 63000 1 0.5593 

H10, H11 and H12 are heat recovery streams (i.e. 
their target temperature is soft, no utility needed). 
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!<.0'7-0=# This paper describes a specific application of the Exergy analysis method in order to modify 
the flowsheet of the crude oil atmospheric distillation process by a preliminary separation of the partly 
vaporized components in the pre-heating train. This pre-separation avoids unnecessary overheating of 
these organics in the furnace. As a result, a significant reduction of the fuel consumption and the 
carbon dioxide emissions in this process are achieved. 

K eywords:  Energy saving, Exergy analysis, Multi-component distillation, Process simulation. 
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In order to face the decline of fossil fuel raw materials 
and the increase of green house gases, scientists are 
favoring the renewable energy research path over the 
optimization of already existing processes. However, 
many optimization methods can be applied to reduce 
energy consumption in these processes and slow down 
this tendency. In many cases, small and cheap 
modifications in the flowsheet of energy intensive 
processes like those in petroleum refining and 
petrochemicals can generate an important improvement 
in terms of energy savings.  
As for example, classic crude oil distillation processes 
range from a simple distillation column with a furnace 
and racking end products to a distillation column with 
strippers, end product conditioners as well as lateral 
pumparounds used to stabilize the column temperature 
profile. As a result, an important amount of heat is 
retrieved and carried to preheat the partly vaporized 
charge. This charge will be vaporized in a furnace and 
then fed to the distillation column over its wash zone.  
In a preliminary study, this process has been simulated 
and an exergy analysis has been performed. The exergy 
balance around the column shows a high amount of 
irreversibilities and the first step was dedicated to 
understand the phenomena responsible of this exergy 
destruction by defining different kinds of exergies 
involved and the corresponding column profiles. 

No significant effect was noticed on the decrease of 
irrevesibilies by dividing the stripping steam throughout 
the column in order to spread irreversibilities on all the 
trays instead of feeding it only at the bottom of the 
column. On the other hand it is important to consider that 
the crude oil, prior to its introduction to the furnace and to 
the column, undergoes a continuous vaporization. This is 
due to the heat exchange with the condenser, the end 
products and the pumparounds of the column in the pre-
heating train. So we understand that this vaporized part is 
unnecessarily fed to the furnace and then to the bottom of 
the column.  
An important improvement is reached by implementing 
a preliminary separation of the vaporized components in 
flashes installed throughout the pre-heating train and by 
sending the resulting vapors directly to the distillation 
column at the tray with the same temperature as each 
flash. As a result, an improved crude oil distillation 
process is proposed and a complete study has been 
performed to quantify energy savings. 

@? 8A*'9:#7"75:.$.#(/#7#.$%&5$/$*+#
-'3+*#($5#+$.0$5570$("#3"$0#
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Basically, the crude oil atmospheric distillation process, 
Fig. 1, consists in a pre-heating train where crude oil is 
fed from the holding tank. Then this oil is vaporized in 
the furnace where the combustion of a fuel (commonly 
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methane) is taking place. Finally it is fed to the bottom of 
the distillation column just above its wash zone (1). 

The distillation column is considered to be the master 
unit since all different cuts like light and heavy naphtha, 
kerosene, light and heavy gas oils and atmospheric 
residue are separated and purified. A large amount of 
heat is carried out to the preheating train from the 
condenser, the end products, the strippers and the 
pumparounds. This also means a high amount of energy 
degradation and it is worth studying the performances of 
the process in terms of exergy destruction. 

 
F ig. 1.  A simplified crude oil distillation process. 

!"!"#$%&'()#*'+,-.&#+,#/0.1-23+/*+4&41#
5-61-..71-+4#3+.0/4#

!"!"8"#$%&'()#5&61'031-+4#7'+045#7#6-/*.&#
/0.1-23+/*+4&41#1'7)#

The  exergy of a mixture, E, is a function of its enthalpy 
H and its entropy S in operating conditions and its 
enthalpy H0 and its entropy S0  at surrounding 
temperature T0 and it is defined as (1):  

E = (H - H0) - T0.(S -  S0)                                                    (1)                           

In the case of the simple multi-component 
distillation tray, Fig. 2, the contact between vapor 
Vi+1 fed from tray i + 1 and the liquid Li falling 
from the tray i produces an amount of exergy 
destruction that can be classified into two classes 
and six parts (2): 
 Exergy destruction due to mass transfer resul-

ting from the evaporation, the condensation and 
the mixing in vapor and liquid phases. 

 Exergy destruction due to the liquid heating 
and the vapor cooling. 

 
F ig. 2.  A model of a simple multi-component 

distillation tray. 
We designate by i  the amount of exergy dest-

royed around the distillation tray i and we 
decompose it as follows: 

iiii
                                          (2) 

Where: 
  is the exergy destruction by the liquid 

heating and the vapor cooling over the tray i: 
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The summations (on index j) apply to the n 
components. 
  is the exergy destruction by phase change in 

the liquid vaporization and the vapor conden-
sation on the tray i:  
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nc and nv  are respectively the number of 
condensed and the number of vaporized 
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components, and cH, cS, vapH and vapS are 
there corresponding enthalpies and entropies. 

 µi is the exergy destruction due to the mixing 
of the vapor from the tray i +1 with the one 
from the tray i and the mixing of the liquid 
from the tray i-1 with the one from the tray i: 

n
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The expression above implies the assumption that 
liquid and gas phases are ideal mixtures. 
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Figure 3 represents a general tray i of oil 
distillation where all kinds of feeds and products 
to and from this tray are taken into account. It 
shows the washed up vapor Vi+1 coming into 
contact with the liquid Li-1 where a part of the 
vapor will condense in order to vaporize a part of 
the liquid to generate the vapor flux Vi and the 
liquid flux Li that leave the tray i. Vaporized crude 
oil F i, pumparound exit LPi and return PRi streams 
as well as strippers feeds LSi and returns FSi fluxes 
can take place on this tray i. 

#
F ig. 3.  A model of a general crude oil tray. 
In order to simplify the calculation of irrever-
sibilities around this tray, new fluxes are defined 
in order to have the same development for the 
simple tray: 

LSLPLL
FxPRLL

FxFSVV
VV

iiii

iviii

iviii

ii

)1(
11

11

##################################(6)#

xv is the vapor fraction in the feed Fi. 

The reasoning to define the different kinds of 
exergy destructions is similar to the simple case. It 
is sufficient to add exergy destruction due to 
mixing, heating and cooling of fluxes feeding and 
leaving the column. 

!"!"4"#$%&'()#*&+,'-.,/01#,5'0-(50-,#2#6-3,/7
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We can also use arrays to introduce individual 
exergy destruction amounts (per tray and per 
component) in the column by considering: 

N

i

n

j
ji

1 1
,

                                                    (7) 

i,j is the exergy destruction at the tray i of a 
column with N trays associated with the 
component j of a flux of n components : 
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It is interesting to mention three observations 
when the array (8) in the section 2.2.3 is analyzed: 
 Intuitively, it is clear that the amount of exergy 

destroyed is increasing from the top to the 
bottom of the column because the number of 
components is increasing and the temperature 
gap between trays is also increasing. 

 The bottom left coefficients correspond to 
heavy species in the upper part of the column. 
These coefficients are insignificant or non-
existent. 

 The top right coefficients correspond to light 
species that are located in the bottom part of the 
column. These species are not negligible since 
all the crude is fed to this zone and they have to 
cross the whole column till the corresponding 
tray of extraction. Remembering that these 
species are already partially or totally 
vaporized before the crude enters the furnace, 
one may express the following conjecture: 
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If these light species are separated before the 
vaporizer by an adiabatic flash, for example, 
and sent directly to the column, their 
contribution to the exergy destruction in the 
bottom of the column will be insignificant. 
These species have to be fed to the tray having 
the same temperature as the flash.  

With a single flash, a new scheme of the simplified 
process is then that of Fig. 4. It is designated below as 
"Improved process". 

 
F ig. 4.  Improved multi-component distillation process.  
The exergy destruction array of this process is 
represented in equation (9): 
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  (9) 
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In the simplified process described in Fig.1 in 
section 2.1., a flux of 21000 tonsm/day is fed from 
the oil holding tank at 15 °C and 1 atm. It is 
preheated to 250 °C in one heat exchanger 
representing the complete pre-heating train and 
then fed to the furnace where heat is obtained by 
fuel combustion. Finally it is fed at 358 °C to the 
bottom of a 30 tray column provided with a 
condenser, three pumparounds and three strippers. 
The final products are: Sour gas, water, light and 
heavy naphtha, kerosene, gas oil and bottom 
residue. 
"#3#!./+(011!1'45&)*'+,!
PRO/II from SIMSCI (3) was used to perform the 
simulation of this process. The Arabic light and 
heavy fuels characterization is based on their True 
Boiling Point, Fig. 5, and their specific gravity 
versus temperature curves (4).  

 
F ig.5.  True boiling point of light and heavy crude oil 

characterization curves.  
Raking end products are defined as oil cuts and 
their characterization is shown in Fig. 6 where 
their ASTM D80 temperature versus their ideal 
boiling point curves are plotted. 

 
F ig. 6.  ASTM D80 temperature versus ideal boiling 

point of oil cuts. 
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The Grayson Streed equation of state (5) is commonly 
used to evaluate thermodynamic properties of oil 
distillation but Braun K10 can provide good results too. 
Moreover, a recent study (4) shows insignificant 
differences between both equations of state in this kind of 
processes. 
In order to maintain the same operating conditions 
throughout the column in the improved process, 
the heat condenser and the column temperature 
profile are maintained identical to those of the 
classical process and pumparound flows are 
decreased (Fig. 7 and Table 1). 

!"!"#$%&'()&#
The exergy analysis is calculated for both simple 
and improved processes and their performances 
are compared in terms of mass and energy.  
In the classical process, and beside the top 
condenser, the column is cooled by sending a part 
of it is internal liquid reflux to the pre-heating train 
in order to lower its return temperature.  In the 
improved process, this operation is largely 
replaced by the already cool vapors carried 
directly inside the column from the flash.  
To make sure that temperature profiles of the 
column are kept similar, Fig. 7, and that the heat 
recovery from the condenser and the temperature 
in the top of the column are equal to those in the 
improved process, the pumparound flows are 
adjusted as shown in Table 1. 

 
F ig. 7.  Temperature profiles of the column in classical 

and improved process. 
 
 
 
 

Table 1.  Input operating data for classical and 
improved processes. 

 Classical 
process 

Improved 
process 

Q Condenser (MW) 20.5 20.5 
T. Condenser (°C) 151 151 
Pumparound 1 (T/hr) 380 260 
Pumparound 2 (T/hr) 400 270 
Pumparound 3 (T/hr) 345 270 

 
As a result, the comparison of racking end 
products flows shows no significant difference, 
Table 2, but the energy consumption in the furnace 
is decreased from 73.5 MW to 58.1 MW that is 
almost 21% of the initial consumption. 
Table 2.  Racking end products in classical and 

improved processes. 

Products 
(Tonsm/day) 

Classical 
process 

Improved 
Process 

Gap 
(%) 

Light naphtha 3315 3321 0.2 
Heavy naphtha 1264 1280 1.3 
Kerosene 870 839 -4.3 
Gas oil 3516 3497 -0.5 
Residue 12081 12224 +1.1 
Column feed  21000 17955 -14.5 
 
Figures 8 and 9 show the exergy destructions in 
the four units of both classical and improved 
processes. They remain equal for the pre-heater 
and the condenser since one of the specifications is 
dictated to maintain the same amount of heat 
exchange in these two units. Half of these 
destructions is located in the furnace. 

 
F ig.8.  The exergy destruction in a classical crude oil 

distillation process. 
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F ig. 9.   Exergy destruction in the improved process. 
The total exergy destruction, Fig. 10, is decreased 
by 14.5% from 40 MW in the classical process to 
33.8 MW in the improved one. The best 
improvement is achieved in the furnace and it is 
about 4.5 MW or up to 21% of the exergy 
destroyed in this unit. It is followed by the 
distillation column with 1.4 MW or 14.5%. 

 
F ig.10.  Comparison of the exergy destruction between 

classical and improved crude oil distillation 
processes. 

!"#$%&'()*+%&*#
An improved process for crude oil atmospheric 
distillation is proposed in this paper. It is based on 
the observation that light species are continuously 
vaporized in the pre-heating train, unnecessarily 
overheated in the furnace and then fed to the 
bottom of the distillation column.  
The conjecture, expressed here, states that these 
lights have to be separated in the pre-heating train 
previous to the furnace by the installation of 
adiabatic flashes and to be fed directly to the 
column. The tray having the same temperature as 

the flash is a suitable position to feed these lights 
to the column.  
This process was simulated and compared to the 
classical one. The temperature profile was kept 
similar in both processes by lowering the 
pumparound flows and maintaining the same heat 
recovery in the condenser and the same 
temperature profile in the column. 
The amount of the end products is approximately 
the same while the exergy destruction is decreased 
by up to 14% in the whole process and by more 
than 21% in the furnace. 
This improvement is combined with a reduction of 
up to 20% of fossil fuel consumption and green 
house gas. 
In a more detailed paper, a complete comparison 
between these two processes will be performed. It 
will include the whole pre-heating train where end 
products are conditioned and pumparounds are 
cooled. Grassmann diagrams (6) and enthalpy 
versus temperature curves (7) will graphically 
demonstrate the improvement. The performances 
of two processes fed respectively with light and 
heavy oil will be compared as well. 
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Abstract:  A primary aim in power and energy research is centred upon improving efficiency whilst 
reducing carbon emissions developed by the conventional generation of electricity from fossil fuels. 
Furthermore, future legislation will increasingly require that alternative methods of supplementing 
power generation by renewable means are implemented. In the UK, as in much of Europe, the 
Department for Energy and Climate Change’s policies are central to delivering 20% of the total energy 
demand from renewable sources by 2020. It is proposed to take the micro-generation combined heat 
and power (micro-CHP) concept of generating power near to the point of use a stage further, by 
combining micro-CHP with several other low-carbon-impact energy generation mechanisms to provide 
space heating and domestic hot water. However, these systems are dependent on local weather 
conditions and therefore conventional gas and electricity, an internal combustion engine and generator, 
battery or other, renewable energy sources, will be required to cope with any shortfall in supply. In such 
multi-source, local energy generation systems, it is important to understand the flow of energy and how 
that can be used to achieve optimum efficiency from each of the components and performance of the 
system as a whole. In this study, an Intelligent Energy Management System (IEMS) approach, based 
upon artificial neural networks, was proposed to capture the characteristics of the energy flow. A 
simulation model was devised in the Simulink environment that takes into account the dynamic 
performance of the system as well as the individual components of a domestic type micro-CHP system 
over a long time period. Training data, such as local weather station information, was used to formulate 
algorithms for the most efficient combination of energy sources and the optimum control and 
scheduling for a given application and environmental condition. The model advisor was then used to 
optimise the system in a predictive manner. Finally, the study demonstrated the benefits of managing 
the use of energy, from multiple, modular, renewable and sustainable energy sources, by means of an 
intelligent systems approach. Future work is concentrating on the establishment of a Neuro-fuzzy 
paradigm for adaptive, fast, accurate and optimised energy management system. 

Keywords:

1. Introduction 

  Intelligent systems, CHP, Hybrid energy management, Simulation. 

Most electricity is generated from fossil fuel 
resources causing large quantities of CO2 to be 
released into the atmosphere that has a detrimental 
impact upon our environment. Around one third of 
the UK’s CO2 

Micro-Combined Heat and Power (Micro-CHP) is 
the use of a heat engine or a thermal power unit to 
simultaneously generate both electrical power and 
useful heat. Novel low-cost systems that generate 
power locally and also achieve increased 
efficiency by the use of “waste” heat for water and 
space heating can produce a considerable 
reduction in fuel use, resulting in an appreciable 
reduction in CO

emissions are generated by 
households. Carbon emissions from conventional 
fossil fuel electricity generation are increased 
significantly by the inefficiency of the generation 
process. Centralised electricity generation incurs 
significant energy wastage due to losses during the 
transmission of power. Local electricity generation 
is possible using photovoltaic panels, and small 
roof-mounted wind turbines. However, they are 

not reliable, being dependent on weather 
conditions. 

2 emissions. The combined 
systems generate electricity from the power of the 
wind and sun. The average annual amount of CO2 
emissions is reduced significantly, contributing to 
the UK Government’s energy goals; a reduction in 
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the CO2 

It has been proposed to take the micro-generation 
CHP concept of generating power near to the point 
of use a stage further, by combining several other 
low-carbon-impact energy generation mechanisms 
to provide space heating and domestic hot water. 
During times when sunlight is intense, electricity 
and hot water can be generated by photovoltaic 
and solar water panels.  At times of appreciable 
wind speed, electricity can be generated by a wind 
turbine.  At times of low solar gain, low wind, or 
when demand is high, the micro-generation CHP 
system will be called into play. 

emissions by 60% by 2050 [1]. 
Governments in the UK, the EU and the rest of the 
world, are striving to increase the proportion of 
energy that is produced through CHP by 
incorporating renewable energy sources. The EU 
target is 20% electricity from renewable energy by 
2020 [2]. At present, industries and households are 
not prepared to invest in these systems because the 
benefits are not yet apparent. However, the UK 
government will implement a feed-in-tariff in 
April 2010, in line with other EU countries. This 
will mean that homeowners can earn money from 
generating their own electricity. However, the pay-
back time for a typical investment could still be 
nearer to 10 years [3]. 

The aim of this project was to develop a 
demonstrator software package that could model 
micro-generation CHP systems that incorporate a 
range of renewable and sustainable energy 
sources. The project involved an investigation into 
the mathematical simulation of poly-generation 
CHP systems, where photovoltaic, wind turbine, 
and solar panel energy sources are supplemented 
by a micro-generation CHP system. The package 
could enable the most efficient combination of 
energy sources to be devised, and the optimum 
control and scheduling algorithms to be developed. 
Significant savings could be achieved both in 
terms of running costs and the reduction of carbon 
dioxide emissions. 
 

2. Background  
The Smart Systems research group at the 
University of Brighton have a broad range of 
electronics and software expertise. Their research 
focuses on the development of practical, applied 
systems exploiting the power of applied artificial 
intelligence. Research areas include; condition 
monitoring, data analysis, fault diagnosis, 

intelligent control, web-based systems and 
innovative magnetic materials, which are applied 
to industrial and commercial problems. The group 
is currently developing simulation model for 
multi-source, renewable energy systems including 
optimal control and scheduling algorithms for 
hybrid energy systems. 
In this study, several types of renewable energy 
sources were considered that contribute to the 
overall sustainability of a system and the ability to 
reduce its environmental impact. The intelligent 
energy management system was used to determine 
and optimise the amount of power needed to 
satisfy the demand and manage the quantity input 
to storage. Consideration of the system status, (e.g. 
desired temperature) and predicted demands, 
(based upon prior history) were matched to the 
current operating conditions. If the storage 
(battery) needed to be charged, for example, 
‘negative’ power was assigned; the energy from 
one (or a combination) of CHP, photovoltaic and 
wind-turbine sources would provide enough power 
to satisfy the demands and at the same time charge 
up the storage. During the course of the 
development, a number of renewable energy 
sources were investigated, such as photovoltaic 
panels, hot water storage and battery banks. These 
were considered in the form of building blocks. 
Transient energy transfers between the blocks 
were examined. The variation of ambient air 
temperature and solar radiation, over a period of 
time, was included in the analyses. An intelligent 
control strategy and scheduling algorithm was 
developed; such schemes are considered pivotal in 
achieving the move towards hybrid local-
generation systems. Such highly efficient 
intelligent energy controllers could substantially 
benefit the micro-CHP companies, system 
designers and integrators, components 
manufacturers and their clients. 
 

3. Framework for Modelling and 
Simulations 

The Simulink Modelling Environment in the 
Matlab software package, provided by Mathworks, 
was chosen for this project. The package has a 
wide selection of dynamic systems for modelling, 
analysis and simulation. It offers a user interface 
for creating block diagram models. An example of 
the hot water block diagram model is shown in 
Figure 1. A system can be constructed from a 
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number of configurable blocks taken from a 
library of standard or custom components. During 
the course of the simulation, algorithms and 
parameters can be changed to fine tune ‘intuitive’ 
results. The user has a readily accessible tool for 
simulating many of the operational problems 
found in the real world. 
 

 
Figure 1: Graphical Simulink representation of the 
hot water storage block 
 

4. Modelling the Hybrid Energy 
System 

The thermal energy generation and storage 
strategies were devised based upon first order 
thermodynamic models. Figure 2 shows an 
overview of the IEMS simulation model, together 
with the key energy components presented as 
subsystems. These can be summarised as follows: 

 Solar thermal hot water system 
 Photovoltaic panel 
 Battery system 
 Wind turbine 
 Heat and power controller 

Each of these energy components has been 
mathematically represented and their performance 
was evaluated using the principles of conservation 
(thermodynamic and electrical) with a step time 
short enough to capture the plant dynamics. 
A set of subsystems was devised at the same time to 
analyse available weather data. Each model 
accessed a database of historical, ambient air 
temperature, wind speed and direction and solar 
radiation. Parameters for each energy source, such 
as maximum output, efficiency, cost and 
operational constraints that influenced the plant 
output were considered. The results were written 

back to the database and represented in a graphical 
format. The results of the simulation can be made 
accessible to other models for further processing. 
Initially, the wind turbine and solar panel models 
were created using a simple linear correlation. This 
was improved as further knowledge of the 
underlying technology was added, such as 
manufacturer data relating to system dynamics, 
historical wind strength measurements and real-
world electrical wind production data. A data file 
was used to store all system data and constants. 
The wind turbine subsystem is illustrated in Figure 
3. . The model was constructed in such a way that 
operating parameters could be changed easily and 
directly before or during the simulation. This not 
only facilitated real-time testing of a particular 
design idea but also provided an improved 
understanding of the interaction between 
components in energy system. 
 

5. Controller 
The system exhibited strong non-linear and 
discontinuous behaviour. The sequence control of 
the start-up procedure ran through several states in 
which heat and power flowed through the system; 
for example, the interactions taking place between 
the diesel-generator set and the battery bank. 
Given the complexity of the electrical and the hot 
water systems, a decision was taken to develop 
these controller in stages, focusing on the individual 
subsystems and then merging them using essential 
control elements. The control system included three 
functional groups, namely: 

 Status machine 
 Closed-loop controls 
 Open-loop controls 

The electrical and thermal subsystem operated in 
many different states. The operating state was 
determined by the nature of the energy flow (either 
in or out of the system), by load conditions, and by 
the operating mode such as timed, adaptive or 
automatic. Figures 4 and 5 show the thermal 
(temperature driven) and electrical power controller 
subsystems, respectively. 
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Figure 2: An overview of the Intelligent Energy Management System (IEMS) simulation model 
 

 
Figure 3: Wind turbine subsystem 
 
Since the system exhibits a pronounced non-linear 
behaviour, classical PID controllers are not suitable. 
Therefore, in the future, a Neuro-fuzzy controller is 
likely to be implemented to resolve some of the 
practical tuning requirements. 
 

 
Figure 4: Temperature controller subsystem 
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Figure 5: Power controller subsystem 
 

6. Simulation Results 
After building and installing the pre-executable 
programme on the system, testing the software and 
its controller was initiated by running a batch file. 
The simulation time was initially set for 2 days. 
The software routine automatically computed each 
parameters in a given time step of 1 second, and 
then stored the result in a file which could be used 
for off-line analysis. 

 
Figure 6: Thermal energy simulation results 

 
Figure 7: Electrical energy simulation results 
 
The results of a typical simulation are shown in 
Figures 6 and 7 for the thermal and electrical 
model responses respectively. Monitored 
parameters include, for example water cylinder 
temperature and battery ‘State-of-Charge’ (SOC), 
and operating status.  
 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 
Greater use of renewable energy systems is a key- 
driver influencing the strategies of energy 
companies, builders of the housing stock, offices 
and factory units. Planning of optimal 
combinations of multiple energy sources and 
devising optimal control and scheduling 
algorithms, as can be accomplished with the IEMS 
package, will be pivotal in achieving the move 
towards hybrid local-generation systems. 
However, the design, control and optimisation of 
such a system can be very complex. 
This study reviewed the most relevant 
developments in the design, simulation, control 
and optimisation of hybrid systems. A typical 
energy system, consisting of a photovoltaic 
generator, wind turbine and/or Diesel generator 
with energy storage in lead-acid batteries was 
investigated. Design and simulation tools were 
developed. The system dynamics, simulation, and 
the design of the controller were taken into 
consideration. A system based in Simulink was 
used to determine its sensitivity and response to 
varying inputs. The simulation results 
demonstrated how efficiently the power and 
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temperature were controlled under highly varying 
conditions. 
The application of intelligent techniques to energy 
systems has become a realistic research 
proposition. Previous work by the authors has 
demonstrated the effectiveness of a Neuro-fuzzy 
system applied in control and modelling of non-
linear systems [e.g. 10]. The optimal energy 
control parameters of the IEMS controller can be 
determined by using intelligent methodologies. 
Further test and evaluation will be performed to 
validate its adaptation between different weather 
conditions and load changes. The optimal 
intelligent controller should be inexpensive to set 
up and computationally efficient. This technique is 
likely to be highly beneficial in future hybrid 
energy systems design. 
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PinCH: An Analysis Tool for the Process Industries 
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Abstract:  This paper describes a newly developed software application called PinCH. The software is 
designed to support the application of process integration through the use of the pinch method. The 
project has been developed in cooperation with several partners from industry and has been funded by 
the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE). The product is a replacement of the original PinchLENI 
application developed in early 1990’s at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL). A 
key goal in this project has been to continue to provide and extend the foundation for the teaching and 
the transfer of skills and knowledge of process integration to industry. Therefore, the target group of 
users includes both students and teachers in academia as well as design engineers in the praxis. An 
overview of the project methodology, application design and several of the main visualization 
components are presented. 

Keywords:  Process Integration, Pinch Analysis, Process Optimization, Heat Exchanger Network, 
Software. 

1. Introduction 

2. Project Description  
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3. Methodology 

Fig.1. Pinch Study Process [5] 
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4. Visualization Components 

Fig.2. Workbench User Interface of PinCH 

4.1 Project Scenario Management  
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Fig.3.PinCH Project Explorer for Managing Static 
Scenarios 

4.2 Targeting Scenario Management 

Fig.4.PinCH Target Explorer for Dynamic Targeting 
Scenario Management Visualization 
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Fig.5.Gantt Chart Illustrating Process Schedules and Individual Stream Existence Times 

4.2.1 Energy Conversion Units  

4.2.2 Area Calculation 
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4.2.3 Continuous Graphical Targeting 
Technique 
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4.2.4 Operating Cases Decomposition 

4.2.5 Soft Stream Integration 

4.2.6 Cost Calculation 

4.4 Heat Exchanger Network Design 
Scenario Management 

Fig.6.PinCH Heat Exchanger Design Visualization 
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5. Conclusion 
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:;5+$&8+< This paper presents the study of hot water generation at several levels of temperatures by heat pumps that 
recover heat from different effluents.  The cheese production process is described by the Pinch method in order to 
define the overall energy gains of heat pump integration. The effluents used as cold source are available at 51°C and 
33°C.  
Comparisons are made between the pure refrigerants, especially R-134a and R-1234yf, and zeotropic refrigerant 
blends using the second law of thermodynamics, and other criteria such as: compressor discharge temperature, 
condensing pressure, GWP, flammability, and swept volume of the compressor. 
Experimental investigations on a heat pump prototype are used to validate the thermodynamic calculations.  Results 
show that the designed zeotropic mixtures reduce the temperature difference between the refrigerant and the heated 
liquid for counter-current heat exchangers, which leads to minimization of entropy generation and higher COPs. 

 K eywords:  Heat Pump, Pinch, Refrigerant, Temperature Glide, Exergy, Selection Criteria. 

=>()*+$.?38+-.*(
Environmental impact of industrial processes 
including cheese processes and their energy 
consumption are increasing. Exergy analysis and 
process integration can be applied on the processes 
to optimize them and to limit their footprint. These 
methodologies have been developed during the 
last 15 years by many scientists like Linnhoff [1], 
Berntsson [2] and Gourlia [3].  The Pinch method 
is used to represent the internal heat exchanges 
between process streams (hot and cold streams) 
and to establish the minimum energy consumption 
targets for the process. It allows the best method of 
integration of heat exchangers and thermodynamic 
systems (e.g. heat pumps) in the process. This 
methodology has many advantages like reducing 
operating cost, improving efficiency and reducing 
investment cost. It is based on the drawing of the 
composite curves from the heat demands called 
cold flux and heat availabilities called hot flux in a 
temperature, heat diagram. To obtain the minimum 
energy consumption target, the composite curves 
should be moved horizontally to reach the 
minimum temperature difference. This distance is 
called the pinch temperature ( ). These 
curves are obtained from Equation (1). 

,  (1) 

Where: 

 Is the enthalpy variation (kW),  is the mass 
flow (kg/s),  is the specific heat of the product 
(kJ/kg.K), and  is the temperature variation (K). 
In some processes, multiple utility levels can be 
used. The use of the cheaper utility should be 
maximized. It is possible to optimize the uses of 
utilities by using the grand composite curve. It is 
simply drawn by increasing and decreasing 
respectively the cold composite temperature and 
hot composite temperature by  and by 
subtracting enthalpies at a constant temperature. 
In the studied cheese production process, hot water 
is used in many process steps and at several levels 
of temperatures (60°C, 70°C, 85°C, and 90°C). 
Effluents are available at two levels of temperature 
(33°C and 51°C). The amount of energy for each 
process can be estimated once the hot water 
volume, the inlet water temperature, and the outlet 
water temperature are known.  
Both sources of effluents are available at two 
different sites. For environmental hygiene 
conditions, it is forbidden to circulate the effluents 
in the factory. Processes 1, 2, 3, and 5 represented 
in Table 1 are close to the source of effluents at 
51°C and Process 4 is close to the source at 33°C.  
The parameters of hot water and effluents are 
presented in Table 1 for each process.  
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Table 1: inlet and outlet temperatures and mass flow 
rates of hot water needed and effluents for each 
process. 

Pr Effluents Hot water 
 Inlet 

T  
Outlet 
T  

 Inlet 
T  

Outlet  
T 

 

1 51 24 1.67 10 60 0.97 
2 51 30 0.44 60 70 1.27 
3 51 34 1.46 70 85 2.5 
4 33 13 0.8 70 85 1.72 
5 51 25 0.1 85 90 0.71 
 
To study the possibility of integration of heat 
exchangers and heat pumps in the factory, the 
Pinch method is applied for each process. The heat 
pump is used when QHmin and QCmin are 
respectively above and under the pinch point. For 
this type of systems, a pinch of 5 K is usually 
considered. This parameter may be optimized by 
thermo-economic optimization techniques but it is 
not done in this study which focuses more on the 
heat pump design. The composite curves and the 
Grand Composite Curve (GCC) of process 1 are 
represented in Figure 1. 
 

 
F ig. 1-a: Composite curves for process 1. 
    

 
F ig. 1-b: Grand Composite curve for process 1. 
 
In Fig. 1 the composite curves (grey zone) and the 
GCC show that a heat exchanger called PHX can 
be installed in addition to the heat pump to 

produce the needed energy. The PHX should be 
placed upstream the heat pump evaporator [5]; the 
city water is preheated before the condenser inlet. 
Fig. 2 shows the heat pump with the PHX for 
process 1. 

 
F ig. 2: Heat pump with PHX for process 1. 

The use of the PHX influences the system 
performance represented by the COP, which is the 
ratio of the total heating capacity to the total 
electrical energy consumption. 

nconsumptioenergy  total
capacity heating totalCOP , 

(2) 

In a normal case, the total heating capacity (kW) is 
represented by the heat delivered at the condenser 
of the heat pump and the total energy consumption 
(kW) is equal to the sum of powers absorbed by 
the heat pump compressor and the auxiliary 
electric components. In this case the total heating 
capacity is equal to the heat delivered at the 
condenser of the heat pump and the heating 
capacity transferred by the PHX. Table 2 presents 
the inlet and outlet temperatures of the hot water 
and effluents for process 1 with the PHX.  

Table 2: Inlet and outlet temperatures (°C) for process 
1 with PHX. 
 PHX Heat pump 
 Inlet T  Outlet T  Inlet T  Outlet T  
Effluents 51 30 30 24 
Hot water 10  46 46 60 

 
For processes 2, 3, 4 and 5, there is no possibility 
to install PHXs because effluents are available at 
51°C and 33°C which are lower than the 
temperatures of hot water that must be heated from 
60°C to 70°C for Process 2, from 70°C to 85°C for 
Process 3, from 70°C to 85°C for process 4 and 
from 85°C to 90°C for Process 5. 
Table 3 shows the inlet and outlet temperatures 
and the mass flow rates of the hot water and 
effluents at the condensers and evaporators of heat 
pumps for all processes. For Processes 4 and 5, 
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heat pumps are two-stage heat pumps. 
Furthermore, it shows that the temperature glide at 
the evaporator and the condenser of each process 
is significant. Thus the interest of using blends of 
refrigerants with glide matching to reduce the 
exergy losses in the heat exchangers and allow 
improving the system performance. 

Table 3: Inlet and outlet temperatures and mass flow 
rates at the evaporators and condensers of heat pumps. 

Pr Evaporator Condenser 
 Inlet 

T  
Outlet 
T  

 Inlet 
T  

Outlet  
T 

 

1 30 24 1.67 46 60 0.97 
2 51 30 0.44 60 70 1.27 
3 51 34 1.46 70 85 2.5 
4 33 13 0.8 70 85 1.72 
5 51 25 0.1 85 90 0.71 
 
Liu Nanxi et al. [6] tested the performance of a 
heat pump using a near-azeotropic blend for high 
condensing temperature (near to 90°C). Miyara et 
al. [7] tested the performance of a heat pump using 
a binary blend with condenser inlet and outlet 
temperatures of 40°C and 60°C. 
In this study, refrigerant blends are tested for each 
level of temperature in order to choose the suitable 
one and these choices are validated experimentally 
by testing the blends on a prototype heat pump.  
 
!"#$%&'()*+%,+#-./0..,#'1).#
).2)*3.)(,/+#(,4#&*5/1).+#2%)#.(67#
')%6.++#

The refrigerant used in a heat pump can be either a 
pure fluid or a blend of fluids. The last one is 
divided into three groups: azeotropic mixtures, 
near azeotropic, and zeotropic mixtures. Zeotropic 
mixtures offer several advantages compared to 
pure refrigerants and azeotropic blends. They offer 
the possibility to reduce irreversibilities at the 
evaporator and the condenser.  When designing a 
refrigerant or a blend, it is important to control 
properties such as flammability and GWP. In 
addition, the operating pressure at the condenser 
has to be limited by choosing the suitable 
composition.  
 
!"8"#9%):*,3#2;1*4#+.;.6/*%,#6)*/.)*(#
As introduced in the previous section, the 
methodology of fluid design is a multi-objective 
and multi-constraint optimization process: 

Environmental criteria: the working fluid has to 
have a low environmental impact represented by 
the GWP.  
Safety criteria: it concerns either the toxicity or the 
flammability of the refrigerant. To distinguish a 
flammable fluid from a non-flammable one, a 
coefficient called RF-number defined by Kondo 
[4] is used. 

,)( 2/1

m

C

M
Px

LFL
LFLLFLxU FLRF  

(3) 

Where:  
 = RF-number (J/g);  = Upper 

Flammability Level (%);  = Lower 
Flammability Level (%);  = heat of combustion 
of the fluid (J/mol);  = molar mass of the fluid 
(g/mol). For this evaluation, fluids are considered 
moderately flammable if their RF-number is less 
than 30 and highly flammable if their RF-number 
is greater than 30 (Kondo [4]). 
Compressor discharge temperature: this 
temperature should be less than 130°C in order to 
use the usual lubricants. It is directly related to the 

p / Cv). 
Condensing pressure: this pressure should be less 
than 3 MPa to limit the tubing cost. High-pressure 
levels (> 3 MPa) require non-standard elements. 
Swept volume of the compressor: minimizing the 
swept volume of the compressor reduces the 
investment costs. 
Exergy destruction (irreversibility): minimizing 
the exergy destruction minimizes the operating 
costs. 
 
!"!"#9%):*,3#2;1*4+#2%)#/7.#2*<.#')%6.++.+#
The pure fluids that may be used as components of 
a refrigerant blend are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Properties of the selected fluids. 
Symbol Mm  

(g/mol) 
Tcrit  
(°C) 

Pcrit  
(MPa) 

NBT  
(°C) 

GWP 
(kgeq 
CO2) 

R-134a 102.03 101.06 4.06 -26.1 1300 
R-152a 66.05 113.26 4.52 -24 120 
R-1234yf 114.04 94.8 3.26 -29.2 4 
R-245fa 134.05 154.1 4.43 15.1 950 
R-32 52.02 78.1 3.64 -51.7 120 
R-125 120.02 66.02 3.45 -48.09 3500 
R-744 44.01 30.97 7.38 -78.4 1 
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The saturation curves and operation pressures are 
the crucial characteristics of a working fluid. They 
affect the fluid applicability and the overall 
efficiency of the heat pump. Figures 3 and 4 
present the operation pressure and saturated curve 
respectively. 
 

 
F ig. 3: Operation pressure of different fluids. 

 

 
F ig. 4: Saturation curves of different fluids. 
 

It had been verified [5] that CO2 does not mix with 
other fluids due to its high volatility. This leads to 
decrease the temperature glide of the working fluid 
and to increase the condensing pressure. 
From figures 3 and 4, we notice that R-32 and R-
125 have similar properties with a big difference 
of GWP; then, R-32 will be used as component of 
the blend. 
R-1234yf, R-134a and R-152a also have similar 
properties; then, we can use one of them with 
other pure fluids. 
Method of selection of mixtures from the pure 
fluids for the 5 processes is based on the triangle 
method represented in figures 5, 6 and 7 for the 
processes 5 only (high temperature level), and the 
same method is applied to other processes. 
The comparison between refrigerants is based on 
considering the same functioning regime at the 
condenser and the evaporator (same inlet and 
outlet temperatures and mass flow rate of water) 
and the same pinch at the heat exchangers (5K). 
The heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer 
surface will depend on the refrigerant. 
The dark grey areas represent the admissible areas 
where the mixtures respond to all criteria. 
The thermodynamic cycle properties and the 
characteristics of the heat pumps are calculated by 
considering a constant pinch at the heat 
exchangers.  
Blends are created using five pure fluids (R-134a, 
R-1234yf, R-152a, R-245fa, and R-32) presenting 
good thermodynamic properties at temperature 
levels of the 5 processes and blends obtained from 
the above simulations. 
 

  
F ig. 5: Concentration diagram for R-134a, R-245fa, R-32 

for Process 5. 
F ig. 6: Concentration diagram for R-152a, R-245fa, R-32 for 

Process 5. 
 

      
M P51 MP52 
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F ig. 7: Concentration diagram for R-1234yf, R-245fa, R-32 for Process 5. 

Several blends are compared for each processes in 
terms of condensing pressure, GWP, COP, 
compressor discharge temperature, swept volume 
of the compressor, and exergy destruction. One 
should notice that R-152a is the more flammable 
than R-1234yf; then if two blends have the same 
composition as their components, and one contains  
R-152a and the other contains R-1234yf, it is 
obvious to say that the blend containing R-152a is 
more flammable than one containing R-1234yf. 

Table 4 shows a comparison between three blends 
that can be used for process 5. 
Tables 5, 6, and 7 are a comparison between the 
selected blends for each process and four pure 
fluids. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4: Comparison between three blends for Process 5. 
Refrigerant MP51 MP52 MP53 
Mass composition (%) 45% R-134a, 50% R-245fa,  

5% R-32 
40% R-152a, 50% R-245fa, 
10% R-32 

45% R-1234yf,  
45% R-245fa, 10% R-32 

Twe i, o (°C) 51  25 51  25 51  25 
Twc i,o (°C) 85  90 85  90 85  90 
Pcond (MPa) 2.7 2.86 2.83 
COPheat pump 3.06 3.09 2.96 
SV LP (m3/h) 14 12.6 13.23 
SV HP (m3/h) 7.8 7 7.88 
Toutcomp HP (°C) 123 130 120 
GWP 1087.5 578 504 
Ex gain (kW) 2.27 2.2 2.3 
Evap glide (K) 14 13 16 
Cond glide (K) 11 10 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MP53 
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Table 5: Thermodynamic properties of selected blends and pure fluids for Processes 1 and 2. 
Process Process 1 Process 2 
Refrigerant  MP13 R-

134a 
R-
152a 

R-
1234yf 

R-
245fa 

MP24 
 

R-
134a 

R-
152a 

R-
1234yf 

R-
245fa 

 
Mass 
composition 
(%) 

85%  
R-1234yf,  
10%  
R-245fa,  
5% R-32 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

75%  
R-1234yf,  
15%  
R-245fa,  
10% R-32 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

Pcond (MPa) 1.79 1.8 1.6 1.73 0.52 2.51 2.27 2.0 2.15 0.68 
COPheat pump 4.75 3.8 4 3.6 3.97 3.66 3.43 3.56 3.19 3.55 
SV (m3/h) 51 56.4 58.4 63.21 196 40 47.4 48 55 156 
Toutcomp (°C) 77 83 93 75 76 93.25 93 104 85 84 
GWP 126 1300 120 4 950 200 1300 120 4 950 
Ex gain (kW) 4.7 4.62 4.25 4 3.9 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.35 4.1 
Evap glide (K) 7.28 0 0 0 0 7.7 0 0 0 0 
Cond glide (K) 5.26 0 0 0 0 8.9 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 6: Thermodynamic properties of selected blends and pure fluids for Processes 3 and 4. 

Process Process 3 Process 4 
Refrigerant  MP33 R-

134a 
R-
152a 

R-
1234yf 

R-
245fa 

MP43 R-
134a 

R-
152a 

R-
1234yf 

R-
245fa 

 
Mass 
composition 
(%) 

50%  
R-1234yf,  
40% R-245fa,  
10% R-32 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

35% R-152a,  
50% R-245fa, 
15% R-32 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

 
 
100 

Pcond (MPa) 2.65 2.99 2.67 2.79 0.98 2.36 2.98 2.64 2.8 0.98 
COPheat pump 3.26 2.75 3 2.5 2.96 2.75 2.32 2.39 2.18 2.37 
SV LP(m3/h) 130 141 137 172 437 120 108 119 111 437 
SV HP(m3/h) -- -- -- -- 98 60 64 61       80 190 
Toutcomp (°C) 111 107 119 98 950 127 109 122 98 99 
GWP 437 1300 120 4 49 600 1300 120 4 950 
Ex gain (kW) 18.87 18.34 18.27 18.1 18.3 17.5 17.3 17 17.2 17.2 
Evap glide (K) 13.6 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 
Cond glide (K) 14.1 0 0 0 0 14.4 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 7: Thermodynamic properties of selected blends and pure fluids for Process 5. 

Refrigerant  MP51 R-134a R-152a R-245fa 
Mass composition (%) 45% R-134a,  50% R-245fa, 5% R-32 100 100 100 
Pcond (MPa) 2.7 3.5 3.1 1.12 
COPheat pump 3.06 2.76 2.95 3.01 
SV LP(m3/h) 14 11 12 39 
SV HP(m3/h) 7.8 7 7 20 
Toutcomp HP (°C) 123 112 127 103 
GWP 1087.5 1300 120 950 

cycle 51 48 50 51 
Ex gain (kW) 2.27 2.2 2.1 2.22 
Evap glide (K) 14 0 0 0 
Cond glide (K) 11 0 0 0 

  
!"#"$%&'()*)('+',-&$-.$)(/01'/$
According to the previous study, the following 
points can be observed. 

 Using pure fluids in the heat pumps leads to 
lower COP and higher compressor swept volume. 
 In the refrigerant blends, R-32 decreases the 

swept volume of compressors. 
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 Based essentially on the COP of heat pumps, 
the swept volume of compressors, and the GWP of 
refrigerants, the following conclusions have been 
reached: 

- For process 1, MP13 (85% R-1234yf, 10%  
R-245fa, 5% R-32) seems to be the best blend. 

- For process 2, MP24 (75% R-1234yf, 15%  
R-245fa, 10% R-32) seems to be the best blend. 

- For process 3, MP33 (50% R-1234yf, 40%  
R-245fa, 10% R-32) seems to be the best blend. 

- For process 4, MP43 (35% R-152a, 50% R-
245fa, 15% R-32) seems to be the best blend.  

- For process 5, MP51 (45% R-134a, 50% R-
245fa, 5% R-32) seems to be the best blend. 
 
!"#"$%&'()*+(,-./$*,0(1-*2.-*3,1$41*,2$.$
)(546(5$16./($')3-3-7'($38$9(.-$'4+'$
Series of experiments have been investigated to 
verify the previous optimization study using a 
single / two-stage heat pump prototype. This 

prototype had been designed to produce hot water 
up to 90°C.  
Due to time constraint, the only operating 
conditions used to compare pure fluids and 
refrigerant mixtures are process 5 conditions 
(85°C  90°C at the condenser, high temperature 
level) and the optimal mixture refrigerant named 
MP51 is compared to R-134a. Results are 
presented in Table 8.  
Calculations showed that it is impossible to reach 
this regime with R-134a because of the high-
condensing pressure. That is why experiments 
were limited to show the possibility of use of 
MP51 and results are compared to R-134a 
calculations. Also, experiments showed that there 
is a difference between experimental and 
simulation values obtained with MP51. This 
difference is due to the compressor efficiency 
(experimental efficiency is lower than the 
simulation one). 

Table 8: Comparison between refrigerant mixture MP51 and R-134a for process 5. 
 MP51 

Experimental 
MP51 
Simulation 

R-134a 
Simulation 

Mass composition 
(%) 

45% R-134a, 50%  
R-245fa, 5% R-32 

45% R-134a, 50%  
R-245fa, 5% R-32 

 

Twe i, o (°C) 51  32 51  25 51  25 
Twc i,o (°C) 85  90  85  90  85  90  
Pcond (MPa) 2.76 2.69 3.8 
Heat capacity (kW) 13.1 15.4 19 
COPheat pump 2.4 2.96 2.35 
SV LP(m3/h) 14.37 14.37 14.37 
SV HP(m3/h) 7.31 7.31 7.31 
Toutcomp HP (°C) 126 123 118 
GWP 1087.5 1087.5 1300 

g LP 49 68.7 69 
v LP 72 92 92 
g HP 55 61 59 
v HP 81 95 95 

KS 1 1 1 
KS 1.85 1.85 1.85 

:"$;3,6/41*3,$  

The application of the Pinch method and the 
exergy analysis together with the economic and 
environmental analysis show the interest of heat 
pump integration in industrial processes. 
The development of refrigerant blends that 
respond to several criteria like flammability gives 
economic and environmental gains represented by 
higher COPs, lower GWP, and lower swept 
volumes of the compressors, especially in case of 

large temperature glide at the evaporator and 
condenser.  
New tertiary blends have been developed for 
multi-temperature levels water-water heat pumps 
using the triangle method. Tests with 15 kW heat 
pump system showed the gains obtained when 
using the tertiary blend named MP51 compared to 
R-134a for process 5 while the inlet and outlet 
water temperatures at the condenser are 85°C and 
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90°C respectively, which is a non-conventional 
level for heat pumps.  
 

!"#$%&'(%)*+,%'#
All tests with the same 15 kW heat pump system 
will be done in order to compare blends to pure 
fluids and to show the gains obtained by using 
mixtures at the different temperature levels.   
The efficiency difference of compressors between 
experiments and simulations has to be analyzed 
especially at high temperature levels. This 
difference is shown in Table 8. 
 

-./%0)12*3&%#
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure, kJ 

/kg.K 
Cv Specific heat at constant pressure, kJ/ 

kg.K 
H Thermal power, kW 

 Mass flow rate (kg/s) 
P  Pressure, MPa 
QC min Minimum cold utility requirement, kW 
QH min Minimum hot utility requirement, kW 
SV Swept Volume, m3/h 
T Temperature, °C 
Twe i,o Inlet and outlet water temperature at the 

evaporator, °C 
Toutcomp Discharge compressor temperature, °C 

 Pinch temperature, K 
Greek symbols 

 Efficiency 
Subscripts and superscripts 
Cond Condenser  
Comp  Compressor  
Evap Evaporator  
Ex  Exergy 
Exp Experimental 
G Global 
HP High pressure 
LP Low pressure 
PHX Preheat Exchanger 
Pr Process 
Theo  Theoretical 
V Volumetric  
Abbreviations 
COP Coefficient Of Performance 
GWP Global Warming Potential 
LMTD Log Mean Temperature Difference, K 
NBT Normal Boiling Temperature 
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“Thermal penalty factors” accounting for site topological 
characteristics in pinch design of Heat Exchanger 

Networks 

Antonio Piacentinoa, Raffaele Imperato 

Abstract:  Pinch analysis allows to determine targets and solutions for minimum energy requirements 
in process plants, basing on innovative tools like composite curves and table problem formulation, 
which ultimately allow generating an optimized heat exchanger network design. On another hand, this 
technique does not account directly for a number of factors which could play a primary role for the 
practical feasibility of the network. What if, for instance, once identified an optimal lay-out, we realize 
that some matches are hardly feasible in practice? Could we adapt the conventional pinch approach to 
keep into account site topological features since the preliminary design phase? In this paper the 
authors attempt answering these questions by introducing “Thermal Penalty Factors”, to be calculated 
for any match by accounting for the capital cost needed to realize it. Appropriate expressions for these 
penalty factors (in kW) are firstly obtained; successively, these factors are integrated into the 
composite curves, so as to enable the analyst to account for them since the design phase. A simple 
case study is adopted to highlight the potential of thermal penalty factors in contributing to achieve 
more reliable targets. 

  pinch analysis, heat exchanger network, thermal penalty factors, energy saving, topology 

1. Introduction 

Corresponding Author: Antonio Piacentino, Email: piacentino@dream.unipa.it 
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2. Case study 

 
 

3. How to calculate “Thermal 
Penalty Factors” 

3.1. Piping capital cost 
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3.2 Heat exchangers’s capital cost 
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3.3  Converting a capital cost into a 
thermal penalty factor 
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4. Including “Thermal Penalty 
Factors” into composite curves 
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5. MER design vs TPF design 

5.1. MER design for the case study 

5.2 TPF design for the case study 
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6. Conclusions 

Nomenclature 
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Retrofit Model with Relocation for Heat Exchanger Network 
Design 

 
Noppanat Rueangula, Kitipat Siemanonda, Sira Nukulkitb 

Abstract:  This paper proposes a solution method based upon mathematical programming for Heat 
Exchanger Network (HENs) retrofit. Retrofit of HENs is among the common projects to reduce the plant 
operational cost including utility cost. Retrofit design consists of four features such as additional or 
removal heat exchanger area, adding new heat exchanger, repiping and splitting. Four features were 
used to retrofit heat exchanger network in retrofit by GAMS and Visual C++. This research consists of 
two steps (retrofit and relocation). Stage model (MILP) by Yee and Grossmann (1990) was used to 
develop the model. Not only minimization of utility cost, but also minimization of exchanger area are 
concerned. Example problems from literatures are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
approach in terms of the solution quality and time.    

Keywords: Retrofit, Heat Exchanger Network Design. 

1. Introduction 

2. Mathematical Software 

[5]
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2.1 Objective function 

     i HP,j CP, k ST                                     

Nomenclature 

Indices

Sets

Parameters
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Binary Variables 

 

Variables 

3. Retrofit Procedure for HEN 
Design 

 

 

3.1 Retrofit Step 

3.2  Relocation Step 
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3.2.1 Relocation with Concept 1 3.2.2 Relocation with Concept 2 

4. Result and Discussion 

[6]
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UNIT Heat Exchanger 
Area(m2) 

Heat Load 
(kW) 

E1 133 2160 
E2 587 2560 
E3 723 7153 
E4 751 4340 

Stream 
TIN 

( C) 

TOUT 

( C) 

FCp 

(kW/ C) 

h 

(kW/m2 C) 

H1 165 95 148 0.45 
H2 240 65 86.4 0.55 
C1 125 220 139 0.35 
C2 61 192 54.6 0.40 
C3 70 185 62 0.64 
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UNIT Heat 
Exchanger 
Area (m2) 

Heat 
Load 

(kw) 

Area Cost 

($) 

E1*=E1+276 m2  409 1,432.507 71,126.156 

E2*=E2-138 m2 450 1,159.994 - 

E3*E3+175 m2 899 3,980.093 48,730 

E4*=E4+14 m2 756 3,569.507 5,989.09 

New1 1,767 3,144.305 338,709.38 

New2 1,909 7,316.274 360,714.51 
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UNIT Heat 
Exchanger 
Area (m2) 

Heat 
Load 

(kw) 

Area Cost 

( $ ) 

E1*=E1+1635m2 1,767 1,432.507 311,382.74 

E2*=E2+1321 m2 1,909 1,159.994 260,870 

E3*E3-273 m2 450 3,980.093 - 

E4*=E4-343 m2 409 3,569.507 - 

New1 756 7,316.274 172,552.84 

New2 899 3,144.305 196,487.50 

5. Conclusion 
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Supertargeting-based hierarchic evaluation for setting paths in 
relaxation of retrofitted Heat Exchanger Networks 

Antonio Piacentinoa, Raffaele Imperato 

Abstract:  The application of pinch analysis to the retrofit of existing heat exchanger networks is a 
complex task, which can be hardly standardised due to the large number of unquantifiable design 
considerations. Top-down and bottom-up approaches have been usually pursued, respectively oriented 
to relax a Maximum Energy Recovery (MER) configuration and to improve the existing network by 
removing network pinches. In this paper the bottom-up approach is critically examined, considering a 
well known case study represented by an aromatics plant; a MER design is also obtained and 
evaluated, to represent a target for process improvement. The final objective of researches in this 
sector is the identification of preferential routes for the improvement of the existing network. In this 
paper several retrofit routes are investigated, identifying six solutions that lead to a small number of 
topology changes. For each solution, a detailed thermal analysis provided the size, the number of 
shells and the temperature profiles associated with the operation of any heat exchanger; the solutions 
were relaxed to reduce the number of new units and the relaxed configurations were also evaluated. 
An analysis of the payback time associated with any retrofit option let us recognize that preferential 
routes could be identified by a preliminary evaluation of marginal costs. 

Keywords:  pinch analysis, heat recovery network, retrofit, relaxation, optimization 

1. Introduction 
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2. Case study: an aromatics plant 3. Maximum energy recovery design 

3.1. Determining a MER configuration 

3.1. Diagnosis of the MER solution 
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4. Bottom-up approach to plant 
retrofit 
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5. Conclusions 
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TESTING the COMPLIANCE of the EUROPEAN WATER 
FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE in the HUERVA RIVER from 

the EXERGY APROACH 

Beatriz Carrasquer, Javier Uche, Amaya Martínez and  Antonio Valero 

CIRCE Institute, University of Zaragoza, Spain 

Abstract:  The European Water Framework Directive (WFD), which came into force in 2000, 
constitutes a key point to get degraded waters bodies up to a good natural status by 2015. In this way, 
adequate and cost-effective restoration environmental measures should be entirely written by 
competent Authorities, by 2009. Physical Hydronomics (PH) was presented in previous ECOS 
Conferences as an objective tool to calculate and allocate among users the restoration costs of water 
bodies through the exergy analysis. In this paper, the whole analysis of the Huerva River, a tributary of 
the Ebro River, the most plentiful stream in Spain, is presented. It was modelled with a specific 
hydraulic simulation software called AQUATOOL for the period 2002-2007. That software includes both 
quantitative and qualitative aspects and guarantees a comprehensive study of physico-chemical 
behaviour of the river, what assure the precise calculation of those above mentioned costs. In addition, 
an important novelty is presented in this work: the testing of the Programme of Measures proposed for 
the Huerva River. Results show that the proposed restoration measures are enough to reach the 
desired objective state of the Huerva waters by 2015. Similar global figures are found by conventional 
and PH approaches; however, PH presents some relevant advantages such the simplicity of using an 
only unit (exergy), or allowing to charge the users restoration costs according to degradation on the 
river provoked by them, as well as providing  a more disaggregated and detailed information. 
 

Keywords:  Exergy approach, Programme of measures, Physical Hydronomics, Water Framework 
Directive 

1. Introduction 

 

 

 

 

 

“…each RBP must contain a detailed 
Plan of Measures (PM) to apply in order to reach 
the ecological objectives pursued for each water 
body of a given basin”
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2. Methodology  
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Fig. 1.  New PH States defined in WFD framework   

2.1. Distribution of restoration costs 
among users 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2.   New PH States to distribute restoration costs 
among users   

 

 

3. The Huerva River basin: case 
study  

3.1. Main water uses in the Huerva basin 
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Fig. 3.   The Huerva river basin 

3.2. The case study Plan of Measures 
definition: important considerations 

 

 

4. River modeling  
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4.1. Input data treatment 

4.2. Simulator outputs 

5. Results discussion 

Flows for different PH states
(May, 2005)
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Fig. 4.  Flow along the river course for different PH 
states 

BI_qIM (January, 2005) 
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Fig . 5.   IM  quality component along  the Huerva 
course 
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BI_qNP (June 2005) 
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Fig.6.  NP quality component along the Huerva course 

BI_qOM (May, 2005)
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Fig.7.  OM  quality component along the Huerva course  

Bp_m for two different hydrologic years 
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Fig. 8.   Potential component during two Hydrologic 
years. 

Table 1.  Water pollution loads distribution among 
users  

 0.63 99.37 
 0.42 99.58 

 0.49 99.95 
 0.73 99.27 
 0.22 99.78 

 1.31 98.69 
0.63 99.37 

Table 2.  Monetary water restoration costs for different 
users   

 675 111,898
 3,150 521,865

 1,359 225,104
 914 124,280
 1,355 614,400

 32 234,723
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6. Conclusions 

Nomenclature 
AUC

AUS
b
B
BP
EC:
FS
GES
Q
MC
MS
NCC
OS
PS
PH
PM
PS
TC
UUC
UUS
WUS
WWTP
Subscripts and superscripts 
IM
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?=.&$-(&3  This paper presents a study concerning the energetic optimization of a process for Waste 
Water Treatment including activated sludge reactors coupled with an anaerobic digestion reactor. The 
process deals with carbon and azote removal, by nitrification and de-nitrification, caused by 
heterotrophs and autotrophs micro-organisms biological activity. Starting from the [CEIT] approach, 
rigorous Plant-Wide models have been constructed and represent the bio-chemical transformations 
occurring inside the bio-reactors. The energetic consumption for Each Physical unit Operation involved 
in the flow-sheet is evaluated, and a full link is made between the biological activity and the electrical 
demand or production. Rigorous steady-state mathematical optimizations are then computed, and the 
influence of primary settling efficiency on electrical autonomy is quantified and demonstrated. The 
ammonium return from digestion to activated sludge reactors is also demonstrated to be a limiting 
factor for the overall energetic efficiency, as well as the C-substrate availability for denitrifying.  

K eywords:  WWTP, plant-wide, steady-state, optimization, modeling, energetic efficiency. 

@>)A"&$79:(&'7")-"9)%#"#$-2)(7"&#B&)
Wastewater treatment consists mainly in three 
major processes: biochemical treatments, 
liquid/solid separations operation and thermal 
processes for sludge treatment and valorization. 
The Figure 1 is an overview of a classical Waste 
Water Treatment Plant (WWTP), each unit 
representing a Physical Unit Operation (PUO). 
The wastewater is treated by mean of biochemical 
and settling processes in the water line. This water 
line finally results in two streams: the "purified" 
water, and a "sludge" stream, concentrated in 
biomass. The sludge line processes consist then in 
treating the sludge, by stabilizing and valorize it, 
before the remaining matter is released to the 
environment. Biological treatments are made 
inside different kind of reactors, and consist very 
basically in supplying oxygen (for aerobic 
treatment) inside the reactors in order to maintain 
and grow micro-organisms, which use the 
pollutants presents in raw wastewater as nutrients. 
The liquid/solids separation process step consists 
in separating the water (and soluble species) with 
the solid or pseudo-solid matter, called "particles". 
To achieve this step, different technologies exist. 
The most used is the settling process. Under 
gravity effect, the particles settles down and 

finally two streams are produced: a particle 
clarified stream and a particle concentrated stream. 
The sludge has also to be stabilized and reduced 
both in volume and pollutants concentration. 
Anaerobic digestion is a biological phenomenon 
that appears when oxygen and nitrate sludge 
concentrations are very low. Under specific 
temperature and for long residence time, 
specialized micro-organisms become active, using 
the remaining organic matter present in the sludge 
as nutrient and partially convert it into a mix of 
methane and carbon dioxide (gaseous phase).   

 
Figure 1 WWTP under study 

This process (combined to dewatering and drying) 
leads to reduced and stabilized sludge volume. The 
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biogas produced can be burned inside a 
cogeneration engine, and so heat and electricity is 
produced locally, reducing the energetic costs. 
Up to now the scientific community involved in 
the field of waste water treatment has focused 
mainly on the water quality and associated 
modelling aspects. In our opinion, efforts must be 
done to link water quality and WWTP pollutants 
removal efficiency with energetic aspects, because 
future industrial practice in the context of global 
warming and fossil resource rarefaction will be 
greatly impacted by the energetic costs. 
Mathematical models and rigorous optimization 
algorithms are really helpful in this context, as 
they capture the main features of each Physical 
Unit Operation. Furthermore, they bring a deep 
understanding of the physical mechanisms and 
there interactions. All the models used in this work 
are implemented on gPROMS® platform, and the 
equations are solved using the numerical solvers 
provided by Process System Enterprise.  

!"#$%&'()*+#,'-.%&%(%+/####
This section introduces the main mathematical 
models used in this work to run steady-state 
optimizations. Some equations are skipped as they 
are classical models available in the extensive 
literature concerning WWTP modeling. This is the 
case for the settling processes, including one-
dimensional models and point models; which are 
in fact the basis for all the liquid/solid separation 
processes included on the flow-sheet studied in 
this paper. The biochemical modeling has been the 
subject of special attention, and the models 
developed for this study are conservative in terms 
of mass. The matter composition is also 
homogeneous in all the different PUO (plant-wide 
models) and therefore no special interfaces are 
needed to connect the Activated Sludge part and 
the Anaerobic digestion part. These models are 
based on the CEIT methodology [1]. The reactors 
models as well as the compressors and pumps 
models to evaluate the energetic consumption of 
the flow-sheet under study are also introduced. 
!"0"#1(2*-34)&'#5)%6.',)62(#,%&'()*+##
The plant-wide models used for computations are 
presented under the form of a Petersen matrix and 
a kinetic vector, similarly to the ASM [2] and 
ADM [3] models.  They are called PW AS (Plant 
wide Activated Sludge) and PW AD (Plant Wide 
Anaerobic Digestion) models, and are able to 

reproduce all the features of ASM and ADM 
models. The full details and the methodology used 
to develop these models will be given in a 
dedicated paper. The models have been compared 
successfully with literature benchmarks. 
!"0"0"#7'8)*)*+#2#9'-#%8#6%,,%*#9:'6)'9#
    The first step to build the models consists in 
defining the set of species that will be used in the 
plant wide models. This set must be able to 
reproduce all the features of ASM and ADM 
models. A particular effort has been made to avoid 
the use of lumped components, and all species, 
including each acids and bases, are taken into 
account. The plant-wide model will include 39 
species (except water), divided into 25 soluble 
species and 14 particulate species. Each 
component include in the model is characterized in 
term of C, H, O, N, P, charge and equivalent 
Theoretical Oxygen Demand (ThOD). The 
elemental compositions for each compound are the 
same as those reported in [1]. Chemical 
equilibriums are also included, by describing 
corresponding acid/base reactions and kinetics. 
Some species are considered to be aqueous, and 
will be subject to mass transfer with a gaseous 
phase.    Inerts are represented both in soluble and 
particulate forms, and these fractions are supposed 
to be common to the different biological models.  
Looking to the particulates components, some are 
considered as substrates, and others as groups of 
micro-organisms that degrade and transform the 
organic matter, releasing minerals and gaseous 
species. Concerning composites (organic particles 
and macromolecules), only one specie is taken into 
account. More composites could be included, as 
suggested in [1], and added to the stoichiometry 
matrices, if necessary. 
!"0"!"#1'-';9'*#,2-;)<#2*&#=)*'-)69#>'6-%;#8%;#

1?#@A#2*&#1?#@7#,%&'(9#
The next step to build the AS and AD plant-wide 
models consists in writing the stoichiometry 
matrices and the kinetics vectors. The behavior of 
the different kinds of micro-organisms considered 
in the aerobic/anoxic and anaerobic reactors is 
described, assuming that the different groups are 
fully differentiated. The matrices are balanced for 
each element: C, H, O, N, P and ThOD. This is 
done by computing correct values for the sink or 
sources coefficients in the matrices j, Cj, 
Nj, Pj, Hj, Oj). The species chosen to fulfill the 
elemental balances are mineral ones: dissolved 
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oxygen, ammonium, phosphates, water and 
dissolved carbon dioxide or alkalinity.   
Each biochemical process introduced in the PW 
matrices needs to be linked to kinetics expressions 
that follow general rules concerning the modeling 
of micro-organisms growth (Monod kinetics 
form). Generally-speaking and for a biological 
process corresponding to a growth referred by 
index j, the kinetic mathematical form is: 
 

44
1A ... ...sub sub

j m pH bioNH HPO
sub sub tot

S Sk A I I X
H S S

 (1) 

The terms noted 
44
...A

NH HPO
A  are called 

activation terms, and are related to the sink/source 
terms used to balance the stoichiometry matrix. 
The terms 1 ...pHI I are inhibition terms related to 
chemicals compounds or pH. Each process 
corresponding to a growth includes a rate kinetic 
parameter named km which is corresponding to a 
substrate uptake. The macro substrates (particles) 
are first hydrolyzed by enzymes to become 
available to the micro-organisms. Corresponding 
disintegration and hydrolysis rates expressions are 
functions of the ratio between the hydrolyzed 
substrate concentration and the total micro-
organisms concentration [2]. The full expressions 
for the AS and AD kinetics vector are written 
following these rules. The source term involved in 
mass balance equations for each specie i is then 
deduced by the following relationship: 

 
1

proN

i ij j
j

r  (2) 

ij  are the matrix coefficients, j  the kinetics rates 
and proN the number of chemical processes 
included in the biological model. 

!"!"#$%&'()*)(+#,*-..)/#0123#4)15*%.6#
7$,048#&%/)(6##

    Activated sludge processes are usually operated 
in aerated tank reactors and channels, the mixing is 
ensured for a part by mechanical work (impellers) 
and the other part by aerators. Concerning 
Anaerobic Digestion, more sophisticated reactors 
exist, and could involved particles separation from 
water (membranes) and/or settling effects. The 
reactors involved in this work are modeled using 
the CSTR hypothesis. Each reactor model include 
two phases, a liquid and a gaseous phase, mainly 
because all the energetic aspects involved in Waste 
Water Treatment are strongly associated to 

gaseous mass transfer (oxygen transfer to activated 
sludge and methane production by digestion).  
!"!"9"#:-;<-/#'=16)#&166#>1(125)6#
The mass conservation equations for the liquid 
phase are written under the following form for 
each compound i, iC  is a concentration referring 
to one of the soluble or particulate components 
include in the plant-wide models. 

 liq in out sat outi
i i i l i i i

liq

QdC C C r k a C C
dt V

  (3) 

Some compounds are subjected to mass transfer 
with the gas phase (but not all the compounds). 
The Henry law coupled with an experimental law 
for computing the liquid gas exchange coefficient 
will describe the mass transfer phenomenon for the 
activated sludge reactors. The exchange lk a  
coefficient is then a function of gas flow rate, gas 
composition and diffusers characteristics. For the 
digester, the exchange coefficient is set to the 
value indicated in [3]. Combined with plant-wide 
models, 40 equations must be solved for each 
reactor if the water compound is included.  
!"!"!"#?16#'=16)#&166#>1(125)6#
The use of mole per liter (noted n) as the unit for 
gases is convenient, and mass balances equations 
for gaseous components could be deduced from 
general mass balance equation: 

 
in in out outout sat

gas i gas i liqi i i
l i

gas gas i i

V n V n Vdn C Ck a
dt V V M M

 (4) 

No chemistry is considered to occur in the gas 
phase, and so no source terms appear in the 
equation(4). The mass transfer between liquid and 
gas is still taken into account by mean of the l ik a
coefficient and associated term involving 
saturation constants for aqueous compound. The 
total gas flow rate is then deduced from the perfect 
gas law, including the mass transfer from the 
liquid phase to the gaseous phase: 

 
1

gasin out out sat out
gas gas gasout in k k

gas gas liq l kout in out
gas gas gas kk k

NP T T C CV V R V k a
P T P M M

 (5) 

    The gas pressure at the entry (the bottom of the 
reactor) is corresponding to the pressure required 
to compensate the pressure surrounding the 
bubbles, which is caused by the diffusers 
submergence (water column above the diffusers), 
the tension surface of water that must be broken to 
form bubbles. The inlet pressure in

gasP is then given 
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by, where aerH is the height of the water column 
above the diffuser: 

in
gas atm liq aer bubblesP P gH P  (6) 

Consequently, the aeration system (usually 
compressors) must pressurized the gas to the 
required pressure in

gasP to form bubbles inside the 
reactor, but it also need to compensate the head 
losses due to the network distribution pipes and 
diffusers, which are taken into account. 
!"#"$%&'()$*+,$-.'(/0))./$'.,012+3$
Waste Water treatment plants involve many 
different liquid and gases flow through pipes 
monitored by pumps and compressors. Even if the 
main water stream is powered by gravity only 
(caused by altitude differences), the electric 
consumption caused by pumping and pressurizing 
is the main plant energy consumer. Actually, 
pumps counts for 25 percent of the total electrical 
consumption, while compressors used for aeration 
counts for almost 70 percent. The head losses 
insides the pipes are quantified by mathematical 
expressions. For example we use the following 
semi-empirical relationship, (Lechapt-Calmon 
formulae): 

1.89 5.010.0011liq liq pipeP g m D L Z  (7) 

The pipe diameter and length are taken into 
account, as well the altitude difference between the 

s 
upon the liquid mass flow rate and the pipe 
diameter could be identified from experiments if 
necessary. The energy requirement for pumping 
the liquid through the pipe considered is then 
deduced from the following law (assuming 
incompressible flow): 

100
pumps liqE V P  (8) 

The diameter and the length of the pipe must be 
specified, as well as the altitude difference, 
corresponding to the flow. pumpsE  is expressed in 
kWh.day lly 
ranged within 60 and 85 percent.  
The oxygen is supplied to the micro-organisms in 
the reactors by mean of a pressurized gas (usually 
air), distributed by a pipe network and diffusers 
placed on the bottom of the tanks. Only subsurface 
aeration is considered in this work, as it is the most 
efficient way from an energetic point of view to 
blow air into the reactors [5]. The gas must be 

pressurized to the required pressure (deduced from 
equation(6)) in order to produce a gas flow 
through the reactor liquid phase and to transfer 
oxygen in a sufficient quantity to let the micro-
organisms grown. Compressors are generally 
employed to blow the gas, and a simple model is 
used in this work to estimate the corresponding 
energy consumption. The model is based on the 
assumption of a polytropic flow, the corresponding 
law is given by equation(9): 
 pnPV cste  (9) 
The polytropic head pH (in J.mol  ) is deduced 
from equation (9) and represent the energy 
required to pressurize one mole of gas: 

 
1

1
1

p

p

n
out n

p in
p in

p

n P PH RT
n P

 (10) 

inside the pipe network linked to the diffusers and 
used to distribute the gas to the aerated reactor 
surface. It is calculated using the singular head 
losses relationship corresponding to equation(7). 
The power compE consumed to pressurize from inP

to outP  is given by equation(11), where the 
pressure are expressed in Pa and the volumetric 
flow rate in m day  : 

 100 in in

comp p in

V PE H
RT

 (11) 

compE is expressed in J.day  , it is further converted 
to kWh.day   to be coherent with the pump model. 

#"$450*,67)5*50$.(52'28*52.+)$
The PUO models could be linked on flow-sheets 
to reproduce the Activated Sludge process 
combined with the Anaerobic digestion process. 
The resulting model is a set of equations that could 
be solved both for dynamic or steady-state cases. 
The WWTP configuration studied is reproduced 
on Figure 1.  
#"9"$:+252*128*52.+$*+,$)50*,67)5*50$
To compute a steady-state, an influent to the 
process is first specified, by defining the inlet 
temperature, the volumetric flow rate of water and 
the concentration of the different species 
considered in the PW models. A complete set of 
parameters is also required, and we use the ASM1 
benchmark (BSM1) [4] and the ADM1 [3] as 
references for the biochemical, aeration and 
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settlers models. The influent to the WWTP was 
also specified similarly to the BSM1, 
corresponding to dry weather. The energetic 
consumption of each pumps and compressors is 
deduced from the energetic data available in the 
BSM1 [4] or in the OFEN Report [5].  

 
Figure 2 Mass balances during initialization 

The models are then solved for the corresponding 
steady-state by an initialization procedure, and the 
mass balances are systematically checked to 
ensure that a steady-state is effectively reached 
(see Figure 2).  
!"#"$%&'()*+$&,(-'$*-.$&*/*)0'/(1$&/,10.2/0$
To optimize the WWTP, some variables are set as 
decision variables and the optimization algorithm 
will compute them (within a predefined range) to 
minimize or maximize a predefined objective 
function, satisfying in the same all the constraints 
imposed to the system. This optimal set of 
variables is corresponding to a minimum or a 
maximum of the objective function from a 
mathematical point of view. If one (or more) 
constraint is modified, a new set of decision 
variables is obtained. This procedure is called 
parametric optimization, and a special algorithm is 
used to obtain a complete range of optimal points 
corresponding to different constraints on water 
quality. The procedure used in this work is 
resumed on Figure 3. Each steady-state optimal 
point is recomputed by the initialization procedure 
and the result is saved as a text file (including all 
the models variables), by using the optimal set of 
decision variables, solution of the optimization 
problem. The main decision variables are reported 
in the Table 1. The optimisation problem must also 
be constrained correctly, in order to obtain realistic 
results. The constraints define the water quality, by 
specifying indexes on Chemical Oxygen Demand 
(COD) and azotes at the exit of the WWTP, in the 

clarified and treated water. The values are 
expressed by cubic meter of water incoming to the 
WWTP. 
 

 
Figure 3 Optimization algorithm 

Table 1 Main decision variables 
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A constraint is also specified for the sludge age, 
corresponding to an acceptable range.  The sludge 
age is representing the residence time of particles 
in the Activated Sludge process. Constraints are 
also imposed for the residence time in digester, for 
Total Solids Suspended (TSS) in Activated Sludge 
reactors and at the inlet of the digester reactor 
(noted TSSdig). The Table 2 resumes the 
constraints and the associated units and range. The 
constraint on NH4 is varying and it is the object of 
the parametric optimization procedure, as the 
removal of ammonium is known to be a strong 
limiting factor to the overall energetic efficiency 
of WWTP. The constraint on NO3

- is also varied, 
and set to predefined values (8, 12 and 20 gN/m3). 

Table 2 Constraints imposed to the system 

 out
COD  4

out
NH  

3

out
NO  sludge  meso  ASTSS  digTSS  

 gCOD/m3 gN/m3 gN/m3 days days g/l g/l 

min 0 0 0 5 10 1 50 

max 60 Var* 8,12,20 35 50 9 50 

$
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!"!"#$%&'()&#
The parametric optimization procedure has been 
applied to the flow-sheet reported on Figure 1. The 
objective function to maximize was define as the 
electrical autonomy of the WWTP, autoE : 

1 1 1

comp pump puoN N N
k n m
comp pump mix

k n m
auto

cogen

E E E
E

E
 (12) 

Where m
mixE  is the electrical consumption for 

mixing and operate the PUO indexed by m. compN , 

pumpN  and puoN  are respectively the numbers of 
compressors, pumps and Physical Unit Operation 
involved in the process. Consequently, the 
optimizer algorithm will try to find optimal 
configuration corresponding to a minimal 
operating electrical consumption and maximal 
biogas production (or maximal electricity 
production by the co generation engine). The 
cogeneration engine is assumed to be efficient to 
30 percent concerning the electricity production. 
3.3.1. Primary settling efficiency as parameter 
The first computations presented have been done 
by considering the primary settler efficiency as a 
parameter, varying between 0% and 100 %. 0% 
efficiency means that the particles incoming to the 
WWTP are not segregated by the primary settler, 
and the concentration of particles in the main 
water flux and in the primary sludge flux (which is 
not really a sludge in this case) are the same. 100% 
efficiency means that all the particles incoming to 
the WWTP are going to the primary sludge and 
consequently in the digester. The pre-settling 
before the digester reactor ensures that the mix of 
secondary and primary sludge is sufficiently 
concentrated in all the cases (TSSdig constrained to 
50 g/l). The results corresponding to 

3

out
NO = 8 

gN/m3 are presented on Figure 4. As we can see, 
the electrical autonomy is strongly dependent on 
the water quality at the exit of the WWTP (in the 
clarified water stream). Usually, WWTP are 
removing azote from waste water, and work in a 
range for the exit ammonium concentration lower 
than 10 gN/m3. Consequently, it is important to 
optimize the process and understand the limiting 
mechanisms in this range. The more efficient is the 
primary settler, the more available particulate 
organic substrates are sent to the digester (the 
primary sludge is in this case richer in C-
substrate), and the more biogas is produced. This 

is why the electrical autonomy is increased when 
the primary settler efficiency is increased, but this 
tendency tends to reverse for efficiency superior to 
50% and for high NH4

+
 removal.   

Figure 4 Optimal electrical autonomy for 
3

out
NO  

= 8 gN/m3 

Figure 5 Optimal electrical autonomy for 
3

out
NO  = 20 

gN/m3 

The same calculations have been done for 
3

out
NO = 

20 gN/m3 and the corresponding results are 
reported on Figure 5. The same kind of 
observations can be made, but an increase of the 
electrical autonomy is noticed, corresponding to a 
primary settler efficiency superior to 25%.  For 
75% and 100% primary efficiency, the electrical 
autonomy is more than 100 %. Consequently, we 
can say that the de-nitrification process by 
heterotrophs (removal of NO3

-) is limiting the 
overall efficiency of the system, together with the 
nitrification process by autotrophs (transforming 
the NH4

+ ions into nitrate NO3
-). To visualise the 

intensity of nitrification / de-nitrification in the 
activated sludge reactors and the ammonium 
production in the digester for optimal points, the 
corresponding production or consumption of NH4

+ 
and NO3

- ionic species are plotted on Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 Ammonium and nitrate rates (primary settler 

efficiency = 100% and
3

out
NO  = 8 gN/m3) 

As expected, when the primary sludge is richer in 
available C-substrate (corresponding to 100 % 
efficiency), the more biogas is produced but also 
the more ammonium is produced by the digester. 
This ammonium production is caused by the 
hydrolysis of the proteins present in the primary 
sludge sent to the digester, which contains both C 
and N elements. The ammonium produced is then 
returned at the entry of the activated sludge 
process when the sludge outgoing from the 
digester is dewatered, as shown on Figure 7. As 
the liquid return from dewatering is highly 
concentrated in ammonium, the contribution to the 
total load is quite important (up to 25%) and it can 
be noticed that the optimal solutions consist in 
limiting the size of the digestion reactor in order to 
maintain the production of NH4

+ to reasonable 
level (accounting for no more than 25% percent of 
the total load). This is easily checked by plotting 
for example the optimal residence time in the 
digestion reactor (Figure 8).  
The lack of Carbon in the anoxic reactors for 
denitrifying also strongly limits the efficiency of 
the whole plant, because more particulate substrate 
must be maintained in the Activated Sludge 
reactors in order to produce available C-substrates, 
which leads to an increase in the oxygen demand 
and consequently on the electrical energy required 
to blow air inside the liquid phase. 

 
Figure 7 Contributions to ammonium load incoming to 

the Activated Sludge reactors (primary settler 
efficiency = 100% and

3

out
NO  = 8 gN/m3) 

The optimal sludge age is plotted on Figure 9 and 
confirms this trend. The sludge age increase with 
the quantity of particulate substrates sent to the 
digester (the primary efficiency increase in this 
case). The requirements on C-substrate for 
denitrifying are still important, and the quantity of 
particulate matter hydrolyzed in the activated 
sludge reactors is then increased, leading to the 
formation of available C-substrate for denitrifying. 

 
Figure 8 Optimal residence time in the mesophile 

digester (
3

out
NO  = 8 gN/m3) 

 
Figure 9 Optimal sludge age (

3

out
NO  = 8 gN/m3) 
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3.3.2. Primary settling efficiency as decision 
variable 

The results presented in the previous section 
demonstrate the importance of the primary settling 
on the energetic efficiency for the whole process, 
and we set in the next computations the primary 
settling efficiency as a decision variable. The 
optimizer can now estimate optimal values for this 
efficiency. The others decision variables and 
constraints are identical. The maximal electrical 
autonomy is computed for three values of NO3

- 
concentration at the exit of the WWTP, the results 
are reported on Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10 Optimal electrical autonomy with primary 

efficiency as decision variable 

Compared to the case where the efficiency of the 
primary settler is fixed a priori, the electrical 
autonomy is slightly increased (superior for all 
cases to 50%). The optimal values for the primary 
settler efficiency are reported on the Figure 11.  

 
Figure 11 Optimal primary settler efficiency 

As shown, optimal values for the primary settling 
efficiency exists, and the more ammonium and 
nitrate removal is requested, the less particulate 
substrates are sent to the digester. Both the 
ammonium production by the digester and the 

carbon requirement for denitrifying are limiting 
the overall energetic efficiency of the system.  

!"#$%&'()*+%&*#,&-#./0*./'1+2/*#
Mathematical models for most of the Physical Unit 
Operation involved in WWTP have been 
developed and implemented on gPROMS 
platform. The resulting sets of equations are 
solved to compute optimal steady-state 
configurations. The results presented focus on 
electrical efficiency, but others studies are 
possible, for example by including economic 
costs. Two mechanisms have been demonstrated to 
be limiting factors to the overall energetic 
efficiency, the production of ammonium by the 
digestion process, and the lack of available C-
substrate for denitrifying in the Activated Sludge 
reactors. The interest of specialized treatment for 
ammonium highly concentrated streams is 
highlighted, as well as the interest to provide 
carbon substrates form external sources. Future 
work will focus on including Sharon-Annamox [6] 
process to the models library. A rigorous 
methodology to identify models parameters from a 
real pilot plant is also planned, by using the 
identification parameters and experiments design 
methodology available on gPROMS software.  
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The hidden value of water flows: the chemical exergy of 
rivers  

Antonio Valero, Javier Uche, Amaya Martínez* 
CIRCE – University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain 

 
Abstract:  The hydroelectricity potential of rivers is a very well-know parameter used to characterize 
the availability of a river as a function of its flow and its altitude. However, the chemical potential of 
water flowing through the rivers is commonly ignored. In its source, water presents high quality and, 
therefore, it owns an important availability that can be expressed through its chemical exergy value. On 
the opposite, when it flows into the sea and reaches the thermodynamic equilibrium, it can not be 
further used and it is converted into a null exergy value. Within these two limit values, the exergy state 
of the river at its different stages can be assessed. On the other hand, water availability for specific 
uses depends on its quality. 
In this way, the almost always hidden value of water, its chemical potential, is highlighted and can be 
compared to the potential component, since they are expressed in the same units (energy units). In this 
paper, it is shown that potential and chemical exergy values of rivers rise up with values with the same 
order of magnitude. That is, the chemical value of a river is, from a thermodynamic perspective, as 
much as its potential value. The main difference lies in the current available technologies to take 
advantage of those physical disequilibrium: while hydro-power turbines are a completely proved 
technology, there are not yet commercial devices to take advantage of the hydro-chemical potential. 
Results of those estimations for a small Spanish river, the Muga river, are presented in this paper in 
order to prove the accuracy of the methodology. It is shown that the potential exergy of that river 
ranges from 2.37 to 7.15 MW, while its chemical exergy is comprised between 2.30 and 8.78 MW for 
the present state of the river. In addition, several exergy indexes are defined as basic parameters to 
provide information about the advantage taken from the river, that is, about the water uses within the 
watershed. 
 
Keywords:  exergy of water, chemical exergy, water potential 

 
1. Introduction 
The energy of moving water has been used for 
thousands of years to power flour mills and 
irrigation systems. Water wheels were set within 
a flowing river, and the rotation generated 
movement was transformed into shaft work. In 
fact, water was the primary energy source for 
industrial applications during the 19th Century, 
when mill buildings appeared along the rivers 
throughout the Europe  and United States [1].  
This way of producing electricity has been 
improved along the years and it is nowadays a 
well proved technology despite of its 
inconvenient consequences such as those 
associated to the construction of reservoirs.  
Hydroelectric power is then one of the oldest 
power generation methods and a critical part of 
world power generation (15% of the share of 
world global electricity). It is expected to 
continue expanding due to its non-reliance on 
fossil fuels, especially in developing countries 
with high potential.  
The operating costs of hydro-power utilities 
represent only a small fraction of the initial 
capital cost. Hydroelectricity is a compelling 
partner to ensure security in mixed power 
systems as well and the multi-purpose reservoirs 
can be associated to security of water supply as 

well as power [2]. As far as hydropower 
resources are concerned, the IHA [3] estimates 
that only one-third of the realistic potential has 
been developed. 
Just like mass flows spontaneously from a 
position of high gravitational potential to a 
position of low gravitational potential, it is also 
well-known that matter flows from a region of 
high chemical potential to a region of low 
chemical potential. The chemical potential can 
therefore be used to determine whether or not a 
system is in equilibrium. That chemical 
imbalance in the river streams  flowing to the sea 
is pointed out in this paper. If our technology 
were able to take advantage of the available 
energy coming from chemical potential of water, 
an important amount of energy could be 
obtained. 
The associated physical phenomenon is the 
osmosis effect. As it is well known, it is the net 
movement of water across a selectively 
permeable membrane driven by a difference in 
osmotic pressure across the membrane. Present-
day applications of the osmosis phenomenon 
extend from water treatment and food processing 
to power generation and novel methods for 
controlled drug release [4]. In the field of water 
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treatment, reverse osmosis is generally a more 
familiar process than osmosis. 
Osmosis is also named as forward osmosis (FO) 
or direct osmosis. This phenomenon has been 
used at bench-scale to treat industrial 
wastewaters and to treat liquid foods in the food 
industry; and to concentrate landfill leachate at 
pilot- and full-scale. FO is also being evaluated 
for reclaiming wastewater for potable reuse in 
life support systems (at demonstration-scale), for 
desalinating seawater, and for purifying water in 
emergency relief situations [4]. Recent 
developments in materials science have also 
allowed the use of FO in controlled drug release 
in the body. Nevertheless, there are few 
publications in literature on the use of osmosis 
for water treatment and/or engineering 
applications. In any case, the reported initiatives 
regarding the state of the art of the FO make clear 
that it is still an immature technology when the 
attention is focused on a large scale, that is, for 
instance, on taking advantage of the chemical 
potential of rivers. 
In order to assess such a chemical value, our 
proposal is to include the quality and degradation 
aspects in the analysis of water bodies. A river is 
something further from altitude and flow. It is the 
core of the fluvial ecosystem that embodies life 
and it chemical composition and chemical 
potential are therefore a fundamental aspect in its 
characterization. 
From a physical perspective, this means to 
include the second law of thermodynamics i.e. 
[5]. i.e. exergy as the working tool.  
 
2. Thermoeconomic basis 
Many authors have contributed to the 
development of exergy and thermoeconomic 
accounting, completing the existing theories and 
even opening new research lines [6-15]. As it is 
well known, the exergy balance accounts for the 
degradation of energy. Eq. (1) quantifies the 
irreversibilities of a process as the difference 
between the input and the output flows.  

IBB outputinput       (1) 
Within thermoeconomics, each flow or some 
purposive combination of flows are identified 
either as fuel, product or residual (waste). Then 
Eq. (1) becomes for pro-energy devices, those 
whose aim is to increase the exergy of the 
product(s): 

0IRPF        (2) 

And, for anti-energy devices, those  whose aim is 
to deliberately decrease the exergy of the 
residual(s): 

RR IFR                                 (3) 
Where FR is the additional fuel needed to get rid 
of the residual and IR the additional irreversibility 
caused for such an abatement. Equations (2) and 
(3) are of utmost importance because they place 
purpose in the heart of thermodynamics. The 
desire to produce a certain product is external to 
the system, and must be defined beforehand. This 
information is not implicit in the second law and 
is the most important conceptual leap separating 
and at the same time joining Physics and 
Economics. 
As a summary, it can be said that in any flow, a 
product and a waste or residual component can 
be identified. This idea is applied in the 
following. 
In addition, the analogy between the availability 
of a natural resource and its exergy helps us to 
relate each resource parameter with its exergy 
components. These parameters are physical and 
also chemical and will be explained in section 3. 
Exergoecology is defined as the application of 
the second law of thermodynamics and 
thermoeconomics for the assessment of natural 
fluxes and resources on the Earth [7]. The 
consumption of natural resources implies 
destruction of organized systems and dispersion, 
which is in fact generation of entropy or exergy 
destruction. This is why the exergy analysis can 
describe perfectly the depletion of natural capital 
and, specifically, the degradation of water bodies. 
The application of the explained theory to a 
watershed can be faced from to different 
boundary systems: 
i) Water-related technology plants 
ii) The whole river 

2.1   Water plant approach 
First, the water-related plants operating in the 
river basin can be studied. The eventual type of 
technologies would be: 
2.1.1) Potential exergy device or conventional 
Dam, where the potential energy of water is 
converted into electricity. 
2.1.2) Chemical exergy device (CED). Although 
they do not currently exist, they would be based 
on forward osmosis phenomena. 
Both devices could be represented by the general 
schema shown in Fig. 1 and analyzed according 
to Eq. (4), where it can be identified the exergy 
as fuel in the input (i) and output points (o), the 
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obtained product (P) and the irreversibility of the 
process (I). It is directly obtained from Eq. (2). 

IPFF oi (4)

DAM or CED

Fi F0

P

I

DAM or CED

Fi F0F0

P

I

 

 
2.1.3) Waste water treatment plant (WWTP). 
They are located close to the water use areas and 
they are the most common quality-restoration 
technologies in any watershed. 
Before representing the plant diagram, as in the 
two previous technologies, it may be convenient 
to state that, from the previous analysis, any 
water flow can be interpreted as an exergy flow 
carrying some valuable exergy, the product P, 
and some exergy that needs to be eliminate, the 
residual R. The stated final objective in a WWTP 
would be then eliminating that R. To achieve the 
final state, external exergy sources need to be 
implemented. FR represents the expended exergy 
to clean-up or produce quality water. In 
particular, the idea can be summarized as Figure 
2 indicates. Each part of the water flow, the 
product P and the waste R, can be characterized 
by it chemical exergy, which is separately given 
for its inorganic matter and organic matter 
components. This separation is commonly used 
in Physical Hydronomics [16], since the 
measures to restore them are different. 
The exergy of the product is defined by the 
exergy in the objective or aimed state of the river 
(OS) in a given location. However, in order to 
reach such a state, the waste R (accounting for 
the difference between the present state, PS, and 
the OS) has to be eliminated. 
The waste R may show a negative or a positive 
value depending on the considered parameter, but 
it does not affect the concept of being a residual 
that needs to be eliminated from the water flow.  

P
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bOM,OS

bOM,OS-PS

b IM,OS-PS

P

R
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bOM,OS

bOM,OS-PS
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The irreversibility in the system is then given by 
the waste and the exergy that is needed to expend 
in order to eliminate it (Eq. 3). In the considered 
water flow, a part of the residuals to be 
eliminated is organic matter, OM, mainly coming 
from the urban domestic uses, and the other one 
is inorganic matter, IM, accounting for the excess 
of different salts (Eq. 5).  

RIMROMRIMOM IFFRR ,,   (5) 
In consequence, the simplified diagram of a 
WWTP according to the Thermoeconomics 
theory is as shown in Fig. 3. The irreversibility I 
and the residue R (ROM+RIM) comprise the IR 
term in Eq. (5). 

WWTPP

I

R

P

R

FR

WWTPP

I

R

P

R

FR  

 
An index related to this dissipative process can 
be defined. The residuals in the treatment plant 
index (RTPI) is the ratio between the residuals 
and the fuel used to eliminate that waste (Eq. 6). 
Nowadays, the OM is the factor determining the 
value of this index because it is the most 
representative parameter being eliminated in the 
waste water treatment plants (WWTPs).  

RF
RRTPI         (6) 

The value of this index in the studied cases is, in 
general, lower than one because of the amount of 
exergy required to clean the river. However, its 
theoretical limit value is infinite when the river 
were restored without using any external exergy 
source. 

2.2   Whole river approach 
By making wider the boundaries of the system 
the whole river can be studied from an exergy 
perspective. Two approaches are considered: the 
productive (pro-energy) approach and the 
dissipative (anti-energy) one.   
 
2.2.1) Pro-energy river approach. The river can 
be seen as a fuel (Fpot and Fchem) flowing to the 
sea from which different products (Ppot and Pchem) 
can be obtained. Within the basin, several dams 
( Dam) and chemical exergy devices ( CED) 
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may exist. The conceptual diagram is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

Dam 

CED
Fpot,chem

Ppot,chem

I

F’pot,chem seaDam 

CED
Fpot,chem

Ppot,chem

I

F’pot,chem sea

 

 
Going further in this idea, some pure 
thermoeconomic index may be defined. 
Remember that there exist two basic exergy 
values for any given location of the river: the 
potential and the chemical potential. As said 
before, only the potential component is exploited 
in hydro-electrical utilities. The chemical 
potential, although important and existing, is 
commonly ignored. 
 
In this way, the index of potential use of the river 
(PURI, Eq. 7) and the index of chemical use of 
the river (CURI, Eq. 8) may be defined. They can 
be both understood as indices of the productive 
process naturally related to water. 

pot

pot

F
P

PURI        (7) 

Where Ppot represents the energy obtained from 
the facilities along the river course, in MWh/yr, 
and Fpot stands for the existing potential in the 
watershed (potential exergy component of a 
water flow) due to the height differences. 
Conventionally it is named as the gross 
theoretical capability of hydropower in the 
watershed. This index, therefore, gives an idea 
about how much of the height potential is being 
used and its maximum value is one.  
 
In parallel to the potential coming from the 
altitude, the chemical potential is relevant as 
well.  

ch

ch

F
P

CURI        (8) 

Where Pch is the energy obtained from the 
facilities using the chemical potential of the water 
and Fch stands for the existing potential in the 
watershed. Currently, there is not any utility able 
to take advantage of the chemical exergy of the 
river at large scale and, in consequence, Pch is 
equal to zero in any river. Then, the chemical use 
index of rivers is, at the current technology state, 
null. 

 
2.2.1) Anti-energy  river approach. Here, all the 
WWTPs contributing to the maintenance of the 
river with an adequate quality are accounted for. 
The required exergy to operate all of them ( FR) 
is compared to the chemical exergy of the river, 
given by Fchem. The considered flows are 
schematized in Fig. 5. 
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A third index can be additionally defined in order 
to obtain information about the fuel consumed to 
keep clean the whole river waters, in relation to 
the overall chemical potential in the river. That is 
the fuel-residuals river index (FRRI), as Eq. 9 
indicates. 

ch

R
R F

F
RIF         (9) 

The analysis of this index is very interesting, 
since it allows the comparison between the 
exergy that could be potentially obtained from 
the chemical disequilibrium in the river and the 
exergy that is currently being invested to return 
the water flow with a good enough quality. It 
could happen that more resources were needed to 
maintain water with the required quality than the 
real exergy contained in the stream. 
 

3. Methodology 
When using a resource, it must be changed 
chemically and physically to the required 
conditions (e.g., for human consumption, water 
must be extracted from a river or sea, must be 
purified and finally sent to end users). In 
consequence, the exergy of a system gives an 
idea of its potential for not being in 
thermodynamic equilibrium with the 
Environment or, what is the same, for not being 
in a dead state related to the Reference 
Environment, RE. 
 
The most important features of the exergy 
components of water have been studied in the 
literature [15, 16]. Potential, chemical and, in 
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some cases, thermal components are concluded to 
be the more relevant parameters to be studied in 
general water bodies analyses, which makes them 
differ from the surroundings. 
The proposed assessment methodology starts 
with a deep knowledge of the watershed. First, a 
set of gauging stations and chemical 
measurements are identified and filtered with the 
final target of getting measures of flow and 
quality coinciding in space and time. Since they 
do not generally cover the whole river area, a 
simulation software is implemented to complete 
the input data for the exergy calculations. 
Afterwards, from the exergy values along the 
water flow, the exergy profile of the river is 
obtained by integrating the exergy values along 
the course, according to Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) . 
These calculations are developed separately for 
each of the exergy components because of their 
different nature and order of magnitude.  
 
Finally, the comparison of the physical exergy 
values of the river with those real values being 
used within the basin is carried out through the 
defined indexes. 

ii
p hhQgdhhgQB         (10) 

i
ich bbQdbbQB                  (11) 

3.1 Exergy value of a water flow  
The exergy value of a water body has, in general, 
five components: thermal, mechanical, chemical, 
kinetic and potential [15]. As already said we 
have two main basic components: its composition 
(chemical exergy), which makes it useful for 
different urban, industrial and agricultural uses, 
and its altitude (potential exergy), that can be 
used to produce shaft work and electricity.  
Therefore, and starting from these components, it 
is possible to evaluate in quantitative (flow, Q) 
and qualitative (specific exergy, b) terms a water 
body and any water resource characterised by its 
exergy components. The proposed model 
considers temperature, pressure, height, velocity, 
concentration and composition. The model 
assumes the approximation to an incompressible 
liquid [17].  
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where subindex o denotes the water properties of 
the reference. Cp stands for the specific heat at 
constant pressure; y represents the moles of the 
substance i divided by the total mass of the 
dissolution (it can assumed equal to the molality); 

Gf is the Gibbs free energy; ne is the moles 
number of the elements (e) forming a compound 
(i) and bch,ne its corresponding specific chemical 
exergy; xi is the molar fraction and a is the 
activity. 
Each component in Eq. (12) should be separately 
calculated. The sum of all components expresses 
the exergy of the given water resource and can be 
understood as the minimum energy required to 
restore the resource from its RE.  
The reference environment for this analysis is, 
clearly, the ocean. An idealized ocean without 
organic matter and the typical salts composition 
of the corresponding seawater is considered as 
the reference state for the natural water cycle. Its 
main features are altitude equal to zero and 
chemical composition equal to the average 
oceans composition. Then, when a water flow 
reaches its mouth after being used, and mixes 
into the seawater, it has zero chemical exergy as 
well. Additionally, this means that a significant 
loss of exergy occurs by mixing river and 
seawaters in the river mouth. 
In other words, it could be said that the exergy in 
the source and in the mouth of the river is null. 
From the general expression of the total exergy 
as product of the flow times the specific exergy, 
it can be easily understood the null value from 
the null flow at the spring, and also the exergy 
equal to zero when it mixed with the ocean. 
However, that statement has to be correctly 
understood, keeping in mind the importance of 
the nutrients that the river provides to its mouth 
area. Such a contribution is fundamental for the 
maintenance of the biological life in the area. In 
this sense, the null value of the exergy is achived 
some kilometres far from the coast, when the 
equilibrium with the ocean water has been 
reached. 
Only the two mentioned and more representative 
exergy components of water are commonly 
considered for fresh water analyses: chemical 
quality and geopotential [18, 19]. The first one is 
the minimum energy needed to return the quality 
characteristics to water and could be obtained by 
desalination and depuration techniques. The 
second one is the minimum energy needed to 
return the resource to its condition of potential 
disequilibrium as delivered by the hydrological 
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cycle. In the following, a brief description and 
practical considerations of those exergy 
components is provided. 
3.1.1 Potential exergy component  
As it is well-known, the potential exergy term -
Eq. (13)- is calculated from the height z (m) 
where the measurement is taken. Q stands for the 
flow, g represents the gravitational force of the 
Earth (9.81 m/s2) and z the altitude (z0=0 at sea 
level). 

0· zzgQBp         (13) 
Although this term is quite important in the river 
source of a basin, it should be considered with 
special attention the case of reservoirs with 
installed hydropower utilities: this potential 
exergy will be converted successively into 
kinetic, mechanical and electrical energy within 
the power station. 
No matter the disaggregation level, this potential 
component will be present in any water analysis 
related to energy. It can be calculated from the 
flow and altitude figures, but there is also a 
different alternative to obtain the potential exergy 
component of a river. It is suggested from the 
point of view of the second law of 
thermodynamics: the minimum energy to elevate 
water (potential exergy) coincides with the 
maximum energy obtained when it is turbinated 
using a reversible machine. Therefore, available 
figures from the inventory of the world’s 
hydropower capacity can be used to calculate the 
minimum energy required for pumping (or 
restoring potential exergy component).  
Hydropower generation is measured on a large 
scale in TWh/year and different associated 
parameters are defined. The gross theoretical 
capability (GTC) expresses the total amount of 
electricity which could potentially be generated, 
if all available water resources were turned to this 
use. Those figures are estimated on the basis of 
atmospheric precipitation and water run-off.  The 
technically exploitable capability (TEC) means 
the hydropower capability which is attractive and 
readily available with existing technology. The 
economically exploitable capability (EEC) is that 
amount of hydropower generating capacity which 
could be built, after carrying out a feasibility 
study on each site at current prices, and 
producing a positive outcome [2]. 
 
3.1.2 Chemical exergy component  
The intrinsic chemical exergy of any element is 
easily found in any chemical exergy table [6] and 

its expression is given in the bch,f component in 
Eq. (14). In addition to the chemical exergy, the 
concentration of the substance in the water body 
has to be compared with its concentration in the 
RE. This term, defined by the second part of Eq. 
(14), bch,c, is the most complex term to calculate 
since three different contributions have to be 
considered: the concentration of pure water and 
the contributions corresponding to the dissolved 
inorganic and organic substances. 
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              (14) 
where fG  is the formation Gibbs energy, ne is 

the amount of kmol of the element e and chneb  is 
the standard chemical exergy of the element. This 
component gives an idea about the energy 
required to form a molecule from the existing 
substances in the RE. If the molecule takes part 
of the RE, its formation exergy component is 
equal to zero (since it already exists in that RE). 

ix  is the molar concentration and ia  is the 
activity coefficient of substance i on water. 
Activities are rather used than molar 
concentrations, since we are dealing with 
solutions. 
Attending to the chosen RE (an idealized 
seawater with average salts composition and 
without any organic matter), it is important to 
analyze how the chemical exergy component is 
going to be obtained. The IM chemical 
component will be assessed by calculating the 
second component in Eq. (14). The chemical 
exergy coming from the OM, however, will be 
calculated with the first term in Eq. (14), where 
the formation energy is accounted for. 
Once the tool to assess the value of a river has 
been explained, the attention is focused on the 
river to be analyzed.  
Exergoecology has been repeatedly applied 
during the last years to calculate the degradation 
costs of water bodies due to the anthropogenic 
presence.  Special attention has been devoted to 
the comparison of the exergy difference between 
two given states of the river. Such a difference is 
obtained through the total exergy profiles of 
water courses under present or any other 
objective conditions. Each river exergy profile 
represents one of the statuses of the river. 
In particular, several works related to the 
European Water Framework Directive (WFD) 
implementation through the branch of 
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exergoecology called Physical Hydronomics, 
have been published by the authors [5, 19, 20]. 
Physical Hydronomics is the specific application 
of thermodynamics to physically characterize the 
degradation and correction of water bodies. i.e., 
the physical application to European Water 
Framework Directive,WFD. The final objective 
of PH is to use those calculated physical costs as 
a guide to allocate the environmental and 
resource costs proposed by the WFD.    
In this paper, some of the river states defined by 
the PH are going to be used in order to illustrate 
the starting hypothesis: the huge importance of 
the chemical potential of rivers. This river 
profiles are the present state (PS), the objective 
state (OS) and the natural state (NS) of the river. 
The former is understood as current state of the 
river, defined by its pressures and natural 
conditions. The OS comes from the objectives 
established by the WFD regarding to the required 
state of the rivers by 2015 (in flow and quality) 
according to the type of river or water mass that 
is being considered. Finally, the NS of the river is 
characterized as if the water stream were 
unaffected by any anthropogenic presence. 
 

4. Case Study 
The methodology can be carried out for any 
water body. It is only after studying the obtained 
figures when the theoretical hypothesis take 
shape and the scope of the ideas can be tested. 
The proposed methodology to highlight the 
relevance of the chemical component of rivers is 
going to be applied in this section to a Spanish 
river basin. The Muga Watershed (Figure 6) is 
located in the l’Alt Empordà region, northeast 
Catalonia, in the eastern Spain. Its surface is 758 
km2 (2.3% of Catalonia), with an average annual 
rainfall of 612 hm3 (807 mm) and an average 
yearly contribution under natural regime 
conditions of 147.76 hm3 [21]. There are 34 
villages in the watershed area and the population 
rise to 65,756 inhabitants. 
The Muga river is born in the Pirenees and it 
flows along 65 km until its mouth close to the 
Natural Park Aiguamolls de l’Empordà [4]. The 
upper stretch of the Muga river, upstream of the 
Boadella reservoir, flows trough a mountainous 
area where several particular spurious irrigation 
lands are located [23]. 
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The dam is devoted to supply water to Figueres 
and to irrigate wide agricultural lands 
downstream. It has also permission for nautical 
sailing activities. In the dam there is also a 
hydroelectric power plant (3.6 MW). 
Hydropower generation is subordinated to the 
irrigation demands, that is, only the water 
flowing to irrigation canals is turbinated. So, 
Figueres supply catchment and the maintenance 
flows are independent from the central derivation 
and those flows are not turbined. Downstream the 
dam there is a canal to regulate the drainage from 
the hydropower and, in this way, to be able to 
favour the plant operation: when the irrigation 
demand decreases, a water volume higher than 
the demand is turbined and regulated in that 
canal. 
 
 

4.1 Results. Exergy value of La Muga river. 
The potential content of water is commonly used 
in hydroelectricity issues, what leads to the PURI 
index definition. Nowadays, the chemical content 
of the river is not used to produce energy and, as 
a result, the CURI index is always zero. In 
addition, two additional indices related to the fuel 
used to maintain clean the river waters are 
defined (see section 2.1). 
At this point, it is worth to remember that the 
chemical potential is defined by the exergy of 
water bH2O. This value generally appears 
aggregated with the bsalts in the term bIM. Because 
of the small value of the salts exergy, bH2O and 
bIM are similar (Table 1). However, the salts 
contribution is fundamental because the increase 
of salts dissolved in the river water indicates a 
decrease in the water exergy value. 
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BH2O(MW)   Bchem (MW)  

  Min Max    Min Max 
PS 2.30 8.78  PS 2.30 8.78 
OS 2.62 9.71  OS 2.36 8.85 
NS 2.51 9.40  NS 2.38 8.91 

 

 
Table 2 summarizes the results obtained for the 
potential and the IM component. The study was 
carried out for each month in an average year. 
Here, for the sake of clarity, only the values 
range (minimum and maximum), have been 
reproduced.  

Bpot (MW)   Bchem (MW)  

  Min Max    Min Max 
PS 2.37 7.15  PS 2.30 8.78 
OS 2.44 7.16  OS 2.36 8.85 
NS 2.64 8.05  NS 2.38 8.91  

 

 
The maximum chemical exergy value of water is, 
as expected, obtained for the Natural State of the 
river and rises up until 8.91 MW. Since the 
altitude is constant, independently of the 
considered state of the river, this value is 
determined by the flow and the flow in the 
natural state of the river is in general the highest 
one. 
Table 3 summarizes the average exergy values 
for the Muga watershed. As it can be seen, the 
order of magnitude of the pot and IM 
components is the same. The potential of the NS 
of the river is higher than the potential in the PS 
and in the OS.  

  
Bav,pot 
(MW) 

Bav,chem 
(MW) 

PS 4.83 5.10 
OS 4.97 5.58 
NS 5.76 6.01  

 
 
Assuming that the Natural State of the river 
stands for the maximum exergy potential (100%), 
the present state represents its 84% and 85% for 
the potential and chemical component, 
respectively. The figures obtained for the 
Objective State are about 86% for the potential 
and 93% for the chemical. 
On average, the exergy value of the Muga river, 
is about 5 MW (potential) and 5 MW (chemical) 

in the Present State (PS) of the river. It perfectly 
fits with the known data of the hydroelectricity 
power installed in the Boadella Dam (close to the 
river source), which is 3.6 MW. 
In addition to that, looking at the monthly 
figures, it can be observed that the resulting 
power is higher in those months when the river 
flow is higher, as expected. 
An additional interesting figure was obtained 
when these global exergy chemical values were 
compared with the power that is currently being 
used to clean the Muga river waters. In the Muga 
area, there are several waste water treatment 
plants; the most important, attending to its 
capacity, is the Figueres one. In the last stretch, 
the Peralada, the Castelló d’ Empuries and the 
Empuriabrava WWTPs are located. The total 
power accounts for all those utilities and it is 
about 4 MW, almost the same as the calculated 
chemical exergy of the river.  
Finally, the indices related to the potential and 
chemical use of the river can be calculated by 
applying the definitions provided in section 2.1. 
The input figures for the calculation are given in 
Table 4. There, it can be seen that the current use 
of the potential component of the river is 
quantified in 3.6 MW (from a total potential of 
4.83 MW), while there is not any technology 
taking advantage of the 5.1 MW of chemical 
potential. Moreover, the exergy content of the 
residuals within the water flow in the Muga river 
is 0.71 MW and the fuel required to clean it is 
3.92 MW. This last figure is calculated after 
analyzing the efficiency of the WWTPs running 
in the area. 

Ppot Pchem Fpot Fchem R FR 
3.60 0.00 4.83 5.10 0.71 3.92 

 

As a result, the potential of the river coming from 
the geopotential exergy is currently exploited at 
75% of its capacity, according to the value of 
PURI indicated in Table 5. The chemical 
potential, as already explained, is not being used 
and, therefore, the CURI value is equal to zero.  

Plant index Whole river indices

RTPI PURI CURI FRRI
0.18 0.75 0.00 0.77

 

The Residuals in the Treatment Plant Index 
(RTPI) results 0.18, which indicates that the 
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water treatment plants within the watershed are 
working far from taking full profit of the exergy 
of these residues to clean up the river, or in other 
words, we need 5 times more exergy to get rid of 
these waste than its contained exergy. A 
technological objective for waste treatment plants 
could be to reach self-sufficiency. In other words, 
that the exergy needed to clean up the water 
would be equal to the exergy of its organic waste.  
Finally, the Fuel-Residuals River Index (FRRI) 
indicates that the fuel required to eliminate the 
waste is about 77% of the chemical potential 
exergy of the water flowing through the Muga 
river. At this point, the comparison leads to think 
that the exergy required to maintain the quality of 
the river water could be, in specific cases, even 
higher than the chemical potential of the stream. 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
The main thermodynamic value of a river comes, 
if none special thermal phenomena are detected, 
from its potential and chemical features. The 
global potential and chemical value of a water 
body can be given from a thermodynamic 
perspective attending to the evolution of them 
along the time and space.  
It has been explained along the work that it is 
possible to use to assess the exergy difference 
between two given states and, in this way, 
analyzing how much of the potential of the river 
is being used. 
The obtained figures give an idea about the 
exergy value of the considered river and allows 
its comparison with other parameters such as the 
power consumed by the currently installed waste 
water treatment plants along its course. 
The exergy content in the water flow is given by 
Fpot. It decreases as the altitude does, until the 
river mouth. The chemical potential is 
represented by Fch, which gives idea about the 
amount of exergy dispersed into the sea although, 
as mentioned, it is used by the biodiversity in the 
shore. 
In this paper, it has been shown the chemical 
value of a river is, from a thermodynamic 
perspective, as much as its potential value. 
Obtained values are both about 5 MW for the 
Muga river. This result is the most relevant 
contribution of this paper: the chemical value of 
the river is as much as its well-known and 
exploited potential value. 

An elementary and mistaken conclusion could  be 
obtained from our analysis: if our technology 
were able to take advantage of the chemical 
exergy potential of water, an energy source 
similar to hydropower could be developed. So 
let´s develop it. However, if we would accept 
such a statement, it would mean that Nature is 
nothing but an inventory of resources for human 
purposes. Thus denying a wide-ranging 
perspective.  
The important amount of chemical exergy that 
continuously goes into the see in the river mouths 
constitute the natural irreversibility in the 
estuaries that maintain and develop the diverse 
fishes and plants in those areas. That is, life exists 
because of that exergy and its associated 
irreversibility. 
If our reflection after examining the numbers for 
Fpot and Fch is limited to the idea of installing a 
huge forward osmosis plant in each water stream, 
we are loosing the most important guideline: we 
are just a part of the ecosystem.  
Our planet is plenty of resources and those 
resources are for the Life (in its most general 
sense), not for the humans settled in the 
considered watershed. There is then, effectively, 
a hidden chemical value of water. It is far from 
being null and it is not a value for the future at 
expenses of the technological development. It is 
already a fundamental value that is being used by 
the biodiversity living in the estuaries, the richest 
places within the oceans. 
All in all, Physical Hydronomics may help to 
bring up to light that hidden value of water flows, 
their chemical exergy. 
 
Nomenclature 
B: Exergy 
b: specific exergy 
CURI: Chemical Use of River Index 
F: Fuel 
FR: required fuel to eliminate the waste R 
FO: Forward Osmosis 
IM: Inorganic Matter 
NS: Natural State 
OM: Organic Matter 
OS: Objective State 
P: Product 
PS: Present State 
PURI: Potential Use of River Index 
R: Residuals/waste 
WWTP: Waster Water Treatment Plant 
Subscripts 
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ch: chemical 
pot: potential 
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   Optimization of Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems 
Powered Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plants 
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Abstract:This paper investigates the use of Hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES) in Reverse Osmosis (RO) 
desalination. Mathematical model aided with a newly developed computer program for sizing (HRES) components. 
The study evaluates the individual and total expenses needed as well as the amount of excess renewable energy 
production. An optimization program was developed to select the best (HRES) combination that can produce 
desalinated water in a relatively economic cost.  It demonstrates an investigated optimization approach based on 
minimization of the excess energy. it presents the impact of the considered optimization technique on the unit cost of 
energy and consequently unit cost of desalinated water. Unit production costs of both energy and desalinated water 
for two existing small and medium (RO) plants powered with conventional electricity grid are compared with the 
generated electricity from optimized (HRES). Cost sensitivity evaluation for (HRES) components to estimate the most 
economical price of (HRES) for desalination is presented. 
 
Keywords: Optimization; Hybrid Renewable Energy System; Reverse Osmosis desalination; Sensitivity Analysis.                

1. Introduction 

 
2. Methodology 

Fig.1 HRES configuration 
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3. Mathematical modeling 
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Cost of Energy

/

Cost of water 

4. CASE STUDIES 

4.1 RO Plants Data 

4.2 (HRES) Data 

4.2.1 Wind turbine 

4.2.2 Solar PV Panels 

4.2.3 Diesel Generator 

4.2.4 Battery system  

4.2.5 Inverter 

4.2.6 Economics and Constraints  

5. RESULTS &DISSCUSIONS 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
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Table: 2 Optimum (HRES) component sizing 

Fig .2 cost analysis 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 optimization results for load demand increasing 

Fig.4 Sensitivity of components Cost for caseII 
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9'6:'-*.#$ 9,/(#$ *-$ *3$ ."#$ /*4".$ -*0#$ '5$ -',/2#-$
9'6:'-*.#$ 9,/(#;$$
N$ S$ 1%8#$ 7"*5.#0$ 9'6:'-*.#$ 9,/(#-$ B*."$
(#/.*2%++>$ 0*-:+%2#6#3.$ '5$ .B'$ 2,/(#-$ .'$ #%2"$
'."#/;$$
U$)$7"*5.$"'/*?'3.%++>$."#$9'6:'-*.#$2,/(#-$.'B%/0$
#%2"$ '."#/$ ,3.*+$ 2/'--$ #%2"$ '."#/$ %.$ D*32"$ :'*3.;$$
V$S$Q#.#/6*3#$ ."#$8#>$-',/2#$'/$-',/2#-$%.$D*32"$
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!"#$%&''
(' )' *+,$-.' %+.' !/.01"' +.#-+%' "2' %+.' 3.4' 5,%.6'
/"067.' "6' /"067./' ,%' 8#$7+' !"#$%' 5#%+' !09!#$-'
"!.6,%#"$/&''
:4'0/#$-' %+.',;"<.'/7.$,6#"'5,%.6' %6,$/#%#"$'5#%+'
9,=#909'0/#$-'"2'>6,<#%,%#"$,?'16#<.$'2"67.',$1'
9#$#909'0/#$-'"2'5,%.6'!09!#$-',$1'.$.6-4'7"/%'
#/' ";%,#$.1&' @$' %+.' $.=%' /.7%#"$' ;4' ,$,?4/#/' "2' ,$'
.=,9!?.A' !.62"69,$7.' "2' +416,0?#7'8#$7+'9.%+"1'
5#??';.'#$<./%#-,%.1&'
!"# $%# &'()*+&# ,-# ,*./)/0(./,%# ,-# 1(.&2#
3/4.2/56./,%#%&.1,27''
@$' %+#/' /.7%#"$A' ,$' .=,9!?.' "2' 5,%.6' 1#/%6#;0%#"$'
%+,%' +,/' %+.' 7"99"$' 5,%.6' 6./"067./' ,$1'
7"$/09.6/' #/' ,$,?4B.1&' C,%,' ,$1' #$2"69,%#"$' "2'
5,%.6' /"067./' ,$1' 7"$/09.6' ,6.' /+"5.1' #$' %,;?.'
DEF&' G#<.6'H"&' E' ,$1' I' DJ#6/%' ,$1' K.7"$1'G#<.6FA'
L,3.A' M6#-#$' K%"6,-.' DG./.6<"#6FA' K5,9!' ,$1'
8"$1' ,6.' 5,%.6' 6./"067./' #$' !6";?.9&' *"$/09.6'
,!!?#7,%#"$/' ,6.' #$7?01#$-' 06;,$' 5,%.6'
DN0$#7#!,?FA' ,-6#70?%06.' DO-6#70?%06,?FA' @$10/%64'
D@$10/%6#,?FA' G06,?A' ,$1' /!.7#,?' %"06#/9' !6"<#$7.'
DP"06#/9F&' N#$#909' ,??"5,;?.' !/.01"' +.#-+%'
7,?70?,%.1' ;4' 7"$/#1.6#$-' %"' 1./#6.1' !6.//06.' ,$1'
<.?"7#%4'#$'!"/#%#"$'"2'5,%.6'1.?#<.64'%"'7"$/09.6'
,$1' !6.//06.' ?"//&' O/' /..' #$' %,;?.' DIF' 9,=#909'
<,?0.' "2' !6.//06.' ?"//' ;.%5..$' /"067./' ,$1' /#$3/'
6.?,%.' %"' 5,%.6' 2?"5' 26"9' K.7"$1' G#<.6' %"'
90$#7#!,?'7"$/09.6&'P+#/'<,?0.' #/'Q&RS9&'8/.01"'
+.#-+%' #$' #%/' /%6.,9' #/' Q&TT' 9EUI&' N#$#909'
1./#6.1' <.?"7#%4' #$' 7"$/09.6/' #/' I&T' 9U/&'
7"66./!"$1#$-' !/.01"' +.#-+%' 2"6' %+#/' <.?"7#%4' #/'
Q&VW'9EUI&' P+.6.' 2"6'9#$#909' ,??"5,;?.' !/.01"'
+.#-+%'7,?70?,%.1',/'2"??"5&'

IUE
9#$9#$

X

II
9#$

EE

ETT&QVW&Q

!""

!"

=== 

=+=

'
P+.6.2"6.A' %+.'9#$#909'+.,1' 1#22.6.$7.' ;.%5..$'
6./"067./',$1'7"$/09.6'/+"0?1'$"%';.' ?.//' %+,$'E'
9.%.6&''
J"6' %+.' 1./#-$' "2' "!%#9,?' 5,%.6' 1#/%6#;0%#"$'
$.%5"63' 26"9' !.6/!.7%#<.' "2' !09!#$-' .$.6-4'
7"$/09!%#"$' %+.' /7.$,6#"/' "2' +416,0?#7' 8#$7+'
9.%+"1' ,6.' .9!?"4.1&' O%' J#6/%' *"9!"/#%.' *06<.'
"2'/#$3/',$1'/"067./',6.'76.,%.1''5#%+'6.-,61'%"'%+.'
9#$#909' ,??"5,;?.' !/.01"' +.#-+%' 9#$X" 'DJ#-06.'
DVFF&'
'
'
'

'
'
'
'
'
'
' #$%&'()*(+$,$(-.(/$,'0(1-203'1($45(16471'

water source 

Name upper head 

bond(m1/2) 

lower head 

bond(m1/2) 

Flow 

(m3/s) '  1000 

Reservoir 10 8 57 

First River 8 4 54 

Second River 7 3 200 

Swamps 5 3 1.5406 

lake 4.5 2 406 

Pond 6 3 5 

water sink 

Name Lower head 

bond(m1/2) 

upper head 

bond(m1/2) 

Flow 

(m3/s) ' 1000 

Municipal 2 6 70 

Agriculture 2 5 460 

Rural 3 4 7 

Industry 2 5 12 

Tourism 1 3 5 '
'
'
#$%&'(8*("'$5(&-119!:(-.(/$,'0(.&-/(%',/''4(1-203'1($45(16471(

!

"
#$
#%
&'
(%
!

)(
%$
*!"
(&
#%
!

+#
,'
-.
!"
(&
#%
!

+/
01
2$
!

30
4#
!

5'
-.
!

67-(,(203! 89:;! 89<=! 89>?! 89@@! 89A;! 89@<

BC%(,73*7%#! 89@D! 89<@! 89:;! 89:=! 89:! 89A>

"7%03! 89A<! 89AD! 89:! 89<<! 89:;! 89@<

E-.7$*%F! 89<A! 89<:! 89A;! 89><! 89@A! 89A@

G'7%($1! 89<! 89@! 89<D! 89@A! 89<A! 89A>
'
'
'
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!"#$%&'(&)*%+,-&.%",&$-**/01234&-5&6"7%8&5$-6&&
#%76%%9&*-+8:%*&"9,&*;9<!

!

"#
$#
%&
'(
%!

)(
%$
*!"
(&
#%
!

+#
,'
-.
!

"(
&#
%!

+/
01
2$
!

30
4#
!

5'
-.
!

67-(,(203! 89:! 89;<! 89==! 89::! 89>! 89:;!
?@%(,73*7%#! 89:A! 89>A! 89:! 89:B! 89;;! 89<A!
"7%03! 89<;! 89>C! 89;;! 89>=! 89:! 89:;!
D-.7$*%E! 89>:! 89>F! 89>! 89=B! 89:>! 89<=!
G'7%($1! 89>;! 89:<! 89;B! 89:>! 89>:! 89<A!!

!
H'12'$(*#! H7%&#! 'I! $'7%,#! 0-.! ,'-$71#%! 0%#!
$J(I*#.! &#%*(,033E! *'/0%.$! #0,J! '*J#%! /(*J!

$(K#
B
L1(-. 9! GJ#-! */'! ,7%&#$! 0%#! 1'&#.!

J'%(K'-*033E! 7-*(3! ,%'$$! #0,J! '*J#%! 0*! *J#! 2(-,J!
2'(-*! MI(@7%#! =NN9! ?$! ,0-! O#! $##-! *J#! 10P(171!
/0*#%! *%0-$1(**#.! OE! @%0&(*0*('-03! .%(&#-! I'%,#! ($!
#Q703! /(*J! J'%(K'-*03! $#,*('-! *J0*! */'! ,7%&#!
'&#%302! /(*J! #0,J! '*J#% *

0<<C8A9>>B ' 9! D-! '*J#%!
/'%.$!OE!7$(-@!JE.%073(,!5(-,J!10P(171!01'7-*!
'I!/0*#%!*J0*!,0-!O#!.($*%(O7*#.!(-!-#*/'%4!'-3E!OE!
7$(-@! #0%*J! @%0&(*E! I'%,#! 0-.! /(*J'7*! *J#! 7$#! 'I!
2712(-@R! /0$! .#*#%1(-#.9! "#10(-(-@! %#Q7(%#.!
/0*#%!I'%!,'-$71#%$!*J0*!,0-!-'*!O#!*%0-$I#%%#.!OE!
@%0&(*0*('-03! I'%,#! ($! #Q703! /(*J! *

0<<C8>9CC8 ' 9!
GJ($! 01'7-*! $J'73.! O#! *%0-$I#%%#.! OE! 2712(-@!
'2#%0*('-$9!!
!

!
=;>(& ?(& @%77;9>& 7.%& 1(-L. &5-8& 8%*-+8:%*& "9,& :-9*+0%8*&
:-0A-*;7%&&:+8B%*!
!

!
=;>(&C(&D."87&*.;57%,&:-0A-*;7%&:+8B%*!
!
(-!*J#!.#$(@-!'I!/0*#%!-#*/'%4$!S2*(171!2'$(*('-!
'I!2712(-@!$*0*('-!0-.!*J#!'2*(103!%#Q7(%#.!.%(&#-!
I'%,#!I'%!2%'&(.(-@!%#10(-(-@!.#10-.#.!/0*#%!I'%!
,'-$71#%!($!0-$/#%!'I!0!,'123#P!2%'O3#1R!O7*!*J#!
(--'&0*(&#! JE.%073(,! 2(-,J! 1#*J'.! .#*#%1(-#.!
*J#1!I0$*!0-.!#0$(3E9!TE!,'-$(.#%(-@!/J0*!/0$!$0(.!
(-! *J#! 2%#&('7$! $#,*('-R! (I! 3''4! 0*! 5(-,J! 2'(-*! (*!
7-.#%$*0-.! *J0*! *J#! U04#! ($! *J#! ,%(*(,03! 0-.! 4#E!
$'7%,#R! /J(,J! ,07$#! *'! 104(-@! 5(-,J! 2'(-*9!
GJ#%#I'%#!17$*!O#!2#%I'%1#.!-#,#$$0%E!,J0-@#$!(-!
2$#7.'! J#(@J*! 'I! *J($! %#$'7%,#R! $'! *J0*! *J#! 2'(-*!
5(-,J! 0$! %#$*%(,*(&#! 2'(-*! ($! %#1'&#.! '%! 1'&#.!
J'%(K'-*033E! *'/0%.! 3#I*! $(.#! 'I! $'7%,#! ,'12'$(*#!
,7%&#9! ?$! %#$73*! $'7%,#$! 0-.! ,'-$71#%$! ,0-!
*%0-$I#%! *'/0%.! #0,J! '*J#%9! GJ#! 5$#7.'! J#(@J*! 'I!
U04#! ($! O#*/##-! B! V! >9;! 1C! W! B9! TE! X$(-@! *J#!
2712(-@! '2#%0*('-! 722#%! 5$#7.'! J#(@J*! 3(1(*! 'I!
U04#!($!(-,%#0$#.!*'!;!1CW!B9!D-!*J($!,0$#R!+J(I*#.!
H'12'$(*#!H7%&#$!/(33!O#!0$!*J#!I(@7%#!MFN9!?$!/#!
$##! (-! *J($! I(@7%#! *'*03! %#Q7(%#.!/0*#%!.#10-.! I'%!
,'-$71#%!0%#!$0*($I(#.9!
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!"#$% &$% '()*+,-"(#% ./+% /+,0% 12% 3,4+% ),5-+% .1% )/,(#+%
6"()/% 71"(.% 71-"."1(% ,(0% "()*+,-+% ./+% 18+*3,77+0%
-+)."1(!
"#! $%&! '$()*&)! &+,-./&0! %1)2,(/*3! 4*#3%! -&$%5)!

,//53,$&'! 6,$&2! $5! 35#'(-&2! ('*#7! &,2$%! 72,8*$1!

)2*8&#! 9523&! ,#)! 6*$%5($! ,#1! .(-.*#7!

&-./51-&#$:! ;%&#! %1)2,(/*3! 4*#3%! -&$%5)!

)&$&2-*#&)! $%&! 5.$*-,/! .5'*$*5#! ,#)! '.&3*9*3,$*5#!

59! .(-.*#7! '$,$*5#'! <1! 72,.%*3,/! $55/'! ,#)!

)&3*'*5#! -,=&2':! >'! 6,'! #5$&)0! *-.258&)! ,#)!

5.$*-(-! -,#,7&-&#$! 59! 6,$&2! 2&'5(23&'! 925-!

&#&271!35#'(-.$*5#!.5*#$!59!8*&6! *'! 9&,'*</&! ,#)!

.5''*</&!<1!.25.5'&)!-&$%5):!

!"#$%##"&'!!
?1)2,(/*3! 4*#3%! -&$%5)! *'! ,! 72,.%*3,/! -&$%5)!

<,'&)!5#!4*#3%!$&3%#5/571!$%,$!('&'!$%&!72,.%*3,/!

,#)! 35#3&.$(,/! '3&#,2*5! 952! 5.$*-,/! )&'*7#! 59!

6,$&2! )*'$2*<($*5#! #&$652=! 925-! .(-.*#7! &#&271!

.5*#$! 59! 8*&6! ,#)! 35'$'! )(&! $5! *$':! ;%*'! -&$%5)!

)&$&2-*#&)!-*#*-(-!,-5(#$!59!.56&2!,#)!&#&271!

2&@(*2&)! 952! 6,$&2! .(-.*#7:!!

"#!$%&!&+,-./&!'$()*&)!*#!$%*'!,2$*3/&!.'&()5!%&*7%$!

59! 6,$&2! '5(23&! *#32&,'&)! ,'! A:B-CDE0! 6%*3%!

3,('&)! $5! '(../1! $5$,/! )&-,#)&)! 6,$&2! 952!

35#'(-&2':! ;%('0! $%&! /56&'$! ('*#7! 59! .(-.'! ,#)!

'(*$,</&! $%&-! /53,$*5#!,2&!)&$&2-*#&):!F@(*.-&#$!

.(23%,'&! 35'$'! )(&! $5! .(-.'0! 8,/8&'! ,#)!

35#$25/*#7! *#'$2(-&#$0!',9&$1!,#)!5$%&2!&@(*.-&#$!

,#)! &#&271! 35'$'! 06%*3%! ,2&! 8&21! '*7#*9*3,#$! ,#)!

*-.52$,#$0! ,2&! G*#*-*H&)! *#! $%*'! -&$%5):! ;%&!

5.&2,$*#7! 35'$'! 2&'(/$*#7! 925-! 2&.,*2! ,#)!

-,*#$&#,#3&! 59! .(-.'! ,#)! 2&/,$&)! &@(*.-&#$! ,2&!

2&)(3&):!!

;%&!-&$%5)!7*8&#!*#!$%*'!,2$*3/&!*'!,!8&21!&99*3*&#$!

6,10! ,#)! '$*//! &,'1! $5! )&'*7#! $%&! )*'$2*<($*5#!

#&$652=:!;%*'!-&$%5)!.258*)&!IAJ!59!$%&!2&@(*2&)!

6,$&2! $%25(7%! 72,8*$1! )2*8&#! 9523&! 952! 35#'(-&2!

,#)!$%&!2&-,*#*#7!EAJ!$%25(7%!$%&!.(-.'!$%,$!,2&!

'&/&3$&)!*#!5.$*-(-!'$,$&:!;%&2&952&0!<1!$%&!/56&'$!

&#&271! 35#'(-.$*5#! *#! .(-.'! )*'$2*<($*5#!

5.&2,$*5#'! *'! .&2952-&):!K$%&2!-&$%5)'!-,1! ,/'5!

<&! .25.5'&)! 952! )&'*7#! 59! )*'$2*<($*5#! #&$652=:!

G,$%&-,$*3,/!-&$%5)'! '(3%! ,'!L(.&2!L$2(3$(2&! *'!

8&21! %*7%! ,33(2,31:! M($! $%&'&! -&$%5)'! #&&)! $5!

8&21! %*7%! 35-.($,$*5#,/! $*-&:! ;%&1! ,2&! -52&!

'5.%*'$*3,$&)!-&$%5)'!$%,#!72,.%*3,/!-&$%5)'!,#)!

<&3,('&! /,3=! 59! ('&2! 35#$25/! ,#)! .259*3*&#31! 5#!

'5/($*5#! .253&''0! /53,/! 5.$*-,/! .5*#$! -,1! <&!

5<$,*#&)! 925-! 5.$*-*H,$*5#:! M($! *#! 72,.%*3,/!

-&$%5)'! '(3%! ,'! -&$%5)'! <,'&)! 5#! 4*#3%!

$&3%#5/571!<&3,('&!,//!59! $%&!)*,72,-0!8*'(,/!,#)!

35#3&.$(,/! 35#$25/0! 5.$*-*H,$*5#! .253&''! *'!

)*2&3$&)! $56,2)! $%&! 75/5<,/! 5.$*-,/! .5*#$:!N*'(,/!

,#)!35#3&.$(,/!)&3*'*5#O-,=&2!*'!3,.,<*/*$1!59!$%*'!

#58,/! -&$%5)! $5! 5.$*-*H,$*5#! 59! /,27&! ,#)!

'5.%*'$*3,$&)! .25</&-:! F8&#! 6*$%! *-.258&)!

72,.%*3,/! $&3%#*@(&'! <,'&)! 5#! ;,<(/,2! G&$%5)!

PCQ0EAR! ,33(2,31! 59! 72,.%*3,/! -&$%5)'! 3,#! <&!

*#32&,'&):!!

!

()&'$*%#"&'!!
"#! $%*'! .,.&2! 6,'! )&8&/5.&)! ,! #&6! 72,.%*3,/!

-&$%5)! <,'&)! 5#! 4*#3%! $&3%#5/571! ,'! ?1)2,(/*3!

4*#3%! 952! 5.$*-*H*#7! $%&! 6,$&2! )*'$2*<($*5#!

#&$652='! 952-! .(-.*#7! &#&271! 8*'*5#:! ;%*'!

-&$%5)!.25.5'&'!$%&!/,27&'$!('*#7!59!72,8*$1!9523&!

$5!$2,#'9&2!6,$&2!925-!2&'5(23&'!$5!35#'(-&2'!,#)!

$%&#!('&'!.(-.'! $5!.258*)&! $%&!2&-,*#*#7!#&&)&)!

6,$&2! 952!35#'(-&2! *#! $%&! /56&'$!.5''*</&!35'$!59!

.(-.'0! 2&/,$&)! &@(*.-&#$0! ,#)! &#&271!

35#'(-.$*5#:! G*#*-(-! ('&! 59! .(-.'0! &/&3$2*3!

&#&271! ,#)! .56&2! /&,)'! $5! 2&)(3&)! -,*#$&#,#3&!

,#)! *#8&'$-&#$! 35'$'! ,#)! &#&271! 35'$':!?1)2,(/*3!

.*#3%!<1!('*#7!72,.%*3,/! ,#)! 35#3&.$(,/! )&3*'*5#!

-,=&2'! .258*)&'! <&$$&2! '$2,$&7*&'! 952! .25</&-!

'5/8*#7! $%,#! $%&! G,$%&-,$*3,/! -&$%5)':!

S5#$25/*#7! ,#)! /&,)*#7! 59! 5.$*-*H,$*5#! .253&''!

$56,2)! $%&!7/5<,/!5.$*-(-!'$,$&! *'! .5''*</&:!;%*'!

-&$%5)! *'! .2&'&#$&)! ,'! ,! #58,/! ,#)! &99*3*&#$!

-&$%5)! 952! '3*&#$*9*3'0! 2&'&,23%&2'0! ,#)! )&'*7#&2'!

59!6,$&2!)*'$2*<($*5#!#&$652=:!

+,-,.,'$,#(
PCR T*##%5990! M:! ,#)! ;(2#&20! U:! >:! V4*#3%!

$&3%#5/571W! S%&-:F:! X&3&-<&20! ..YZEOYZ[0!

CQIA!

PER T*##%599! >#)! \/56&20! U:! ]:! 0! V! >!
;%&2-5)1#,-*3! >..25,3%! ;5! 42,3$*3,/!

4253&''! ^&$652=! X&'*7#W0! >*3%! YE
#)

! >##(,/!

G&&$*#70! ^58&-<&2! EBOEQ0! L,#! \2,#3*'350!

4,.&2!^5!EI<0!CQYQ:!
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!"# $%&'()*+,-$./$0/$1+,$23++4&55-$6/-$789:51;*$
<:*1$ %1:=*>)$ ?*1>$ @A;41+=*:$ B*>'&:C)D$ >$ E$
F4*(//*$ GG>4$ <++91H$ I*)/$ J*>>3+=-$ <K:3H-$
61>4-$L/$M-$GNOP/$

!P# 23++4&55-$ 6/$ <+,$ <4(1,-$ 8/-$ 7F&)>$
QK>3(3R1>3&+$ ?*1>$ @A;41+=*:$ B*>'&:C)$ G/$
J3+3(9($@+*:=S$<+,$F1K3>1H$L)3+=$ 83(KH*$
J&,*H)$ F1K3>1H$ F&)>D-$ F&(K$ <+,$ F4*(/@$
GPTUV/$UWNXUYZ/GNNZ/$

!Y# [1+\*4$ 84143-$ J/$ ?/-$ 7[I@88LI@$ .:&K$
F&+)3,*:1>3&+$ E+$ [:&;*))$ E+>*=:1>3&+]-[4/.$
%4*)3)/$L+3^*:)3>S$ &5$J1+;4*)>*:$ E+)>3>9>*$ &5$
8;3*+;*$1+,$%*;4+&H&=S-$GNNW/$

!_# $[&HHS-$`/$%/-$[1+\*4$84143-$J/$?/$<+,$a1=*,*$
b/$ Q/-$ 7[:*))9:*$ .:&K$ F&+)3,*:1>3&+$ 3+$ >4*$
I*>:&53>$ &5$ >4*$ ?@BD-$ %:1+)/E/F4*(/@/$
_O<-KK/$WGGXWWZ-$GNNZ/$

!U# [&HHS-$ `/$ %/-$ [1+\*4$ 84143-$ J/$ ?/$ 7K:&;*))$
3+>*=:1>3&+$ :*>:&53>$ )9c\*;>$ >&$ K:*))9:*$ ,:&K$
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On the Nature of the Heat Transfer Feasibility Constraint in 
the Optimal Synthesis/Design of Complex Energy Systems 

Andrea Toffoloa, Andrea Lazzarettoa and Michael R. von Spakovskyb 

Abstract:  In this paper, the formulation of the constraint on heat transfer feasibility in the 
synthesis/design optimization of complex energy systems is discussed, with particular emphasis on the 
case for which the matching among the hot and cold thermal streams within the system is not defined a 
priori. The mathematical nature of the set of inequality constraints expressing the internal availability of 
thermal power at different temperature levels is examined and some examples are shown illustrating 
the way these constraints bound the feasible region of the search space and affect the hypersurface of 
the so-called optimum response surface, which results from considering a reduced number of degrees 
of freedom of the optimization problem. A brief discussion is also proposed about the choice of the 
algorithm and the variables for the optimization process.  

Keywords:  Heat transfer feasibility, complex energy systems, synthesis/design optimization. 

1. Introduction 

2. The heat transfer feasibility 
constraint  
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3. The impact on the search space 
and the optimum response surface 
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3.1. The example application 
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;(45='-N-/53-O-/2)-'4>:6=/5)(:'67-/"=4?)#-
-

-

'%#()<() =7",)>?)5+,)-,7"%23,)0,#%.&).-)5+,)",704+)"174,)
@%5+)5+,).2A,45%B,)-/&45%.&)B73/,")"+.@&).&)5+,)
"/0-74,")4.00,"1.&C%&#)5.)745%B,))1%&4+)1.%&5"()

-

'%#()D() =7",)>?)5+,)E8F)@%5+)0,"1,45)5.)04)7&C)1%"()



!""#$%&'()*+,-$-"./+&,000

1*&%/23&+456&%789+45/9% 5.%.45::%.;//4*%/9% 4*&%9/9#
.;//4*% 7</945&<%/7% 4*&% .&(<+*% .=(+&,%>9% 4*&%/4*&<%
*(9?@% 54% (==&(<.% 4*(4% "!" %'56&.% (% 4<565(:%
+/94<52845/9% 4/% 4*&% /23&+456&% 789+45/9% A4*&% *5'*&<%
4*&%;(..%7:/0%<(4&@%4*&%*5'*&<%4*&%9&4%=/0&<B,%1*5.%
.8''&.4.% 4*(4% /9:C% 4*&% /23&+456&% 789+45/9% 6(:8&.%
+/<<&.=/9?59'% 4/% 4*&% ;(D5;8;% 6(:8&% /7% "!" %7/<%
(9C% +/8=:&% /7% 6(:8&.% /7% #$% (9?% %$&% .*/8:?% 2&%
+/9.5?&<&?,%E9%4*5.%0(C@%4*&%>FG%054*%<&.=&+4%4/%#$%
(9?% %$&% 5.% /24(59&?% AH5',% IB,% 1*5.% .8<7(+&% 5.%
/265/8.:C% 9/9#.;//4*@% 2&+(8.&% 4*&% 9/9#.;//4*%
7&(48<&.%/9%4*&%7</945&<%/7%4*&%.&(<+*%.=(+&%59%H5',%
J% (<&% ?5<&+4:C% =</3&+4&?% /94/% 4*&% >FG% (:/9'% 4*&%

"!" %+//<?59(4&%(.%.*/09%59%H5',%I,%

!"!"#$%&''#()&'#*)(+,'-#*./'/#
>=45;5K(45/9% =</2:&;.% 054*% (% *5'*% 98;2&<% /7%
?&+5.5/9% 6(<5(2:&.% +(9% 2&% =*C.5+(::C% ?&+/;=/.&?%
89?&<% .=&+575+% *C=/4*&.&.% 4/% <&?8+&% 4*&%
+/;=84(45/9(:% &77/<4% /7% 4*&% /=45;5K(45/9% =</+&..,%
)*C.5+(:% ?&+/;=/.545/9% +(9% 2&% *5&<(<+*5+(:% /<%
9/9#*5&<(<+*5+(:,%
L&.4&?%/=45;5K(45/9% A.&&@% &,',@% MNOB% 5.% (9% &D(;=:&%
/7% *5&<(<+*5+(:% ?&+/;=/.545/9% (++/<?59'% 4/%0*5+*%
?&+5.5/9% 6(<5(2:&.% (<&% ?565?&?% 594/% 4/=#% (9?%
2/44/;#:&6&:%6(<5(2:&.,%P/44/;#:&6&:%6(<5(2:&.%(<&%
/=45;5K&?% 0*5:&% Q&&=59'% 4*&% 4/=#:&6&:% 6(<5(2:&.%
+/9.4(94,% 1*&% /=45;5K&?% 6(:8&% /7% 4*&% /23&+456&%
789+45/9%5.%4*&9%8.&?%4/%+(:+8:(4&%9&0%'8&..%6(:8&.%
7/<%4*&%4/=#:&6&:%6(<5(2:&.,%%
E4&<(456&%:/+(:R':/2(:%/=45;5K(45/9%AEST>B%MU#!O%5.%
(9% &D(;=:&% /7% 9/9#*5&<(<+*5+(:% ?&+/;=/.545/9%
=</=/.&?% 4/% /=45;5K&% +/;=:&D% .C.4&;.,% 1*&%
/6&<(::%.C.4&;%5.%=*C.5+(::C%?&+/;=/.&?%594/%:/+(:%
.82.C.4&;.% 4*(4% .*(<&% ./;&% V8(94545&.@% 9(;&?%
W+/8=:59'% 789+45/9.X% A2&+(8.&% 4*&C% +(9% 2&%
&D=<&..&?%(.%789+45/9.%/7%4*&%?&+5.5/9%6(<5(2:&.%/7%
4*&% :/+(:% .82.C.4&;.B@% 4/% 4(Q&% 594/% (++/894% 4*&%
789+45/9(:%:59Q.%(;/9'%4*&%.82.C.4&;.,%%
E9%2/4*%?&+/;=/.545/9%.4<(4&'5&.@% 4*&%/=45;5K(45/9%
=</+&..% &D=:/54.% (% <&?8+&?% 98;2&<% /7% ?&'<&&.% /7%
7<&&?/;% /7% 4*&% /<5'59(:% =</2:&;% A4/=#:&6&:%
6(<5(2:&.R+/8=:59'%789+45/9.B%(.%+//<?59(4&.%(:/9'%
0*5+*% 4*&% .&(<+*% 7/<% 4*&% /=45;8;% 5.% =&<7/<;&?,%
Y++/<?59'% 4/% 4*5.% +*(9'&% /7% =&<.=&+456&@% 4*&%
/23&+456&% 789+45/9% 5.% 9/0% .&&9% (.% 4*&% >FG% 054*%
<&.=&+4% 4/% 4*&% +*/.&9% ?&'<&&.% /7% 7<&&?/;,% 1*&%
7/::/059'%4*<&&%+(.&.%.*/0%4*(4%4*&%.;//4*9&..%/7%
4*&%>FG%5.%?&&=:C%(77&+4&?%2C%4*&%Z1H[,%
[(.&% EE% =<&.&94.% (% =*C.5+(:% ?&+/;=/.545/9% /7% 4*&%
+/;259&?%+C+:&%=/0&<%=:(94% 594/% 40/%.82.C.4&;.@%

(++/<?59'% 4/% 4*&% 4*&<;(:% +/8=:59'% (==</(+*%
=</=/.&?%59%M\O,%1*&%75<.4%.82.C.4&;%+/;=<5.&.%4*&%
P<(C4/9% +C+:&% A54.% :/+(:% ?&+5.5/9% 6(<5(2:&.% (<&% #$%
(9?% '" B@%0*&<&(.%4*&%.&+/9?%/9&%&9+:/.&.%4*&%40/%
F(9Q59&% +C+:&.% A54.% :/+(:% ?&+5.5/9% 6(<5(2:&.% (<&%

$!" @% %$&@% "!" @% %]&% (9?% (\&B,% 1*&% Z1H[% 5.%
7/<;8:(4&?% 59% 4*&% :/+(:% /=45;5K(45/9% =</2:&;% /7%
4*&%.&+/9?%.82.C.4&;@%284%4*&%75<.4%.82.C.4&;%;8.4%
=(..% 597/<;(45/9% (2/84% 4*&%*/4% 7:8&%'(.% .4<&(;% 4/%
4*&% .&+/9?% .82.C.4&;% ./% 4*(4% 4*&% Z1H[% +(9% 2&%
&6(:8(4&?,%1*5.%597/<;(45/9%?&=&9?.%/9%2/4*%/7%4*&%
:/+(:%?&+5.5/9%6(<5(2:&.%/7%4*&%75<.4%.82.C.4&;^%(9?@%
4*&<&7/<&@% #$% (9?% '" %(<&% +*/.&9% (.% 4*&% +/8=:59'%
789+45/9.% :59Q59'% 4*&% 40/%.82.C.4&;.%A=:&(.&%9/4&%
4*(4%4*5.%+*/5+&%/7%(%<&?8+&?%98;2&<%/7%?&'<&&.%/7%
7<&&?/;%5.%&V856(:&94%4/%4*&%+*/5+&%/7%#$%(9?% '" %(.%
4/=#:&6&:%6(<5(2:&.%59%(%9&.4&?%/=45;5K(45/9@%5,&,%4*&%
<&.8:459'%>FG%5.%4*&%.(;&B,%%

%

)*+,-.,- /'&0-112-340-5!6-7*34-#0&%0$3-38-#$-'9:- '" ,-

1*&%>FG%/7%4*&%/<5'59(:%=</2:&;%054*%<&.=&+4%4/%#$%
(9?% '" %5.% .*/09% 59%H5',%!,% E4%(==&(<.% 4*(4%(% :(<'&%
=/<45/9%/7%4*&%A#$@% '" B%=:(9&%5.%897&(.52:&%A4*5.%9/4%
2&+(8.&% /7% 4*&% Z1H[@% .59+&% (]+% 5.% '<&(4&<% 4*(9%
$N--% _B% (9?% (% .:5'*4:C% 9/9#.;//4*% &?'&% ?565?&.%
4*&%>FG% 594/% 40/%K/9&.,% E9%/9&% K/9&% (::% 4*&% 7/8<%
=/..52:&% =59+*% =/594.% (<&% .5;8:4(9&/8.:C% (+456&%
A284% (\&% 5.% :/0&<% 4*(9% 54.% 8==&<% 2/89?% /7% I$$,$N%
_B@% 0*&<&(.% 59% 4*&% /4*&<% K/9&% 054*% (\&% &V8(:% 4/%
I$$,$N% _% /9:C% =59+*% =/594.% P@% [% (9?% `% (<&%
.5;8:4(9&/8.:C%(+456&%A=59+*%=/594%Y%5.%9/4%(+456&%
59% 4*5.%K/9&%2&+(8.&%(\+% 5.%*5'*&<% 4*(9%I$$,$Na$-%
_@% (9?% (\&% +(99/4% &D+&&?% 54.% 8==&<% 2/89?B,% 1*&%
/=45;(:% ./:845/9% A.*/09% 054*% (% 0*54&% +5<+:&B%
2&:/9'.%4/%4*5.%.&+/9?%K/9&%(9?%:5&.%/9%4*&%7</945&<%
/7%4*&%7&(.52:&%<&'5/9%A4*5.%;&(9.%4*(4%(]+b$N--%_%
(4%4*&%/=45;8;B,%



!"#$%$&'(")#***$+&,%-)./0

1/')- 222- 34)')56'- /5(6!)4- 3!7'8"/9- :)"(;3('868(5-
(<-6!)-"(;=85):-"7"9)-3(*)4-39/56-85-*!8"!-6!4))-
'>='7'6);'- /4)- 8'(9/6):- /""(4:85.- 6(- 6!)- "7"9)-
'>3)48;3('868(5- "(>3985.- /334(/"!- 34(3('):- 85-
?@A#- B>='7'6);- %- "(;348')'- 6!)- C4/76(5- "7"9)-
*!89)- '>='7'6);'- &- /5:- +- "(;348')- 6!)- 9(*- /5:-
!8.!- 34)''>4)- D/5E85)- "7"9)'F- 4)'3)"68G)97#- H(4-
'/E)-(<-'8;398"867F-'(;)-;(:8<8"/68(5'-/4)-;/:)-6(-
6!)-(48.85/9-(368;8I/68(5-34(=9);J-"(5'6/56-G/9>)'-
/4)- /''8.5):- 6(- %!" -K&#&+%- E.L'M- /5:- #@$- KN%%#%O-
PM- /5:- 6!)- 6*(- 85)Q>/9867- "(5'64/856'- 85- R/=9)- %-
/4)-"(5G)46):-856(-)Q>/9867-"(5'64/856'#-25-6!8'-*/7F-
6!)-9("/9-:)"8'8(5-G/48/=9)'-(<-6!)-6!4))-'>='7'6);-
/4)- 4)'3)"68G)97J- S%&TF- S'%$T- /5:- S &!" F- '+$T#- R!)-
URH1- 8'- <(4;>9/6):- 85- 6!)- 9("/9- (368;8I/68(5-
34(=9);-(<- '>='7'6);-+F- /5:- '>='7'6);'-%- /5:-&-
;>'6-3/''-85<(4;/68(5-/=(>6-6!)84-6!)4;/9-'64)/;'-
6(- '>='7'6);- +- 85- (4:)4- 6!/6- 6!)- URH1- "/5- =)-
)G/9>/6):#- R!8'- 85<(4;/68(5- :)3)5:'- (5- 6!)- 9("/9-
:)"8'8(5- G/48/=9)'- (<- '>='7'6);'- %- /5:- &F- /5:F-
6!)4)<(4)F- %&- /5:- '%$- /4)- "!(')5- /'- 6!)- "(>3985.-
<>5"68(5'-985E85.-6!)-6!4))-'>='7'6);'-K/./85F-6!8'-
8'- )Q>8G/9)56- 6(- "!(('85.- %&- /5:- '%$- /'- 6(3,9)G)9-
G/48/=9)'-85-/-5)'6):-(368;8I/68(5M#--
-

-

()*+,-.+,/0$1,2223,451,6!7,8)45,%1$'1&4,49,%&,0:;,'%$+,

R!)- VDB- (<- 6!8'- '8;398<8):- G)4'8(5- (<- 6!)-
(368;8I/68(5-34(=9);-*86!- 4)'3)"6- 6(-%&- /5:-'%$- 8'-
'!(*5-85-H8.#-%$#-W(-<)/'8=9)-'(9>68(5-8'-<(>5:-<(4-
%&-X%Y#&+YN- K5(6)- 6!/6-385"!-3(856-Z- 8'-/"68G)- <(4-
%&[%Y#&+YNM- =)"/>')- 6!)- 8;3('868(5- (<- "(5'6/56-
G/9>)'-(5-=(6!-#@$-/5:-#+*-=)"(;)'- 85"(;3/68=9)#-
B8;89/497- 6(-"/')- 2F- 6!)-VDB- 8'-:8G8:):- 856(- 6!4))-
I(5)'-85-*!8"!-385"!-3(856'-CF-1-/5:-\-/4)-/"68G)-
(5)-/6-/-68;)#-R!)-(368;/9-'(9>68(5-K'!(*5-*86!-/-
*!86)- "84"9)M- 8'- <(>5:- /6- 6!)- ]>5"68(5- (<- 6!)- 6!4))-
'!/43-):.)'-'!/4):-=7-6!)-6!4))-I(5)'#-

H85/997F- "/')- 2^- 34)')56'- /- 5)'6):- (368;8I/68(5-
!/G85.-%&F-'%$- /5:-'+$- /'- 6(3- 9)G)9-G/48/=9)'- K6!)')-
/4)- 34(=/=97- 6!)-;('6- '8.58<8"/56- G/48/=9)'- (<- 6!)-
')G)5-/'-*899-=)-:8'">''):-85-B)"68(5-@M#-R!)-6!4)),
:8;)5'8(5/9- VDB- 8'- G8'>/98I):- 85- H8.#- %%- =7-
')"68(585.-86-/6-"(5'6/56-%&-39/5)'-K/-3(468(5-(<-6!)-
'3/")- :)<85):- =7- 6!)- 6!4))- 6(3,9)G)9- G/48/=9)'- 8'-
>5<)/'8=9)- /6- !8.!- G/9>)'- (<- '+$- =)"/>')- (<- 6!)-
"(5'64/856- (5- <_$M#- 25- 6!)- 5)8.!=(>4!((:- (<- 6!)-
(368;/9-'(9>68(5-K'!(*5-*86!-/-*!86)-"84"9)M-6!)4)-
/4)-<(>4-'>='3/")'-85-*!8"!-:8<<)4)56-"(;=85/68(5'-
(<- 6!)- <(>4- 3(''8=9)- 385"!- 3(856'- /4)- /"68G)#-
`((E85.-/6-6!)-"(9(>4):-"(56(>4'-85-)/"!-39/5)F-86-
/33)/4'- 6!/6- 6!)- =)!/G8(>4- (<- 6!)- VDB- 8'- "9)/497-
5(5,';((6!- /6- 6!)- '>4</")'- '!/4):- =7- 6!)')- <(>4-
'>='3/")'#-

-

()*+,--+,/0$1,2=3,451,6!7,8)45,%1$'1&4,49,%&>,'%$,0:;,'+$+,

!"#$%&'()*+&,#-./0-12#
25- .)5)4/9F- 6!)- 8;3('868(5- (<- 6!)- <)/'8=89867-
"(5'64/856-6(-6!)->5:)<85):-!)/6-64/5'<)4-')"68(5-85-
6!)- '756!)'8'L:)'8.5- (368;8I/68(5- (<- /- "(;39)a-
)5)4.7- '7'6);- 8'- )a3)"6):- 6(- .)5)4/6)- /- 5(5,
';((6!-VDB-(5-*!8"!- 6!)- (368;/9- '(9>68(5-;>'6-
=)- <(>5:#-R!)-Q>)'68(5-*!8"!-/48')'- 8'-*!/6-E85:-
(<- (368;8I/68(5- /9.(486!;'- /4)- /=9)- 6(- :)/9- *86!-
'>"!-/-'86>/68(5b-R4/:868(5/9-:84)"6-')/4"!-;)6!(:'-
<(4- "(5'64/85):- (368;8I/68(5- /4)- =/'):- (5- 6!)-
85<(4;/68(5- ./6!)4):- <4(;- 6!)- :)48G/68G)'- (<- 6!)-
VDBF-/5:-'(-6!)7-/4)-98E)97-6(-=)-:)")8G):-=7-6!)-
'!/43- ):.)'- .)5)4/6):- =7- 6!)- K:)M/"68G/68(5- (<-
385"!- 3(856'#- 25- </"6F- *!)5- /- 985)/4- (4- Q>/:4/68"-
;(:)9- (<- 6!)- VDB- =>896- (5- (5)- '8:)- (<- 6!)- ):.)-
85:8"/6)'- 6!/6- 6!)- 5)a6- .>)''- 8'- (5- 6!)- (6!)4- '8:)F-
6!)-/9.(486!;-;/7-.)6-'6>"E-.(85.-=/"E-/5:-<(46!-
=)6*))5-6!)-6*(-.>)'')'#-V5)-3(''8=9)-'(9>68(5-8'-
6(- >')- /- 4)'648"6):- ')/4"!- '6)3F- 8#)#- G)48<785.- 6!/6-
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!"#$%&'()*+"#,)"'-.#%$/,)+%$/)01223)4(&%5%.6),"7%6-)8.#)
"),1'$%9.:;(&$%<()(&.6.,%&)"64)(6<%#.6,(6$"')
.=$%,%2"$%.6).8)4(5%-6).8)")$/(#,"')535$(,

!"#$%&'(%)%#"%*'+,$"-.'/%--%%0%*'!,1%&&%0'2"3%'4%5&%.#)'%.0'67#5"3%'8,9#.3%0"1)

! "#$%!&'$!()*&+'&##,'&+)-#.!,/0#&/ 1232)4556')7&'8#,6'/9)5:)4#$%&5(5+9;)4#%,!&;)<,!&
= >#,5)?.!$#)*&+'&##,'&+)-#.!,/0#&/ 1232)4556')7&'8#,6'/9)5:)4#$%&5(5+9;)4#%,!&;)<,!&

>:5$#"&$? !"#$%&'()*+$%,*- ./$%0%12$%.3- 4.5- 6*7%83%38- .4- 2- (*3+9025:- +.8*3*52$%.3- 7;7$*0- :3.<3- 27- =>?!-

+.8*3*52$%.3-7;7$*0-927-(**3-/*54.50*6@-A3-./$%0%12$%.3-2//5.2+9B-$9*-$9*50.*+.3.0%+-236-C3,%5.30*3$2#-27/*+$7-

92,*-(**3-+.37%6*5*6B-7%0"#$23*."7#;@-D9*-*3,%5.30*3$2#-.()*+$%,*-4"3+$%.3-927-(**3-6*4%3*6-236-*E/5*77*6-%3-+.7$-

$*507@- '3*- .4- $9*- 0.7$- 7"%$2(#*- ./$%0%12$%.3- $*+93%F"*7- 6*,*#./*6- "7%38- 2- /25$%+"#25- +#277- .4- 7*25+9- 2#8.5%$907-

:3.<3-27G-!"#$%&'()*+$%,*-H25$%+#*-I<250-'/$%0%12$%.3-J!'HI'K-2#8.5%$90-927-(**3-"7*6-9*5*@-D9%7-2//5.2+9-927-

(**3-2//#%*6- $.- 4%36- $9*-7*$-.4-H25*$.-./$%02#-7.#"$%.37-<%$9- 5*7/*+$- $.- $9*-24.5*0*3$%.3*6-.()*+$%,*- 4"3+$%.37@-?3-

*E20/#*-.4- 4"11;-6*+%7%.3&02:%38-<%$9-$9*-2%6-.4-L*##023&M26*9-2//5.2+9-927-(**3-/5*7*3$*6-236-2-4%32#-./$%02#-

7.#"$%.3-927-(**3-%3$5.6"+*6@-

!"#$%&'() =.8*3*52$%.3B- D9*50.*+.3.0%+7B- C3,%5.30*3$2#- 27/*+$7B !"#$%&'()*+$%,*- H25$%+#*-

I<250-'/$%0%12$%.3B-N"11;-6*+%7%.3-02:%38B L*##023&M26*9-2//5.2+9@

@A)B6$#.41&$%.6
!"#$%&''()$*+$*&,$-*,(.$-/0"$&%#+&($#1#,2)$*33&,%$

0",*&2"$ #1#,2)$ 3*14#,%/*1$ ',*3#%%#%5$ 61$ *,.#,$ 0*$

7/1/7/8#$ 0"#$ #14/,*17#109($ /7'930$ +,*7$ #1#,2)$

%&''():$ 9$ ',/79,)$ 09,2#0$ /%$ 0*$ /13,#9%#$ 0"#$

#++/3/#13)$ *+$ #1#,2)$ 3*14#,%/*1$ ',*3#%%#%$ 91.:$

0"&%:$ .#3,#9%#$ 0"#$ 97*&10$ *+$ +&#($ 91.$ 0"#$ ,#(90#.$

*4#,9(($ #14/,*17#109($ /7'930:$ #%'#3/9(()$ 0"#$

,#(#9%#$*+$39,;*1$./*</.#:$91.$=><$-"/3"$9,#$0-*$
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A Dual-gas Sourced Integrated Methanol/DME/DMC 
Catalysis Approach to Polygeneration Energy Systems 

Design and an Exergoeconomic Analysis 

Zheng Lia,b, Pei Liua, Fen Hea and Minghua Wanga 

a Department of Thermal Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China 
b State Key Laboratory of Power Systems, Beijing 100084, China 

Abstract:  Recent decades have seen a growing concern about ever-increasing green house gas 
(GHG) emissions and depletion of fossil fuels. Polygeneration, a multi-input multi-output energy 
system, provides huge opportunities to tackle these problems due to its superior performances over 
conventional energy systems in terms of energy conversion efficiency and GHG emissions. Many 
approaches have been made in process design and analysis of polygeneration energy systems, but 
most of them focus on using coal gasification as the only way to provide gas for downstream utilization. 
Coke oven gas, another gas source with huge capacity, however, has not received enough attention in 
polygeneration process design, and researches in this field are still rather limited. 
 
In this paper, we present a dual-gas sourced polygeneration process design which uses both 
gasification gas and coke oven gas and produces methanol, dimethyl ether (DME), and dimethyl 
carbonate (DMC) in an integrated catalysis procedure. Gasification gas and coke oven gas are 
converted to synthesis gas, or syngas, via a catalytic reforming procedure, where the ratio between 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen in the syngas is carefully adjusted according to specific requirements 
of downstream chemical synthesis reactions. An integrated catalysis procedure follows, where DME is 
synthesized from the fresh syngas first, unconverted syngas is then sent to a methanol synthesis unit 
to produce methanol, and part of the methanol is further converted to DMC in a DMC synthesis unit. 
Based on the proposed process design, an exergoeconomic analysis and an exergy cost distribution 
diagram are presented, from which the production cost of a product over each functional block of the 
process can be easily obtained. Analysis results show that the largest exergy loss occurs in an 
exothermic reformer, accounting 60.4 percent of the total exergy loss. The exergy cost distribution 
diagram indicates that DMC has the highest exergy cost, followed by DME and methanol, and it is 
economically favorable to use the exhaust gas from the chemical synthesis block for power generation. 

Keywords:  polygeneration, dual-gas source, integrated catalysis, process design, exergoeconomic 
analysis. 

1. Introduction 
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2. Process configuration 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Illustration of MEOH-DME-DMC integrative 
catalytic synthesis 
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Table 1. Composition of coke-oven gas and coal gas 
(volume %) 
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3. Process simulation and exergy 
analysis 

Table 2.  Exergy distribution by functional blocks unit
kJ/s  

4. Exergoeconomic analysis 
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Fig. 2. Exergy cost distribution diagram of integrative catalytic synthesis system 

5. Conclusions 
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 2. The exergy concept 
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2.1. Nuclear exergy 
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2.2. Global nuclear exergy resources 

URANIUM

THORIUM

3. Open cycle for light water 
reactors  
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4. Exergy analysis of the open 
cycle for LWR 

4.1  Mass balance of LWR open cycle 
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4.2 Energy balance of LWR open cycle 
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4.3 Exergy balance of LWR open cycle 

Losses

Losses

Uranium 
tails

Losses

Losses
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5. Generation IV selected fuel 
cycle 

5.1 Molten salt reactors 
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Losses

Losses

Exergy destruction in 
reactor  (54.8%)
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Conclusions 
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Thermoeconomics Meets Industrial Ecology

César Torres a, Sergio Usóna, Antonio Valero a and Alicia Valero a

a CIRCE. Centro de Investigación de Recursos y Consumos Energéticos
Universidad de Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain

Abstract: Industrial Ecology involves the transformation of industrial processes from linear to closed
loop systems: matter and energy flows which were initially considered as wastes become now re-
sources for existing or new processes. In this paper, Thermoeconomics is presented as a systematic
and general approach for the analysis of waste flow integration, which characterizes Industrial Ecol-
ogy. The formulation is based on extending the thermoeconomic process of wastes cost formation in
order to consider their use as input for other processes. Consequently, it can be applied to important
Industrial Ecology issues such as identification of integration possibilities and efficiency improvement,
quantification of benefits obtained by integration, or determination of fair prices based on physical
roots. The capability of the methodology is demonstrated by means of a case study based on the
integration of a power plant, a cement kiln and a gas-fired boiler.

Keywords: Exergy, Thermoeconomics, Industrial Ecology, Waste Treatment.

1. Introduction

Industrial Ecology (IE) o!ers promising opportuni-
ties for attaining sustainable industrial development.
IE essentially aims at achieving a more rational and
balanced industrial organization, trying to imitate
the structure and operation of natural ecosystems.
Like natural organisms, industrial ecosystems con-
sume material, energy and water flows, transform-
ing them into products and wastes. However there is
one important di!erence among the two: the wastes
produced by natural organisms are used as feedstock
for other natural systems. As a result of this cyclic
process, the net production of wastes in nature is
zero. Wastes are a consequence of lack of knowl-
edge. The challenge of industrial systems is thus
to identify opportunities for waste reduction by im-
itating nature (industrial biocenosis). Instead of the
Zoo paradigm in which any industry must be fed
and cleaned up separately, the Savannah paradigm
must prevail. In the latter, every facility feeds prod-
ucts and wastes from someone else and the natu-
ral surroundings act as another active member of
the industrial community. In industrial ecology, the
conventional linear productivity chain approach is
shifted into a materials cycle approach [1]. Unfortu-
nately, the dominant industrial conception has been
so far that of the Zoo paradigm, constituting a fun-
damental factor in the current environmental crisis.

Industrial Ecology principles are materialized
through the establishment of eco-industrial parks.
These are defined as: ”A community of businesses
that cooperate with each other and with the local
community to e!ciently share resources (informa-
tion, materials, water, energy, infrastructure and
natural habitat), leading to economic gains, gains
in environmental quality, and equitable enhance-
ment of human resources for the business and local
community.” [2].

Some of the economic and environmental advan-
tages are the following:
! The input costs of raw materials are reduced as

waste products from one industry are provided as
inputs for another.

! Wastes are converted into products with an asso-
ciated economic value.

! The waste streams are reduced and hence the dis-
posal costs.

! Enhancement of long-term resource security by
increasing the availability of critical resources
such as water, energy or particular raw materials
through contracts.

Although theoretically IE represents a win-win situ-
ation, the associated benefits are di"cult to evaluate
and have seldom been carefully measured. A criti-
cal barrier commonly encountered when promoting
eco-industrial parks is in encouraging companies for
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pursuing industrial symbiosis. The most obvious
motivations are conventional business reasons; for
example, resource sharing can reduce costs and/or
increase revenues [3]. But companies will unlikely
act with mere qualitative statements no matter how
promising they are. Companies need numbers and
these numbers should be as objective and accurate
as possible.
The integration of industrial systems with mutual
exchanges of resources, products and wastes implies
energy savings. And the most objective way to an-
alyze the magnitude of those savings is through the
laws of Thermodynamics. In this context, exergy
rather than energy is the unit of measure to be used
[4]. In every material and energy transformation,
neither matter, nor energy disappear, it is always
exergy what is lost. Each step in the manufactur-
ing process involves the generation of irreversibili-
ties and hence of exergy losses. The most important
contribution of the exergy concept is in its ability
to objectify all the physical manifestations in en-
ergy units, independently of their economic value.
Any product, natural or artificial resource, produc-
tive process or polluting emission can be valued
from an exergy point of view with a single unit of
measure.
Unfortunately, exergy analysis is necessary but not
su"cient to determine the origin of losses and the
potential for energy saving. However Thermoeco-
nomics (TE), takes a step further, including in this
equation the concept of purpose by means of the
definition of e"ciency. This information is not im-
plicit in the Second Law and is the most important
conceptual leap separating and at the same time uni-
fying Physics with Economics. On this way, the ex-
ergy balance is written as:

F ! P ! R = I > 0, (1)

where F are the resources required to carry out the
production P, meanwhile R are the residues gener-
ated and I is the irreversibility of the process.
Furthermore, all mass and energy streams of a pro-
duction chain have an exergy cost, and the more ir-
reversible a process is the more resources are con-
sumed. The concept of exergy cost is still within
Thermodynamics, but it already shares many of the
cost accounting methodologies borrowed from Eco-
nomics. It was proposed by Valero et al. [5] and
almost simultaneously Szargut and Morris [6] pro-

posed the Cumulative exergy consumption. Both
concepts represent in fact embodied exergy.
Thermoeconomics has been largely used for the di-
agnosis of single production plants, allowing the
identification of ine"ciencies and the potential for
energy savings [7]. Now, it is the time to open the
approach to industrial networks under the industrial
ecology paradigm. The versatility of TE allows its
application to complex systems, providing a system-
atic and general approach for the analysis of waste
flow integration.
On the other hand, Input-Output Analysis [8] has
been used to address environmental issues related
to Industrial Ecology [9]. However, it has been tra-
ditionally used with di!erent quantity units for ac-
counting for all energy and material streams coming
into play, what complicates the analysis. Similarly,
if monetary units are used to assign costs, arbitrari-
ness is introduced into the analysis. As it has been
argued before, exergy is a suitable physical unit to
which costs should be allocated. In fact, the ex-
ergy cost methodology is isomorphous with the cost
model of the Input Output Analysis (IO) using the
exergy as the quantity of measure. To the same con-
clusion have come Hau and Bakshi [10], who ap-
plied exergy and cumulative exergy consumption to
IO in a sample of industrial and ecological systems.
Thermoeconomic Input-Output Analysis, (see Ap-
pendix A) formerly Symbolic Thermoeconomics
[11], is an extension of the Exergy Cost Theory
that applied the IO methodology to the analysis of
the cost formation process of products and wastes,
which can help to rationalize the general problem of
energy saving achieved through waste integration.

2. Application of Thermoeconomics
to System Integration Analysis

The aim of this section is to show how Thermoe-
conomic Input-Output Analysis could be applied to
objectively assess the costs of the primary products
interchanged in eco-industrial parks, providing de-
cision tools for process integration.
2.1. Physical structure description
We considered as a case study three installations:
a coal-fired power plant, a cement plant and a gas-
fired boiler producing steam. Besides, two integra-
tions are analyzed: use of steam bleeding instead of
steam produced by the gas-fired boiler, and use of
part of fly ashes for substituting clinker within the
cement industry.
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Figure 1: Eco-industrial park, integrating a power plant, a steam generator and a cement factory

A simplified physical structure of the system has
been depicted in Figure 1. The main facility is
a power plant producing 350 MW at design con-
ditions. In addition to superheated and reheated
steam, the coal-fired boiler produces ash and a flow
of flue gases. The steam cycle is composed of high
pressure, medium pressure and low pressure steam
turbines. Steam leaving the last turbine is con-
densed and then compressed and heated by both low
pressure and high pressure heaters and a deaerator
prior to enter the boiler to close the cycle.

The cement factory considered has a capacity of
650000 ton/year operating 8000 hours/year. The
cement manufacturing process can be divided into
two parts: clinker production taking place in a kiln
and grinding and mixing of this clinker with other
constituents. The clinker production process begins
with the calcination of limestone (mainly CaCO3)
at about 900 oC to form calcium oxide (CaO, lime).
This is followed by the clinkering process in which
the calcium oxide reacts at high temperature (typi-
cally 1400-1500 oC) with silica, alumina, and fer-
rous oxide to form clinker. The clinker is then
milled with gypsum and other additives to produce
cement.

Finally, the gas-fired boiler produces a flow of 10
kg/s of steam at 8.5 bar and 310 oC, and consumes
0.69 kg/s of natural gas.

Exergy flows of the power plant have been adapted
from [12] and correspond to an actual operation
state of the plant. In these conditions, it requires
1014.8 MW of coal to produce 351.6 MW of elec-
tricity. The exergy of the ash flow has been ob-
tained by considering a coal heating value of 16912
kJ/kg, a coal ash content of 23.16% and an ash com-
position of 49% SiO2, 26% Al2O3, 15% CaO and
10% Fe2O3, which results in an exergy value of
454.0 kJ/kg. Values of exergy related to the gas-
fired boiler have been calculated by considering an
energy e"ciency of 90%. In the case of the cement
kiln, it has been considered that each kg of clinker
needs 1.54 kg of raw material (mainly limestone)
and 4195 kJ of fuel (including a small part of elec-
tricity) [13]. Specific exergy of raw material and
clinker are 220 kJ/kg and 1240 kJ/kg respectively,
see reference [14].
In the integrated plant, steam flow produced by
the natural-gas boiler is completely replaced by an
equivalent flow from the steam cycle, while the
power plant production is kept constant. Besides,
10% of the mass flow rate of clinker produced in
the kiln is substituted by fly ashes imported from
the power plant.

2.2. Productive Structure Definition

In order to perform the thermoeconomic analysis, a
productive structure, see reference [15], comprising
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a power plant, a cement kiln and a gas-fired boiler
must be defined defined. Since this structure fo-
cuses on the purpose of the processes, it contains not
only actual devices appearing in the physical struc-
ture but mainly groups of them as well as fictitious
components for joining and distributing flows.

The components e"ciency of the integrated system
is defined in Table 1.

The coal boiler is disaggregated into three compo-
nents: Component #1 is a fictitious device which re-
move the ashes from the coal, and part of the ashes
are recycled in the ash treatment process (#7). Com-
ponent #2 is the combustion chamber that trans-
form the exergy of coal without ashes into a flow of
heat at adiabatic flame temperature, whose exergy
is denoted by EQ, and also produce a flow of flue
gases going to stack (#6). Abatement costs for ashes
landfill and combustion gases are not considered,
and their formation costs are charged to coal (#1).
Component #3 is the steam generator including the
boiler heat exchangers and the feedwater heaters.
The three stages of the turbine are aggregated into
component (#4) and the exergy of the total bleeding
steam is EB = E4 + E5 + E6 + E7 + E9 + E10.

The condenser (#5) is a dissipative component
which produces a residual flow, which cost is dis-
tributed to the turbines and steam generator propor-
tionally to the entropy generated in each of these
components.

Component #9 is a junction connecting steam pro-
duced by the natural-gas boiler (#8) with steam
bleed from the steam cycle in order to produce a
flow to be used in an external process. Besides,
component #11 is another junction which connects
clinker from the kiln (#10) with ash imported from
the power plant.

Thermoeconomic Input–Output Analysis provides
general relationships between the production de-
mand and the resources cost with the e"ciency and
waste generation of the individual process of an en-
ergy system. It is based on the productive structure
and it is represented by an input–output table called
Fuel–Product table.

Table 2 shows the Fuel–Product table of the power
plant, according to the productive structure de-
scribed above. It includes the exergy values of the
flows in the productive components, and the exter-
nal interactions with the other systems. The rows
represent the destination of the production of each

Table 1: Productive structure definition

Nr Fuel Product

1 E1 E1
2 E1 ! E17 ! E18 EQ + E19
3 EQ E2 + E3 ! EB ! E12
4 E2 + E3 ! EB ! E11 E14 + E15 + E16
5 E11 ! E12 E20
6 E19 E19
7 E17 + E18 E17 + E18
8 E21 E22
9 E7 + E22 E23
10 E24 + E25 E26
11 E26 + E18 E27

process: as resource of other processes, as final
product or as disposable waste. The first row !0 rep-
resents the external resources entering the system.
Meanwhile the columns represent the source of the
fuel of each process. The last two columns repre-
sents the waste "R and final production "S of each
process. Note that, rows and columns of the fuel–
table are measured in the same kind of units (ex-
ergy) and the diference between the sum of columns
and rows is the exergy balance of each process, (eq.
1). It is the key point to understand the di!erences
between the ”conventional” input–output quantity
model and the Thermoeconomic Approach.

2.3. Results discussion

Thermoeconomic Input-Output Analysis can reveal
the savings achieved in the integration as well as
the origins where the savings come from. The de-
tailed mathematical model proposed is described in
Appendix A. The production costs of the integrated
plant processes has been computed, using TAESS
[16], by means of the equation (A.10).
Exergy distribution and waste disposal ratios are ob-
tained from the Fuel-Product table 2, and the waste
cost ratios used in the study case system are defined
as:

"RP# =

!
""""""""#

0 0 0.892 0.108 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0

$
%%%%%%%%&

Figure 2 compares the exergy consumption, be-
tween the isolated and the integrated systems and
the potential saving of the integration. Exergy sav-
ings achieved by the integration are equal to 23.4
MW (2%), which correspond to more than e 3.5
million/year. The exergy saving for process steam is
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Table 2: Fuel-Product Table of the power plant for the integrated model

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 "R "S Total

!0 1037.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1037.6

P1 0 1031.2 0 0 0 0 6.451 0 0 1037.6
P2 0 0 757.5 0 0 38.58 0 0 0 796.1
P3 0 0 0 410.08 62.4 0 0 0 9.22 481.7
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 351.56 351.56

P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49.01 0 49.01
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38.58 0 38.58
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.426 1.025 6.451

Total 1037.6 1031.2 757.5 410.08 62.4 38.58 6.451 92.01 361.81

12.08 MW (35%), and the exergy saving in clinker
production is 11.84 MW (9%). The values of the
resources required to obtain each final product are
computed by multiplying its exergy by its unit pro-
duction cost, shown in table 3.

Power Plant

Steam 
Generator

Clinker
Production

1014.8 MW

117.9 MW

34.51 MW

351.6 MW

9.22 MW

22.56 Kg/s

(a) Isolated Systems

1037.6 MW

1014.1 MW

22.43 MW

1.08 MW

106.1 MW

Clinker
Production

Steam 
Generator 9.22 MW

Power Plant
351.6 MW

22.56 Kg/s

(b) Integrated System

Figure 2: Resources consumption comparison, be-
tween isolated 2(a) and integrated system 2(b)

To better understand the origin of the savings caused
by the integration, unit costs of the di!erent prod-
ucts, shown in table 3, must be compared. The
first column shows the unit costs when each plant
is working independently and producing electricity,
clinker and steam, meanwhile the second column
shows the unit cost values when then plants are in-
tegrated.

The unit cost of the product of the ash separator is
slightly greater than 1, because it includes the waste
cost of ash and flue gases which are charged to this
component. The costs of the combustion chamber
products increase up to around 1.37 because of the
irreversibility generated in the combustion. Due to
heat transfer irreversibility, the cost of steam pro-
duced by the boiler increases up to 2.4. The cost of
electricity (product of the turbines) increases up to
more than 2.8, and the cost of the heat dissipated in
the condenser is greater than 3. It can be seen that as
the productive process goes forward, cost increases
because of irreversibility appearing in the di!erent
components.
The cost of the product of the steam mixer decreases
significantly with the integration. This reduction
shows clearly the interest of the integration and how
thermoeconomic analysis can help to detect inte-
gration opportunities: a key point is to substitute a
given product by another with a lower cost.
The substitution of part of the clinker (which has
a cost of about 4) by ash (which costs around 1)
causes a reduction of the cost of the clinker mixer.
Besides, the amount of ashes which were disposed
of decreases, causing also a slight reduction of the
cost of its product ”clean coal” (1.058 to 1.056) and
consequently, a reduction of the production costs of
the following components, and in particular, a re-
duction in the electricity cost of 0.7 MW

3. Fuel Impact of Recycling Waste
Analysis

In previous section the system integration potential
saving, has been analyzed. Now, the fuel impact of
waste recycling, without considering external inte-
gration, will be studied in detail.
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Table 3: Production unit costs of the processes

Nr Process cP (kW/kW)
Isolated Integrated

1 Ash Separator 1.058 1.056
2 Comb. Chamber 1.370 1.368
3 Steam Generator 2.435 2.433
4 Turbines 2.887 2.885
5 Condenser 3.100 3.098
6 Stack 1.370 1.368
7 Ash Treatment 1.058 1.056
8 Natural Gas Boiler 3.743 N/A
9 Steam Mixer 3.743 2.433
10 Cement Kiln 4.213 4.213
11 Clinker Mixer 4.213 4.090

Since the production cost depends on the recycling
ratios, it is possible to compute the variation of the
production cost as a function of the variation of re-
cycling ratios:

#CP =
'
P$
(((#CR (2)

here #CR represents the variation (reduction) of the
waste costs charged to each component, and it is
given by:

#CR =
t "RP##ĜR

Û ! "R$|#ĜR
CP (3)

where "R$| % "P$| t "RP# is the residual cost opera-
tor, and then the fuel impact is given by the sum of
reduction of residuals cost for all the system com-
ponents:

#FT =
tu #CR (4)

If only the recycling variation of an individual com-
ponent #!i = ("i ! "0

i )/Pi is considered, the
Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [17] could
be used to simplify the equation (4) as:

#FT =
#!i CP,i

1 ! r$ii #!i
(5)

here r$ii is the i–th diagonal element of the resid-
ual cost operator. Considering #!i CP,i = cP,i #"i
and the updated unit cost of the recycled waste is
cP,i/(1 ! #!i r$ii), then the unit cost of the recycled
waste is the measure of the fuel impact. Since the
value of r$ii is near zero (0.0066) the relationship be-
tween recycling and total fuel saving is lineal. The
potential saving from the power plant point of view
is 480 kJ/kg, meanwhile the total saving for the in-
tegrated plant is 5,220 kJ/kg.

4. Conclusions

Thermoeconomic analysis is proposed as a systemic
methodology based on physical roots for the analy-
sis of integrations that characterize Industrial Ecol-
ogy. In addition to the main concepts and tools of
Thermoeconomics, new ideas related to Industrial
Ecology, such as the recycling ratios, have been
introduced. Furthermore, it has been shown that
Input-Output analysis appears as the common math-
ematical framework for both disciplines.

This formulation has been applied to a case study
comprising a coal-fired power plant, a cement kiln
and a gas-fired boiler producing steam. Comparison
of the Fuel Product tables with and without integra-
tion shows clearly how the total resources savings
are formed. Besides, the analysis of the unit costs
not only shows how they are reduced due to the in-
tegration but also justifies clearly its interest. For
example, it is better to bleed steam from the power
plant than to produce it separately because the cost
of the former is higher than that of the latter. The
case of ashes is even more interesting because it is a
win-win situation: reduction of cost of clinker pro-
duced, benefits for the cement plant, and reduction
of the electricity cost.

This paper is a first and promising step in the appli-
cation of Thermoeconomics to Industrial Ecology,
which can help to solve several important problems
such as the identification of possibilities of inte-
gration and e"ciency improvement, quantification
of benefits obtained by integration or determina-
tion of prices based on physical roots. Furthermore,
all Thermoeconomic techniques developed during
years for the analysis, optimization, and diagnosis
of energy systems can now be applied to Industrial
Ecology.
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Appendix
A. Thermoconomics Input–Output

Analysis
In this appendix a review of the Symbolic Thermoe-
conomics formulation is shown. For further infor-
mation, see reference [11, 18]. Symbolic Thermoe-
conomics provides general relationships between
the production demand and the resources cost with
the e"ciency and waste generation of the individual
process of an energy system.
The relationships between the Fuels and Products of
each system process can be compactly summarized
in matrix notation as:

F = !0 +
tu [FP]

P = [FP] u + "R + "S
(A.1)

where [FP] is a square matrix (n & n) whose ele-
ments Ei j represent the exergy values of the inter-
nal interactions of the Fuel–Product table. F and P
are column vectors (n & 1) that represent the fuel
and product of each component respectively. Col-
umn vectors "S and "R (n& 1) represent the exergy
of primary output and the waste generated for each
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component. The column vector !0 (n & 1) contains
the exergy values of the external resources entering
each component.
We use u to represent a column vector of 1’s (with
the appropriate dimension – here the number of
components n). An important observation is that
post-multiplication of a matrix by u is a column
vector whose elements are the row sums of the ma-
trix. Similarly tu is a row vector of 1’s and pre-
multiplication of a matrix by tu is a row vector
whose elements are the column sums of the matrix.
We also denote x̂ to represent a diagonal matrix,
whose elements are the elements of the vector x.
Let define the exergy distribution ratios, yi j = Ei j/Pi
as the part of the production of the i! th component
becoming fuel of the j! th component. If we denote
by "FP# the square matrix (n & n) which contains
the exergy distribution ratios of the system, then it
verifies:

"FP# = P̂!1 [FP] , (A.2)

Once the Fuel-Product model has been defined, it is
possible to determine the exergy cost of the flows
E$i j on the productive structure, and the correspond-
ing Fuel-Product cost table [FP$]. In accordance
with the proposed model, the resources cost of each
component is given by:

CF = !$0 +
t )FP$

*
u (A.3)

where !$0 is a (n & 1) vector that represents the cost
of the external resources entering the component.
Likewise, the cost of the products of each process,
is:

CP =
)
FP$
*
u + "$S + "

$
R (A.4)

where "$S represents the cost of the final products
and "R $ the cost of the disposed wastes.
All costs yielded by the productive process must be
included in the cost of the final or primary products.
Torres et al. [18] proposed a general methodology
for cost allocation of wastes. The waste exergy cost
that is disposed of, and the cost of the resources re-
quired in its treatment, must be allocated to the pro-
ductive units that have generated them. Each resid-
ual flow has a cost formation process that must be
identified to calculate the cost of all functional prod-
ucts correctly.
Therefore, the cost of the residues charged to each
component, denoted as CRis written as:

CR =
t "RP#"$R, (A.5)

where "RP# is a (n & n) matrix containing the waste
cost distribution ratios #i j, which represent the por-
tion of the waste cost assessed to each productive
component.
Accordingly from the application of the Exergy
Cost Theory rules, it is stated:
! The cost of external resources is a known quantity

and equal to its exergy: !$0= !0
! The production cost of a process contains both the

cost of the resources required to obtain it as well
as the costs generated by disposal of the waste
produced:

CP = CF + CR (A.6)

! The cost of each one of the flows making up the
product of a component is proportional to its ex-
ergy: )

FP$
*
= t "FP# ĈP (A.7)

Combining the previous equations, it is get:

CP = !0 +
t "FP#CP +

t "RP#"$R (A.8)

The cost of the residuals generated by a component
could be related with its production cost, by intro-
ducing the disposal waste ratio: !i = "R,i/Pi equa-
tion (A.8), hence is rewritten as:

CP = !0 +
t "FP#CP +

t "RP# ĜRCP (A.9)

where ĜR is a diagonal matrix (n & n) whose ele-
ments are the disposal waste ratios of each compo-
nent, and the production cost could be determined
as:

CP =
'
P$
(((!0 (A.10)

where "P$| %
+
Û ! t "FP# ! t "RP# ĜR

,!1
is called

the production cost matrix.
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The thermodynamic properties of the upper continental
crust: Exergy, Gibbs free Energy and Enthalpy

Alicia Valero1, Antonio Valero1 and Philippe Vieillard2
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Abstract: In this paper, the thermodynamic properties of the most abundant minerals of
the upper continental crust are presented. For those substances whose thermodynamic
properties are not listed in the literature, their enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and exergy are
calculated with 12 different estimation methods presented in this paper, with associated
errors ranging from 0 to 10%. Accordingly, the thermodynamic properties of the bulk
continental crust are obtained. Finally, the chemical exergy of the continental crust is
compared to the exergy of the concentrated mineral resources. The numbers obtained
indicate that the chemical exergy of the crust is huge. However, only 0,001% of that
amount can be effectively used by man.

Keywords: Exergy, Enthalpy, Gibbs Free Energy, Minerals.

1. Introduction
The upper continental crust is the reservoir of the
main minerals and other natural resources useful for
mankind. As stated in [1], a lot of e!ort has been
placed in determining the chemical composition of
the upper continental crust, but the mineralogical
composition of it has been barely studied. This is
due mainly to the complexity and heterogeneity of
the earth’s crust.
In this paper our final goal is to obtain the chemi-
cal exergy of the Earth’s upper crust and to compare
it with that of the concentrated minerals, i.e., with
what we call mineral resources.
But for that purpose, knowing the chemical compo-
sition of the elements that compose the crust is not
enough. We need to know the mineralogical com-
position of it. In [1], we obtained a first model of
mineralogical composition of the crust. The latter
will be used in this paper for obtaining the chemical
exergy of the bulk upper crust.

2. Methodology
Assuming that the upper continental crust is com-
posed by an ideal solution of substances, the aver-
age Enthalpy (#H f ), Gibbs free energy (#G f ) and
Chemical Exergy (bch) of each layer of the earth ex-
pressed as kJ/mole of atmosphere, hydrosphere or
upper crust, are calculated as:

#H f =

m-

i=1

(xi · #H f i) (1)

#G f =

m-

i=1

xi · (#G f i + R̄T0lnxi) (2)

bch =

m-

i=1

xi · (bch i + R̄T0lnxi) (3)

Being xi, molar fraction of the species composing
each sphere of the earth, and #H f i, #G f i and bch i,
their enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and chemical ex-
ergy in kJ/mole, respectively.
The enthalpy and Gibbs free energy of the sub-
stances are obtained either through the literature
or through the estimation methods explained in the
next section.
The chemical exergy of the substance (bch i) in
kJ/mole is calculated with Eq. 4:

bch i = #G f +
-

j

r j,ibch j (4)

where bch j is the standard chemical exergy of the
elements that compose substance i. In our case we
will use the chemical exergy of the elements ob-
tained with an update of Szargut’s R.E. [2] and pub-
lished in [3].
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The average enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and exergy
of the continental crust, can be expressed in mole/g
by substituting xi with the molar fraction $i for the i
constituents of the sphere. Eq. 5 relates both proper-
ties through the molecular weight of the upper con-
tinental crust which was obtained in [1] as equal to
MWcr = 157.7 g/mole:

xi = $i · MWcr (5)

3. Prediction of Enthalpy and
Gibbs free energy of formation
of minerals

The determination of the thermodynamic properties
of the substances requires the knowledge of their
corresponding enthalpies and Gibbs free energies
of formation. Many of these have been already es-
timated through empirical and semi-empirical pro-
cesses1 and are tabulated. Comprehensive compila-
tions of the thermodynamic properties of inorganic
substances can be found in Faure [4], Wagman [5],
Robie et al. [6], [7] or Weast et al. [8].
Unfortunately, not all the enthalpies and Gibbs free
energies of the minerals that compose the earth’s up-
per crust are recorded in the literature. Neverthe-
less, many of them can be predicted satisfactorily
through di!erent semi-empirical methods. In the
next sections, the estimation methods of the ther-
modynamic properties used to obtain the standard
enthalpy and Gibbs free energy of formation of the
minerals will be provided.

3.1. Calculation of #H0
f or #G0

f from s0

If either #H0
f or #G0

f and the entropy (s0) of the
mineral under consideration are available, the un-
known property can be easily calculated applying
Eq. 6.

#G0
f = #H0

f ! T0 · #S (6)

Where the entropy change #S is calculated from the
standard entropy of the mineral and its constituent
elements in the standard state (T0 = 298.15 K and 1
bar), as in Eq. 7:

#S = s0
mineral !

-
s0

elements (7)

Note that this procedure does not have associated
any error, since it is based on the definition of #G f .

1Such as calorimetric or solubility measurements.

3.2. The ideal mixing model

An ideal solid solution of i components with xi mo-
lar fractions obeys the equations:

#Hm = 0 (8)
#Gm = +RT

-
xilnxi (9)

Where #Hm and #Gm, are the enthalpy and Gibbs
free energy of mixing. This means that the ideal
mixing will take place without any heat loss or heat
production. Moreover, the di!erent cations will be
fully interchangeable [9]. The enthalpy and Gibbs
free energy of formation of the solid solution is cal-
culated then with the following equations:

#H0
f ,solution =

-

i

xi#H0
f ,i (10)

#G0
f ,solution =

-

i

xi#G0
f ,i + RT

-
xilnxi (11)

The error associated to the assumption of the min-
eral as an ideal solid solution varies greatly with
the mineral under consideration and decreases with
the disorder among components. We will assume a
maximum error of ±1%.

3.3. Assuming #Gr and #Hr constant
3.3.1. Thermochemical approximations for

sulfosalts and complex oxides

Craig and Barton [10] developed an approximation
method for estimating the thermodynamic proper-
ties of sulfosalts in terms of mixtures of the sim-
ple sulfides. The ideal mixing model does not apply
correctly to most sulfosalts, because the mixtures of
layers are rather ordered. The modified ideal mixing
model of Craig and Barton involves a mixing term
(#Gm) in the estimation of the Gibbs free energy of
formation of the sulfosalt per gram atom of S that
is added to the weighted sum of free energies of the
simple sulfides:

#Gm = (1.2 ± 0.8)(+RT
-

xilnxi) (12)

The mixing term can be divided into two parts, one
estimated from the crystal structure as an entropy
change, and the reminder as a non-ideal term. The
non-ideal term of this model was assumed to be
constant for all sulfosalts. However, Vieillard [11]
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showed that the properties of complex sulfides with
respect to their simple sulfides are a function of the
electronegativity di!erence between the cations of
the sulfosalt.

The thermodynamic properties of sulfosalts (sfs)
may then be calculated by adding a term (#Hr or
#Gr) to the appropriately weighted sum of the en-
thalpies or free energies of the simple component
sulfides:

#H f ,s f s =
-

xi#H f ,sul f ides + nS ,s f s#Hr (13)

#G f ,s f s =
-

xi#G f ,sul f ides + nS ,s f s#Gr (14)

The reaction term, which is analogous to the mixing
term of Craig and Barton is associated to one atom
of sulfur in the mineral (nS ,s f s) and is obtained from
a sulfosalt for which its thermodynamic properties
and those of its simple sulfides are known. The cal-
culated reaction terms can be applied to a family of
sulfosalts formed by the same cations and with par-
tial element substitutions.

Vieillard et al. [11] demonstrated the analogy be-
tween the electronegativity scale of cations with re-
spect to sulfur and to oxygen. They showed that the
methodology of estimation of the thermodynamic
properties of sulfosalts from simple sulfides can be
equally applied to complex oxides able to be decom-
posed into simple oxides. As for sulfosalts, the re-
action terms #Hr and #Gr (for this case denoted as
#Hox and #Gox) should be obtained for an oxide of
the same family of the mineral under analysis. The
maximum error associated to this methodology is
assumed to be ±1%.

3.3.2. The method of corresponding states

Similarly, the #Hr and #Gr can be assumed to be
constant in the substitution reaction of minerals A-x
and B-x into A-y and B-y, if A-x and B-y are iso-
morphous. The associated error is assumed to be
equal to the previous method, hence ±1%.

3.4. The method of Chermak and Rim-
stidt for silicate minerals

The method proposed by Chermak and Rimstidt
[12] predicts the thermodynamic properties (#G0

f
and #H0

f ) of silicate minerals from the sum of
polyhedral oxide and hydroxide contributions. The
technique is based on the observation that silicate

minerals have been shown to act as a combina-
tion of basic polyhedral units. Chermak and Rim-
stidt determined by multiple linear regression, the
contribution of Al2O[4]

3 , Al2O[6]
3 , Al(OH)[6]

3 , S iO[4]
2 ,

MgO[6], Mg(OH)[6]
2 , CaO[6], CaO[8!z], Na2O[6!8],

K2O[8!12], H2O, FeO[6], Fe(OH)[6]
2 and Fe2O[6]

3 to
the total #G0

f and #H0
f of a selected group of sili-

cate minerals 2. The thermodynamic properties of
the minerals are calculated with Eqs. 15 and 16:

#H0
f =
-

xi · hi (15)

#G0
f =
-

xi · gi (16)

Where xi is the number of moles of the oxide or
hydroxide per formula unit and hi and gi are the re-
spective molar enthalpy and free energy contribu-
tion of 1 mole of each oxide or hydroxide compo-
nent. The values of hi and gi for the di!erent poly-
hedral components are listed in [12].
The errors associated to the estimated vs. experi-
mentally measured values can reach ±1% for #G0

f
and #H0

f , depending on the nature of the com-
pounds. Note that this methodology can only be ap-
plied to those minerals able to be decomposed by
the oxides and hydroxides mentioned before.

3.5. The #O!2 method

The linear additivity procedures based on the #O!2

parameter were developed by Yves Tardy and col-
leagues [13]. The parameter #O!2, corresponds to
the enthalpy #HO!2 or Gibbs free energy #GO!23 of
formation of a generic oxide MOx(c) from its aque-
ous ion, where z is the charge of the ion and x the
number of oxygen atoms combined with one atom
M in the oxide (x = z/2):

#HO!2Mz+ =
1
x

[#H0
f MOx(c) ! #H0

f Mz+
(aq)] (17)

For hydroxides, silicates, phosphates, nitrates and
carbonates involving two cations, it was found that
the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy of formation of
a given compound from its constituent oxides vary

2The brackets next to the chemical formulas of oxides and
hydroxides indicate the coordination number of the polyhedral
structure.

3The calculation of #GO!2 is analogous to that of #HO!2.
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linearly with #O!2 and have the general expressions
[14]:

#H0
ox = %H

ni · n j

ni + n j
[#HO2!Mz+i

i (aq) !

!#HO2!M
z+j
j (aq)] (18)

Being #H0
ox

4:

#H0
ox[(Mi)ni(M j)n jON] = #H0

f [(Mi)ni(M j)n jON] !
!ni#H0

f MiOxi(c) !
!n j#H0

f M jOx j(c) (19)

Where ni and n j are the numbers of oxygen ions

linked, respectively, to the Mz+i
i and M

z+j
j cations; and

N is the number of oxygens linked to the molecular
structure of the double oxide (N = xi + x j). Param-
eters %H and %G are empirical coe"cients variable
from one family of compounds to another one (%G
is 0.84 for hydroxides, 1.01 for silicates, 1.15 for
carbonates, 1.30 for nitrates, etc.).
Equation 18, yields a statistical deviation of 35
kJ/mole for the Gibbs free energy of formation and
depends on the family of compounds. We will as-
sume a maximum error associated to the #O2! gen-
eral method of ±1%.
3.5.1. The #O!2 method for hydrated clay

minerals and for phyllosilicates

Vieillard extended the methodology described
above for the prediction of hydrated clay miner-
als [15] and for phyllosilicates [16].
The Gibbs free energy of formation of a hydrated
clay mineral or a phyllosilicate composed by ns
cations located in di!erent crystal sites and with
ns(ns ! 1)/2 interaction terms is calculated as:

#G0
f =

i=ns-

i=1

(ni)#G0
f (MiOxi) + #G0

ox (20)

The Gibbs free energy of formation from the oxides
#G0

ox is calculated with Eq. 21:

#G0
ox = !N(

i=ns!1-

i=i

j=ns-

j=i+1

XiX j(#2!
G Mzi+

i (clay) !

!#2!
G Mz j+

j (clay))) (21)

4The calculation of #G0
ox is analogous to that of #H0

ox.

where N is the total number of O atoms of all ox-
ides; Xi and X j are the molar fraction of oxygen
related to the cations Mzi+

i and Mz j+

j in the indi-
vidual oxides MiOxi and M jOx j , respectively (Xi =

(1/N)(nixi) and X j = (1/N)(n jx j)). Parameters
Mzi+

i (clay) and Mz j+

j (clay) characterize the elec-
tronegativity of cations Mzi+

i and Mz j+

j in a specific
site and are calculated by minimizing the di!erence
between experimental Gibbs free energies and cal-
culated ones from constituent oxides. The predicted
Gibbs free energy values showed an error between
0.0 and 0.6 %.

3.5.2. The #O!2 method for different com-
pounds with the same cations

Tardy [14] showed that the Gibbs free energy of for-
mation of a compound from its two constituent ox-
ides calculated per one oxygen in the formula was a
parabolic function of mean #O!2 compound. Sub-
sequently, an expression for calculating the Gibbs
free energy of formation of a compound C interme-
diate in composition to two compounds A and B,
A + B' C was developed:

#Gox,A+B'C = +%(#GO2!Mz+i
i ! !#GO2!M

z+j
j )

nC(XC
i ! XA

i )(XC
i ! XB

i ) (22)

where nc designates the total number of oxygens of
the compound C and XA

i , XB
i , XC

i the mole fractions

of oxygen that balance cation Mz+i
i in compounds A,

B, and C and % the correlation parameter for a given
class of compounds.

3.6. Assuming #S r zero
Helgeson et al. [17] showed that the entropy of
formation of mineral a certain mineral can be de-
termined, assuming that the entropy of the reac-
tion involved in the formation of the mineral is zero
(Helgeson’s algorithm). Helgeson algorithm is use-
ful when either #G f or #H f are known. Once the
entropy of the mineral is known, #G f (or #H f ) can
be calculated with #H f (or #G f ) through Eq. 6.
The error associated to this approximation is up to
5%.

3.7. Assuming #Gr and #Hr zero
3.7.1. The element substitution method

In some cases, thermodynamic properties are avail-
able for a certain mineral (A), belonging to the same
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family of the substance under consideration (B), but
with partial element substitutions. In such a case,
the #H0

f and #G0
f of mineral B can be calculated

from mineral A, assuming that the reaction enthalpy
or free energy of formation of mineral B from A is
zero. This approximation increases with the mag-
nitude of substitution and may yield to associated
errors of up to 5%, although it rarely exceeds ±2%.

3.7.2. The addition method for hydrated
minerals

Hydrated minerals have the ability to absorb water
molecules, forming part of their crystal structure:

A + n · H2O' A · nH2O

Usually, thermodynamic properties are available for
the non-hydrated mineral. But the enthalpy and
Gibbs free energy of formation of the hydrated sub-
stance can be estimated by addition of the hydration
enthalpy and Gibbs free energy #G0

hydr or #H0
hydr to

those of the dehydrated substance, as in Eqs. 23.

#H0
f ,A·nH2O = #H0

f ,A + n · #H0
hydr,A

#G0
f ,A·nH2O = #G0

f ,A + n · #G0
hydr,A (23)

If #G0
hydr and #H0

hydr are not available, one can
assume that the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy
of the hydration reaction are zero (as in section
3.7.1.). And hence, the properties of the liquid wa-
ter molecules contained in the hydrated substance
must be added in place of #G0

hydr and #H0
hydr. This

is not rigourously exact, as demonstrated by Vieil-
lard and Jenkins ([18], [19], [20]) and the error as-
sociated depends on the nature of the dehydrated
component5. We will assume an associated error of
±5%, although it rarely exceeds ±2%.

3.7.3. The decomposition method

If none of the previously described methods can be
applied, the thermodynamic properties of a certain
mineral can be estimated as the last resort by de-
composing it into its major constituents for which
the enthalpy and Gibbs free energy of formation are
known. It will be assumed that the energy of reac-
tion of the constituents to form the mineral under
consideration is zero. The error associated to this

5This methodology is not applied for hydrated clay minerals
and phyllosilicates. In those cases, the #O2! method is applied.

methodology is significantly greater than with the
substitution and addition methods, since in this case
we are not dealing with partial substitutions or addi-
tions of a known mineral, but with the formation of
a completely new mineral from its building blocks.
The mineral under analysis will be decomposed into
its most complex compounds (usually double sili-
cates). If this is not possible, most minerals can be
decomposed into its simple oxides, sulfides, carbon-
ates, etc. We will assume that the decomposition
method throws an error of up to 10%.

3.8. Summary of the methodologies
The described methodologies in the previous sec-
tions, will be used for calculating the thermody-
namic properties of the most abundant minerals in
the earth’s upper crust. Each methodology is given
a number so as to specify in the next section, which
methodology has been used for determining the en-
thalpy or free energy of formation of the minerals
(see table 1). Additionally, the assumed maximum
errors associated to the estimation methods (±&) are
given.

Table 1: Summary of the methodologies used to pre-
dict the thermodynamic properties of minerals

Method Nr. ±&, %
Calculation of #H0

f or #G0
f from s0 1 0

The ideal mixing model 2 1
Thermochemical approximations for sul-
fosalts and complex oxides

3 1

The method of corresponding states 4 1
The method of Chermak and Rimstidt for
silicate minerals

5 1

The #O!2 method 6 1
The #O!2 method for hydrated clay miner-
als and for phyllosilicates

7 0.6

The #O!2 method for di!erent compounds
with the same cations

8 1

Assuming #S r zero 9 5
The element substitution method 10 5
The addition method for hydrated minerals 11 5
The decomposition method 12 10

4. Results
Table 3 shows the the thermodynamic properties of
the 291 main minerals included in the crust. About a
half of the properties (159) were compiled directly
from the literature. The remaining were obtained
with the 12 di!erent estimation methods described
in [21]. From the latter, 18 minerals were calculated
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without committing any associated error. Five min-
erals were estimated committing a maximum error
of ' < 0.6%. Thirty-eight minerals were estimated
with an error smaller than 1%, 20 substances with
' < 5%, and 44 minerals with ' < 10%. Only the
properties of 6 minerals: iridium, osmium, nicke-
line, polixene, sylvanite and yttrialite were not able
to be estimated. Additionally, the enthalpy of for-
mation of gersdor"te and the Gibbs free energy of
smaltite are missing. Nevertheless, all together ac-
count for only 3.5 & 10!6% of the continental crust.
It should be pointed out that the R.E. generates some
negative exergies of the minerals. This is because
we chose our R.E. based on Szargut’s criterion of
partial stability. According to this, among a group
of reasonable abundant substances, the most stable
will be chosen if they also satisfy the “earth sim-
ilarity criterion”. This criterium is di!erent from
that of [22] or [23], where complete stability was
assumed. As a consequence, the latter R.E. do not
generate any negative exergies, but the resulting en-
vironment is completely di!erent from that of the
current earth. Our chosen R.E. obeys in princi-
ple the “earth similarity criterion”, but does gener-
ate some negative exergies. Hence, this leads us to
question the methodology used for establishing the
R.E.

4.1. The chemical exergy of the earth
With these results, we can now calculate the average
standard enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and chemical
exergy of the upper continental crust with Eqs. 1-3:

(#H
0
f )cr = !1959.96 kJ/mole

(#G
0
f )cr = !1841.10 kJ/mole

(b
0
ch)cr = = 366.56 kJ/mole

For the calculation of the absolute exergy of the con-
tinental crust, we require information about its total
mass. According to [24], the earth has a mass of
around 5.98&1024 kg. The earth’s relative mass pro-
portions of each of the earth’s spheres are according
to [25]: core (35.5%), mantle (67%), oceanic crust
(0.072%), continental crust (0.36%), hydrosphere
(0.023%) and atmosphere (0.842 ppm). The upper
layer of the crust constitutes a mass of around 50%
of the whole continental crust [26]. With this in-
formation we can obtain a fist approximation of the

exergy of the upper continental crust (see table 2). It
has been assumed that there is no mixing among the
considered layers and hence the Gibbs free energy
and exergy of the mixture is zero.

Table 2: Exergy of the bulk upper crust

Mass, kg MW,
g/mole

b
0
ch,

kJ/mole
B

0
ch, Gtoe

1.08E+22 157.7 366.56 5.97E+08

Of course these are very rough numbers, and are
subject to ulterior updates, especially when a more
appropriate R.E. is found. But they are good
enough, for providing an order of magnitude of the
chemical exergy of our planet.
In [27] we carried out an inventory of the exergy
resources of the Earth. For the case of non re-
newable resources, including nuclear energy, fos-
sil fuels and non-fuel minerals, the estimation of
the available exergy on Earth obtained was at least
around 115000 Gtoe, from which 65% come from
the not yet technologically developed fusion of deu-
terium and tritium. The potential exergy use of non-
renewable resources was around 6000 Gtoe. Con-
sidering these figures, we can now state that the non-
renewable available resources contribute to a very
small fraction of the total chemical exergy of the
earth: less than 0.02%. The exergy of conventional
fossil fuels and non energy mineral resources, con-
stitute only 0.001% of the upper continental crust’s
chemical exergy.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the standard thermodynamic proper-
ties of the main constituents of the upper Earth’s
crust have been provided for the first time. That is
the standard enthalpy, Gibbs free energy and chem-
ical exergy of more than 330 natural substances.
The enthalpies and Gibbs free energies, have been
obtained either from the literature, or have been cal-
culated with the 12 estimation methods described
in this paper. The exergy of the substances has
been calculated with the chemical exergies of the
elements, generated with a R.E. based on Szargut’s
methodology.
Despite of the limitations of the R.E. pointed out,
it still constitutes a tool for obtaining chemical exer-
gies. Since the mass of the earth and of its spheres is
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known, we were able to calculate the absolute chem-
ical exergy of the upper continental crust: 6.0 & 108

Gtoe. Obviously the numbers are very rough, and
are subject to ulterior updates, but they are good
enough, for providing an order of magnitude of the
huge chemical wealth of our planet.

The wealth of our planet is enormous, but man can
only take advantage of a very small part of it: the
resources. With current technology, it is impossi-
ble to use the chemical exergy of dispersed sub-
stances. Non-renewable resources are considered
as such, because they represent a stock of con-
centrated chemical exergy. Therefore, the earth’s
6.0&108 Gtoe of chemical exergy constitutes nowa-
days a useless reservoir of exergy. Consequently,
we should resign ourselves with a maximum of only
0.02% of that amount.
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9./"6/13% 7-()!% /)% (")*% 9.26!1!6% 8/,-% !1!230%
5*1).A7,/*1%(16%-(2A4."%!A/))/*1)%2!"!()!%,*%,-!%
!1B/2*1A!1,;%%

V-!% (1("0)/)% -()% 1*,% 5*1)/6!2!6% ,-!% /1B!),A!1,%
5*A7*1!1,%2!"(,!6%,*%,-!%A(1.4(5,.2!%*4%A(5-/1!)%
(16%!J./7A!1,% 4*2% ,-!%1!!6)%*4%!H7(1)/*1%*4% 4.!"%
),*2(3!+% 72!7(2(,/*1% (16% 4!!6/13% 4*2% ,-!% 1!!6)% *4%
9/*A())% 5*K4/2/13+% 8-(,% A(0% 9!% *4% )*A!%
/A7*2,(15!% (,% 9/*A())% )-(2!)% !H5!!6/13%=#Z;%S)%
/,%8()%72*B!6+%(,%"*8!2%)-(2!)%,-/)%5*A7*1!1,%8/""%
-(B!% 72*9(9"0% (% 1!3"/3/9"!% /14".!15!% *1% ,-!%
5*A7.,(,/*1)%2!).",;%

%

!"#%

!"$%

!"!%

!"%%

!"&%

!"'%

( ("(&% ("#% ("#&% ("$%!%

" %#$"%&'%
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!"#$%&'()*+$,-
! "! #! !"#$%&'#(&)&*+(,)- (&.!- &/- !"#- +'!"- ,01- 2'!"-

3$&14(!.5-678*5!!

$--9- .3#(+/+(- !"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)- (&.!- &/- !"#- $'!"-

+%3&$!#1- *&&1- :$,;- %,!#$+,)- &$- ",)/'3$&14(!<5-

678*5-

%$&!!9- (&#//+(+#0!- &/- !"#- (&0.4%3!+&0- &/- !"#- $'!"-

+%3&$!#1- 3$&14(!- 3#$- 40+!- &/- !"#- 2'!"- 3$&14(!5-

8*78*5-

'(&!!#! #=#$*>- &/- !"#- .'!"- 0&0'$#0#;,?)#- 0,!4$,)-

$#.&4$(#- #=!$,(!#1- /$&%- !"#- 0,!4$#- +0- !"#-

(&0.+1#$#1-3$&(#..--3#$-40+!-&/-+'!"-3$&14(!@--

)*&!#! !"#-,%&40!-&/-8'!"-,**$#..+A#-(&%3&0#0!-&/-

;,.!#- 3$&14(!.- 1+.3&.#1- !&- !"#- #0A+$&0%#0!- 3#$-

40+!-&/-!"#-2'!"-3$&14(!5-8*78*!

+
#! (4%4),!+A#- - #=#$*>- (&0.4%3!+&0- &/- 0&0'

$#0#;,?)#- $#.&4$(#.- /&$- (&%3#0.,!+&0- &/- !"#-

$#.4)!.- &/- !"#- #%+..+&0- 3#$- 40+!- &/- !"#- 8'!"-;,.!#-

3$&14(!5-678*-

+2+2 /5, #! (&#//+(+#0!.- &/- (&0.4%3!+&0- ,01-

(&#//+(+#0!.- &/- ?>'3$&14(!+&0- &/- !"#- +'!"- 3$&14(!-

3#$-40+!-&/-!"#-2'!"-%,2&$-3$&14(!5-8*78*@-

,-,.-/0 -- -'- (&,)- ("#%+(,)- #0#$*>- (&0.4%3!+&0- +0- ,-

BCD5-

1,-,.0 -- -'-*$&..-#)#(!$+(+!>-*#0#$,!+&0-+0-,-BCD5--

)%. -'- /4#)- (&%3&0#0!- &/- !"#- !"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)-

(&.!5-

,2 -'-#%+..+&0-(&%3&0#0!-:EFG5-HF=5-3@%@<-&/-!"#-

!"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)- (&.!- $#/#$$#1- !&- 40+!- &/- /4#)-

("#%+(,)-#0#$*>5-

G34 -'- (&%3&0#0!- $#),!#1- !&- BFG- #%+..+&0-

$#/#$$#1-!&-40+!-&/-/4#)-("#%+(,)-#0#$*>5-

"56 -'- +0A#.!%#0!- (&%3&0#0!- $#/#$$#1- !&- 40+!- &/-

/4#)-("#%+(,)-#0#$*>5-
I

5 /,3 -'- (&,)- (&0.4%3!+&0- ,01- (4%4),!+A#- #0#$*>-

(&0.4%3!+&0- +01#=- ?4$1#0+0*- +!.- ,(J4+.+!+&0- ,01-

1#)+A#$>5-
I

5 ',1 -'- ?+&%,..- :;+))&;- ("+3.- &$+*+0,!+0*- /$&%- ,-

3),0!,!+&0<- (&0.4%3!+&0- ,01- !"#- (4%4),!+A#-

#0#$*>- (&0.4%3!+&0- +01#=- ?4$1#0+0*- !"#- ("+3.-

3$&14(!+&05-

I

7, -- '- +0A#.!%#0!- (&%3&0#0!- &/- !"#- (4%4),!+A#-

#0#$*>- (&0.4%3!+&0- +0- !"#- BCD- 3$&14(!+&0-

3$&(#..5--

I
5 /,8 -- '- *$&..- "#,!- 3$&14(!+&0- ,01- !"#-

(4%4),!+A#- #0#$*>- (&0.4%3!+&0- +01#=- ?4$1#0+0*-

!"#-"#,!-3$&14(!+&05--

I
5 ,.,. ,0 -- '- *$&..- #)#(!$+(+!>- 3$&14(!+&0- ,01- !"#-

(4%4),!+A#- #0#$*>- (&0.4%3!+&0- +01#=- ?4$1#0+0*-

!"#-#)#(!$+(+!>-3$&14(!+&0@-

-- - - '-(&*#0#$,!+&0-/,(!&$5-

0'!- - '-#0#$*>-#//+(+#0(>-&/-BCD-?&+)#$59--

2,-- - '- #)#(!$&%#(",0+(,)- #//+(+#0(>- &/- !"#-

!4$?+0#-.#!5-

0!39:!;!!- '-*$&..-#0#$*>-#//+(+#0(>-&/-,-BCD-3),0!5-

,.--- - '-BCD-#)#(!$+(-,4=+)+,$>-.#$A+(#.-/,(!&$5-

</--- - '-BCD-!"#$%,)-,4=+)+,$>-.#$A+(#.-/,(!&$5-

<<!=! !<<-- '- #//+(+#0(+#.- &/- #)#(!$+(+!>-

!$,0./&$%,!+&0- ,01- !$,0.%+..+&0- /&$- !"#-BCD- ,01-

.4?.!+!4!#1-4!+)+!>-;#$#-,..4%#1-&0-+1#0!+(,)-)#A#)5-

/<!-- - '-"#,!-!$,0.%+..+&0-#//+(+#0(>5-

0!><!?--- '- 0#!- 3&;#$- #//+(+#0(>- /&$- #)#(!$+(+!>-

*#0#$,!+&0-+0-.4?.!+!4!#1-4!+)+!>5--

0! ,.! 39:! ;! '- *$&..- 3,$!+,)- #//+(+#0(>- /&$- #)#(!$+(+!>-

*#0#$,!+&0-+0-(&*#0#$,!+&05-

0!/!39:!;!!@! *$&..- 3,$!+,)- #//+(+#0(>- /&$- "#,!-

*#0#$,!+&0-+0-(&*#0#$,!+&0@-

-! ! ! @! !"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)- (&.!- +01+(,!&$- /&$-

",$1-(&,)5-

5A!! ! @! !"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)- (&.!- +01+(,!&$- /&$-

0,!4$,)- *,.- :1&%#.!+(- ,01- +%3&$!#1- 9- &0- !"#-

,A#$,*#<5-

BC!! ! @! !"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)- (&.!- +01+(,!&$- /&$-

1+#.#)-&+)5--

D4E5- ?4F5- )G2G-'-!"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)-(&.!-+01+(,!&$-/&$-

*,.#&4&.- ",K,$1&4.- .4?.!,0(#.- ,01- 3,$!+(4),!#-

%,!!#$5-

-5 5AH! BC! - '- !"#$%&#(&)&*+(,)- (&.!- &/- #%+..+&0-

$#/#$$#1- !&- ("#%+(,)- #0#$*>- 40+!- &/- !"#- /&$- ",$1-

(&,)5-0,!4$,)-*,.-,01-1+#.#)-&+)5-

-

L01#=#.M-

BCD- - - '-$#),!+0*-!&-!"#-BCD-3),0!5-

N- '-$#),!+0*- !&- !"#- 3),0!- ;+!"- (&,)- &0)>-

(&%?4.!+&0-:;+!"&4!-?+&%,..<5-

?@(@- '-?+&%,..-("+3.5-

4!O- '-(&01#0.+0*-4!+)+!>-:.4?.!+!4!#1<@-

-

.$/$+$%&$0-
! 6&4$0,).M-
PQR! S)'T,0.&4$5-U@5-V4;,),5-6@M-S0-#A,)4,!+&0-&/-

?+&%,..- (&'/+$+0*- +0- W4$&3#@- X+&%,..- ,01-

X+&#0#$*>-YZ-:GNQN<5-33@-[GN'[G\-

PGR! EK,$*4!5-6@5-5-V+#?+85-S@5-E!,0#85-]@5-^#3)#!+&0-
&/-!"#-0&0'$#0#;,?)#-0,!4$,)-#=#$*>-$#.&4$(#.-

,.- ,- %#,.4$#- &/- !"#- #(&)&*+(,)- (&.!5- W0#$*>-

B&0A#$.+&0- ,01- T,0,*#%#0!- ZY- :GNNG<- 33@-

QQZ\9QQ[Y-
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!"#! $%&'()*+, -.+, $*&/01+,2., 3/45)0/60, 74, *80, 9'7:
06757(;6&5, *&<, 7/, *80, =&'10*, 9';60>, 74, 4)05>,
&/?,0506*';6;*@.,A/0'(@,"",BCDDEF,99.,G"HIGJ",

!J#! K;0L;1+, M.+, K)N&5&+, -.+, $6;&%17+, O.P, A/0'(@,
&/?, 06757(;6&5, 04406*;Q0/0>>, 74, L;7=&>>, 67:
4;';/(, ;/, RST, 95&/*>., M'68;Q0>, 74,
U80'=7?@/&=;6>,V75.,"D,BCDDWF+,99.,CW:JJ,

!X#! K)N&5&, -., 3/45)0/60, 74, L;7=&>>, 67:4;';/(, 7/,
*80, 790'&*;7/&5, 9&'&=0*0'>, 74, )*;5;*@, 95&/*>.,
A/0'(0*@1&,V75.,C,BCDGDF,B;/,T75;>8F,

! Y771>,&/?,=7/7('&98>P,
!Z#! V&50'7+, M.+, GWWE+, U80'=7067/7=;6>, &>, &,

67/609*)&5, L&>;>, 47', 0/0'(@:06757(;6&5,
&/&5@>;>., 3/P, [5(;&*;, $+, 0?;*7'., M?Q&/60>, ;/,
0/0'(@, >*)?;0>., A/0'(@, 457N>, ;/, 06757(@, &/?,
067/7=@.,\7=&P,O)>;>],9.,JGXIJJ.,

!H#! $*&/01+, 2.+, CDDW+, O0*87?757(@, 74, *80'=&5,
9'760>>0>, 06757(;6&5, &>>0>>=0/*, L@, 0<0'(@,
&/&5@>0>, B;/, T75;>8F!" $;50>;&/, [/;Q0'>;*@, 74,
U068/757(@+,3$Y^,WHE:E":H""X:XZD:Z,

!E#! $%&'()*+, -.+, O7'';>+, _+, $*0N&'?+, `.+, GWEE],
A<0'(@, &/&5@>;>, 74, *80'=&5+, 680=;6&5>, &/?,
=0*&55)'(;6&5, 9'760>>0>., ^0N, a7'1P,
S0=;>980'0,T)L5;>8;/(,R7'97'&*;7/.,

!W#! \090**7+, \.+, _7N0'+, \.R.+, -0/1;/>+, \.+,
b07(80(&/+,-.+,GWWC],b'00/,`00>P,S7N,&,U&<,
$8;4*,R&/,27'1, 47', *80,A/Q;'7/=0/*, &/?, *80,
A67/7=@.,27'5?,\0>7)'60>,3/>*;*)*0,3$Y^,D:
WGXECX:HZ:H,

!GD#!K)N&5&+, -.], A/0'(@, &/?, 06757(@, 79*;=;%&*;7/,
74, *80, >*')6*)'0, 74, 97N0', )/;*, N;*8, L;7=&>>,
67:4;';/(, &/?, 67(0/0'&*;7/, 74, 0506*';6;*@, &/?,
80&*.,R0/*'&5,O;/;/(,3/>*;*)*0+,c&*7N;60+,CDGD,
B;/,9'0>>F,

! R7/40'0/60, T'7600?;/(>, &/?, A506*'7/;6,
9)L5;6&*;7/>P,

!GG#!$%&'()*+, -., _0950*;7/, 74, *80, )/'0>*7'&L50,
/&*)'&5, 0/0'(@, '0>7)'60>, &>, &,=0&>)'0, 74, *80,
06757(;6&5, 67>*., 3/P, 3>8;?&,O+, U>&*>&'7/;>, b+,
O7'&/, O-+, c&*%71&, S+, 0?;*7'>., T'7600?;/(>,
74, ARd$eWW., U71@7P, U71@7, 3/>*;*)*0, 74,
U068/757(@],GWWW.,9.,JCIX.,

!GC#!K)N&5&+, -.+, K;0L;1+, M.+], M/&5@>;>, 74,
M66)=)5&*0?, A/0'(@, R7/>)=9*;7/, 3/, U80,
T'760>>,d4,M6f);';/(,&/?,R7:`;';/(,Y;7=&>>,
;/, S0&*, &/?, T7N0', T5&/*>., T'7600?;/(>, 74,
R7&5,b0/,A)'790,R7/40'0/60,g,A<8;L;*;7/+,G:
J, $09*.+, CDDW, A<97, $;50>;&+, $7>/7N;06, I,
c&*7N;60+,T75&/?.,

! U80>0>,&/?,*068/;6&5,'097'*>P,
!G"#!A5>&@0?+, O.M.+, O&***80N>+, \.+, O7'*;=0'+,

^._.P,R&'L7/,&/?,0/0'(@,L&5&/60>,47',&,'&/(0,
74, L;74)05, 79*;7/>., _U3, \097'*, ^7.,
YhYZhDDHEJh\AT,[\^D"hE"Z+,,

!GJ#!K)N&5&+, -.+, 0*., &5.,R7:4;';/(, *068/757(@, >*&*0:
74:*80:&'*, >*)?@., \097'*, 9'09&'0?, ;/, *80,
4'&=0N7'1, 74, A[, T'7i06*, R7:4;';/(, I, 4'7=,
'0>0&'68, *7, 9'&6*;60P, *068/757(@, &/?, L;7=&>>,
>)995@,1/7N,I,87N,9'7=7*;7/,;/,R0/*'&5,&/?,
A&>*0'/, A)'790., T'7i06*, /7.P, D"EJHW, T'7i06*,
&6'7/@=P, Rd`3UARc., MQ&;5&L50, &*P,
8**9PhhNNN.674;*061.0)h;/?0<.989j79*;7/k67
=l67/*0/*g*&>1kL57(6&*0(7'@g;?kC"g3*0=;
?kJE,,

!
"#$%&'()*+,)%-./!!
,
U80,&)*87'>,N7)5?,5;10,*7,0<9'0>>,*80;',('&*;*)?0,*7,
*80,O;/;>*'@,74,$6;0/60,&/?,S;(80',A?)6&*;7/,47',
67:4;/&/6;/(,*80,'0>0&'68,?0>6';L0?,;/,*80,9&90',;/,
*80,4'&=0N7'1,74,*80,9'7i06*>P,
^7., TYKhO^;$2hDHhCDDZhXX+, 6&'';0?, 7)*, ;/,
R0/*'&5,O;/;/(,3/>*;*)*0,;/,c&*7N;60,B-.,K)N&5&F+,,
^7.,^,\DZ,DDDJ,DZhCDDW,mRST,$U\MUAba,BM.,
K;0L;1F.,
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A macro-level multi-objective model with uncertain data 
for sustainability studies 

 

Carla Oliveiraa, Carlos Henggeler Antunesa,b, 

a INESC Coimbra, Rua Antero de Quental 199, 3030-030 Coimbra, Portugal 
b Department of Electrical Engineering and Computers, 

University of Coimbra, Polo II, 3030-030 Coimbra, Portugal, 
 

Abstract:

Keywords: 
 

1. Introduction 
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2. A MOLP ME3 model  

2.1. Constraints  

x a a a +a asc

+a a x imp

x 
a

a

a

a

asc

a

a

imp
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2.2. Objective functions 

3. An interactive method for interval 
MOLP 

Z x cc

aa bb

cc aa bb
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x
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x Z Z x Z Z x

 Z
Z x Z x
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Z Z x
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A Z x Z
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4. Some illustrative results 

x

x

x

x

x x x
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x

x
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TOP (Gg NMVOC equivalent)

Energy Imports (toe)

 
 
 

Fig. 1. Some illustrative results obtained with a 
conservative stance. 
 

x

x

 
 
Fig. 2. Some illustrative results obtained with an 
optimistic stance

x
x

TOP (Gg NMVOC equivalent)

Energy Imports (toe)

Public Balance (% GDP)

Employment (103 persons)

Public Balance (%GDP)

Employment (103 persons)
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x

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Ranges of variation of GWP and AEP in 
the solutions analyzed. 

5. Final remarks 
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!"#$%&'"()*'+,'-.&(!%$/01.1(23($(4-'$5(6'-7$%'(
8'32+5.%,(401-'5(32+(90"+2,'%(:+2";&-.2%(

!"#$#%&'()%*(%+&!*%,-%.#%&'"%*$(,-%.#/(.0%1+&2%0#%*%&-(.(345%+&67(./7&23%03%.(*#3%&

!"#$%&'&(&)"*+,"-$),./"-$.'$)),'$.0"1)23$'%23)"4$'5),%'&6&"7),8'$0"9),:!$/"
;"<)=!,&:)$&"+*">,+2)%%"-$.'$)),'$.0"4$'5),%'&/"+*"?!%">!8:!%"@)"9,!$"A!$!,'!0"B=!'$"

!<1-+$&-=!!"#$%&!&$#'%($!)$*+)&,(-!."/01!,2!+($!+*!#'$!&+2#!3)+&,2,(-!3)+4$22$2!*+)!#'$!3)+564#,+(!
+*!'75)+-$(8!9'$)$*+)$:!#'$!+;$)%<<!#'$)&+57(%&,4!$**,4,$(47!+*!#',2!3)+4$22!,2!+*!3%)#,46<%)!,&3+)#%(4$8!
9'$! #'$)&+57(%&,4! ,($**,4,$(4,$2! ,(! %! #'$)&%<! 272#$&! %)$! )$<%#$5! #+! $=$)-7! 5$2#)64#,+(! %(5! $=$)-7!
<+228!>+?$;$):!%!4+(;$(#,+(%<!$=$)-$#,4!%(%<72,2!4%((+#!$;%<6%#$!#'$!&6#6%<!,(#$)5$3$(5$(4,$2!%&+(-!
#'$! 272#$&! 4+&3+($(#2! (+)! #'$! )$%<! 3+#$(#,%<! *+)! ,&3)+;,(-! #'$! $($)-7! 4+(;$)2,+(! 272#$&! @$,(-!
4+(2,5$)$58!A($!+*! #'$! #++<2!6(5$)!5$;$<+3&$(#! *+)! #'$! ,&3)+;$&$(#!+*!$($)-7!4+(;$)2,+(!272#$&2!
*)+&!#'$!#'$)&+57(%&,4!;,$?3+,(#!,2!#'$!%5;%(4$5!$=$)-$#,4!%(%<72,28!B(!#',2!3%3$):!#'$!%;+,5%@<$!3%)#!
+*! #'$!$=$)-7!5$2#)64#,+(! ,2!$2#,&%#$5!%(5! #'$! ,(#$)%4#,+(2!%&+(-!4+&3+($(#2!+*! #'$!+;$)%<<!272#$&!
%)$!$;%<6%#$5! ,(! #$)&2!+*!$(5+-$(+62!%(5!$=+-$(+62!$=$)-7!5$2#)64#,+(8!9'$!%226&3#,+(2!)$C6,)$5!
*+)!#'$2$!4%<46<%#,+(2!%)$!5,24622$5!,(!5$#%,<:!$23$4,%<<7!*+)!#'+2$!4+&3+($(#2!#'%#!%)$!#73,4%<<7!62$5!,(!
4'$&,4%<!3)+4$22$28!0$26<#2!+*!#',2!3%3$)!26--$2#!+3#,+(2!*+)!,(4)$%2,(-!#'$!#'$)&+57(%&,4!$**,4,$(47!
+*!'75)+-$(!3)+564#,+(!@7!2#$%&D&$#'%($!)$*+)&,(-8!
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-?.)%*@)4  The environmental superiority of electricity generation technologies/systems over competing 
options is preferentially determined through the use of the life-cycle assessment (LCA) methodology. In 
this paper, the LCA approaches commonly used are challenged and a new one is proposed. Currently, 
most LCA approaches do not consider operational !"#$%&$#$'( and the essential requirements for power 
systems to attain it (e.g. ancillary services) thus neglecting the intrinsic differences between generation 
technologies  operational features. The approach proposed here focuses on how !"#$%&$#$'( 
requirements should be properly taken into account in the LCA methodology to ensure a fair and 
realistic comparison between each generation technology, and how the inclusion of the former 
influences the environmental merit of the latter. An example is presented for wind power 
implementation in the Portuguese power system (addressing the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions), 
considering its operational problems of generation unpredictability and inflexibility to meet load 
variations. Several possible scenarios were considered to face these problems, namely wind backed 
up by pumping hydro, batteries and gas-fired power plants. The obtained results ranged between 46% 
to 9 times higher than literature LCA values, confirming that the inclusion of reliability requirements 
leads to significant changes in the final LCA results. 

K eywords:  Environmental assessment, Generation technologies, Life-cycle assessment, 
Operational requirements, Power systems, Wind power. 

AB,5")%&9>@)$&",
Life cycle assessment (LCA) is an officially 
recognized and standardized tool to support 
decisions based on environmental criteria [1,2] 
that has been widely applied to electricity 
generation technologies over the past few years. 
The comparative analysis of power generation 
systems can be essentially focused on three 
different perspectives corresponding to different 
functional units (FUs): installed capacity (kW), 
electrical energy produced (kWh), and provision 
of a specific energy service (e.g. load balancing). 
On the one hand, comparisons based on the 
installed capacity are common but often stated to 
be inappropriate due to the natural discrepancies 
between the availability and capacity factors of 
each technology [3]. On the other hand, studies 
based on energy services are extremely rare, 
possibly due to notion that the FU should reflect 
the direct service itself that is provided to 
consumers, and not the means to achieve it. 
Finally, the kWh is presented as the best base for 
comparisons [3] and thus it is the FU 
overwhelmingly privileged in the literature. 

Notwithstanding this, one should remark that this 
prevailing status-quo does not necessarily take 
into consideration the concept of reliability of 
electricity supply and the full complex 
requirements needed to ensure it (e.g. ancillary 
services). In fact, most existing LCA studies are 
carried out by comparing directly generation 
technologies without imposing any constraints on 
them, therefore neglecting their different technical 
features to respond single-handed to all power 
system essential requirements. Generation 
technologies are not necessarily true operational 
replacements, and thus, such an assumption leads 
to unfair and unrealistic comparisons that can 
provide inaccurate results to decision makers. 
Moreover, it should be also highlighted that the 
FU of any LCA study must be by definition based 
on the consumers  standard requirements for the 
quality of the service that is being assessed [1,2]. 

from the electricity sector: they require a reliable 
kWh, when demanded, to ensure their comfort at 
every time. Currently, one can find a general trend 
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in the results for most of conducted LCAs with 
such approach, which is clearly in favour of 
renewable energy technologies [4]. However, it 
must be determined if neglecting reliability leads 
to significant changes in the final environmental 
merit of electricity generation technologies, and, if 
so, by how much. 
This shortcoming has been pointed out a small 
number of times throughout the literature [3], 
although without its proper importance or at least 
without exploring its relevance to an extent worth 
mentioning. The very few efforts that have been 
made to overcome it led to simplistic approaches 
that provide, in the best case scenario, scarce and 
limited assessments. For instance, [5] solved it by 
simply excluding from analysis any generation 
technology that is not capable of responding to 
short-term variations in demand by itself. Other 
studies have opted to group technologies 
according to their short-term flexibility (e.g. 
inflexible technologies serve exclusively for the 
base load) and establish the comparisons only 

s competing options. One should 
note that both methodological approaches falsely 
narrow down the comparison possibilities because 
they do not consider all the technical solutions 
(including future ones) to deal with the operational 
differences between generation technologies. Yet, 
another approach has been suggested by [3] and 
more recently by [6]: rather than compare each 
technology by itself, a set of additional equipment 
should be included in the original generation 
technology so that it could actually fulfill the 
requirements to allow a fair and more realistic 
comparison between competing alternatives. 
However, the authors did not specify which 
requirements should be considered, neither what 
equipment needs to be included (other than 
batteries for load-balancing). Moreover, they do 
not provide any suggestion on how to determine 
them either.  
Most recently, [7] highlighted the potential that 
has remained undiscovered regarding the 
interaction between LCA and several other fields 
of scientific research. Yet, it is now clear that 
another potential synergy remains to be properly 
explored: the integration of power systems 
reliability assessment tools to determine what 
requirements and resulting backup equipment must 
be included. This paper intends to provide a 
significant contribution to explore it, first, by 
analyzing what operational variables should be 

taken into account, second, by designing a possible 
approach to deal with it and finally by presenting a 
small case-study. The case study focused on the 
load-balancing issues regarding the wind power 
technology in the Portuguese power system (PPS), 
considering greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

!"#$%&'&()*#+''%&,-.##
!"/"#!"#$%&$#$'(#0#+#-%12)%1&3#4&%#%15&%&6(#

-&7',%1(&3(#
Considering what was previously mentioned, we 
propose the reliable kWh as a rigorous FU for 
LCA studies that are intended to support power 
system planning decisions. However, reliability is 
a rather complex concept and its inclusion into the 
FU demands profound changes in the current LCA 
approaches for electricity generation technologies.  
According to [8,9] reliability encompasses two 
attributes of the power system (Fig. 1.): (i) 
(generation) Adequacy, which represents its ability 
to meet the aggregate power and energy 
requirements of consumers in all regions at all 
times; and (ii) (operational) Security, which 
describes the power system  ability to withstand 
disturbances (contingencies) such as accidental 
electric short circuits, unanticipated losses of 
system components and critical load conditions. 

 
F ig. 1.  Schematic of reliability attributes [9] . 

The notion of adequacy includes simultaneously 
the correct dimensioning of the physical system 
itself and a proper electricity market structure in 
force to explore it. It is primarily concerned with 
active load balancing dynamics to meet demand  
daily and seasonal variations, and comprises both 
the generation technologies and the 
transmission/distribution equipment. Generation 
adequacy is traditionally measured in terms of the 
operational reserves  availability throughout the 
year and can be verified by specific adequacy 
indicators. The notion of security, in contrast, is 
more related to complex operational aspects, or 
more specifically to some ancillary services such 
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as controlling frequency and voltage values within 
the required ranges in all situations. Security is 
typically characterized through contingency 
analysis and dynamic stability assessments and is 
provided by means of protection devices and 
operation standards and procedures [9]. 
Preferentially, both adequacy and operational 
security should be verified. So, instead of 
comparing directly every generation technology, 
we propose to integrate backup equipment in those 
technologies that are not capable of providing the 
full operational requirements (adequacy and 
security) by themselves. The resulting 
combination (hereafter designated as Operational 
Technology System, OTS) must ensure the same 
reliability as other -  systems (e.g., 
gas-fired thermal power plants). The OTS 
comprises the three following main components: 
I. Main Technology, which is the technology 

intended to be implemented, regardless of its 
ability to meet by itself the full operation 
requirements; 

II. Regulation Technologies, composed by the 
additional backup technologies to meet all 
major operational requirements for the 
secure/reliable use of the implemented 
technology - ensuring generation adequacy 
and operational security. The major 
operational requirements that should ideally 
be verified by the OTS to ensure adequacy 
and security can be easily identified in the 
power system operation literature, namely in 
[8] and [9], as well as in every operation 
procedure handbook of worldwide system 
operators (SOs):  
 Controllable generation, i.e., the ability to 

provide energy flexibly to satisfy minute-
to-minute demand needs (a.k.a 
dispatchable). 

 Operating reserve, i.e., the ability to 
immediately correct unforeseen load 
imbalances. It must include reserve 
capacity to increase and decrease.  

 Black-start capability, i.e., the ability to 
recover from grid shocks and blackouts 
within acceptable time and without 
assistance from the electrical grid. 

 Voltage and frequency control, i.e., to 
supply the generated energy within the 
range of values required by the grid. 

III. Transmission capacity, i.e. equipment 
(substations, transformers, lines, underground 

cables, etc.) strictly imposed by the 
implementation of the main technology - 
ensuring transmission adequacy. 

It is worth mentioning that, as far as we know, 
LCA studies have never considered or even 
mentioned the different transmission and 
distribution requirements of each technology. This 
assumption, sometimes avoided by using the kWh 
measured at the entrance to the grid, is for evident 
reasons wrongfully taken in some cases. For 
instance, wind farms installed in remote places 
require a completely different amount and type of 
transmission equipment than microgeneration 
PV  installed in the urban distribution grid. The 
boundaries to be considered for the FU, i.e. the 
physical point of where the reliable kWh will be 
measured, must be at the  

!"!"#$%&#'&&(#)*#+,,&,,#)%&#-*./0&)&#
/*1&2#,3,)&.#

The design of an OTS for every single generation 
technology that provides a complete and 
equivalent operational capability may not be 
feasible due to unavoidable technical limitations to 
correct all its intrinsic reliability gaps. In fact, all 
generation facilities depend on one another, 

-
energy, intermittent renewable technologies or 
reliable thermal power plants, because they all are 
at least subject to unforeseen problems, and thus 
they all rely on the remaining facilities available in 
the power system to keep ensuring the supply. 
Furthermore, the power system in which the main 
technology with operational gaps is to be 
implemented might still have enough backup 
technologies so that its introduction does not 
necessarily impose the increase of new backup 
capacity, but only increases its use. If every main 
technology has its own regulation technology and 
transmission equipment dimensioned to deal 
specifically with its gaps, the final outcome would 
certainly lead to redundancy of the regulation and 
transmission capacities of the resulting power 
system. So, rather than try to assemble OTSs that 
fulfill single-handedly all the reliability 
requirements by themselves, it is the entire power 
system  structural changes induced by the 
implementation of the main technology that should 
be compared. Backup technologies should be 
determined by the extra amount demanded by the 
comparative power system scenarios that each 
main technology leads to. As a result, regulation 
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technologies and other backup equipment are 
determined specifically for each power system  
unique conditions, and depend on the total amount 
of the main technology that will be installed. 
The dispatch model in force (which depends on 
the existing market structure and economic 
competiveness of the remaining generation 
technologies) plays here a very important role. 
To make a fair comparison between the alternative 
main technologies, it must be imposed that the 
comparison between their resulting power systems 
must have an approximately equivalent reliability 
throughout the year, measured by standard 
adequacy/security indicators, namely the Coverage 
Index, Remaining Capacity and Adequacy 
Reference Margin. 

!"#$%&'#&()*+,#-./*#01-'2#
!"3"#4%./#('56/1718+#
Wind power technology is a perfect example to 
highlight the concerns around the reliability issue, 
since due to its very own operational gaps and 
high penetration in worldwide power systems over 
the past years, has become one of the most cited 
and studied subject among developers, network 
planners and system operators (SOs) 
[10,11,14,15,16]. The following case study applies 
the proposed LCA approach to the large scale 
implementation of wind power in the Portuguese 
Power System (PPS) in the next years, to reach a 
total capacity of 3750 MW by 2010 and 5100 MW 
in 2013 according to current government goals. To 
determine the operational constraints and feasible 
solutions for the Regulation technologies and 
Transmission capacity, several studies were 
gathered. 
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Wind power is an intermittent generation source 
driven by weather conditions and thus with 
unpredictable behaviour both for generation timing 
and output power. To deal with it the SO currently 
relies on short-term weather forecasts. However, 
this forecast is never a certainty and forecast errors 
will occur. The average error with existing 
forecast tools for a single wind farm is between 
10% and 20% of the installed wind power capacity 
for a forecast horizon of 36 hours. In the best case 
scenario considering smoothing effects, scaling up 

to aggregated wind power of a whole area can 
result in a drop of the error below 10% [16].  
In Portugal, the maximum unforeseen loss of wind 
power has already reached the equivalent value of 
the largest conventional thermal group (400 MW). 
Moreover, [12] estimated the PPS  imbalances for 
2010 and 2015 and stated that the large scale 
implementation of wind power sources is 
potentially more problematic in the case of power 
surges, since to maximize the use of renewable 
production it may be necessary to remove thermal 
groups from the grid if all regulation reserve to 
decrease (including storage capacity) runs out. In 
many simulations, there was a reduction of the 
primary reserve and an increase of the probability 
of failure in starting the shut down groups. In this 
way, balance difficulties will become more 
common and achieve higher values, particularly 
for positive imbalances. These numbers stress the 
importance of adequate backup balancing capacity 
to support wind power, especially if the current 
EU directive [13] remains in force, imposing that 
all energy produced by renewable sources must be 
privileged  by the SO.  
Numerous technologies can be used to deal with 
such balancing needs: the first and privileged 
option to perform these tasks is to resort to flexible 
pumping hydro technology (PHS) with 
considerable storage capacity because it can 
potentially face single-handedly both positive and 
negative imbalances [14-16]. If not possible, gas-
fired thermal units with advantageous start-up and 
shutdown characteristics are a logical way of 
balancing intermittent generation [16]. However, 
hydro capacity is limited by geophysical reasons, 
and thermal facilities might face serious problems 
in handling large positive imbalances, therefore 
other large scale storage technologies are also 
taking their first steps in becoming serious 
balancing options with particular relevance to 
positive imbalances. Redox flow batteries (namely 
vanadium redox batteries [VRB] and Polysulphide 
Bromide Batteries) and compressed air energy 
storage [CAES] are currently the frontline options 
for energy management. However, CAES systems 
require caverns with very particular geophysical 
features and thus are limited by existing natural 
availability [17]. Redox flow batteries are then the 
main contender. Moreover, several authors have in 
fact emphasized that this is most likely the best 
alternative to pair with wind power technology 
both for load balancing and economic criteria, and 
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in particular for Portugal; [18] pointed them out 
(specifically VRB) as the most profitable option 
for wind park investors. 
One can find other possible approaches to face 
wind power intermittency. For instance [11] 
proposed a solution relying on the installation of 
generation dispatch centres (acting as generation 
aggregation agents) and the adoption of a 
hierarchical control architecture which, through 
the combination of wind parks with excess 
capacity with an optimized grid connection, could 
significantly decrease imbalance problems. 
However, such unconventional approaches are still 
under trial and have not yet proved their full 
capability. 
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Besides being a non-controllable generation 
technology, wind power usually sets other 
operational problems:  
 It does not provide voltage and frequency 

control  in fact it may have a negative effect 
due to its intermittency; 

 It does not have black-start capability. 
For Portugal the need for these requirements was 
also verified [10] according to a study carried to 
assess the connection of the programmed wind 
power capacity to the PPS during 2010-2013: wind 
power must be mandatorily equipped in the future 
with additional control equipment (such as flexible 
AC transmission systems devices) to have ride-
through fault capability and it must also start 
contributing to voltage and frequency control by 
request of the SO. Two possible solutions can be 
used to solve this last gap: by integrating specific 
technical components in the wind parks or by 
resorting to the remaining generation technologies 
thus imposing their increase as well. 
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According to [10], in the existing plan to achieve 
the capacity goals for 2010 and 2013, most of 
renewable (wind and hydro) will be located in 
remote places and scattered throughout large areas 
with very small demand. In order for the local 
power surplus to be transported to large 
consumption centres, additional transmission 
capacity is identified, namely: new underground-
cables and inner network inside the wind parks,  
new 400 and 220 kV lines, new 400 and 220 kV 
substations and new phase-shifter transformers. 

Therefore, a very significant amount of additional 
transmission equipment must be implemented to 
allow wind technology integration. Nonetheless, 
the total amount that is indeed strictly induced by 
wind was impossible to determine. 
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The resulting OTS that would derive from the 
implementation of wind power should ideally be 
composed by: 

Table 1.  Possible OTS components for wind power.  
M ain 
technology 

2 MW Wind Turbines 

Regulation 
technologies 

Controllable 
generation 
and Operating 
Reserves 

- PHS 
- VRB 
- Thermal spinning reserves 

Black-start 
capability and 
voltage and 
frequency 
control 

- Direct control devices  
- Backed up by other 
operating reserves 

T ransmission 
capacity 

- Phase shifter transformers 
- Additional transmission lines 

 

The quantification of certain backup components 
proved to be difficult. Thus, due to lack of data 
and for simplifying purposes, the only component 
considered for the calculations in the exemplifying 
OTSs are related to load balancing problems, i.e., 
ensure a controllable generation and guarantee 
operational reserves both for positive and negative 
imbalances.  
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Considering the mentioned future imbalance 
problems where positive imbalances are 
prominent, the OTSs were developed to face the 
following imbalance scenarios. 

 Negative imbalances 
The negative imbalances considered are related to 
periods when the real wind power production is 
lower than what has been previously forecasted. 
Considering that forecast errors for large wind 
installed capacity can vary between 10% and 20% 
as previously mentioned, it was assumed an equal 
distribution of that error between positive and 
negative imbalances (unbiased error). Thus, two 
cases for annual energy shortage during negative 
imbalances were analyzed: 5% (510 GWh) and 
10% (1020 GWh) of total wind annual production, 
which corresponds to an average of 1.4 GWh/day 
and 2.8 GWh/day respectively. However, because 
imbalances are not equally distributed throughout 
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the days, the maximum shortage was assumed to 
be ten times bigger than the daily average, i.e. 14 
GWh/day for the 5% scenario and 28 GWh/day for 
the 10% scenario. The maximum instant power 
drop was considered to be equal to 800 MW - 
twice the biggest drop already registered in the 
PPS with around half of the targeted 5100 MW 
installed capacity. 

 Positive imbalances 
The positive imbalances are related to periods 
when wind power generation exceeds the load 
requirements even after all possible corrective 
actions were taken by the SO, thus jeopardizing 
the security/reliability of the PPS. Two scenarios 
for positive imbalances were assumed: 10% (1020 
GWh) and 20% (2040 GWh) of wind annual 
production. The 10% scenario assumptions are 
consistent with the PPS imbalance forecast values 
for the year 2015 considering dispatch intervention 
[18]. The highest overload induced by wind was 
assumed to reach 1000 MW and the maximum 
amount of energy produced during the biggest 
imbalance, was assumed to be 10 times higher 
than the daily average  28 GWh. The 20% 
scenario of wind annual production intends to 
represent a critical scenario where the highest 
overload reached 2000 MW. The maximum 
amount of energy produced during the biggest 
imbalance was 55 GWh (also considering a factor 
of 10 on the daily average). 
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The considered OTS scenarios are as follows: 

I. Wind exclusively backed up by PHS      
This represents the OTS best case scenario, in 
which pumping hydro storage (PHS) systems with 
the adequate features (storage capacity and output 
power) can solve single-handedly positive and 
negative imbalances by transferring the energy 
generated during the void periods to peak periods. 
An unconstrained availability of the hydrologic 
resources regardless of the seasonal variations was 
assumed. For scenarios where the stored energy is 
not enough to cover wind generation shortages, it 
was assumed that the PHS would still have enough 
available capacity to deal with this. 
II. Wind backed up by VRB  

This OTS scenario intends to represent the 
situations in which the positive and negative 
imbalances can be solved just with VRB systems. 
Negative imbalances are exclusively resolved 

through the transfer of energy stored during 
positive imbalances and therefore this scenario is 
only a feasible solution to imbalance scenarios 
where positive imbalances are higher than 
negative imbalances.  
III. Wind backed up by energy storage capacity 

and thermal spinning reserves  
This OTS scenario represents the situations in 
which the positive imbalances are solved through 
energy storage systems and the negative 
imbalances need the help of thermal facilities. This 
only applies to imbalance scenarios where 
negative imbalances are larger than or equal to 
positive imbalances, i.e., when stored energy is not 
enough to cover wind generation shortages. This 
scenario is carried out both for PHS and VRB 
systems, which are dimensioned to meet the 
maximum power and energy produced during 
positive imbalance periods. In either case, the 
environmental impact of their life-cycle accounted 
for the same reasons previously mentioned. 
The thermal technologies considered are gas-fired: 
the 250 MW open cycle gas turbine (250 GT) and 
the 400 MW combined cycle gas turbine (400 
CCGT) which are according to [19] the best 
options for the PPS. 
IV. Wind exclusively backed up by thermal 

spinning reserves  
This OTS stands for the worst case scenario in 
which there is no storage capacity and therefore 
the wind technology shuts down during positive 
imbalance, leading to the waste of that energy 
amount. For negative imbalances, the same gas-
fired facilities considered previously are called to 
cover them. 
The OTS dimensioning was carried out to meet 
power and energy capacity requirements for each 
imbalance scenario considered previously. The 
power of the OTS was defined with the objective 
of absorbing/providing the highest instantaneous 
power imbalances, considering both positive and 
negative imbalances. 
The features of the technologies used are fully 
described in Appendix A. Furthermore, the 
description of each OTS scenario for every 
imbalance scenario can be found in the tables 
presented in Appendix B. 
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A summary of the results obtained for the life-
cycle GHG emissions of each OTS is represented 
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by the best and worst case scenarios in Fig.2 (the 
full results are presented in Appendix C).  
The first inference to be drawn is that the inclusion 
of backup technologies to support generation 
technologies in order for them to behave within 
acceptable reliability requirements does lead to 
significant changes in the final LCA results 
achieved by existing approaches. The obtained 
results for all the OTSs and imbalance scenarios 
were considerably different from the literature 
values for the 2 MW wind turbine LCA, even for 
wind exclusively backed up by PHS. The 
difference in life-cycle GHG emission values 
ranged from a minimum of 5 gCO2eq/kWh (46% of 
the l TS, to 88 g 
CO2eq/kWh (9 times higher than the literature 
value) for the worst case scenario represented by 
wind shutdown during positive imbalances, and a 
250 MW GT built specifically to cover energy 
shortages. Furthermore, the obtained results for the 
assessed OTSs have only included backup 
technologies for load balance problems, neglecting 
completely all the other backup technologies 
mentioned such as induced transmission 

-through-
equipment, and frequency and voltage control 
devices, whose inclusion is more than likely to 
accentuate even further the differences between 
the results from current approaches and the 
approach proposed here. The obtained results for 
the assessed case study corroborate the argument 
that by including the necessary backup equipment 

into the LCA technology analysis, the information 
about its environmental superiority over 
competing options can change, or at least be 
substantially inaccurate. Choices between 
generation technologies based on environmental 
criteria should not fail to take this into account. 
Regarding specifically the environmental 
performance of GHG emissions for the assessed 
OTSs, it was found that even in the worst case 
scenario wind technology trend still presents a 
better performance than the best thermal facility 
asset (CCGT) and thus no doubts seems to arise 
from its environmental superiority over thermal 
technologies, even if not all required regulation 
technologies were considered. Anyhow, for other 
environmental impact categories the outcome 
could be different. 
A particular emphasis should be given for the OTS 
regarding the VRB storage system: the results 
reveal that besides being an extremely valuable 
asset for wind power operation, it also presents 
relatively low GHG emissions during its life-cycle, 
even in scenarios where a share of negative 
imbalance needs to be covered with gas-fired 
thermal technology. Moreover, since its 
implementation is not dependent on geophysical 
conditions, providing easy-to-build and flexible 
storage features, it is a serious alternative to the 
PHS system if decision-
combining operational benefits with good 
performance in GHG emissions.  

 

 
F ig. 2. Life-cycle GHG emissions results for OTSs considering the best and worst case scenario1 

                                                      
1 Best case scenario stands for the lowest imbalance situation solved by resorting to remaining facilities already 
existing; Worst case scenario represents the situations for the highest load imbalance and that require the 
construction of additional regulation technologies  capacity). 
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Table A.1.  Capacity factor of wind power technology in the PPS for the years 2007 and 2008 [20] . 

Year 2007 2008 
Installed capacity [MW] 2048 2624 
Net annual production [GWh] 4012 5694 
Net annual production by MW [GWl/MW] 1.9 2.2 
Capacity factor [%] 22 25  

 
Based on these values the capacity factor considered for wind power technology was 23%. 
 

Table A.2.  F eatures of wind power and natural gas thermal facilities considered [19, 21, 22] . 

Technology 2 MW Wind 
Turbine 

400MW CCGT 250MW GT 

MWnet - 392 249 
Net efficiency considered [%] - 58 38 
Total annual availability 
 [%] / [GWh/MW] 

- 93 / 8.0 96 / 8.4 

Annual capacity factor considered [%]  23  85 (Maximum) 85 (Maximum) 
Average annual production  
[GWh] / [GWh/MW] 

4 / 2.0 2919 / 7.3 1854 / 7.4 

Operation emissions [g CO2eq/kWh] 0 350 530 
Total indirect emissions 
[ton CO2eq] 

880 5.108 x 106 5.100 x 106 

Expected Life-time (years) 20 25 25 
 

Table A.3.  F eatures of pumping hydro system (PHS) and vanadium redox battery system (VRB) considered [23] .  

Storage technology system PHS VRB 
GHG Emissions of construction and decommissioning stages 
[ton CO2eq/MWh storage capacity] 

35.7 261 

Operation & Maintenance emissions [g CO2eq/GWh] 1.8 3.3 
Efficiency [%] 78 83 
Expected life-time (years) 60 20 
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Table B.1.  Scenarios description for wind exclusively backed up by PHS (Wind + Hydro). 

Imbalance scenarios 
(% of wind annual production) PHS features OTS Net supply 

(GWh) 

Positive imbalance Negative imbalance Storage capacity 
(GWh) 

Nominal 
power 
(MW) 

Directly 
from 
wind 

From 
PHS 

20 10 and 5 55 2000 8160 2040 
10 10 

28 1000 9180 
1020 

10 5 785 

 

Table B.2.  Scenarios description for wind exclusively backed up by VRB (Wind + VRB). 

Imbalance scenarios 
(% of wind annual production) VRB features OTS Net supply 

(GWh) 

Positive imbalance Negative imbalance Storage capacity 
(GWh) 

Nominal 
power 
(MW) 

Directly 
from 
wind 

From 
VRB 

20 10 and 5 55 2000 8160 1693 
10 5 28 1000 9180 847 

 

Table B.3.  Scenarios description for wind backed up by storage energy systems and thermal reserves (Wind + 
Hydro and Spinning Reserve or Wind + VRB and Spinning Reserve) 

Energy storage 
technology 

Energy storage features OTS Net supply (GWh) 

Storage capacity 
(GWh) 

Nominal power 
(MW) 

Directly from 
wind 

From storage 
system 

From thermal 
spinning reserve 

PHS 
28 1000 9180 

785 235 
VRB 847 173 

 

Table B.4.  Scenarios description for wind exclusively backed up by thermal spinning reserves. 

Imbalance scenarios 
(% of wind annual production) 

OTS Net supply (GWh) Energy loss due to positive 
imbalance (GWh) Positive 

imbalance 
Negative 
imbalance 

Directly 
from wind 

From thermal 
spinning reserve 

20 
10 

9180 
1020 

2040 
5 510 

10 
10 

8160 
1020 

1020 
5 510 
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Table C .1.  Life-cycle GHG emissions for wind backed up by PHS for all imbalance scenarios. 

Positive imbalance 
(% of wind annual production) 

Negative imbalance 
(% of wind annual production) 

Life-cycle G H G emissions 
(gCO2eq/kWh) 

20 10 and 5 22 
10 10 and 5 16 
 
 
Table C .2.  Life-cycle GHG emissions for wind backed up by VRB for all imbalance scenarios. 
Positive imbalance  
(% of wind annual production) 

Negative imbalance  
(% of wind annual production) 

Life-cycle G H G emissions 
(gCO2eq/kWh) 

20 10 and 5 57 
10 5 34 
 
 
Table C .3.  Life-cycle GHG emissions for wind backed up by storage systems and thermal facilities for 10% positive 
imbalance and 10% negative imbalance scenario  i.e. the imbalance scenarios where the stored energy is not 
enough to cover wind generation shortages. 

Backup storage 
technology 

Backup thermal 
technology 

 
 

Construction of 
dedicated  
thermal facility 

Life-cycle G H G emissions 
(gCO2eq/kWh) 

PHS 
 

400MW CCGT 
 x 24 

250MW GT 28 
400MW CCGT 

  49 
250MW GT 53 

VRB 

400MW CCGT 
 x 39 

250MW GT 42 
400MW CCGT 

  64 
250MW GT 67 

 
 
Table C .4.  Life-cycle GHG emissions for wind backed up by storage systems and thermal facilities for all 
imbalance scenarios. 

Positive 
imbalance 
(%) 

Negative 
imbalance 
(%) 

Construction of 
dedicated 
thermal facility 

Life-cycle G H G emissions (gCO2eq/kWh) 

400MW CCGT 250MW GT 

20 
10 

x 51 71 
 79 99 

5 x 34 44 
 63 74 

10 
10 

x 46 
71 

64 
89  

5 x 30 40 
 56 66 
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An Environmental Analysis of Electricity Consumption in 
Built Environments 
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Abstract:  Electricity is considered as an inseparable part of our modern life. In built environments, the 
demands for electricity are much greater and more intense. In 2008, electricity consumption amounted 
to 5,856 kWh per capita in Hong Kong and the electricity productivity of Hong Kong was US$5.27 GDP 
per kWh, a very high level in the world. However, high productivity comes at a cost – poor perceived 
environmental quality. This study examines the environmental impacts of electricity consumption in 
Hong Kong, using greenhouse gases as a basis for impact analysis. Since Hong Kong imports some 
percentage of electricity from a nuclear power plant in a nearby area, the imported electricity causes an 
illusion of low emission per unit of electricity consumed and transfers hidden environmental burdens 
from the electricity consumption destination (Hong Kong) to the electricity generation region 
(Shenzhen). However, Hong Kong will also be adversely affected by those hidden burdens because of 
the proximity effect in long run. Moreover, we estimate the extent of the environmental impacts from a 
global perspective. In realizing that Hong Kong imports fuels from overseas and emissions along fuel 
life cycles have yet to be taken into account, we suggest that pollution indices from utilities companies 
and government departments need be adjusted accordingly. 

Keywords: Electricity Generation & Consumption, Greenhouse Gases Emission, Life Cycle Approach. 

1. Introduction 
Electricity is considered as an inseparable part of 
our modern life. Its production and consumption 
affect a city’s economic development, and more 
importantly the quality of life. In Asia, population 
in cities has grown rapidly over the past decades, 
mostly due to the baby boom in the 1950s and 
1960s and people migrating from rural areas to 
urban areas since 1970s. According to the Census 
and Statistics Department of Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region, population increases from 
2.24 millions in 1950 to 6.99 millions in 2008 in 
Hong Kong. During the same period of time, 
electricity consumption grew several times faster 
than the growth of population to 40,929 million 
kWh in 2008. It is because people primarily used 
electricity for lighting and businesses had a wide 
range of fuels to choose from in the 1950s. 
Nowadays, people have all sorts of electrical 
appliances and businesses in Hong Kong are 
service-based and commercial buildings, shopping 
malls, hotels, etc. utilize a significant amount of 
electricity for lighting, heating, ventilating, air-
conditioning, plumbing, vertical transporting, and 
powering IT backbones. However, a price has to 

be paid. People living in Hong Kong has witnessed 
the deterioration of air quality over the past ten 
years. Visibility is getting poor year after year, 
most notably in autumn and winter when humidity 
is relatively low [1]. Hong Kong is covered by 
haze almost continuously between October and 
March. It has been recognized that the generation 
of electricity contributes significantly to the 
inventory of major air pollutants in Hong Kong [2]. 
In addition, greenhouse gases emission is also an 
important issue that should be studied thoughtfully, 
especially in considering its effect on global 
climate change. For this reason, this study 
examines the environmental impact of electricity 
consumption in Hong Kong using greenhouse 
gases as a basis for impact analysis. 

 The reminder of the paper is structured as 
follows. Section 2 describes the growth of 
electricity consumption, change in economic 
structure and GDP in Hong Kong between 2000 
and 2008. From that, we estimate per capita 
electricity consumption and per capita productivity 
based on the amount of electricity consumed in 
2008. Section 3 presents the Incremental 
Backward Life Cycle Analysis methodology and 
illustrates how this methodology can be utilized to 
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obtain a more complete picture about emissions of 
greenhouse gases and other pollutants from the 
fuels used in Hong Kong power companies. 
Section 4 describes the data sources and presents 
the analyzed results. Finally, a conclusion and 
managerial implications are given in Section 5. 

2. Electricity Consumption and GDP  
The relationship between electricity consumption 
and GDP has been the subject of intense research 
over the past three decades. In 1978, Kraft and 
Kraft [3] pioneered the study of the causal 
relationship between electricity consumption and 
economic growth using data over the 1947-1974 
period in the U.S. They found evidence of a 
unidirectional causality running from gross 
national product to electricity consumption. Since 
then, numerous empirical studies [4-11] have been 
carried out to investigate the relationship between 
electricity (or energy) consumption and economic 
growth. Murray and Nam [4], Lee [8], Wolde-
Rufael [9], and Yoo [10] found that there are 
diverse causality between electricity/energy 
consumption and economic growth in different 
countries. There were in general long-run and 
short-run causalities running from energy 
consumption to GDP in developing countries (see 
Lee [8] and Wolde-Rufael [9]) but mixed 
causalities in most other countries. The conflicting 
results might arise due to different data set and 
different countries’ characteristics. Besides, the 
results also depend on different econometric 
methodologies used with the same country (Soytas 
and Sai [7]). All and all, these studies, Lai et al. 
[12] and Ferguson et al. [13] who studied 
electricity consumption and economic 
development in over 100 countries supported that 
there is strong correlation between economic 
growth and electricity consumption. 

 Hong Kong is a services center in Asia and an 
international finance center that had the largest 
total funds raised through new IPOs in 2009. It (as 
a former British colony) used to be a major 
manufacturing center for light industrial goods in 
the 1960s and 1970s because of its low labor cost. 
Hong Kong transformed to a commercial and 
trading center in the 1980s when manufacturers 
started moving their labor-intensive operations to 
mainland China. Over the past two decades, Hong 
Kong has transformed itself as an international 
finance center, emphasizing its strong link 
between East and West and a gateway to mainland 

China. In the past couple of years, Hong Kong has 
benefited significantly from the Individual Visit 
Scheme (IVS) and its Close Economic Partnership 
Arrangement (CEPA) with mainland China. Under 
the IVS, 0.27 billion residents in 49 Mainland 
cities are allowed to visit Hong Kong in their 
individual capacity. In 2008, Hong Kong attracted 
over 29 million visitors and most of them were 
people from mainland China. Electricity 
consumption grew by 12.8 percent between 2000 
and 2008. More specifically, the net electricity 
consumption increased by 4813 million kWh in 
Hong Kong’s commercial sector between 2000 
and 2008. Figure 1 shows Hong Kong’s electricity 
consumption and per capita GDP from 2000 to 
2008. 

As population in Hong Kong was 6.99 million 
in 2008, one can estimate that per capita electricity 
consumption was 5,856 kWh. The electricity 
productivity of Hong Kong was US$5.27 GDP per 
kWh, a very high level in the world (c.f. the 
electricity productivity of the US was US$3.76 
GDP per kWh while that of its leading ten states 
was about US$6.10 GDP per kWh in 2005 [14]). 

 

(a) Hong Kong’s Electricity Consumption 

 

(b) Hong Kong’s GDP 

Figure 1(a) and (b) Hong Kong’s electricity 
consumption and GDP from 2000 to 2008 
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3. Incremental Backward Life Cycle 
Approach 

Life cycle analysis (LCA; also known as “life 
cycle assessment”) is defined as a technique for 
assessing the environmental aspects and potential 
impacts associated with a product, process or 
service by compiling an inventory of relevant 
energy and material inputs and environmental 
releases; evaluating the potential environmental 
impacts associated with identified inputs and 
releases; and interpreting the results to help 
decision-makers make a more informed decision 
[15]. It is a systematic, phased approach and 
consists of four components: goal definition and 
scoping, inventory analysis, impact assessment, 
and interpretation [15]. The central idea of LCA is 
to investigate the entire life cycle of a product, 
system or service “from cradle to grave”, with all 
different energy and material flows that are 
relevant for that product, system or service 
delivery. However, a comprehensive LCA of 
electricity generation and consumption would be 
too complex and require a multi-level approach to 
identify and quantify indirect resource 
consumption and pollutant emissions from all sorts 

of plants, machineries, and processes in different 
spatial locations and temporal scales. The major 
disadvantage of comprehensive LCA is the fact 
that uncertainty increases with the number of 
layers, i.e. analysis boundaries [16]. Ney and 
Schnoor [16] suggest applying an incremental 
approach to balance the advantages and 
disadvantages associated with the coverage (cost) 
and certainty. They developed an Incremental Life 
Cycle Approach to quantify greenhouse gas 
benefits from substitution of bioenergy fuel for 
fossil fuel in electricity generation. Following their 
idea, our study focuses on emissions of 
greenhouse gases and other pollutants due to 
electricity consumption in Hong Kong. As two or 
more fuels are used to generate electricity in Hong 
Kong’s power plants, we use an Incremental 
Backward Life Cycle Approach1 to identify the 
major (direct) emission sources of the “Well-to-
Electricity” process. In this sense, we quantify the 
direct emission of gaseous pollutants from the 
extraction, transportation, refining, storage, and 
combustion of fuels. Although we know that all 
plants and machineries have embedded energy and 
produced gaseous pollutants indirectly, we ignore 
these indirect emissions because of the calculation 
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of these emissions requires an infinite expansion 
of system boundaries and carries a high degree of 
uncertainties. 

Figure 2 illustrates the fuel life cycles for 
producing electricity in Hong Kong. From this 
figure, the operating greenhouse gases and other 
air pollutant emissions along the paths of fuel life 
cycles are identified.  

 

4. Data Sources and Results 
Fuel data were gathered from the Census and 
Statistics Department of Hong Kong, the annual 
reports, and the social and environmental reports 
of power and energy companies in Hong Kong and 
Shenzhen. Table 1 shows fuel consumption for 
generating electricity in Hong Kong for the period 
of 2002 to 2008 (no data were available from 
Hong Kong Electric for 2000 and 2001). In 2008, 
the majority of electricity generated was made by 
burning coal (around 73 percent), supplemented by 
burning natural gas (over 26 percent) and oil (less 
than 1 percent). 

4.1. Emissions of gaseous pollutants 
during the “Well-to-Electricity” process 

Fossil fuel production, transportation, refining and 
combustion results in emissions of carbon dioxide 
(CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), 
nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and 
particulate matters (PM). The amount of these 
emissions depends primarily on the extraction 
method, refining method, transport mode, storage 
method, the efficiency of combustion, and post-
processing treatment of flue gases. According to 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), CO2, CH4, and N2O are greenhouse gases 
that have a profound effect on global warming. 
The global warming potentials (GWP) of CH4 and 
N2O relative to CO2 are shown in Table 2. 

Greenhouse Gas Symbol GWP (for 100 yrs) 

Carbon dioxide 

Methane 

Nitrous oxide 

CO2 

CH4 

N2O 

1 

25 

298 

Table 2. Global warming potentials (GWP) 
relative to CO2  

* Adopted from “Changes in Atmospheric Constituents and in 

Radiative Forcing”- IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), 

2007 

4.1.1. Emissions from oil production, 
transportation, refining and 
combustion 

Most oil fields contain both crude oil and natural 
gas. When the oil is extracted from underground, 
natural gas is also pumped to the surface. If the gas 
cannot be collected and sold economically (as the 
case in the Middle East), it must be flared and CO2 
and small quantity of unburned hydrocarbons, 
including CH4, are produced. By taking flaring, 
venting of CH4, and emissions due to the 
combustion of fossil fuels by machineries in the 
oil fields into consideration, the US Department of 
Energy [18] reported that greenhouse gas 
emissions range from 13.6 kg CO2E/bbl of crude 
oil (for Saudi Arabia) to 16.5 or 19.5 kg CO2E/bbl 
of crude oil (for Kuwait or Iraq respectively) while 
1 barrel of crude oil has a mass of 138.8 kg. From 
that, one can determine that greenhouse gas 
emission from crude oil extraction ranges from 
95.54 to 137.69 kg CO2E/tonne of crude oil. Al-
Hamad and Khan [19] calculated the total 
emissions from flaring in Kuwait oilfields. They 
estimated that emission factors were 0.51 kg SO2 
and 0.02 kg NO2 per tonne of crude produced in 
2005. 

Crude oil is transported from the Middle East 
to Singapore and the refining oil products 
including heavy fuel oil and diesel/gas oil are 
transported from Singapore to Hong Kong by oil 
tankers (mostly Aframax-type tankers). According 
to the latest study on pollutant emission statistics 
for the world commercial fleet [20], burning of 
marine diesel fuels generate a significant amount 
of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants. 
Psaraftis and Kontoves [20] report that Aframax 
oil tankers generate 5.63 g CO2, 0.12 g SO2, and 
0.15 g NOx per tonne-km. By knowing the 
distances between the Middle East and Singapore 
and between Singapore and Hong Kong to be 3702 
and 1460 nautical miles (or 6871 and 2710 km) 
respectively and quantities of heavy fuel oil and 
diesel oil consumed in power plants on a yearly 
basis, we can estimate the yearly CO2, SO2, and 
NOx emissions due to transportation of crude oil 
and refined products.  

Oil refining requires energy and combustion of 
fossil fuels. Babusiaux and Pierru [21] used a 
linear-programming approach in which mass 
balance and market constraint were taken into 
consideration simultaneously. They showed that 
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0.017 tonne of CO2 would be generated in 
producing 1 tonne of heavy fuel oil while 0.027 
tonne of CO2 would be generated in producing 1 
tonne of diesel oil. The European Commission [22] 
carried out a survey and reported that emission 
factors of refineries are 0.03 to 6 kg SO2, 0.06 to 
0.7 kg NOx, and 0.01 to 3 kg PM per tonne of 
crude processed. 

 Combustion of oil products generates CO2, CH4, 
N2O, and other pollutants such as SO2, NOx, and 
PM. The IPCC [23] states that emission factors of 
heavy fuel oil are 77400 kg CO2/TJ, 3 kg CH4/TJ, 
and 0.6 kg N2O/TJ while the net calorific value 
(NCV) of heavy fuel oil is 40.4 TJ/kT. Emission 
factors of diesel/gas oil are 74100kg CO2/TJ, 3 kg 
CH4/TJ, and 0.6 kg N2O/TJ while the NCV of 
diesel/gas oil is 43.0 TJ/kT. Emission of SO2, NOx, 
and PM depends heavily on the pollution control 
equipment installed in power plants. According to 
the information published by power companies in 
Hong Kong, emission factors of these pollutants 
are not available separately for the combustion of 
oil products. Power companies quantify emissions 
of SO2, NOx, and PM in terms of kg/kWh 
generated/sales. 

4.1.2. Emissions from coal production, 
transportation, and combustion 

Pressure reduction during coal mining results in 
the release of methane stored in coal-bed. The 
amount of stored methane depends on the depth 
and type of coals [24]. Generally speaking, deeper 
mines have higher methane content. Hong Kong 
imports coals from Indonesia in which surface 
mining techniques have been adopted. The IPCC 
[23] states that the emission factors for surface 
mining are 0.3 to 2.0 m3 CH4 per tonne of coal for 
extraction (average 1.2 m3 tonne-1) and 0 to 0.2 m3 
CH4 per tonne of coal for processing. 

Coal is transported by Post-Panamax-type bulk 
carriers from PT Indonesia Bulk Terminal located 
on the South Western tip of Pulau Laut to Hong 
Kong. The distance between these two locations is 
about 4000 km. Psaraftis and Kontoves [20] report 
that a Post-Panamax bulk carrier generates 4.92 g 
CO2, 0.11 g SO2, and 0.14 g NOx per tonne-km. 

 Coal is burnt in Hong Kong power plants to 
generate electricity. The IPCC [23] states that 
emission factors of coal are 94600 kg CO2/TJ, 1 kg 
CH4/TJ, and 1.5 kg N2O/TJ while the net calorific 
value (NCV) of coal is 25.8 TJ/kT.  

4.1.3 Emissions from natural gas 
production, transportation, and 
combustion 

Raw natural gas is a mixture of methane (major 
component), ethane, propane and higher 
hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. When 
natural gas is being liquefied for export at LNG, 
CO2 is stripped and vented at natural gas 
processing facility with a small amount of CH4. 
According to the Australian study on the 
projections of fugitive greenhouse gas emissions, 
the CO2 content of raw North West Shelf gas is 
2.5% on a volume or molecular basis. Venting of 
all CO2 content gives rise to 70 kg CO2 and 0.68 – 
0.76 kg CH4 per tonne of LNG produced. Flaring 
at natural gas processing plant is normally 
associated with the burning of volatile 
hydrocarbons arising from various activities. The 
amount of gas flared at natural gas processing 
plant is relatively small comparing with venting 
and normally ignored in most studies. 

Natural gas is transported from the processing 
facility located on North West Shelf in Australia to 
the Guangdong LNG Terminal in Shenzhen by 
LNG carriers. The distance between these two 
locations is 2770 nautical miles (approx. 5141 km). 
Psaraftis and Kontoves [20] report that a LNG 
carrier generates 12.72 g CO2, 0.28 g SO2, and 
0.35 g NOx per tonne-km. In Hong Kong, one of 
its power companies – CLP Power imports natural 
gas via a 780-km subsea pipeline from the 
Yacheng gas field off Hainan Island. The 
transmission loss for this pipeline system is 
assumed to be 2000m3CH4/km/yr ([23], Table 
4.2.8). 

When natural gas is burnt in Hong Kong power 
plants, CO2, CH4, and N2O are generated as by-
products of electricity generation. The IPCC [23] 
states that emission factors of natural gas are 
56100 kg CO2/TJ, 1 kg CH4/TJ, and 0.1 kg N2O/TJ 
while the net calorific value (NCV) of natural gas 
is 48.0 TJ/kT. 

4.2. Greenhouse gases emissions due to 
the consumption of electricity in Hong 
Kong 

Table 3 shows that 28.83 million tonne of CO2, 
345 tonne of CH4, and 385 tonne of N2O were 
generated in Hong Kong power plants in 2008. By 
converting CH4 and N2O to CO2-equivalent using 
GWP, greenhouse gas emissions amounted to 
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28.95 million tonne of CO2-equivalent in Hong 
Kong power plants. In addition, there were 211 
kilotonne of CO2 for fuel transport and 370 
kilotonne of CO2-equivalent for fuel extraction and 
processing. In total, the fuel life cycle for Hong 
Kong power plants produced 29.53 million tonne 
CO2-equivalent greenhouse gases. As the plants 
generated 37990 million kWh in 2008, emission 
factor of the plants was 777.4 g/kWh using the 
incremental backward LCA approach. However, 
Hong Kong imported a portion of electricity from 
a nuclear power plant in Shenzhen with almost 
zero (12kg/MWh) CO2-equivalent greenhouse 
gases emissions. By taking the net imported 
electricity, emission factor due to the consumption 
of electricity in Hong Kong would be 724.8 g/kWh. 
These two values are 3.5 to 11 percent higher than 
the one (700 g/kWh) claimed by the Hong Kong 
Government. 

5. Conclusion and Implications 
The demand for electricity in built environments 
has been growing rapidly in the past decades. The 
consumption of electricity in Hong Kong’s 
commercial sector grew by 22 percent between 
2000 and 2008. In 2008, the electricity 
productivity of Hong Kong was US$5.27 GDP per 
kWh, making Hong Kong to be one of the highest 
in the world. However, such a high productivity 
comes at a cost – poor environmental quality. By 
adopting a holistic view of fuel life cycle in this 
study, we found that the emission factor of power 
plant was 777.4 g/kWh in Hong Kong. However, 
Hong Kong imported electricity from a nuclear 
power plant in Shenzhen. By taking the net 
imported electricity and the associated greenhouse 
gases emissions into consideration, emission 
factors due to the consumption of electricity would 
be 724.8 g/kWh in Hong Kong. We also found that 
greenhouse gases emissions due to the extraction, 
transportation, processing of fossil fuels 
contributed to 2 – 6 percent of the overall 
greenhouse gases emissions. 

 The Kyoto Protocol on climate change for 
combating global warming was extended to Hong 
Kong as a special administrative region of 
People’s Republic of China. Recently, the 
Government has publicized the importance of 
energy savings and subsidized new initiatives for 
energy development, and reduction of greenhouse 
gases emissions. Certainly, when a city is being 
developed, more and more energy would be used 

unavoidably so as to support economic 
development. In order to minimize the harmful 
effects due to greenhouse gases emissions during 
the energy generation, transportation and 
production, clean and renewable energies, such as 
wind, solar and tidal energies, should be explored. 
Unfortunately, some technologies of renewable 
energies are expensive due to special material 
adopted and relevant patents. As a result,  research 
in renewable energy, energy-saving in building 
design, and energy-efficiency analysis [25] should 
be promoted in order to improve the efficiency of 
renewable energies and to reduce the costs 
associated with the production of relevant 
renewable materials. 

Note: 
1  The word “Backward” has a special meaning 
because Hong Kong has no primary energy 
resources and rely entirely on the fuels imported 
from elsewhere. As a result, a backward 
information tracking was undertaken to identify 
that the majority of crude oil imported to 
Singapore comes from the Middle East [17], and 
natural gas via Guangdong province from 
Australia. On the other hand, Hong Kong imports 
fuels from Indonesia (for 94.5 percent coal used in 
2008), Australia (for natural gas via Shenzhen 
LNG terminal for Hong Kong Electric (HKE) only 
and for 1.3 percent coal used in 2008), China (for 
natural gas from Hainan province for China Light 
& Power (CLP) only and 4.2 percent coal used in 
2008), and the Middle East (for heavy fuel oil and 
diesel/gas oil via oil refineries in Singapore). 
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Wojciech Stanek 

Institute of Thermal Technology, Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice, Poland 

  Unfavourable influence of human activity on the natural environment can be divided into two 
groups: depletion of limited non-renewable resources and rejection of harmful substances. The 
depletion of non-renewable resources should be minimized to keep them for future mankind 
(sustainable development). Exergy can be applied as measure of the quality of natural resources. The 
influence of human activities on the depletion of natural resources can be evaluated by means of  the 
calculus of cumulative consumption of exergy of non-renewable natural resources (thermo-ecological 
cost). The paper presents selected applications of the theory of hermoecological cost developed by 
Szargut. 

Keywords:  Exergy, Non-Renewable Resources Depletion, Sustainability, Thermo-Ecological Cost. 

Fig. 1.  Diagram of production chain. 
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Table 2. Thermoecological cost of fuels. 
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Methods for complex energy system design under uncertainty

Matthias Dubuis a, Francois Marechal a

aLENI-EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

Abstract: The main issue in energy conversion system design is to define interconnected equipments
(their type, size and operating conditions) in order to propose a system that provides, in a given context,
energy services considering available resources and technologies. The optimal design is character-
ized by a set of decisions that define the investment (process design) to be done.
This optimization procedure involves the modelization of the whole process. The most of time, models
are built on fixed parameters. However in real-case application, they are uncertain.
In many cases, a basic sensitivity analysis is performed in order to study the influence of uncertain
parameters one by one. However, this approach covers only a small part of the uncertain parameters
domain. Then, two ways to include uncertainty in optimization have been studied. First, a Monte-Carlo
simulation strategy has been applied. In this case, a Monte Carlo method is used to generate ran-
domly values of the uncertain parameters. Their influence on solution is computed after optimization.
This allows one to study uncertain parameters sensitivity on the calculated performances. Secondly,
stochastic optimization has been performed. Here the uncertain parameters are randomly generated
when evaluating the model during the optimization procedure. This allows one to generate a Pareto set
and compare the results obtained with the results obtained applying the optimization using the mean
values of the uncertain parameters. This allows one to study the impact uncertain parameters on the
optimal decision set.
In conclusion, methods have developed to evaluate influence of uncertainty on the solution of a pro-
cess, on the optimization procedure and on control variable has been demonstrated. However, the
presented approach are highly time and memory consuming.

Keywords: Uncertainty, Process design, optimization

1. Introduction
Design under uncertainty has been receiving in-
creasing attention over the last years. New meth-
ods and specific algorithms are designed for each
kind of application. Process synthesis problems
present a division of decision variables types into
two substantially di!erent families: design vari-
ables that describe the choice on the plant construc-
tion and operating variables that control the opera-
tion of the plant. This leads naturally to two-stage
programming strategies with the operating variables
acting as second stage ones. The following pa-
pers propose formulations and resolution schemes
for process synthesis problems. Acevedo and Pis-
tikopoulos [1] define a two-stage mixed integer non
linear programming (MINLP) formulation with in-
tegration schemes for the computation of the ex-
pectancy of the objective function, this formula-
tion includes the notion of feasibility i.e. the plant
ability to operate under uncertain external condi-
tions. Pistikopoulos and Ierapietrou have suggested

further improvement of this formulation including
feasibility [14]. Following these works, Rooney
and Biegler have designed a method to include the
correlations between uncertain parameters defining
joint confidence regions [15]. However the pro-
posed resolution scheme requires the linearization
of the problem. Early software implementation of
uncertainty analysis in a chemical processes model-
ing software has been performed by Diwekar and
Rubin [4]. The software presented the capabili-
ties to study the propagation of the uncertainties
on the process flowsheet using sampling techniques.
The access to such high performance sampling tech-
niques has led to the definition of Stochastic anneal-
ing [12]. While most of the stochastic optimization
resolution schemes are based on deterministic op-
timization methods, stochastic annealing uses the
heuristic combinatorial optimization technique of
simulated annealing to solve the optimization prob-
lem. Much work has been accomplished on the de-
velopment of e"cient sampling techniques to re-
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duce computational time of stochastic optimization
problems resolutions [5]. The recent application of
such techniques to optimization of hybrid fuel cell
systems is of interest for the present project as it
proposes a multi-objective optimization framework
[18]. Stochastic optimization techniques can also
be used to evaluate and optimize the flexibility of
a plant e.g. its ability of feasible operation under
uncertain parameters. Much work is done to im-
prove flexibility of processes as this extends the op-
eration time of a plant. Several mathematical defini-
tions of flexibility exist, Straub and Grossmann have
proposed to take into account the measure of the
probability of feasible operation [17]. Pistikopou-
los and Grossmann have also proposed to increase
flexibility in retrofit design [13]. Another approach
of flexibility is addressed by robust optimization.
As Bertismas and Sim [2] explain this method aims
at designing solution approaches that are immune
to data uncertainty. This is done by adding strong
constraints in the optimization problem formulation.
Linke and Kokossis [11] take into account robust-
ness with heuristic optimization techniques for re-
action/separation systems .
For stochastic programming problems, the book of
[3] has been used as a reference.

2. Problem formulation
The concepts presented in this paragraph consider
specifically the problem of process design under un-
certainty. The formalism has been mainly devel-
oped for mathematical programming formulation in
[7], [8], [9] and [6]. Design problems are gener-
ally formulated as constrained optimization prob-
lems, the form of which is:

min
x

f (x)

s.t h(x) = 0
g(x) ( 0

(1)

The objective function f (x) is typically the cost of
the system to be minimized or the e"ciecny that has
to be maximized. The constraints h(x) = 0 repre-
sent the equations of the model. The inequality con-
straints g(x) define the feasibility domain of the pro-
cess design. The inequality constraints represents
limits applied to the process equipments or limits
imposed by the regulation.
The variables x represent the state variables of the
system, these include the calculated values, the

model parameters and the decisions variables of the
problem.
In order to express the design under uncertainty
problem, the variables x are classified in the follow-
ing categories:
! Decision variables z: the variables whose value

will be adapted in order to minimize the objective
function. The definition of the decision variable
set results from the degree of freedom analysis.
The decision variables may be separated into:
! Design variables, zv: continuous variables

characterizing the design, these indicate for
example the size of the equipment

! Design decisions, zd: integer variables charac-
terizing the design, indicating the selection of a
technology for example

! Operating variables, zo: describe the opera-
tion of the plant such as pressures, tempera-
tures, or flow rates

! Parameters, (: the models parameters are not
considered as variables i.e. they are not able to
adapt to operating condition, and they can not be
imposed when optimizing the system. They are
divided in two groups:
! Certain parameters,(c wich are constant for a

given design.
! Uncertain parameters, (u which can vary in-

dependently of any decision.
! Dependent variables, d: are resulting from

the resolution of the equality constraints
h(zv, zd, zo, d, () = 0 once the value of the de-
cision variables is fixed so that [8]:

h(zv, zd, zo, d, () =0' d = h$(zv, zd, zo, ()
f (zv, zd, zo, d, ()' f (zv, zd, zo, ()
g(zv, zd, zo, d, ()' g(zv, zd, zo, ()

(2)

Without distinguishing between the di!erent types
of decision variables (i.e. z = {zv, zd, zo}), the prob-
lem of equation (1) is therefore restated as:

min
z

f (z, ()

s.t. g(z, () ( 0
(3)

2.1. Design under uncertainty
In most of the cases, the uncertainties are consid-
ered by plant are overdesign. The size of the equip-
ment is considered with enough margin to guarantee
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the feasibility of the design. There might be ad-hoc
analysis that can be applied in order to check the
flexibility and robustness of a design [8].
The transformation of problem of equation (3) into
a deterministic equivalent is not unique, and will re-
flect the philosophy adopted to handle uncertainty.
We present below several formulations of determin-
istic equivalents for design problems. For sake of
simplicity of notation, we consider that there are no
correlations on the uncertain parameters and that the
binary variables are included in z.

2.1.1. Expected value minimization

If no distinction is made between the design and
the operating variables, the problem of the expected
value minimization can be solved:

min
z

E((u) { f .z, h$(z, (), (/ |g .z, h$(z, (), (/ ( 0}
(4)

This formulation does not take into account the fact
that the operating conditions can be adapted during
operation.

2.1.2. Optimization on worst case

The objective function can be optimized on the
worst case using a min-max strategy:

min
z

max
(u

f (z, h$(z, (), ()

s.t. g(z, h$(z, (), () ( 0
(5)

Here also, no advantage is taken from the fact that
the operating conditions can be adapted.

2.1.3. Stochastic programming

The principle of the formulation is to take ad-
vantage of the fact that operating variables can
compensate uncertain parameters. This leads to a
two-stage stochastic programming considers the ex-
pected value of the cost as the objective function
(first stage optimization), allowing control with op-
erating variables (second stage optimization):

min
zv,zd

E(() {min
o

f (zv, zd, h$(zv, zd, zo, (), ()

s.t. g(z, h$(zv, zd, zo, (), () ( 0}
(6)

The resolution of this problem requires the compu-
tation of the expected value. This can be a di"cult

task, especially if there is no simple analytical form
of the model. The expected value is therefore of-
ten computed by sampling the space of the uncer-
tain parameters and approximating the integral by a
weighted sum. This is similar to the scenario ap-
proach explained below.
One problem that appears in stochastic method is
that it runs the model for each sample what can
imply very long time of calculation. Some method
have been developped [16] to avoid this by sample
reweighting and to transform a MINLP in MILP.

3. Studied system
A Solid Oxyd Fuel Cell coupled with a gas turbine
has been modeled as presented in [10]. The system
includes:
! Fuel processing, to produce syngas through par-

tial oxydation or steam to methane reforming.
! Fuel cell (SOFC).
! The post-combustion to burn the fuel left in the

fuel cell outlet.
! The gas turbine to recover energy from post-

combustion.

Figure 1: Simplified scheme of the SOFC-gas tur-
bine system

4. Methods for optimal design un-
der uncertainty

4.1. Introduction
In many cases, a basic sensitivity analysis is per-
formed in order to study the influence of uncertain
parameters one by one.However, this approach cov-
ers only a small part of the uncertain parameters do-
main. Then, three ways to include uncertainty in
optimization have been studied:
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1. Monte-Carlo simulation strategy(in grey in fig-
ure 2): In this case, the Monte Carlo method is
used to generate randomly values of the uncer-
tain parameters. The Monte Carlo simulation is
applied a postertiori on one or more points of
the Pareto set zopt((̂u). This allows one to study
uncertain parameters sensitivity on the calculated
performances Y

+
zopt((̂u), h$

+
zopt((̂)

,
, (
,
.

2. Stochastic optimization (in grey dotted line in
figure 2): In this case the uncertain parameters are
randomly generated when evaluating the model.
This allows one to generate a Pareto set zopt(()
and compare the results obtain in comparison
with the results obtained applying the optimiza-
tion using the mean values of the uncertain pa-
rameters . This allows one to study the impact
uncertain parameters on the optimal decision set.

3. Multi-period computation (in black dotted line in
figure 2): In this case, scenarios of appearance of
the uncertain parameters are generated using sam-
pling methods. The probability of appearance is
considered in the analysis as the equivalent pe-
riod duration during which the process will see
the value of the uncertain parameters. This allows
to include in the design procedure every possible
realization of the uncertain parameters and there-
fore propose flexible designs.

4.2. Monte-Carlo simulation
The first way of assessing the influence of the un-
certain parameters is to calculate the performances
of optimal Pareto set zopt((̂) calculated for the most
probable value of the uncertain parameters ((̂) us-
ing a Monte-Carlo simulation applied on the un-
certain parameters ((). For each member of the
Pareto set (zopt,i((̂)) the system performances are
recalculated for randomly generated realisation of
the uncertain parameters set ((). By this way, we
obtain for each member of the Pareto set the val-
ues of the performances of the system calculated by
Y(zopt,i((̂), h$(zopt,i((̂)), (). This calculates for each
set of decision variables in the Pareto set a cloud of
performances that represents the influence of uncer-
tainties of a given design.
However, it has been shown [? ] that this approach
have some defaults:
! Uncertainy are considered in the optimization

procedure a posteriori
! Optimization is already a huge computing task.

Recomputing clouds containing enough points

Figure 2: Method algorithm

to be representative of the uncertain parameters
space becomes almost infeasible.

! Due to surjective nature of the problem, it be-
comes hard to extrapolate the value of a perfor-
mance to appear.

This last point underlines the problem of represen-
tativity. If Y is the objectives corresponding to the
set of uncertain parameters (1u = [(u,1...(u,n], and if
two of these parameters (1u,l and (1u,m have opposite
e!ect on the objectives, new values (2u,l and (2u,m can
be defined so that the objectives doesn’t change:

Y1 = Y2 ) f (z1, (
1
c , (

1
u, o1) = f (z1, (

1
c , (

2
u, o1)

s.t. (2u = [(1u,1, ..., (
2
u,l, (

2
u,m, ..., (

1
u,n]

(7)

Then if (u,m and (u,n are discrete, the probablility to
get given perfomances for a fix design is:

ptot =

ns-

i=1

p((iu) | Yi = Ys (8)

Whith ns, the number of set (u leading to objec-
tives Ys. In case of continuous variables, the sum in
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equation (8) is expressed as an integral. The ques-
tion of reprentativity becomes then more important.
However, it is possible to formulate the problem of
sampling as a multi-objectives problem using repre-
sentativity and sample size as performance indicator
[19]. Despite this approach, monte-carlo simulation
remains highly time and memory consuming.

4.3. Stochastic optimization

The method that has been defined is represented in
figure 3. A classical evolutionary algorithm gener-
ate randomly decision variables, send them to the
model and calculate the corresponding objectives.
This is done several times so that all the calculated
points constitute a generation. The best elements
(i.e. those with the best objectives) of this genera-
tion (parents) are used to generate decision variables
of the next generation (children). In order to include
uncertainty in the optimization procedure, at each
iteration, uncertain parameters are picked randomly
in their possible range.

First, a conventional approach has been used

Figure 3: Stochastic optimization

(in black in figure 4). In that case, each
uncertain parameters have been used at their
most probable value (̂u, giving the perfomances
Y(zopt((̂u), h$(zopt((̂u)), (̂u). The shape of each point
(square, triangle, circle, diamond) represents the
di!erent clusters.
The Pareto curve represented in white is the one
calculated with the method described in figure 3.
It appears that this ”random” optimization gives
better results since some uncertain parameters (like
e"ciency) will lead to better performances than the
conventional approach can reach.
Both problems have been solved with the same
number of evaluation (104). Due to the stochastic
nature of the problem the Pareto set obtained by
stochastic optimization is less “converged” than the
one of the conventional approach using (̂.

Figure 4: Comparison of ”classical” (in black) and
stochastic (in grey) multi-objective optimization

There is two di!erent ways of comparing the solu-
tions obtained with this procedure. The first one is
to apply the Monte Carlo simulation as presented in
section 4.2. on the reference Pareto set. This appo-
rach is time consuming and will not necessarily lead
to comparable results due to the stochastic nature of
the method.

The second way of comparing the results is to re-
compute the Pareto front (zopt(()) obtained by the
stochastic optimisation using the most probable re-
alization of the uncertain parameters, i.e.calculate
Y(zopt((), h$(zopt(()), (̂). This third Pareto curve is
presented on figure 4 under reference “Stochastic
optimization most probable values”

It can be seen that the stochastic optimisation leads
to a Pareto that is worse than the one obtained by
the conventional approach. This explains by the fact
that some the members of the Pareto set have been
selected based on randomly selected events. The
di!erence between the two curves shows the impact
of the uncertain parameters on the expected design
performances.

In process engineering design, the expected result
concern the specification of the investment in terms
of equipments selection, their corresponding sizes
and the interconnections. It is therefore interesting
to analyze if the incorporation of uncertainty in the
optimization procedure changes the decisions that
will be taken. This can be done by comparing the
values of design decisions between the two Pareto
sets. As an example, figure 5 shows that design de-
cisions may di!er from one case to the other. In the
Pareto set of the conventional design method, the
fuel cell design pressure is decreased when the ef-
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ficiency is increasing. This is not the case for the
stochastic Pareto set for which the operating pres-
sure of the fuel cell should remain high if we con-
sider the uncertainties.

(a) “Conventional“ optimization

(b) Stochastic optimization

Figure 5: Fuel cell operating pressure in the hybrid
system

5. Conclusion and further work
In this paper, methods have been studied to include
uncertainties in an energy system design procedure.
Limits of the monte-carlo simulation have been
exposed. They are mainly the problem of surjectiv-
ity, the fact that its computation is highly time and
memory consuming and the separation of optimiza-
tion and uncertainties in the procedure.
Then, a stochastic problem has been formulated so
as to include uncertainties in the optimization. It
has been shown that uncertainties leads to di!erent
decision and that they leads to worst performances
when computing the stochastic solution with (̂u in-
stead of (u.

The previously presented method allows one de-
signing processes for a given randomly generated

realisation of the uncertain parameters. In reality,
one could consider that some of the uncertain pa-
rameters have a given probability to appear over a
typical period of the process, which can be a cyclic
phenomenon like for the temperature in a whole
year or a lifetime. In the presented example it may
concern:
! the e"ciency of an equipment that can be influ-

enced by the equipment production process.
! the material degradation that leads to degradation

of the expected performances with time
! the market cost that have seasonal variations as

well as market rules related variations.
! the energy services demands for example the

heat/electricity demand for a cogeneration system
Then, the range of each uncertain parameter [(u !
)1, (u + )2] can be sampled in N part (iu. Each
(iu correspond to a given probability p((iu) with0N

i=1 p((iu) = 1! &. This can be translated as follow:
A typical period ttot can be devided in N period so
that the variable (u will spend a time ti at a state (iu.
This time is given by:

ttot

ti
=

1

p((iu)
(9)

It becomes then possible to define a problem formu-
lation to optimize the control strategy with operating
variables zo for each optimal point z j ( j = [1, n]]) of
the Pareto.

min
zi

o

N-

i=1

p((iu) · ttot · f (zi
v, z

i
d, z

i
o, (

i
u) (10)

Nomenclature
z decision variables

zv design variables

zd decision variables

zo operating variables

d dependent variables

Y vector of objectives value

ns number of di!erent uncertain variables set that
leads to same perfomances

N number of period

n number of point in the Pareto

Greek Letters
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(c certain parameters of the model

(u uncertain parameters of the model

(̂u most probable value of (u

Subscripts and superscripts

opt optimal, i.e. corresponding to solution pro-
posed in the Pareto curve
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Abstract:

 . 
 

1 Introduction 
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2 Fuel impact formula revised 

Function
local model

productive relations

Figure 1: The local model of a generic single-product 
component. 

Ei

local model
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3 Mile optimization method 
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Ai
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Ei

FT

4 The applied model formulation 

4.1 Unit optimization 

Figure 2: Scheme of CHP unit 

4.1.1 Independent variables 
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h, j,
k

4.1.2 Objective function and constraints 

Figure 3: Marginal cost vs CHP unit thermal load in a 
time interval 

4.2 DH-Network optimization 
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Figure 4: Scheme of the optimization problem of a DH 
network, with three nodes only, as separated from the 

CHP units 

4.2.1 Independent variables 

 

4.2.2 Objective function and constraints 

5 Case study 

Figure 5: Thermal demand curves of considered users 

Figure 6: Electric demand curves of considered users 
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Table 1: Considered costs in the case study 

CBUY

CSEL

CFBOI

CFCHP
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Tabella 2: Main results of optimization performed with MILE method 

Figure 7: Convercence of total annual cost in 
subsequent iteration of MILE method 

6 Conclusion and perspectives 

7 Nomenclature 
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Abstract: The critical mass flow of dense gases strongly depends on real gas effects. In the present 

work the detailed assessment of the critical flow conditions and the limiting mass velocity in the flow 

of refrigerants has been experimentally verified. Critical flow function C* data for R-410A and R-507A 

have been predicted based on Martin–Hou equation of state. The computational study was provided 

by implementation of theoretical model [1] for one dimensional (1D) and non-linear gas dynamic 

problems. This model, with the corrections for the boundary layer (BL) displacement thickness, gives 

a better prediction of the critical flow function than classical approach. Appropriate sonic flow 

conditions have been executed in the pressurized closed loop system by using ISO 9300 critical 

Venturi nozzle. Measurements of critical mass flow for dense superheated vapour of R-410A carried 

out on laboratory test stand confirmed the accuracy of the model and its physical significance. A main 

goal of the investigations is a set of charts C*(T
0

, p
0

) and tables developed for an assumed range of 

stagnation temperature T
0

 and pressure p
0 

in the upstream fluid-flow. 

Keywords:  refrigerant flow measurements, critical flow function, Venturi nozzles. 

 1. Introduction 
 Growing energy consumption associated with 
local environmental and operating problems of 
electric, heating and cooling power systems have 
lead to an increase of the interest in refrigerants 
not applied for the broader scale so far. Solutions 
utilizing low-temperature or waste energy sources 
in low boiling point applications are being 
introduced more and more commonly in the 
various energy conversion systems. Main group so 
mentioned low boiling agents are organic 
refrigerants as propane, butane and inorganic 
substances (carbon dioxide) or whole range of 
ozone depletion free CFC replacements.  
 Detailed data referring to the estimation of their 
critical flow characteristics are not available for 
many of them, particularly in the high pressures 
area (used e.g. in transcritical cycles). The 
implementation of an ideal gas model to the 
process calculations in real compressible fluid can 
lead to large discrepancies between measured and 
predicted values of state parameters. There is 
currently the development of a class of methods 
involving the application of fundamental equations 
of state (EOS) not only within applied process 

thermodynamics but also in the numerical fluid 
flow analysis [2].  
 At the principal study and qualitative examination 
of any physical processes the most useful and still 
popular is a simple van der Waals (vdW) model. A 
main weakness of such approach is a poor 
quantitative level of the obtained particular 
numerical results. More sophisticated methods are 
involving the application of multi-parameter 
EOS’s and special computer routines for the 
calculation of the necessary parameters. In an 
engineering practice the most popular and well 
known equations of state are the Martin-Hou (MH) 
and the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin (MBWR) 
EOS [3]. These EOS’s have been widely applied 
and actually used for pure new refrigerants and 
refrigerant blends, for example R-134a, R-407C, 
R-410A and R-507.  
 The main purpose of this work is to deliver useful 
tools and data for the prediction of the critical 
(sonic) conditions in a compressible and high-
density flow of gases or vapours. Based on 
refrigerant R-410A (a near azeotropic blend) 
source data [4] an experimental verification of the 
theoretical results were performed.  
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 In the present work authors propose an effective 
tool for the prediction of the critical flow of 
vapour-phase refrigerants and high-density 
technical gases proving its usefulness and 
correctness on the basis of experimental results. 

 

 2. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

 A critical or sonic nozzle is a device to measure 
the mass flow with only the nozzle supply 
conditions making use of flow choking 
phenomenon at the throat [5]. An accurate 
prediction of the mass flow rate and the critical 
flow function is of practical importance since the 
mass flow rate is essentially associated with 
limiting the working gas consumption or the 
accidental release flow rates from pressurized gas 
systems. Critical pressure ratio should be known to 
establish the operating conditions for safety and 
design the expansion valves in the high-pressure 
refrigeration units and Organic Rankine Cycle 
(ORC) systems, measuring natural gas flows and 
many other applications [6,7].  
 According to classical 1D gas dynamics, the mass 
flow rate is a function of the pressure and 
temperature at upstream stagnation conditions, the 
diameter of nozzle throat and specific heats ratio. 
This phenomenon is one of the unique features of 
compressible internal flows. In the compressible 
flow with a sufficiently high backpressure ratio, 
the flow is choked at minimum cross section A* 
and the mass flow rate reaches its maximum value. 
At the critical pressure ratio the flow is no longer 
dependent on pressure change downstream and 
flow the mass flow is determined only by fluid 
upstream stagnation conditions.  
 In the one-dimensional (1D) steady isentropic 
flow (s0 = s* = idem.) an energy equation is simply 
given by  
 

       

2 2

*
0 * .

2 2

w a
h h h idem= + = + =             (1) 

 For the sonic flow conditions at Mach Number 
Ma=1, the flow velocity equals to sound speed 
w=a*, and the static parameters correspond to the 
critical ones (T= T *, p = p*, h = h*, a = a*). All 
complete relations in a compressible critical flow 
of the perfect gases can be found anywhere in the 
classical gas dynamics lectures. The critical mass 

flow *m and related critical flow functions are 

respectively  

              
0

0

* *
* C

A p
m ,

RT
= 2           (2) 

 

 
0

0 0 0

or   
*

* ** *

* *

RT C
C

A p A p

m m
, .

z
3

4
= = =   (3) 

 The calculated theoretical values may differ from 
the experimental data and an actual mass flow 

exp

*m should be corrected. Considering the well- 

known discharge coefficient Cd, it is possible to 
account for the three dimensional (3D) effects C3D, 

non-isentropic process C$ and viscous (boundary-
layer) phenomena CBL, see [8] 

 

 
exp

* * 3, and .d d D BLC m m C C C C$= = 2 2   (4) 

 

 For sufficiently high Reynolds numbers and the 
steady uniform flow, the discharge coefficient 
approaches unity, indicating that the 1D inviscid 
model is valid for prediction of the maximum 
mass flow. For low Reynolds numbers the 
discharge coefficient reduces considerably below 
unity. This is due to the boundary layer growth in 
the flow through the sonic nozzle. For a small 
critical nozzle, the Reynolds number can be low, 
and in this case the prediction of the mass flow 
rate is not straightforward since it depends on 
downstream pressure variations, even under the 
condition of the critical pressure ratio.  

 

 2. CRITICAL ISENTROPIC FLOW 

 According to ideal gas dynamics, in the steady 1D 
flow, the flow rate is a function of the pressure 
ratio and of the gas properties. The problem of the 
critical flow peculiarities in the dense gases was 
previously treated by many authors [9-11]. For 
CFC refrigerants R-12, R-22 and R-502, the 
theoretical analysis is presented in [11]. In the 
monograph [1], a unified approach for the analysis 
of the thermal-flow processes for arbitrary real gas 
EOS was proposed. The method of Virial 
Compressibility Derivatives (VCD), gives a clear 
results which can be directly related to the ideal 
gas model.  
 In the case of 1D dense gas steady flow, the well-
known relations presented in classical books on 
gas dynamics are in general invalid. It is caused by 
strong variation of physical constants and all 
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thermal and caloric properties involved in the 
calculation of the process. As is shown in [1], it is 
possible to find the analogous parameters to the 
isentropic flow of real gases, similar to ideal gas 
flow. The approximate relations between critical 
and stagnation parameters in the sonic flow can be 
shortly expressed [1]  
 

    

1

1 1

0 0

1

0

2 2

1 1

2
where

1

* *- -

k
* -

*

T
, ,

T

p
,

p

0
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5

4

5 4 5
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 (6) 

 In equations (4) and (5) the Grüneisen parameter 

0 and the generalized isentropic exponent 5 

(corresponding to the fundamental derivative 8) 
are introduced. Other important factors are: the 

specific heat ratio $, isentropic exponent k, 
compressibility factor and VCD derivatives zT and 
zv [1]. These parameters can be simply found from 
an EOS, usually given by p = p(T, v). For a perfect 
gas case, all factors in equations (4) –(6) take the 
values of well-known constants  

        z= zT = zv = 1, 5 = k = $, 0 = R/cv,           (7) 

as well as the critical flow function and ratio of 
local sonic state parameters would only depend on 
the specific heat ratio. In a real gas case all the 
above mentioned parameters are functions of 

temperature and pressure, see the reciprocal of 6*, 
Figure 1.  

 The calculation results of the critical pressure 
ratio in an isentropic flow of real gases for 
refrigerant R-410A shows a strong influence of 
both the stagnation temperature and stagnation 
pressure.   

 

Fig.1. Critical pressure ratio for vapour of R-410A. 

 Assuming the isentropic exponent k = 1.125 for 
R-410A at the normal conditions, in an ideal gas 
case the corresponding value of p0/p

* = 1/ * = 
1.726. From the Figure 1, this parameter can vary 
between 1.67 and 1.75, and an even wider range is 
closer to the saturation line (x = 1).  

 Using Martin-Hou EOS and the equations (1)-(6), 
the critical flow factor C* was calculated for dense 
refrigerant vapour over the range 300 to 500 K and 
0 to 4 MPa (excluding areas where condensation 
occurs). The calculation procedures are iterative 
but fast convergent. It begins by making an initial 
estimate of the throat conditions, i.e. temperature, 
pressure and density. It is found from relations (4) 
and initial values of coefficients (5). In the next 
iteration step, all data corresponding to the mean 
values of parameters from (5), allow to calculate 
and obtain new results much closer to final ones. 
The end of the iterative procedure is only limited 
by the assumed and acceptable discrepancies for 
the enthalpy and entropy equalities (1).  

 
3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 
 A main goal of this work was an experimental 
verification of theoretical results and to compare 
data from laboratory tests to the computational 
ones. An original test–bench has been developed, 
to attain the sonic conditions in a closed 
refrigeration circuit [12]. This facility is operating 
based on critical Venturi nozzles (CVN). 
Superheated vapours of refrigerants R-410A and 
R-507A were used as working media. Based on 
the computational study the selection of two ISO-
9300 Venturi Nozzles [5], with the throat diameter 
d = 0,8 and 1 mm was made. The critical nozzle of 
0,8 mm diameter, was used for the upper range of 
stagnation pressures p0 > 1.5 MPa. At the smaller 
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pressures, a 1 mm throat nozzle was taken in order 
to preserve the heat capacity of flow-calorimeter. 
In a low pressure range, a 1 mm throat CVN has 
been used in order to preserve the limited heat 
capacity of flow-calorimeter.  

 A steady-state flow calorimeter method was 
applied for selective measuring thermal and flow 
parameters of refrigerant blends. Principal schema 
of the meter circuit and instrumentation is shown 
in the Fig. 2. Circulating tested refrigerant, in the 
main measuring line (high pressure vapour), flows 
between two pressure vessels: high – DCR0487s 
Danfoss (1), and low pressure – DCR0967s (2). In 
this pipeline the critical Venturi nozzle (9), 
thermocouples (T1, T2 – type Pt100) and the 
pressure gauges (P1, P2 – type AKS Danfoss) 
were installed. Vessels (1) and (2) serve as the 
pressure buffers, whereas the required conditions 
for the demanded stagnation temperature and 
pressure level in the installation were assured by 
two compressors ML80TB (7), water cooler 
HE1.0 Danfoss (3), 2,1 sq.m condenser (6), 1 kW 
electric heater (10) and control valves. For keeping 
the suitable pressure in the system a pressostatic 
expansion valve PZ Fach (13) was operating on 
the high pressure side. Fluid conditions on the 
low-pressure side (liquid refrigerant) have been 
forced by 1 kW flow calorimeter PP51 (class 0,5) 
with R-134a as the secondary fluid (5). Three 
calibrated rotameters DK37E Krohne (4), installed 
on the liquid side of cooling circuit, assure the 
control of the fluid mass flow and maintain the 
energy balance of the flow calorimeter. The stable 

conditions, required for the measurements were 
obtained after 3 to 4 hours. The uncertainty of the 
temperature close to the critical nozzle (T1/T2 

gauges) was ±0,1 K, and the pressure ±0.5% 
(P1/P2 gauges, see Fig. 2). Less important 

temperature and pressure data in the remaining 
points were measured with a smaller accuracy 

(±0,3 K and ±1 % respectively). The operating 
conditions of the proposed test loop were limited 

up to 0 35p * bar and 0 110T *  0C, behind the 

refrigerant saturation line in order to avoid two–
phase flow in the main pipeline. The equipment 
components and gauges used for the 
measurements allowed to obtain a maximum 
uncertainty level below 1,7%. During test–bench 
operation the data were collected in a computer 
storage with the sequence of 1 second interval. 
Stabilised conditions in the circuit have been 
reached after about 4 to 5 hours, and the data were 
collected to obtain the critical mass flow and 
critical flow function. The operating conditions of 

the test loop were limited up to p0 * 3.5 MPa and 

T0 * 110 0C in superheated vapour area in order to 
avoid two–phase flows in the main circuit. The 
principal view of the circuit loop is presented in 
Figure 3. All of the main components are insulated 
by the polyethylene foam. 

 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 In 2006, authors obtained experimental data on 
the critical function for R-410A vapour at sixteen 

Fig. 2. Schema of test – bench for measurement of critical flow function, [12]. 
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points and compared C* to the previously found 
theoretical results.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. View on the sonic nozzle on test – bench, [12]. 
 

 Figure 4 presents a comparison of theoretical 
results for the critical flow function to the 
experimental stand data for R-410A refrigerant 
superheated vapour. Obtained experimental data 
are in a close agreement with computations based 
on the M-H equation of state. 
 The average discrepancy between theoretical and 
experimental results is less then 1,0%. It confirms 
that the new analytical model is valid and 
formulated in accordance to the real physical 
phenomena. All experimental points in the Figure 
4 take into consideration the boundary layers 
corrections.  
 
 

 
 
 Fig.4. Critical flow function vs. stagnation parameters 

- theoretical and experimental data, [12]. 

The boundary-layer displacement thickness 9* was 
calculated by using model [13] and the formula  
 

           
*2 1

0,001309 1,72169
d Re

9
= + .         (8) 

 
 Figure 5 shows the correlation of boundary-layer 
thickness referred to the nozzle throat in the range 
corresponding to the experiment conditions (Re = 
2·105 to 1.2·105). As one can notice, the flow is 
developed and turbulent in all the analysed cases.  
 The boundary-layer thickness strongly increases 
due to Reynolds Number for Re < 6 105. At the 
higher Reynolds Numbers, the BL displacement 
thickness for the selected two nozzles, are in a 
narrow range. The replacement of the nozzle 
throat diameter from 0,8 to 1,0 mm, causes only an 
approximately 0,58 m change in the BL 
displacement-thickness. Comparable results were 
obtained in [6-8]. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Boundary-layer displacement thickness versus 

Reynolds Number, [12] 

 
 5. CONCLUSIONS 
 The paper compares results of computational 
analysis of the critical nozzle flow to the 
experimental data. The validity of the analytical 
results has been confirmed by research tests. The 
final results of the work are summarised: 
 
1. The critical flow function for refrigerants 

strongly depends on the upstream stagnation 
conditions. 

2. The computation results for R-410A are in a 
satisfactory agreement with experimental data.  

3. The proposed approximation of critical flow 
conditions in the real and dense gases is better 
than other comparable methods. 
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4. The perfect gas model is not applicable in the 
flow of superheated vapour of refrigerants 
when stagnation pressure exceeds 0.5 MPa.  

5. The boundary-layer at the throat of sonic 
nozzle is turbulent and affects the critical flow 
function. 

6. Other theoretical results have been actually 
developed for R-22, R-123, R-125, R-134a, R-
143a, R-152a, R-227, R-404A, R-407C, R-
410A, R-507 and CO2. The measurements of 
critical flow conditions will be done in the 
nearest future. 
 

NOMENCLATURE 

   A*       nozzle throat area [m2] 
   a        speed of sound [m/s] 

C*       critical flow function [-] 
Cd        discharge coefficient [-] 
cp, cv    specific heats  [J/kg K] 
d        nozzle throat diameter [mm] 
h       specific enthalpy [kJ/kg K] 
k        isentropic exponent [-] 
Ma       Mach Number [-] 
m       mass flow [kg/s] 
 p        pressure [Pa] 
R         gas constants [J/kg K] 
Re        Reynolds Number [-] 
s           specific entropy [J/kgK] 
T        temperature [K]  
v        specific volume [m3/kg] 
w       gas velocity [m/s] 
z          compressibility factor [-] 

zT, zv    VCD’s, equation (6) [-] 

6*        critical pressure ratio [-] 

  8          fundamental derivative, equation (5) [-] 

$          specific heats ratio [-] 

9*         BL displacement-thickness [mm] 

4          density [kg/m3] 

5          generalized exponent, equation (5) [-] 

0         Grüneisen parameter, equation (5) [-] 

 3 *        critical flow function, equation (5) [-] 

           Indices 

0 stagnation state 

  *         critical flow (Ma = 1) 

s          isentropic 

T         isothermal 

  v          isochoric 
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45-/$*,/6 At the nano scale, the wave character of particles becomes important and changes the 
thermodynamic behavior of matter considerably. Therefore, thermodynamic effects which are negligible 
at the macro scale must be taken into account at the nano scale. To predict and examine the 
thermodynamic behavior and properties of nano systems, the wave character of particles should be 
considered. One way to do this is to use statistical and quantum mechanics to construct the 
mathematical models which properly estimate the thermodynamic properties of matter at the nano 
scale. In this study, the thermodynamic properties of ideal monatomic gases confined in nano 
structures are discussed by considering the wave character of gas atoms. Some thermodynamic 
behaviors, which are never observed in the macro systems, are presented. The results could lead to 
some new thermodynamic processes, cycles and nano engines. 
 

K eywords: Thermodynamics at nano scale, Quantum size effects, Quantum surface energy.
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The c allow 
us to manufacture nano structures, devices and 
even machines. In particular, nano heat engines are 
of current interest [1-4]. Therefore, 
thermodynamics at the nano scale has become an 
interesting research subject in recent years [5-16]. 
In quantum mechanics, it is well known that 
particles have a wave character characterized by 
the de Broglie wave length, mvh  where h is 

m and v are the particle mass 
and velocity, respectively. Mean de Broglie wave 
length ( ) of gas atoms are on the order of 
nanometers or sub-nanometers depending on the 
temperature. For an Helium-4 gas, for example, 

036.0 nm for 300 K. The wave character of 
particles can be neglected as long as the sizes of 
the domain, where the particles are confined, and 
the interparticular mean distance are much longer 
than . Therefore, classical mechanics and 
classical statistics, which are based on the particle 
nature of atoms, are sufficient for macro systems 
at high temperature and/or low density. If the 
temperature is low enough and/or density is high 
enough, the interparticular mean distance becomes 
on the order of  and quantum statistics (Bose 
and Fermi statistics) must be used instead of the 
classical (Maxwellian). Thus, momentum or 
energy spectrum of particles is assumed to be 
continuous (the assumption of the classical 
mechanics) as long as the system size is large 

enough in comparison to . When this is not the 
case, the discreet nature of the momentum or 
energy spectrum of particles must be considered. 
This is the case for nano systems. 
The discreet nature of the momentum values of the 
particles makes some important mathematical 
treatments invalid. In statistical thermodynamics, 
for example, all thermodynamic properties of an 
ideal gas are calculated by using the partition 
function which is a summation over all possible 
momentum values of a single particle [17,18]. In 
macro systems, the summation operation is 
replaced by integration since the momentum 
values can be assumed to be continuous. When 
they are not, this substitution is not possible since 
the momentum is a discreet spectrum. In this case, 
one of the most important corrections for the 
thermodynamic properties comes from the 
exclusion of the zero momentum values of 
particles confined in a finite size domain due to 
their wave character. In other words, particles 
cannot move parallel to the domain boundaries. 
This exclusion of surface modes results in 
unavoidable quantum surface energy which is 
completely negligible for macro domains. 
However, it contributes considerably to the 
thermodynamic properties in domains [9]. 
Another important correction comes from the 
probability density which represents the 
probability of finding a particle in a differential 
volume element for given spatial coordinates. In 
classical mechanics, the probability density is 
homogenous at thermodynamic equilibrium and is 
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1/V for all particles confined in a domain of 
volume V. On the other hand, in quantum 

mechanics, it is given by 2
r  for a particle in 

quantum state (or momentum state) r. 2
r  is 

obtained from the solution of the 
equation and it is not a homogenous quantity. 
Therefore, the density distribution is not 
homogenous even in thermodynamic equilibrium. 
The inhomogeneity of the density occurs mainly 
near the boundaries of the domain. The thickness 
of this inhomogeneous region is on the order of  
and so it is negligible for macro systems while it 
becomes important for nano systems [12]. 
As a result of the discreet nature of the momentum 
values of particles and the inhomogeneous 
probability density, thermodynamic behaviors are 
substantially changed at the nano scale. Some 
corollaries of thermodynamics at this scale can be 
summarized as follows: 

 The size and shape of a system affect the 
thermodynamic state functions, 

 The pressure of an ideal gas becomes a 
tensorial quantity instead of a scaler and 
depends on direction in an anisometric 
confinement domain, 

 Unavoidable quantum surface energy 
appears even for ideal gases, 

 The additivity rule for extensive quantities 
breaks down, 

 Size difference itself becomes a driving 
force for gas diffusion, 

 Thermosize effects appear similar to 
thermoelectric or thermomolecular effects, 

 The density distribution becomes 
inhomogeneous and a quantum boundary 
layer near to the domain boundaries arises, 

 Even density oscillations occur in the case 
of a Fermi gas, such as helium-3, under low 
temperature or high density conditions, 

 Lateral forces arise even at thermodynamic 
equilibrium. 

These new behaviors lead to some new 
thermodynamic processes and allow us to design 
some completely new devices and heat engines at 
the nano scale. In the following sections, the 
thermodynamic properties of ideal monatomic 
gases confined in nano structures are discussed to 

understand how the thermodynamic behavior of 
such systems changes. 

!"#$%&'()*+,-(./0#1,*&'#21-,31(#
0.4&#&55&/30#

!"6#71-,31(#01'5-/&#&,&'8+#
If the discreet nature of momentum values of 
particles is considered, free energy of an ideal 
monatomic Maxwell gas is given as [9,12] 

V
ATNk

n
n

TNkF th
b

c l

q
b 22
ln         (1) 

where N is the total number of particles confined 
in volume V, c ln  is the classical number density of 
particles defined by VNnc l , qn  is the 

quantum density given by 31 thqn , th  is 
thermal de Broglie wave length of particles given 
by Tmkh bth 2  and A is the area of the 
surface bounding the volume. The first term 
represents the conventional bulk free energy while 
the second one represents the quantum surface 
energy, which appears due to the wave character 
of the particles. The necessary condition for using 
Maxwell statistics is that qn >> c ln . Therefore the 
magnitude of the logarithmic term in (1) is much 
bigger than unity. On the other hand, the term 

VAth  is completely negligible for macro 
systems since V/A is much greater than th  at the 
macro scale. However, the contribution of the 
quantity VAth  to the free energy becomes 
appreciable for nano domains. For a given 
temperature and density of the gas, the second 
term in equation (1) is proportional to the surface 
area while the first term is proportional to the 
volume of the domain. Therefore, the second term 
represents the quantum surface energy and is zero 
in the classical limit as goes to 
zero. 
!"!# 9,%)()8&,&)10# *&,0.3+:# 21-,31(#

;)1,*-'+# <-+&'# -,*# &55&/3.=&#
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In order to better understand the origin of quantum 
surface energy, it is necessary to examine the local 
density distribution of a gas confined in a finite 
domain. For an ideal Maxwell gas, density is 
defined by considering the wave character of 
particles as [12] 
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where r  and r  are the energy eigenvalue and 
eigenfunction of a given quantum state r. r  and 

r  are obtained from the solution of the 
Fig. 1, 

shows the dimensionless density distribution, 

c lnn , of an ideal Maxwell gas confined in a 
rectangular domain. The solid curve represents the 
true density while the dashed one represents the 
thickness of the boundary layer. 

 
Dimensionless coordinate, Lxx~  

F ig.1 Dimensionless density distribution of an ideal 
Maxwell gas in a rectangular domain in one 
direction. 

It is seen that density is not homogenous within a 
layer near to the boundaries. This layer has been 
called quantum boundary layer since the thickness of 
the layer 4th  goes to zero in the classical 
limit when P
understood that the wave character of the particles 
keep them away from the boundaries. Therefore the 
density in the inner part of the domain is higher than 
the classical one, VNnc l . In other words, 
particles occupy an effective volume which is 
smaller than the geometric one. Consequently, the 
effective density is higher than the classical one. 
Effective density can easily be determined as [12] 

V
A

n
AV

Nn c le
1

1
.           (3) 

If the effective density is used instead of the 
classical density in the expression for bulk free 
energy, then the second term of (1) can directly be 
obtained from the first one. It is possible to 

express the second term of (2) as TAnkb  which 
is the mechanical work done against the gas 
pressure to evacuate the region of thickness . 
Therefore, the origin of the quantum surface 
energy, the second term in (2), is explained by the 
inhomogeneous density distribution. 
For ideal Fermi and Bose gases, the dimensionless 
density is calculated by [16] 

r r

r r

r

c l
TkV
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1exp
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1exp~

b

b
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x
x .      (4) 

Fig. 2 shows the dimensionless density 
distributions of ideal Fermi, Bose, and Maxwell 
gases versus to the dimensionless coordinate, 

Lxx~ . In a Fermi gas, the quantum boundary 
layer is very thin and there is a density oscillation. 
In contrast, the thickness of the quantum boundary 
layer is very large in a Bose gas. 
 

 
Dimensionless coordinate, Lxx~  

F ig.2 Dimensionless density distributions of ideal 
F ermi, Bose, and Maxwell gases in a 1D 
domain. Tkb  is chosen as 5  for the 
degenerate Fermi gas and 01.0  for the 
degenerate Bose gas while the size of the domain 

17L  to make the differences between the 
curves clear enough. 

!"#$%&'()**+,+-+,./$)'+0&,1&2+3$21400514$
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Due to the unavoidable existence of the quantum 
surface energy, the additivity rule of extensive 
quantities breaks down. Since V/A represents an 
effective size of the domain and also depends on the 
domain shape, the thermodynamic state functions, like 

L~
L~

17LMaxwell 
gas Bose gas 

Fermi gas 
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the free energy, depend on the size and shape of the 
system in addition to two independent intensive 
quantities like temperature and density. The pressure of 
a gas confined in an anisometric rectangular domain of 
dimensions zyx LLL , is determined from [8] 

x
bb

TNxzy
xx L

TnkTnk
L
F

LL
p 21

,

    (5) 
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L
F
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TnkTnk
L
F

LL
p 21

,

.    (7) 

Therefore, even the pressure of an ideal gas can be 
anisotropic in an anisometric domain. In other 
words, pressure is not a scalar quantity but a 
tensorial quantity. 
Furthermore, lateral forces appear at nano scale. If 
a rectangular box is separated into two parts by a 
movable wall of infinitesimal thickness, as shown 
in Fig. 3, the system tries to minimize the quantum 
surface energy and causes a lateral force, , acting 
on the movable wall in the vertical direction 
parallel to this wall. This lateral force is 
determined by 

yb
VNs

LTnk
L
F 2

,

          (8) 

It is understood that the movable wall has an 
effective thickness of 2 . For the box filled by 
He-4 at 300 K and 105 Pa, the lateral force is about 
25 pN when Ly=10 . 

 

 
F ig.3 Lateral force acting on a movable and 

infinitesimally thin wall. 

!"#$%&''()&*+$,(-$.*$)&/-$,&''-0-+1-$
The chemical potential is determined by using 
equation (1) so that [8] 
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It is clear that the second term results from the 
second term in equation (1) and it is due to the 
exclusion of the zero momentum values of 
particles confined in a finite size domain. The 
second term can also directly be obtained from the 
first term, the conventional term, if the effective 
density given by equation (3) is used for the 
density, instead of the classical one. If one small 
and one large rectangular box, I and II, 
respectively, are connected to each other by a 
permeable wall, mutual thermodynamic 
equilibrium requires the equality of both 
temperature and chemical potential across the 
boxes. Therefore, if the second term is negligible 
as it would be if both boxes were large, the 
equality of chemical potentials would require the 
equality of classical densities, I I

c l
I
c l nn . This is a 

trivial result for the macroscopic domains. On the 
other hand, in the nano domains, the equality of 
chemical potentials requires I I

c l
I
c l nn . This is an 

unusual result caused by the second term in 
equation (9) for the case of a small and a large 
box. The ratio of the densities is given by 

I I

I I

I

I
I
c l

I I
c l

V
A

V
A

n
n

1 .         (10) 

Therefore, if I
c ln  is forced to be equal to I I

c ln , a 
diffusion process is induced due to the size 

[8]. This quantum effect may 
be used for isotropic enrichment since  depends 
on the inverse square root of atomic mass. If 

nm10III AVAV , equation (10) 
predicts a 7900 ppm concentration difference for a 
He-4 gas and 9100 ppm for a He-3 at 30 K. 
Therefore, the concentration of He-3 in box-II is 
higher than that in box-I. 
!"2$34-05*)&/-$-''-1.)$
To show the existence of thermosize effects, a 
monatomic ideal gas is confined in a rectangular 
box which is separated into macro and nano parts 
and kept thermally in contact with high (TH) and 
low (TL) temperature reservoirs, as shown in Fig. 

L s

Lz 

Lx 
Ly 

 

2

Ls
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4. On the low temperature side, there is no 
separator and the gas can flow between point 2 and 
point 3. In contrast, this is not allowed on the high 
temperature side. Therefore, the net particle flux is 
zero in steady state. In the macro part, the 
minimum size of the box is much bigger than  
while this condition is not fulfilled in the nano 
part. In other words, the second term of equation 
(9) is negligible in the macro part while it is not in 
the nano part. It should be noted that equation (9) 
is valid also for local equilibrium condition [8]. In 
the nano part, local equilibrium is maintained by 
particle-wall collisions although it is maintained 
by particle-particle collisions in the macro part. 
Therefore, the chemical potential gradients due to 
the temperature gradient are different in each box 
although the local chemical potentials on the cold 
side should be equal. As a result, there is a 
chemical potential difference on the hot side. This 
difference can drive a gas flow if the disconnected 
parts on the high temperature side are connected to 
each other. Consequently, the temperature gradient 
and size difference together cause a driving force 
for gas flow from region 1 to region 4 and begin a 
gas circulation between the domains, which is able 
to produce work. Isothermal gas flow under a 
chemical potential difference causes heat exchange 
between the working gas and its environment. 
These effects, which are similar to thermoelectric 
effects, are called thermosize effects [8]. 
 

 
F ig. 4. Schematic view of a possible device based on 

thermosize effects. n and m indicate nano and 
macro parts, respectively. TL and TH represent 
low and high temperature reservoirs. 

 
 
 

!"#$%&'()*+%&#
The size and shape of a system become independent 
variables of the thermodynamic state functions at the 
nano scale. These new variables change 
thermodynamic behavior substantially and cause some 
new thermodynamic behaviors and processes which are 
not observed in macro systems. The results could be used 
to design some new thermodynamic processes, cycles, 
and nano engines. In order to make robust verification of 
these effects, a molecular simulation based on many 

is necessary before any 
experimental verification. 
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*89:;<=:> The present work shows an analytical study about the entropy generation trend in the 
operation of rectangular microchannels. A specific number of microchannels are used for heat sinks 
arrangements. These arrangements are designed to dissipate very high heat fluxes. A specific fluid in a 
laminar regime for this scale is used as the working fluid. The thermal and hydrodynamic behaviors for 
both fully and non-developed conditions are considered. A constant heat flux is applied to the bottom 
wall of the heat sink. A specific part of this heat flux is supplied into each channel section. A Three-side 
heating condition is considered in the channels section. Entropy generation variation with channel 
aspect ratio, Reynolds number and total heat flux supplied into the system are presented. The Bejan 
number for both fully and non-fully developed conditions is calculated as well. 

K eywords:  Rectangular Microchannels Heat Sinks. Entropy Generation Minimization Method, Bejan 
Number. 

?@(+A:;BCD=:EBA(
The current era is known as the information age. 
The information must be process and carry out 
faster. Thus, devices with large capability to 
process it are required. High-tech electronic 
devices are currently used for this proposal. Large 
quantity of resources had been focused in different 
areas of their development. One area is the cooling 
systems. Currently, heat sink systems are used for 
cooling these devices. In the last two decades, 
rectangular microchannel heat sinks manufactured 
on a silicon substrate have been deeply studied 
since they are a good alternative for the new 
generation of electronic cooling systems. New 
materials, geometrics, sizes, configuration, etc. 
have been studied [1-12]. Nevertheless, only a few 
quantity of research peoples had been focused to 
determinate the quantity of energy which is lost 
and wasted in the system.  
Typically a heat sink system requires two things: a 
geometrical arrangement and a specific working 
fluid. A microchannel heat sink is no exception. 
This is a defined geometrical arrangement 
(typically a specific quantity of channels that are 
placed in parallel) and a quantity of specific fluid 
is passing through each channel. These involve 
two phenomena: heat transfer from the solid 

domain to the fluid domain and fluid motion. The 
entropy generation associated with the heat 
transfer and the frictional factors is a good 
parameter to determine the capability that a heat 
sink has for transferring heat to a cooling medium. 
A governing equation of the entropy generation is 
obtained by applying first and second law of 
thermodynamics as well as energy and mass 
balances. As a result, this governing equation is a 
function of the geometrical parameters, fluid and 
solid properties, etc. [19].  
Some researchers have applied this technique to 
determine the behavior of a specific system. In 
some cases, an optimal configuration can be 
obtained [13-16,19]. Nevertheless, this technique 
has not been strongly applied to microchannel heat 
sinks. This work shows a methodology for 
obtaining the entropy generation in this kind of 
heat sinks, formed by rectangular channels. One 
important contribution is to obtain equations for 
the entropy generation considering that the fluid 
enters the channels with fully developed or with 
non-developed condition.  

F@(&;B8GHI(5H9=;EJ:EBA(
A typical rectangular microchannel heat sink is 
considered for the study. This arrangement is 
formed by 100 rectangular microchannels 
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manufactured over a specific material substrate. A 
plate of adiabatic material is placed over this 
manufactured arrangement. Figure 1 shows a 
sketch of the heat sink. A constant heat flux is 
supplied on the bottom wall of the device. The 
total width, height and length of the heat sink are 
Whs, Hhs and Lhs, respectively. The shadowed part 
represents the fluid domain. A specific fluid is 
passing through the system. Due to the symmetry 
that the arrangement presents, a part of the total 
heat sink is cut in order to reduce the analysis 
complexity. This process generates a cut cell 
formed by both solid and fluid domains. Figures 2 
and 3, respectively. The solid cut cell and fluid 
channel dimensions are width Wcell and Wchannel, 
and height Hcell and Hchannel, respectively. Each cell 
contains a full channel and the middle of the space 
between channels (Schannels) at each side. Heat, cell, 
is supplied on the bottom wall of the solid cut cell. 
This heat is a proportional part of the total heat 
supplied on the device. A similar consideration is 
taken into account for the fluid domain. A 
proportional heat, channel, is supplied into the fluid 
channel from the channel solid walls. A 
proportional part of the total mass flow, channel, is 
passed through each channel, as well. 

Mass Flow Outlet

Whs

Lhs

Hhs

Channel Mass Flow Inlet y

x z

 
Figure 1. Heat sink arrangement formed by 100 

rectangular microchannels. 

Since this analysis tries to evaluate the behavior of 
the entropy generated by the fluid motion 
(hydrodynamic phenomenon) and thermal energy 
motion (thermodynamic phenomenon) present in 
the system, a good approach is to consider only the 
fluid domain behavior. Thus, a differential volume 
control (Wchannel x Hchannel x dz) is taken for the 
analysis, see Figure 4. In this case, it is considered 
that three heat fluxes, ,  and , are flowing 
into the control volume (three-side heating channel 
assumption.) Each wall has a proportional part of 

channel (this is a function of the area of the channel 
wall.) The four side (upper wall) of the control 

volume does not have a heat flux since it is 
considered as an adiabatic boundary wall (the 
adiabatic plate). T is the environmental 
temperature near the device boundary. The mean 
temperature (bulk temperature) is adjusted as 
T+ T. 

Lcell

Hcell

Wcell

dz

Qcell

Schannel

T

 
Figure 2. Solid domain of the heat sink cut cell to 

analyze. 

Lchannel

Hchannel

Wchannel

dz
mch

an
nel

Qchannel

T

 
Figure 3. F luid domain of the heat sink cut cell to 

analyze. 

m2

m1

dz

T

q"
3

q"
1

q"
2

mchannelT+  T,

 
Figure 4. Differential control volume of the fluid 

considered for the analysis. 
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The continuity, first and second law of 
thermodynamics equations and the Tds 
relationships are applied to the control volume to 
obtain an equation able to calculate the total 
entropy generation in the system. 

#
!"+"#,-%.*%/*.(#01/&.*-%#&22'*3&.*-%#
Since it is considered that the system is in steady 
state and there is not accumulation of fluid into the 
channel, the Equation (1) is obtained. 

21 mmmchannel  (1) 
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Applying the first law of thermodynamics with the 
given assumptions, the quantity of thermal energy 
in the process is equal to the product of the 
enthalpy variation and the mass flow passing into 
the control volume (Equation (2).) 

dhmQ channelcv  (2) 
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Applying the second law of thermodynamics to the 
differential control volume, the ratio of entropy 
generation for the system is obtained. This is 
affected by the entropy variation and the thermal 
energy thrown to the environment. Equation (3) 
shows this. The derivative of this equation respect 
to the z-axis (channel length), provides the 
gradient of entropy generation. 

TT
Q

dsmS cv
channelgen

´

.
 (3) 

dz
Q

TTdz
dsm

dz
S cv

channel
gen 1

.

 (4) 
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From the Tds relationship shown in Equation (5), 
it is possible to obtain the enthalpy gradient along 
the z-axis as a function of the entropy gradient and 
pressure variation along the same direction, 
Equation (6). 

vdPdhTds  (5) 

dz
dP

dz
dsT

dz
dh 1  (6) 
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Substituting Equations (2) and (4) in Equation (6), 
an expression for the entropy generation gradient 
along the flow direction as a function of the 
thermal energy, pressure variation and 
environmental temperature in the system is 
obtained. These parameters can be obtained by 
experimental study of these devices, see Equation 
(7). In order to reduce the complexity of this 
equation, it is possible to consider that the 
temperature variation T is much smaller than the 
net environmental temperature. Thus, Equation (7) 
can be rewritten as: 

dz
dP

T
m

dz
Q

TTTdz
S channelcvgen 11  (7) 

dz
dP

T
m

dz
Q

T
T

dz
S channelcvgen

2  (8) 

As it was previously mentioned, the heat flux that 
is flowing into each cut cell is a proportional part 
of the total heat flux supplied into the channel, see 
Equation (9). 
For this kind of arrangements, a good approach is 
to assume the system as a pin fins heat sink [20]. 
The thermal efficiency can be calculated by 
Equation (10). The part of total heat flux supplied 
on the system which arrives to the channel can be 
calculated by Equation (11) 

cells

to ta l
cell N

q
q

"
"  (9) 

channel

channel
f mH

mHtanh  (10) 

cells

to ta l
fcellfchannel N

qqq "
""  (11) 

The m parameter is calculated by Equation (12). 
The Schannels is taken as the half of channel width, 
Wchannel. 

channelss

convection

Sk
h

m
2  (12) 

Under this consideration, the heat flux entering to 
the differential control volume can be calculated 
by Equation (13). This is a function of the total 
heat flux supplied into the system, geometrical 
parameters, thermal properties and the convective 
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coefficient in the flow. The total heat in the control 
volume is given by Equation (14).  

chann elL

cell
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f

channel
cv dz

N
q

L
q
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"1"  (13) 

to ta l
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channelchannel
f

cvchannel
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q
N
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qPw
dz
Q

"
2

"
 (14) 

Substituting the last equation in Equation (8) the 
gradient of entropy generation as a function of the 
total heat flux supplied into the system is obtained. 
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m
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N
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There are two conditions that consider the case of 
fluid flowing through a channel with specific cross 
section areas: fully developed and non-developed 
flow conditions. The first one involves that the 
fluid at the channel inlet has both temperature and 
velocity profiles (fully developed both thermal and 
hydrodynamic boundary layers) and keep them 
along the channel. Thus, the entropy generation 
involves uniquely a convective coefficient and 
friction factor along the channel length. The total 
entropy generation can be calculated by Equation 
(16) for these considerations. The minus sign in 
the P term is due to the fact that the pressure is 
decreasing in the flow direction. 

fd
channel

to ta l
cell

channelchannel
fgen

P
T

m

q
N

LWH
T

TS "
2

2

 
(16) 

Using the Stanton number definition (Equation 
(17)), Equation (16) can be rewritten in terms of 
the Nusselt number. Also, the pressure drop can be 
expressed as a function of the Poiseuille and 
Reynolds number. Equation (18) shows this.  

T
q

D
kNu channel

h

fsfd "3,
 (17) 

2

Re2

h

channelmean
fd

D
LVf

P  (18) 

Thus, the entropy generation equation can be 
rewritten to include those dimensionless 
parameters, resulting Equation (19). The channel 
aspect ratio, , is defined as the quotient between 
the channel width and the channel height, 
Wchannel/Hchannel. 
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(19) 

Since the analysis considers rectangular channels 
with three-side heating and fully developed flow, 
it is necessary to use adequate Nusselt and 
Poiseuille number correlations for having 
successful approaches of the entropy generation in 
this kind of systems. The fully developed Nusselt 
number for three-side heated rectangular ducts had 
been compiled from various sources. Equation 
(20) shows the most adequate correlation [20]. 
This considers that a side is larger than other one, 
being one of these smaller sides not-heated. Shah 
and London [17] provide Equation (21) to 
calculate the Poiseuille number for a rectangular 
channel under the same consideration of channel 
aspect ratio. Table 1 shows the constant values. 
Equation (19) is developed for analyzing a single 
channel. Thus, the total entropy generation in the 
system is given by Equation (22) 

2
654

2
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1
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A non-developed flow consideration involves that 
the fluid is entering to the channel with constant 
temperature and velocity profiles. These profiles 
develop until a defined profile is reached due to 
heat and friction on the channel walls. The 
boundary layer developments involve an 
increment of the fluid friction with channel walls 
and with itself, as well as larger temperature 
gradients between them. Thus, four phases or 
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phenomena can be observed (two for thermal 
effects and two for hydrodynamic effects.) The 
entropy generation calculation requires 
considering all of those effects: 

ndhydrogenfdhydrogenndthermgen

fdthermgenhydrogenthermgengen

SSS

SSSS

,,,,,,

,,,,

 
(23) 

The hydrodynamic inlet length required for 
developing the hydrodynamic boundary layer is 
the well-accepted Equation (24) [18,20]. The 
thermal inlet length required for developing the 
thermal boundary layer is expressed by Equation 
(25). Phillip [2] mentioned that c=0.1 is an 
adequate value for rectangular channels. 

Re05.0
h

h

D
L  (24) 

PrRec
D
L

h

t  (25) 

Thus, the entropy generation given by each part of 
the analysis (fully and non-developed sections for 
both thermal as hydrodynamic condition) can be 
calculated by Equations (26-28), respectively. 
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(27) 
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At the inlet section of the channel where the fluid 
presents a non-developed condition, it is required 
to use a Nusselt number correlation for this effect. 
In an analogous form to Equation (17), the Stanton 
number for this condition can be expressed as: 

T
q

D
kNu channel

h

fsnd "3,
 (29) 

Integrating and grouping Equations (26) and (27), 
and substituting Equations (29), the equation for 
calculating the total thermal entropy generation as 
a function of the Nusselt numbers for fully and 
non-developed conditions and channel aspect 
ratios is obtained. 
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The Nusselt number correlation for fully 
developed condition is given by Equation (20). For 
non-developed condition and three-side heating 
configuration the scheme shown in Equation (31) 
is suggested by Phillips [2]. The Nufd,4s is given by 
Equation (32). 
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Kandlikar [20] presents a data-table to obtain the 
Nund,4s for different entrance regions and channel 
aspect ratios. Table 1 shows the values for 
constants C1 to C6. 
The pressure drop equation for non-developed 
conditions is based on Equation (18). Some terms 
are added to consider all the quantity of pressure 
drop due to friction and developing region effects. 
The incremental pressure defect, K(x), is the 
parameter used to consider these effects: 

2
)(

Re2 2

2
mean

h

mean
nd

V
K

D

xVf
P  (33) 

Equation (33) expresses it. The Poiseuille number 
is calculated, as it was previously shown. In a 
global way, the incremental pressure defect is 
taken as a constant parameter, , known as 

 Steinke and Kandlikar [11] 
present a correlation to calculate it for rectangular 
channels. 

5
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4
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3
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2
321)( DDDDDDK  (34) 

Thus, the entropy generation due to the fluid 
pressure drops is obtained substituting Equation 
(33) in Equation (28): 
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The total entropy generation in the channel is the 
sum of both thermal and hydrodynamic entropy 
generation. The total entropy generation in the 
system is calculated in a similar way that Equation 
(22). 
Finally, the Bejan number, Be, is a good parameter 
to determine what phenomenon is the larger 
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generator of losses in a specific thermodynamic 
system. This number is given by the ratio between 
the thermal entropy generation and the total 
entropy generation [19]. This number varies in the 
range 0 to 1. 

gen

thermgen

S
S

Be ,  (36) 

A Be near zero indicates that the system has the 
larger losses due to the fluid motion. A Be near 1 
indicates that the thermal energy that is not used 
by the system is larger and must be taken into 
account. A Be near 0.5 indicates the system is 
balanced, that is, the energy losses, thermal and 
hydrodynamically, are similar. 
The entropy generation equations obtained for 
both conditions are evaluated in order to observe 
their behavior. Table 2 shows the properties of the 
fluid which is considered for flowing through the 
channels. The thermal conductivity of the solid, ks, 
is considered as 300 W/m-K.  
Table 1. Constant parameters for correlations. 

 A B C D 

1 8.2313 -1.3553 8.2313 0.6796 
2 -2.295 1.9467 1.9349 1.2197 
3 2.2389 -1.7012 -2.295 3.3089 
4 2.0263 0.9564 0.92381 -9.5921 
5 0.29805 -0.2537 7.928 8.9089 
6 0.0065322 -- 0.0033937 -2.9959 

Table 2. F luid properties values. 

Property Value 

Thermal conductivity, kf 0.6069 W/m-K 
Viscosity,  889.9x10-6 kg/m-s 
Density,  997 kg/m3 
Prandtl number, Pr 6 
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A heat sink arrangement formed by 100 
rectangular microchannels was used for evaluating 
Equation (22). The Reynolds number of the fluid 
at the channel inlet is 100. The total heat flux 
supplied to the bottom wall of the heat sink is 100 
W/cm2. The environmental temperature is taken as 
300 K. The channel height was evaluated with 
three constant values (20 m, 100 m and 200 

m.) These values are taken in order to get 
channel hydraulic diameters into the range of 
microchannel classification [3]. The total entropy 
generation in the system for these conditions is 
shown in Figure 5. This presents a larger 
decrement when the channel aspect ratio and 
channel hydraulic diameter are increased. For a 
channel with Hchannel=200 m and values larger 
than 0.8, the entropy generation is kept almost 
constant. This is due to the thermal entropy 
generated at this conditions and dimensions takes 
large effect (Figure 7.) Thus, this curve section can 
be considered as an optimal zone for these 
conditions. Under this tendency, the same 
behavior of the total entropy generation occurs 
when the channel height is decreased, but the 
minimum point occurs for channel aspect ratios 
larger than 1.  
The behavior of the total entropy generation is 
larger affected by the hydrodynamic entropy 
generation for lower channel heights and channel 
aspect rations (Figure 6.) It is possible to observe 
almost the same behavior with different order of 
magnitude. The lower value is near 10-7. This 
generation is affected directly by the pressure drop 
which is affected inversely by the channel 
hydraulic diameter. This means, the pressure drop 
diminishes for larger channel hydraulic diameter 
due to the friction between the fluid and the 
channel walls is diminished. The fluid velocity is 
lesser for large hydraulic diameter since the 
Reynolds number is kept for all cases. This 
reduces the friction effects as well. 

 
Figure 5. Variation of total entropy generation in the 

system against channel aspect ratio. 
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Figure 6. Variation of hydrodynamic entropy 

generation in a single channel against 
channel aspect ratio. 

On the other hand, the thermal entropy generation 
presents a larger impact in the total entropy 
generation for large channel heights and channel 
aspect ratios (Figure 7.) In this figure it is possible 
to observe that the larger value is around 10-6. This 
tendency is due mainly to the Nusselt number 
performance for this condition. When the channel 
aspect ratio is increased, the Nusselt number 
decreases drastically until  values near 0.4. After 
this, the decrement is smoother since the heat 
transfer area is lesser for smaller  values, and the 
convective coefficient is increased as well. It is 
important to emphasize that this parameter affects 
inversely the thermal entropy generation, this 
means, for larger Nusselt numbers, the system 
becomes more efficient, reducing the thermal 
losses (thermal entropy generation.) Thus, one 
idea emerges: the larger entropy generation for 
smaller channels with lower channel aspect ratios 
is generated by hydrodynamic effects; however for 
larger channels with larger channel aspect ratios, 
the thermal effects present a larger impact in the 
total entropy generation.  
Figures 8 and 9 present the variation of the total 
entropy generation against the channel height for 
the same heat sink arrangement with a channel 
aspect ratio of 0.5. In Figure 8 it is presented the 
behavior for different Reynolds numbers and 
Figure 9 for different heat fluxes. Results agree 
with the previously mentioned. It is generated a 
clear increment of this generation when the 
Reynolds number increases. When the heat flux 
increases, there is not a large difference in the total 

entropy generation. Also, in these figures it is 
possible to observer that the entropy generation 
decreases when the channel height increases. 
Thus, another important sentence can be 
mentioned: for a specific channel aspect ratio, the 
minimum total entropy generation is obtained for 
larger channel hydraulic diameter. 

 
Figure 7. Variation of thermal entropy generation in a 

single channel against channel aspect ratio. 

 
Figure 8. Variation of total entropy generation in the 

system against Hchannel for different Reynolds 
numbers. 
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thermal development when the arrangement is 
formed by microchannel with channel hydraulic 
diameters near nanochannels, nevertheless large 
part of energy is lost for the fluid motion. An 
optimal performance under these conditions can be 
observed for channel aspect ratio upper 0.8 and 
channel height near 200 m. 

 
Figure 9. Variation of total entropy generation in the 

system against Hchannel for different total heat 
fluxes. 
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Figure 10 shows the variation of the total entropy 
generation with the channel aspect ratio. The 
conditions mentioned in the results for fully 
developed condition are used for calculating this 
generation under this condition. The same channel 
heights (10 m, 100 m and 200 m) are used. 
The curves present a similar behavior that Figure 
5, however, the total entropy generation in this 
calculus was lightly larger than in the fully 
developed condition for lower channel aspect 
ratios and channel heights. This agrees with 
theory. It is not observe a minimum point or 
asymptotic behavior in curves. Figure 11 presents 
the hydrodynamic entropy generation. This shows 
a similar behavior that Figure 6 with the same 
lightly increment. The , which 
involves all the energy losses due to the 
development of the hydrodynamic boundary layer, 
is the main guilty of this variation. Since this is 
only added linealy to the quantity of the entropy 
generation (Equation (35)), the difference between 
both conditions is kept along the variation of 
channel aspect ratio for this entropy generation.  

 
Figure 10. Variation of total entropy generation in the 

system against channel aspect ratio. 

 
Figure 11. Variation of hydrodynamic entropy 

generation in a single channel against 
channel aspect ratio. 

Figure 12 shows the thermal entropy generation 
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capability of the fluid to dissipate heat (absorb 
heat from channel walls.) This makes more 
efficient the heat dissipation and the thermal 
energy is better managed in the process, reducing 
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thermal boundary layer is not achieved into the 
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values upper to 0.73. This is due to the study 
considers that the heat sink has a length of 0.01 m.  

 
Figure 12. Variation of thermal entropy generation in a 

single channel against channel aspect ratio. 

Figures 13 and 14 show the total entropy 
generated for different channel heights with a 
channel aspect ratio of 0.5. Figure 13 presents the 
results obtained for different Reynolds numbers 
and Figure 14 for different total heat fluxes. 
Results show a similar tendency that the results 
previously presented for fully developed 
condition. The total entropy generation is clearly 
affected by the Reynolds number. However, the 
heat supplied on the system does not affect in an 
important way the total entropy generation. The 
hydrodynamic and thermal inlet lengths required 
for developing both boundary layers for large 
channels was not reached into the channel due to 
the fluid velocity. Thus, curves are cut at some 
channel height. Comparing Figure 8 with Figure 
13, it is possible to observe that the hydrodynamic 
entropy generation for non-developed condition is 
lightly larger than the obtained for fully developed 
condition for lower channel aspect ratios and 
Reynolds numbers due to the fluid friction 
increases when it is developing. Also, comparing 
Figures 9 and 14, it is possible to observe that the 
thermal entropy generation is larger for fully 
developed condition. This behavior is mainly due 
to the Nusselt number. For non-developed 
condition this number is larger, producing a better 
thermal development of the device. 

 
Figure 13. Variation of total entropy generation in the 

system with Hchannel for different Reynolds 
numbers. 

 
Figure 14. Variation of total entropy generation in the 

system with Hchannel for different total heat 
transfer. 

The Bejan number can be calculated for the 
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for larger channel hydraulic diameters and aspect 
ratios. This means, the large entropy generation in 
the system is caused by hydrodynamic effects, 
affecting seriously at each channel aspect ratios. 
An optimal point is not observed clearly. 
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Two equations to calculate the total entropy 
generation in a microchannel heat sink considering 
the both thermal and hydrodynamic effects with 
fully and non-developed fluid inlet conditions 
were obtained. Results show that the entropy 
generation at small channel hydraulic diameters 
and low channel aspect ratios is caused mainly by 
hydrodynamic effects for both conditions. For 
large hydrodynamic diameters and channel aspect 
ratios, under fully developed condition, thermal 
effects have significant influence in the entropy 
generation due to the Nusselt variation. 
Arrangement with these considerations and non-
developed inlet flow are affected more seriously 
by hydrodynamic effects. The Bejan numbers 
obtained for each condition ratifies the observation 
in curves. It is possible to obtain a Bejan number 
near 0.8 and 0.3 for fully and non-developed 
conditions, respectively. 
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Investigation of Controllability of heat integrated 
separation systems for a multicomponent stream 

Kazem Hasanzadeha, Ata Arvania, Gholam Reza Salehia, Majid Amidpoura 

a Center of Integration KN Toosi University of Technology, Tehran, Iran 

Abstract: The understanding of the dynamic behavior of distillation columns has received 
considerable attention due to the fact that distillation is one of the most widely used unit 
operations in chemical process industries. Heat integrated distillation sequences can provide 
significant energy savings with respect to the operation of sequences based on conventional 
distillation columns. They exhibit a complex structure, with heat-integrations, that appear to 
affect their controllability properties. One potential solution to this problem has been 
suggested through the operation of heat integrated distillation sequences under conditions 
that do not provide minimum energy consumption, but this work proves that the process 
under conditions of minimum energy consumption can operate with the best controllability 
properties. In this work, we analyze the dynamic behavior of heat integrated distillation 
sequences. The control analysis properties are analyzed with the application of the Minimum 
Singular Value (MRI), Condition Number (CN) and Relative Gain Array (RGA), which are 
frequency-dependant indices. The results show that the controllability of best heat integrated 
distillation column, Distributed (C1&C3-R2) sequence which has the minimum total annual 
cost, is more than other sequences. 

Keywords:  Distillation, Sequence, Condition Number, Singular Value. 

1. Introduction 
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2. Basic equations and methods

HG V W

ndiag i

HG GG
nV v v

nW w w

3. Case study 
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  Table 1 Feed and product specifications 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.     Distributed sequences  

 

 

 

Fig. 2.      Direct sequences 

 

 

Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 4.     Indirect sequences 

 
Fig. 5.    Indirect-Direct sequence 

4. MRI and CN analysis 

Fig. 6. Minimum Singular Values at low frequencies 

Fig. 7. Minimum Singular Values at intermediate 
frequencies 
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Fig. 8. Minimum Singular Values at high frequencies 

Fig. 9. Condition Numbers at low frequencies 

Fig. 10. Condition Numbers at intermediate frequencies 

Fig. 11. Condition Numbers at high frequencies 
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5. RGA analysis 

TG G

6. Conclusions
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Heat Integration of a ketone-benzol dewaxing process 

Hui Chena, Xiao Feng b

a Department of Chemical Engineering, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an 710049, China 
b Faculty of Chemical Science and Engineering, China University of Petroleum, Beijing 102249, 

China 

Abstract:  Solvent dewaxing process is an energy-intensive process, and so optimizing its entire heat 
exchanger network is an important approach for saving energy and improving the energy efficiency. In 
this paper, the pinch technology is used to analyze and optimize the heat exchanger network of a 
ketone-benzol dewaxing process. The unreasonable heat exchange matches are found, all of which 
are coolers above the pinch. Based on the pinch analysis and considering the existing heat exchanger 
network structure, the retrofit scheme with a short payback period is proposed. 

Keywords:  Energy-saving, Pinch technology, Heat exchanger network, Ketone-benzol dewaxing 
process 

1. Introduction 
With the development of society, energy 
consumption is increasing seriously, and so 
improving energy efficiency is a main task of 
industries. Statistical studies show that the 
average energy efficiency in China is merely 
32%[1], which is 10% lower than that in 
developed countries. Increasing the energy 
efficiency can significantly enhance the 
competitiveness of enterprises and improve the 
environment. Therefore, energy conservation is an 
important approach for achieving sustainable 
development for the states or enterprises. Among 
the many energy-saving approaches (e.g. process 
modifications), heat exchanger network (HEN) 
optimization[2] can not only be used for process 
retrofit to eliminate the system “bottleneck” [3], 
but also guide the optimization of unit operations 
to increase production, save energy and reduce the 
cost. 
The ketone-benzol dewaxing process is the 
traditional and widely-used process in the 
production of lubricating oil and paraffin. There 
are totally 23 sets[4] of dewaxing plants in the 
two major oil companies, Sinopec and PetroChina, 
in which 19 sets using the solvent dewaxing 
processes. Moreover, the majority solvent is the 
mixture of methyl ethyl ketone and toluene. 
However, the original design of some ketone-
benzol dewaxing processes is unreasonable, and 
some retrofit on ketone-benzol dewaxing 
processes may not fully use the waste heat or has 

some unreasonable the heat exchange matches. 
Thus, analysis and optimization of HEN for the 
process is meaningful for energy conservation. 
The ketone-benzol dewaxing process is an energy-
intensive process, and so many studies have been 
focused on how to reduce the energy consumption 
in the process. The production system of the 
ketone-benzol dewaxing process is a complex 
system constituted of a number of sub-systems. 
Up to date, the research on improving the energy 
efficiency of the ketone-benzol dewaxing process 
has been focused on certain sub-systems, and the 
same even for the heat exchanger network. For the 
crystallization sub-system, the optimization of the 
system was conducted by Huang via the energy 
system integration technology[5-6], and the 
“bottleneck” in the sub-system was figured out by 
Zheng[7], both of which can be used to guide the 
reduction of the expensive refrigeration utility. 
For the de-oiling sub-system, the heating utility 
was reduced by optimizing its heat exchanger 
network[6]. For the solvent recovery sub-system, 
the analysis and optimization of the energy 
utilization reached a certain energy-saving 
effect[8-10]. However, those efforts can be 
considered as local optimization, which can not 
achieve the maximum of energy-saving potential. 
If the whole system can be taken as a whole, more 
energy-saving effect can be obtained. 
In this paper, the HEN for the whole system of the 
ketone-benzol dewaxing process is analyzed 
based on pinch technology[11-13]. The 
appropriate matches between hot and cold streams 
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in the whole system are identified. Compared with 
present researches, this work can achieve more 
effective energy conservation. 

2. Brief description of a certain 
ketone-benzol dewaxing process 

In this paper, a ketone-benzol dewaxing process in 
an oil refinery is taken as a case study. The 
selected solvent is the mixture of methyl ethyl 
ketone (MEK) and toluene. The refinery was 

designed in 1990 and practically operated in 1997, 
with its processing capacity of 35 million ton per 
year. The processing capacity reached 420,000 
tons per year after the retrofit on 2005. 
The ketone-benzol dewaxing process can be 
divided into four sub-systems, which are 
refrigeration, crystallization, vacuum filtration and 
solvent recovery sub-systems. The simplified flow 
sheet is illustrated as shown in Figure 1.

 

Fig.1.  Simplified flow sheet of the ketone-benzol  dewaxing process

1. Refrigeration sub-system 
In the refrigeration sub-system, high-pressure 
liquid ammonia goes through the throttling valve 
and is endothermic vaporized into low-pressure 
gas ammonia. Then it is pressurized by an 
ammonia compressor into high-pressure gas 
ammonia, which is condensed and cooled into 
high-pressure liquid state, which is ready for cycle 
usage. This process is used to provide 
refrigeration duty and can be considered as the 
refrigeration utility. Thus, the refrigeration sub-
system is not included in Figure 1. 
2. Crystallization sub-system 
In the sub-system, wax is cooled and precipitated 
from the raw materials in an easy filtration form 
of crystal. In the raw material cooling 
crystallization process, the pre-cooled solvent is 
added several times. The cold-point temperature 
of the solvent is determined by the variety of the 
raw materials. 
3. Vacuum filtration sub-system 

The mixture of the raw materials and solvent from 
the crystallization process goes into the vacuum 
filter, in which oil and wax are separated. This 
sub-system consists of dewaxing filtration process 
and de-oil filtration process. 
4. Solvent recovery sub-system 
In the solvent recovery sub-system, because there 
are great differences in boiling points among 
solvent, oil and wax, the solvent can be fully 
recovered by heating, flash evaporation, 
condensation and cooling. Based on the azeotrope 
feature of methyl ethyl ketone and water, water 
can be removed by heating, distillation, 
condensation and cooling in this process. 

3. Analysis of the existing HEN 
3.1. Stream data extraction 
For the existing HEN of the whole ketone-benzol 
dewaxing process, 25 hot streams and 14 cold 
streams are extracted, and the detailed information 
is shown in ables 1 and 2, respectively. 
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Table 1.  Cold stream data. 

 
Fig.2.  Composite curves 

3.2. Pinch calculation 
In this paper, the minimum approach temperature 
difference is set to be 10 based on 
considering energy recovery, heat transfer area, 
retrofit cost and stable operation[3]. According to 
pinch technology, the average pinch temperature 
is calculated to be 13 , which means that at the 
pinch point, hot stream temperature is 18 , while 

the cold stream is 5 . In addition, the required 
minimum heating utility is obtained as 
6715.17kW, while the minimum cooling utility is 
1501.97kW. However, in the current HEN, the 
heating utility is 11745.1kW and the cooling 
utility is 6530.84 kW. Therefore, the energy-
saving potential is 5029kW, accounting for 42.8% 
of the current heating utility and 77% of the 
existing cooling utility. The composite curves are 
shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the grand 
composite curve. 

Stream 

Table 2.  Hot stream data. 
 

Stream  

code 

Stream  

name 

Inlet temp. 

/  

Outlet temp 

/  

Heat load 

/kW 

H1 solvent 32 -24.1 1593.04 

H2 solvent 33 26 383.72 

H3 solvent 105 72 1353.85 

H4 solvent 168.3 21 545.94 

H5 solvent 126.7 39 929.08 

H6 wax 155.6 86 405.24 

H7 solvent 176.6 130.5 1216.29 

H8 solvent 125.3 125 619.19 

H9 
solvent  

steam 161.5 24.2 2132.58 

H10 solvent 93.6 91 451.17 

H11 solvent 95 24.5 1113.61 

H12 solvent 123.1 85 1777.92 

H13 solvent 162.7 90.9 275.82 

H14 solvent 178.5 104 2211.65 

H15 

dewaxed 

oil 179.8 47.7 1703.50 

H16 solvent 87.3 30 3615.15 

H17 solvent 179.1 130 5483.76 

H18 solvent 110 32 2997.70 

H19 solvent 120.3 110 3232.58 

H20 solvent 26 23.5 104.65 

H21 Inert gas 105 24 77.91 

H22 Inert gas 109 42 55.81 

H23 Inert gas 24 -17 39.54 

H24 Inert gas 42 23 16.28 

H25 

raw 

material 67 56 244.19 

 

code 

Stream  

name 

Inlet temp. 

/  

Outlet temp. 

/  

Heat load

/kW 

c1 wax deoiling oil 16.2 21.3 46.51 

c2 
dewaxed oil,  

solvent 8 90.8 8734.95 

c3 wax deoiling oil 16.2 30.7 383.72 

c4 wax solvent 42.3 106 2673.63 

c5 wax solvent 105.3 125.5 1508.15 

c6 wax, solvent 125.9 178.8 1861.29 

c7 
wax deoiling oil  

solvent 30.7 90.9 4482.59 

c8 
wax deoiling oil  

solvent 93.7 125.2 2402.34 

c9 
wax deoiling oil  

solvent 122.8 181 2573.28 

c10 
wax deoiling oil  

solvent 174.8 175.5 139.54 

c11 
dewaxed oil  

solvent 87.8 121.8 5816.33 

c12 
dewaxed oil  

solvent 120.2 179.9 6780.29 

c13 
dewaxed oil  

solvent 178.3 179.4 168.61 

c14 wax solvent 173.7 175.1 222.10 
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Fig.3.  Grand composite curve 

3.3. Analysis of pinch rule violations 
According to the three principles of pinch 
technology (no cooling utility exists above the 
pinch, no heating utility locates under the pinch 
and no heat transfer crosses the pinch), by 
analyzing the existing HEN, the pinch rule 
violations are identified, all of which are the 
coolers above pinch, as shown in Table 3. 
The total unreasonable heat duty is calculated as 
5038.03kW, accounting for 42.9% of the current 
heating utility and 77.1% of the existing cooling 
utility. There is a small difference between this 
result and that from pinch calculation. It is 
because the minimum approach temperature 
difference in the existing HEN is less than the 
selected minimum one. 

4. Retrofit of HEN 
Unlike the design of a new HEN, in the retrofit of 
the existing HEN, the restrictions of the present 
structure should be fully considered and 
simultaneously more waste heat should be 
recovered on the premise of fewer changes in the 
HEN to enhance economic effect. 
In the plant, there are a large number of coolers 
with unreasonable heat exchange in the current 
HEN. To recover more heat with fewer changes, 
the coolers with large heat duty are prior to be re-
matched. Moreover, this paper considers the 
retrofit for the overall HEN, including the sub-
systems such as crystallization, filtration and 
solvent recovery. So the following constrains 
should be taken into account. 
1. Practical factors such as distribution and 

position of heat exchangers and distance 
among sub-systems should be considered. 

 

Table 3. Pinch rule violations of the heat exchange 
network 

temperature

 cooler stream 

inlet outlet 

unreasonable heat load

kW  

wax and oil 67 56 
cooler 1 

water 25 32 
244.19 

solvent 26 23.5 
cooler 5 

ammonia -12 -12 
104.65 

inert gas 105 24 
cooler 6/1

water 28 32 
77.91 

inert gas 109 42 
cooler 6/2

water 25 32 
55.81 

ammonia -27.5 -27.5 cooler 

7/1-2 inert gas 24 8 
5.78 

ammonia -12 -12 
cooler 7/3

inert gas 42 23 
16.28 

solvent 84 44 
cooler 10 

dry gas 13 19.7 
1534.9 

dewaxed oil 44 32 
cooler 11 

wet air 6 9.04 
461.63 

oil 92 47.7 
cooler 12 

water 25 32 
572.1 

solvent 100 92 
cooler 19 

dry gas 13 19.7 
12.79 

solvent 92 21 
cooler 20 

wet air 6 9.04 
115.12 

solvent 100 75 
cooler 21 

dry gas 13 19.7 
266.28 

solvent 75 39 
cooler 22 

wet air 6 9.04 
380.24 

wax deoiling oil 105.5 86 
cooler 23 

water 25 32 
113.37 

solvent 62 27 
cooler 24 

dry gas 13 19.7 
106.98 

solvent 27 24.2 
cooler 25 

wet air 6 9.04 
8.14 

solvent 80 25 
cooler 26 

wet air 6 9.04 
868.61 

solvent 25 24.5 
cooler 27 

wet air 6 9.04 
8.14 

wax 114.5 90.9 
cooler 28 

water 25 32 
85.12 
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2. The ketone-benzol plant adopts two kinds of 
heat exchange medium, one of which is the 
mixture of MEK, and the other is dewaxing oil. 
The heat exchange between two sub-systems 
should be avoided in case process streams are 
polluted when liquid leakage occurs in heat 
exchangers. 

Based on the considerations mentioned above, the 
following retrofit strategies have been proposed 
and the HEN after retrofit is shown in Fig. 4. 
Because the unreasonable cooled hot streams 
locate at low temperature area, in order to recover 
energy, many streams may have to be re-matched. 
1. Cooler 10 is removed. Cooler 10 is originally 

used for cooling the hot stream H18, the 
temperature of which decreases from 84 to 
44 . Now a new heat exchanger E2 is added, 
where hot stream H18 exchanges heat with a 
branch of the cold stream C2. The temperature 
of the branch of C2 increases from 21.9  to 
41.8 . In this way, 1534.9 kW of cooling 
utility is saved. 

2. Cooler 11 is removed. Cooler 11 is formerly 
used to cool the hot stream H18, the 
temperature of which decreases from 44  to 
32 . Now a new heat exchanger E1 is added, 
where hot stream H18 exchanges heat with a 
branch of the cold stream C2. The temperature 
of the branch of C2 increases from 17.5  to 
27.9 . In this way, 461.63 kW of cooling 
utility is saved. 

3. Cooler 12 is removed. Cooler 12 is originally 
used for cooling the hot stream H15, which 
makes the stream’s temperature decreases from 
92  to 47.7 . Now a new heat exchanger 
E3 is added, where hot stream H15 exchanges 
heat with a branch of the cold stream C2. The 
temperature of the branch of C2 increases from 
21.9  to 41.8 . In this way, 572.1 kW of 
cooling utility is saved. 

4. In the three steps above, the recovery energy is 
all used for heating the cold stream C2. Hence, 
several changes of heat exchange matches have 
been taken along the cold stream C2 and its 
downstream streams. First, by reducing the 

temperature difference of heat exchangers, the 
temperature levels for heat exchangers 11, 12 
and 13 are adjusted in sequence while keeping 
the current heat loads unchanged, to make sure 
the cold stream C2 matches with the hot stream 
with lower temperature level. Besides, the cold 
stream C2 in the high temperature range 
exchanges heat with hot stream H19 through 
heat exchanger 14. Then a new heat exchanger 
E4 is added, where cold stream C2 exchanges 
heat with hot stream H19. The hot stream H19 
in the high temperature range exchanges heat 
with cold stream C11 by heat exchanger 14, 
whose area needs to be changed. The cold 
stream C11 originally exchanges heat with 
H17 via heat exchanger 16. Now the 
temperature level for heat exchanger 16 is 
adjusted and its heat load is changed from 
5483.7kW to 2915.13kW. Finally, the hot 
stream H17 exchanges heat with cold stream 
C12 via a newly added heat exchanger E5. The 
heat exchanger 17 which is used for heating 
the cold stream C12 is removed. Hence total 
2568.63kW of heating utility for heating cold 
stream C12 can be saved, which equals the 
amount of energy recovered by removing the 
three coolers 10, 11, 12. 

5. The heat load of cooler 26 is decreased, where 
the hot stream H11 is currently cooled from 80 

 to 25  and now it will be cooled from 40 
 to 25 . To do that, a new heat exchanger 

E6 is added, in which the hot stream H11 is 
cooled by cold stream C7. In this way, 
631.7kW of cooling utility can be saved. The 
cold stream C7 matched the hot stream H9 by 
heat exchanger 30 originally. Now the 
temperature level and heat exchange area of 
the heat exchanger 30 are changed and its heat 
load is reduced to be 631.7kW. A new heat 
exchanger E7 is added and heat exchanger 36 
for heating cold stream C9 is removed, which 
makes the hot stream H9 in the high 
temperature range be cooled by cold stream C9. 
In this way, 631.7kW of heating utility for 
heating the cold stream C9 can be recovered
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Fig. 4.  HEN after retrofit 
After the retrofit above, 3200.3kW of heating 
utility can be recovered, which equals to save 
5.74t·h-1 of steam based on the given latent heat 
2005.1kJ·kg-1. The annual saved amount of steam 
can be calculated as 45.9 thousand tons according 
to 8,000 operation hours per year. The local cost 
for steam is given as 50 RMB per ton. The annual 
saved steam cost can be obtained as 2.2974 
million RMB. In addition, 24.295kg·s-1 of 
recirculating cooling water can be saved. The 
annual cost of saved recirculating water is 
calculated as 349.8 thousand RMB based on its 
price of 0.5 RMB per ton. 
Seven new heat exchangers (E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, 
E6, E7) need to be added, and areas of two heat 
exchangers (heat exchanges 12 and 13) need to be 
adjusted, while other heat exchangers are kept the 
same as before. Heat transfer coefficient in this 
system is 450W•m-2•  -1 [14]. The investment 
cost is obtained as 4.3196 million RMB based on 
Equation (1) [3].  
Y =13! (8600+670 A0.83) / 10000 (RMB)   (1) 

where Y is the capital cost, RMB, and A 
represents the heat transfer area, m2. The cost of 
piping, instrumentation, control systems and so on 
are included in the coefficient 13. So the payback 
period is only 1.63 years (= 431.96/264.72). 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the HEN of the whole ketone-benzol 
dewaxing process, including the crystallization, 
vacuum filtration, and solvent recovery sub-
systems, is analyzed and optimized based on 
pinch technology. According to pinch analysis, 
the energy-saving potential in the overall HEN is 
about 5029kW, accounting for 42.8% of the 
current heating utility and 77% of the existing 
cooling utility. Moreover, the unreasonable 
energy usage is figured out. Retrofit strategies are 
proposed by considering the current network 
structure and constraints. After the retrofit, 3200 
kW of heating and cooling utility can be 
recovered, which accounts for 27.2% of the 
current heating utility and 49% of the current 
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cooling utility. The payback period is only 1.6 years. 
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Retrofit of Heat Exchanger Network of Crude 
Fractionation Unit 

Kitipat Siemanonda, Suppanit Srathongniama , Kitisak Junlobolb , and Sira Nukulkit  

Abstract:  This study is to develop a mathematical programming model of heat exchanger network 
(HEN) retrofit called stage model (Yee and Grossmann, 1990) and apply it to the crude preheating train 
of a refinery in Thailand to reduce the energy consumption at the furnace and cooler. From pinch 
analysis, the composite curves of the base case show the retrofit potential at the heat recovery 
approach temperature (HRAT) about 33.5 o C. The retrofit design of the crude preheating train is done 
by applying the stage model, resulting in 14.5 % and 67.7 % energy saving at the furnace and cooler, 
respectively, with additional exchanger area of 9,610 m2. After that, the retrofit design of HEN with 
multiple crude types; light and heavy ones, is done to find the optimal HEN for the refinery.   

Keywords:  Pinch analysis, Mathematical programming, Heat exchanger network retrofit. 
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6. Retrofit Design of HEN
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Strategy for sustainable energy matrix conversion based on 
exergy life cycle analysis: A case study.

M. A. Rubio Rodríguez a, V. K. Verma b, S. Bram b, c, J. De Ruyck b, P. Roque Díaz a.
! "#$%&'($)!)*+&#,'!-*./!',!*01'&23*)&*4!(*5$--!(6*7!#,!*+-!'!6*+21!

1*5'$8&*"#$%&'($,&$,*9'2((&-*:5"9;69'2((&-(6 9&-<$2=

>*?'!(=2(@A<&(>@AA-*9'2((&-6*9'2((&-6*9&-<$2=

Abstract:  Scientists and policymakers are searching for alternatives for the current energy transformation 
systems to address the problems of environmental pollution and resource scarcity and depletion. The 
questions are: how environmentally friendly and sustainable are the available alternatives and which of 
them will ensure a major improvement in environmental quality at lowest economic cost? To answer some 
of these questions, the present work proposes a method where a sustainability indicator based on exergy 
life cycle data complemented with concepts from classical monetary investment assessment. This 
approach allows for the determination of an investment hierarchy by comparing alternative energy 
conversion routes in terms of their concerned environmental contribution and their natural resource indirect 
cost. The aim of this work is to highlight the convenience of a quite different exergy indicator, based on 
indirect exergetic cost and environmental exergetic cost. Four approaches are at the base of this 
investigation: the cumulative exergy consumption (CExC) from Szargut [1] and its implementation as a Life 
Cycle Assessment (LCIA) on the Ecoinvent database; the zero-exergy emission approach from Cornelissen
[2] also used by Sciubba’s Extended Exergy Accounting [3]; the renewability concept from Dewulf [4-5] and 
Ocaña [6]; and the indirect exergy concept, defined as the additional exergy needed from the technosphere 
to drive a transformation energy route as proposed by Wall [7]. Important concepts that were followed in 
this paper are the concept of energy route or energy path, and the philosophy behind a System 
Perturbation Analysis from Bram [8]. A case study is presented using data from the Ecoinvent database 
(v2.01 2007) to investigate the alternatives for petrol driven cars. The alternative energy routes assessed 
were methanol from biomass synthetic gas and biogas. All three energy routes for personal transport were 
compared to find out the most sustainable route with the lowest indirect exergy cost.

Keywords: Energy system, energy route, energy sustainability, LCA, ELCA.

1. Introduction
Mankind is realizing that dependence on fossil fuels 
can no longer be sustained. Consequently many 
studies have been performed to plan the way back to 
the usage of renewable energy sources [7, 9-14]. 
Care must however be taken to go for alternatives 
which offer the highest degree of sustainability in
order to use the limited resources in an optimal way.
One trend has been the search for a sustainability 
function that might be applied in parallel with a 
classical economic function. First there is the 
category of indicators and indexes, integrated or not, 
which represent a state of economic, social and 
environmental development in a defined region, 
often the national level [15-17], secondly there are 
those product-related assessment tools with the focus 
on the material and/or energy flows of a product or 
service from a life cycle perspective [6, 17-18]. 

Within the frame of the second approach, present 
work has been developed.
A wide collection of those product-related 
assessment tools are implemented on Ecoinvent data 
base [19]. Some of these assessment tools are CML 
2001, eco-indicator 99, ecological-footprint, and 
some others like cumulative exergy demand and 
cumulative energy demand. All these indexes are 
also formed by subcategories which are calculated 
using linear weight functions. These assessments 
aim to quantify specific environmental troubles as 
well as the total impact. The main disadvantage of 
these assessments is the use of weight function 
which is obtained by subjective procedures like 
experts opinions.
On the other hand exergy life cycle based indicators 
have been proposed not only as a measure for 
economic losses and dematerialization, but for waste 
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accounting and ecotoxicity as well. The reason for 
this is that exergy embodied in resources, products,
and waste materials, has the potential to cause 
change in both the industrial environment and the 
natural ecosystem [5]. The advantages of use exergy 
as measurement of environmental impact are widely 
recognized [2, 5]. But the use of the exergy entering
the technosphere as base of net exergy efficiency and 
the no distinction between renewable and 
nonrenewable primary resources bear to a 
contradiction due to fact that “energy sources cannot 
convert as much of the available energy to useful 
energy as nonrenewable do” [20]. So an increment in 
the renewability share of primary resources could be 
canceled by a decrease of net exergy efficiency, 
despite the fact that probably it would be preferable 
to decrease the use of nonrenewable resources in 
spite of an efficiency decrement.
This investigation aims at demonstrating the 
convenience of a quite different exergy indicator, 
based on indirect exergetic cost and environmental 
exergetic cost, when it is necessary to assess the 
exergetic sustainability of energy transformation 
strategies to different final services or commodities.
This new perspective would contribute to later 
elaborate a new optimization function for energy 
matrixes.

2. Methodology
2.1. Background
The present sustainability measuring procedure for 
alternative energy transformation routes is based on 
four approaches: Szargut’s cumulative exergy 
consumption (CExC) [1], Zero-exergy emission 
from Cornelissen [2, 21], Dewulf’s renewability idea
[4] and the indirect exergy consumption approach 
from Wall [22]. 
The first approach was the cumulative exergy 
consumption (CExC) from Szargut [1] and its 
implementation as a Life Cycle Assessment (LCIA) 
on the Ecoinvent database [23]. In order to quantify 
the life cycle exergy demand of a product, 
Cumulative Exergy Demand (CExD) is defined as 
the sum of exergy of all resources required to 
provide a service or product [24]. 
The second approach is the Zero-exergy emission 
from Cornelissen also used by Sciubba’s Extended 
Exergy Accounting [2-3]. The present work 
addressed the accounting of pollution impact based 
on exergy approach, which was used also by Dewulf
[4]. The essence of this idea is that: “the potential 
environmental impact of an effluent is represented 
by the cumulative amount of exergetic resources that 

must be consumed to attain an ideal, zero-impact 
disposal of both the effluent itself and the equipment 
that handles it”. 
On the issue of sustainability measuring Dewulf’s 
works and Ocaña´s PhD thesis [6] will be used as 
reference [4-5]. From both authors exergy 
accounting idea has been retained also the notion of 
renewability index and efficiency as important 
factors on sustainability issues. 
Finally the indirect exergy concept proposed by Wall 
will be applied. This exergy would be the part of the 
CExD which is not directly transformed to obtain the 
final energy service [7].
An important concept that will be followed along 
this paper, used in Bram’s work [8], is the concept of 
energy route or energy path. This route or path was 
defined as all transformations necessary to convert a 
primary natural resource into a final service or 
commodity. For instance it is the path from crude oil 
under ground as joules of exergy, to transported 
passengers as passenger-kilometer, or the route from 
energy in the wind as joules, to electricity served at 
consumer as watt-hour. 
2.2. Exergetic costs of
sustainability
It was possible to define four exergetic cost function 
for an energy transformation route, taking into 
account the life cycle exergy consumption and the 
exergy neutralization cost.
The first one was based on Dewulf’s idea [4] about a 
renewability parameter:
!"#$%&'(")*$"+) ,-*./0 (1)
Where !" is the fossil exergetic cost in joule of fossil 
cumulative exergy, %&'(" is the fossil part of CExD 
and "+ is a proper functional magnitude chosen as a 
final desired product or service, for instance 
passengers-kilometer, tons-kilometer, kWh, etc; and 
./ is the corresponding functional unit.
The same concept was used by Ocaña [6] to create a 
fossil exergy consumption index for a system, but it 
accounted only for the exergy of energy flows in the 
assessed system lacking of the life cycle approach of 
the CExD concept which considered the cumulative 
amount of exergy “embodied” in the product or 
service by the successive contribution of each step in 
the production chain [5]. 
The second exergetic cost was based on the CExD of 
renewable resources. This is similar to the previous 
but accounting for the renewable portion of the 
CExD, thus the expression is:
!1#$%&'(1)*$"+) ,-*./0 (2)
Where, as it was said, %&'(1 is the renewable part 
of the life cycle exergy demand in resources. 
Consequently if both exergy costs are summed one 
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obtains the cumulative exergy demand due to the 
consumption of all natural resources chargeable to a 
final service (!).
!"#!$%!& '()*+, (3)
It would be valuable also to account for externalities 
due to the pollutants emission and associated 
environmental consequences. Thus an expression to 
calculate an exergetic cost due to zero exergy impact 
of an energy transformation chain is:
!-# ./01203).$/3 '()*+, (4)
Where /0 is the mass of each computable pollutant 
emitted during the life cycle of the energy route 
assessed and 20 would be the exergy mitigation cost 
or Zero-exergy cost for each pollutant [21, 25].
In spite of the lack of this term to be proportional to 
the real magnitude of environmental impact, it is 
obvious that !-#4 implies a non polluting scenario 
or technology.
At this point it was proposed by the authors to 
account for the exergetic cost of non-sustainability in 
order to later assess the energy routes which imply 
the larger reduction in terms of environmental 
impact. Hence there is the possibility to group just 
the zero impact exergetic cost !- and the fossil 
exergetic cost !$. The new category could be called 
environmental exergetic cost. This environmental 
cost represents the nonsustainability and it would be 
part of the sustainability concept that is supported in 
this work:
!5#!$%!- '()*+, (5)
This term accounts for cumulative exergy from fossil 
fuels and that of zero impact cost, both during the 
life cycle of one functional unit of final energy route. 
It is important to remark that the environmental 
exergetic cost !5 embodies the influence of the life 
cycle efficiency because an increment of the 
efficiency without any other change, obviously 
decreases environmental exergetic cost !5.

$06+789:9;<876297=+>89/=?8@
An idea supported by the authors, which is similar to 
that from Wall [7], is represented in Figure 1. The 
additional primary resources are those which 
indirectly enter the considered system during the 

transformation process of a primary resource, which 
itself is directly related with the supply of an energy 
service either inside the techno-sphere or the society. 
According to the concepts presented above, the 
category that will be called indirect exergetic cost 
(!A) was obtained by subtracting the exergy of the 
primary resource directly related with the energy 
route itself from the CExC accounted for the route, 
that is:
!A#!" B9C-&)$/ '()*+, (6)
where C-& is the exergy of the primary resource 
directly related with the energy route. The 
expression above is proposed by the authors based 
on Wall’s ideas [7], but intended to be used with the 
data supply by the Ecoinvent data base.

2.3. Assessing alternative energy 
routes
A cardinal problem today is the assessment of 
substituting current fossil based energy routes by 
other more sustainable alternatives. It is also 
convenient to know how much each alternative route 
contributes to the sustainability and which of them 
are the most suitable to be implemented 
independently of the final service or product.
The environmental exergetic cost (!5) was defined 
previously in this work as a measure of the impact 
on sustainability of a certain energy route. So it was 
defined the variation in terms of this indicator when 
it is decided to assess an alternative route:
!5#!54B!5 '()*+, (7)

Where !5 is the environmental exergetic cost of the 
alternative route and !54 is of the current one or an 
appropriated base to be used, a positive value of 5
implies a reduction in the environmental impact of 
the alternative route. Consequently the alternative 
routes showing a positive 5 will be superior to the 
current one and that with the highest variation would 
be the most advantageous. It should be keep in mind 
that alternatives are needed also for coproducts if 
they are generated along the energy route, leading to 
a complete balance when the base alternative is 
substituted by the assessed one [8].
Finally, it was expressed 5 in proportion to the 
realized exergetic cost reduction, which leads to the 
following sustainability index:
D5" 5)!A (8)
D5" represents joules of exergy potentially avoided in 
terms of “environmental impact” per joule of exergy 
invested in terms of the natural resources which can 
be chosen where to invest.
The indicator proposed represents the gain or loss in 
terms of environmental impact (kI) when an energy 
transformation route is substituted by an alternative 
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one, divided by the indirect cost of the alternative. 
So it is possible to assess routes which contribute 
with the highest reduction of environmental impact 
at the lowest indirect exergetic cost of the alternative 
option. This indirect exergetic cost represents the 
exergy added in the route to drive it.  Thus indirect 
exergy cost is cumulative exergy supposed already 
stored inside technosphere that like money should be 
administrated.
This indicator is the major contribution of this work 
and successfully embodies three important concepts 
that should be present on an index which aims at 
expressing sustainability improvements. First, the 
decrement in using nonrenewable resources used 
during the life cycle of the assessed services, 
products or commodities. Second, the efficiency 
using renewable and nonrenewable resources which 
indirectly contribute to the energy route. And finally 
the proposed indicator includes the influence of 
abatement exergy cost of the pollutants emitted to 
the environment. Since the net exergy efficiency is 
not part of the indicator and the indicator is 
proportional to the reduction of environmental 
impact and inversely proportional to the indirect 
exegetic cost, the contradiction stated in the 
introduction is not expressed on the indicator 
proposed.

3. Case study:  replacing gasoline 
by methanol or biogas for transport
The present approach is used to analyze whether so 
called sustainable alternative fuels would really be a 
viable way to enhance environmental sustainability. 
Biofuels are widely treated in the literature [26-27], 
and they are seen as a way to improve CO2 balance 
and avoid fossil fuel dependence. Cars driven by 
methanol and biogas from biowaste are considered 
as alternatives for gasoline. The life cycle data base 
used was Ecoinvent [23, 28], and all data were 
processed by means of software developed for this 
purpose. 
It should be reminded that Ecoinvent is a life cycle 
data base which includes all resources from !"#$%&'()'
*"#+&' including infrastructure. Ecoinvent is built up 
on statistical linear models. All assumptions 
(efficiencies, infrastructure useful life hours, etc), 
and the way the information was gathered and 
processed, can be found in [28].
The base case chosen in this sample was 
transportation by personal petrol car, and the 
selected process in the Ecoinvent data base was the 
6590 named: transport, passenger car, petrol, 
EURO5. The LCA sumary for this service is shown 

in Table 1.
,#-%&'.'/01'2344#"5' 6)"'7&(")%'7#22&8*&"'!#"'-#2&'
!#2&

Process or assessment name Unit Value
transport, passenger car, petrol
EURO5

pkm 1

CO2, fossil kg 1,59E-01
nitrogen oxides kg 1,86E-04
sulphur dioxide kg 2,74E-04
non-renewable exergy resources
fossil

MJ-Eq 2,49E+00

non-renewable exergy resources
nuclear

MJ-Eq 3,70E-01

renewable exergy resources, 
kinetic (in wind), converted

MJ-Eq 2,71E-03

renewable exergy resources, solar
converted

MJ-Eq 5,10E-05

renewable exergy resources
potential (in barrage water)
converted

MJ-Eq 7,28E-02

non-renewable exergy resources
primary forest

MJ-Eq 7,61E-06

renewable exergy resources, 
biomass

MJ-Eq 8.10E-03

renewable material resources, 
water

MJ-Eq 7,94E-02

non-renewable material resources
metals

MJ-Eq 3,01E-02

non-renewable material resources
minerals

MJ-Eq 6,16E-03

The primary exergy which in this case is the crude 
oil to produce the gasoline consumed to obtain one 
passenger-kilometer (pkm), was 1,489 MJ-Eq.
Exergy removal costs for CO2, SO2 and NOx. were 
taken from Cornelissen [21]. 90% of SO2 abatement 
would cost 57 MJ/kg, 80% abatement of NOx 16 
MJ/kg, and 90% abatement of CO2 3 MJ/kg on the 
base of removal by compression and storage in 
empty gas field. The exergetic cost to remove this 
pollutants is not 100% because this is information 
from real technologies and in practice it is no 
possible to achieve a higher removal.
,#-%&' 9' :/01' #8$' ;&")<&=&"*5' &4>22>)8' 6)"' 7&(")%'
7#22&8*&"'!#"'-#2&'!#2&?

Concept Unit Value
kF MJ-Eq/pkm 2,892
kR MJ-Eq/pkm 0,1630
kC MJ-Eq/pkm 3,055
BPR MJ-Eq/pkm 1,489
kT MJ-Eq/pkm 1,566
kP MJ-Eq/pkm 0,4964

With these primary data and the specific zero-exergy 
cost of the pollutants accounted (carbon dioxide 
equivalent, sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides) the 
non renewable exergy demand, renewable exergy 
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demand, indirect exergy demand and the cumulative 
zero-exergy emission were calculated, everything 
per passenger-kilometer and shown in Table 2.
The same procedure was applied to the other two 
alternatives, methanol and methane fueled cars. The 
methanol was supposed to be obtained from biomass 
synthetic gas and the methane from biowaste 
anaerobic digestion. The results are presented in 
Table 3 and Table 4.
!"#$%&'&()*+&,-.."/0&12/&.%34"52$&"$3%/5"367%8

Concept Unit Value
kF MJ-Eq/pkm 1,602
kR MJ-Eq/pkm 5,705

kC MJ-Eq/pkm 7,308

BPR MJ-Eq/pkm 5,415
kT MJ-Eq/pkm 1,893

kP MJ-Eq/pkm 0,1718

Chart 1 compares kF, kR, kC, BPR, kT and kP. Savings 
in terms of non-renewable resources (kF), correspond 
to 45% for methanol alternative and 38% for the 
methane alternative. The abatement exergy (kP) 
would be also reduced by 65% and 63% 
respectively. Primary exergy (BPR) is 3,6 times 
higher in the case of methanol alternative and 1,5 
times higher in the case of methane, comparing with 
the petrol base case, but these are renewable sources. 
Indirect exergy (kT) which represents the cost in 
terms of natural resources to drive the alternative 
routes is 21% higher in the case of methanol option 
and 31% in the case of methane. 
Equation 8 yields the exergy potentially avoided 
representing non-renewable resources and pollution 
abatement per megajoule of indirect exergy for each 
alternative (SIC). The value for methanol alternative 
is 0,85 and for methane alternative is 0,69. So this 
means it is possible to obtain higher improvement on 
sustainability in the case of methanol with the same 
amount of resources. 
!"#$%& 9& ()*+& ,-.."/0& 12/& .%34"5%& 1/2.& #62:",3%&
"$3%/5"367%8

Concept Unit Value
kF MJ-Eq/pkm 1,796
kR MJ-Eq/pkm 2,449
kC MJ-Eq/pkm 4,245
BPR MJ-Eq/pkm 2,195
kT MJ-Eq/pkm 2,050
kP MJ-Eq/pkm 0,1838

The two alternatives for the use of fossil oil 
discussed in the previous section can also be 
compared with another one not related with transport 
but with any other service or product, and maybe 
such alternative will lead to a higher reduction of 
environmental impact when using the same amount 

of indirect exergy.

*4"/3&;<&&&()*+&=2.>"/6,25&".25?&>%3/2$@&.%34"52$&
"5A&.%34"5%&"$3%/5"367%,8
This means that the same resources put on 
substituting heat from natural gas by heat from wood 
pellets burning for example would ensure a higher 
reduction in terms of environmental impact than 
those assessed alternative concerning transport. 
Hence, a possible strategy can be that alternatives 
which will contribute with the highest environmental 
improvement at the lowest resources cost should be 
implemented first.
Something to be considered is that this analysis was 
carried out using a datasets which was obtained on 
the base of actual statistics and it corresponds to the 
current Swiss energy transformation matrix. Hence it 
is a fact that these results are consistent only for 
small perturbation of the actual Swiss energy matrix. 
In the case of an intended optimization of the energy 
transformation system with large perturbation on the 
system, it will be necessary to elaborate a flexible 
LCA model to account for influence of the alteration 
on the whole energy matrix. This complementary 
analysis would be suitable since major energy matrix 
perturbations could lead to dissimilar results.
There are other issues to be addressed when the 
energy matrix is assessed as a whole and the 
interactions of routes inside it become an important 
influence. The substitution of products by those 
byproducts generated on the alternative assessed 
routes is one of those interactions. This question has 
been already addressed by the SPA [8]. Another 
major issue is the influence downstream on a route 
of other routes and its alternatives, which would lead 
to a different BC* depending on the sequence of the 
evaluation of all alternative routes. This fact would 
bear to an optimization of the substitution strategy to 
take an energy matrix to the sustainability. 
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4. Conclusions
The indicator proposed in this paper successfully 
accomplished the purpose of conserving the 
advantages of exergy indicators to measure the 
technosphere metabolism, its simplicity and in 
addition it successfully embodies three sustainability 
criteria: exergy efficiency of non-renewable 
resources, indirect resources cost (part of the 
economic cost) and the abatement exergy of 
pollution.
A comparison among alternatives strategies to petrol 
personal car was carried out. Results showed that 
substituting petrol driven cars by methanol ones 
from wood synthetic gas, generates and 
environmental benefit of 0,85 MJ of exergy in terms 
of non-renewable natural resources and pollutants
abatement, per MJ of cumulative indirect exergy 
used to drive the alternative. In the case of biogas 
from biowaste it results in a benefit of 0,69 MJ per 
MJ of indirect exergy. 

Nomenclature  
CExC Cumulative exergy consumption
CExD Cumulative exergy demand
EI Environmental impact
ELCA Exergy life cycle assessment
LCA Life cycle assessment
LCI Life cycle impact
LCIA Life cycle impact assessment
SPA System perturbation analysis
k Cumulative exergetic cost
SIC Sustainability index
Subscripts
F Nonrenewable
R Renewable
P Pollution abatement
I Cost due to fossil resources and pollution 
abatement
T Indirect exergetic cost
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Improvement of Airlift Pump Performance Based on the 
Exergy Analysis 
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Abstract: Airlift systems (ALS) are widely used in various fields such as petroleum and oil 
extracting industries. As gas-liquid two phase flow is the main part of the flow through these systems, 
the analysis of such systems accompanies with problems of two phase flow modeling. However, 
exergy analysis could be a simple method for modeling of airlift systems. In the present study, an 
analytical model based on thermodynamic principles has been implemented on each phase to analyze 
the performance of airlift systems. The experimental data were collected at a large scale multiphase 
flow test rig for the airlift pump with 6m height and diameter of 50 mm. Finally, irreversibility terms, 
energy destruction, flow availability and entropy generation were estimated by this method. 

 Airlift system, Multiphase Flow, Exergy Analysis, Entropy Generation, Availability 
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3.1. Efficciency 

4. RResult and Discussion 
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5. Error analysis 
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Entropy generation and local exergy losses in steady state 
and transient heat conduction processes 
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Abstract:  On the basis of minimum entropy generation and minimum of exergy losses, new 
formulation of the boundary and initial-boundary value problems of heat conduction with the first kind 
boundary conditions are proposed. Two independent approaches are presented, first as the Euler-
Lagrange variational formulation and second on classical minimization procedure. It is shown that 
entropy generation and local exergy losses minimization are always possible by introducing additional 
heat sources. 

 
Key Words:   entropy generation, exergy losses, minimization 

 

1. Introduction 
The problem of entropy generation 
minimization has been engaging a good deal 
of attention during last decades. The problem 
is also known in literature as thermodynamic 
optimization and was formulated for the first 
time by Bejan [1]. The measure of energy 
dissipation in irreversible processes, according 
to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, is the 
increase of entropy production. Gouy-
Stodola’s theorem states that destroyed exergy 
is directly proportional to the entropy 
production and the amount of entropy 
production is the measure of degree of 
irreversibility in the system [2, 4]. The core of 
entropy production minimization centers on 
searching for methods of conducting the 
process, so with the known constraints and 
boundary conditions, entropy production and 
exergy losses are minimized. Analytical 
solution of the linear boundary and initial-
boundary problems are presented. To simplify 
mathematical considerations, linear and 1-D 
problems will be analysed. 
 

2. Problem Formulation  

2.1. Boundary value problems 

According to the thermodynamics of 
irreversible processes [4], entropy generation 
at steady state is at minimum. Introducing 
expression for local entropy generation  

( )2

2

( )
( , )

i

i
gen gen x

d s k T
S S T T grad T

d T:
= = =    (1) 

 

where T=T(xi) and
ixT denotes gradient 

components / iT x( ( , the problem can be 

formulated in the following way: find such a 
function T=T(xi) which while satisfying 
boundary conditions minimizes simultaneously 
integral 
 

, ( , )
igen t gen xS S T T d

;

= ;              (2) 

 
over the whole domain . Here, 

genS represents global entropy production of 

the process. Using variational calculus, this 

special function 
ixT for which genS reaches 

minimum, satisfies the Euler equation [4] 
 

0
i

gen gen

i i x

S S

T x T

( ((
! =

( ( (
             (3) 

 
Consider one dimensional (1 D) problem of 
heat conduction in plane wall with first kind 
boundary conditions shown in Figure 1.   
Local entropy generation is  

2

2

( )
( , )

( )ix

k dT x
T T

dxT x
< = and its global 

value to be minimizes is given by integral    
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, 2

0

( ) ( )

( )
gen t

k T dT x
S Adx

dxT x
=             (4) 

 
where A is unit surface area perpendicular to 
the heat flux vector (A – 1m2). This fact 
should be taken into consideration in the 
dimensions of consecutive equations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Heat conduction through a plane-wall. 

 
Assuming k is constant, (3) becomes in the 
final form 
 

22

2

1
0

d T dT

dx T dx
! =                          (5) 

 
and is different from Laplace heat conduction 
equation 
 

2

2
0

d T

dx
=  

   
For boundary conditions of the first kind,  
T(0) = T1 and T(1) = T2, solution to (5) is  
 

2
1

1

( )

x

T
T x T

T
=               (6) 

 
Using (6), it is easy to show that the law of 
energy conservation in classical form is not 
satisfied as ( ) 0div q x = . Further calculations 

lead to the next confusing result that 
 

( )
( ) 0

( )

q x
div div s

T x
= =  

 
Explanation comes directly from (5). 
Interpreting its second term as the additional 
internal hear source 
 

2

( ) 0v

k dT
q x

T dx
= ! <              (7) 

 
it is easy to prove that the first law of 
thermodynamics is satisfied and entropy 
increase of the whole process is positive and 
equal to 

21

2
,

10

( )
ln 0

( )
v

gen t

q x T
S dx k

T x T
= ! = >  

 
The same result has been obtained by Bejan 
[1] using a different mathematical approach. 
Also, the same results come from entropy 
balance equation 
 

( )
( )

( )
gen v

d q x
S x S

dx T x
+ =             (8) 

 

where vS represents internal entropy 

generation rate as the result of internal heat 
source. Equation (8) takes explicit form (k-
constant) 
 

2 2

2 2
( )gen v

k dT k d T
S x S

T dx T dx
+ = !             (9) 

 
Introducing equation (7) derived from 
previous variational principle 

T1 

T2

0 1 x

( ) dT
dx

q k T= !

( )T T x=

Boundary Conditions: 
 
  x = 0  T(0)=T1 
  x = 1  T(1)=T2 
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2

( )v

k dT
q x

T dx
= !             (10) 

  
the entropy internal generation rate is: 
 

2

2)(

)(
)( !==

dx

dT

T

k

xT

xq
xS v

v           (11) 

 
Because   

2

2
( )gen

k dT
S x

T dx
=  

 
equation (9) becomes 
 

22

2

1
0

d T dT

dx T dx
! =                      (12) 

 
which is the same as (5) obtained with 
variational calculus. 

 

2.2. Initial boundary value problem 

 

For 1-D problem, global entropy generation 
rate is given by the integral 

 
2

1

, 20 0

1
gen t

dT
S dxd

T dx
:

>
=            (13) 

 

T=T(x, ) with the integral constraint 
describing entropy change with time of the 
system (state function not path function)  
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pc T
s dxd C

T
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where C is constant and its value is the same 
both for reversible and irreversible path. 
Variational calculus requires the function  
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to satisfy Euler-Lagrange equation 
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x
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where  is a Lagrange multiplier [3]. 

After calculation we have 
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4
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(
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where term 
2

( )v

k dT
q x

T dx
= !  

represents again the additional heat source. 
Equation (17) can also be derived using 
entropy balance equation  
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Introducing from definitions 
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equation (18) becomes in the final form 
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which is identical with (17) derived with 
variational calculus. 
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3. Analytical solution of the initial 
value problems 
 
Consider 1-D initial-boundary value problem 
– heat conduction equation 
 

22

2 p

d T k dT T
k c

dx T dx
4

:

(
! =

(
,      T=T(x, ) 

 

and after assuming  1
p

k

c4
=  
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1d T dT T

T dxdx :

(
! =

(
           (20) 

 
where x,  and T(x, ) are dimensionless 
variables.  
boundary and initial conditions 
 
x=0,  >0,  T(0, )=1 
x=1,  >0,  T(1, )=1 
x (0,1),  =0,  T(x,0) = f(x)           (21) 
 
Using new variable 
 
Y=Y(x, ) = ln T(x, ) 
 
initial boundary value problem takes the form 
 

2

2

Y Y

x :

( (
=

( (
 

Y(0, )=o 
Y(1, )=0 
Y(x,0) =ln f(x)=f1(x)              (22)
  
The solution of (22) is [5,6] 
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Finally 
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For comparison purposes, the solution of the 
classical initial value problem 
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x=0,  >0,  T(0, )=T1 
x=1,  >0,  T(1, )=T2 

x (0,1),  =0,  T(x,0) = f(x)           (24) 
 
takes the form [5,6] 
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Local entropy generation rate is 
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S
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and its global value 
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Local exergy losses B9 can easily be 
calculated from Gouy-Stodola law so that 
 

B9 = 

2
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All calculation can be done using solution 
(23). 
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Conclusion 
Minimization of entropy generation and 
equivalently exergy losses in steady state and 
transient heat conduction processes can easily be 
achieved by introducing additional heat sources 
which must be practically used. Many examples are 
discussed by Bejan [2]. The most important 
conclusion is that the minimization of entropy 
generation can also be used in the case of transient 
problems. 

Nomenclature 

B    exergy flux, W 

pc  specific heat capacity under constant 

pressure, J/kgK 

 k    heat conduction coefficient, W/(mK) 

q    heat flux, W/m2 

vq   intensity of internal heat source, W/m3 

T  temperature, K, also dimensionless 

 s    specific entropy , kJ/kgK 

 x   Cartesian coordinates 

, ,gen gen tS S  - local and global intensity of  

                  entropy generation rate 
   density of solid, kg/m3 
    time, s or Fourier number 
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(

83-61)#69 The purpose of this work is to investigate the entropy generation in a flow over a flat 
plate with slip-flow boundary layers. Steady state and laminar flow is considered with different forms of 
thermal boundary conditions: constant heat flux and the constant temperature at the wall. The effects 
of viscous dissipation, the velocity slip and the temperature jump at the wall are taken into 
consideration. The velocity and temperature profiles are obtained numerically and used to compute the 
entropy generation rate. The present numerical results, for the case without viscous dissipation effect 
are compared with those available in the literature, and an excellent agreement is observed. The 
effects of the slip (rarefaction) parameter, Brinkman number, and dimensionless temperature difference 
on velocity and temperature profiles, entropy generation rate are discussed. Moreover these results are 
compared simultaneously for two forms of thermal boundary conditions at the wall. Entropy generation 
is shown to decrease with an increase in rarefaction parameter, while increasing Brinkman number, 
dimensionless temperature difference and Prandtl number results in increasing entropy generation. For 
low rarefaction parameter, entropy generation in the wall with constant temperature at the wall is less 
than entropy generation in wall with constant heat flux. Also Entropy generation for both thermal 

boundary conditions, close together with an increase in rarefaction parameter.  

:",*$1&-: laminar boundary layer; second law; Knudsen number; slip-flow; temperature jump 
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Using Technology in the Classroom for Multidisciplinary 
Instruction on Environmental Impacts and Sustainability 

of Energy Systems 

Melissa C. Lott, David M. Wogan and Michael E. Webber 

The University of Texas, Austin, USA 
 
Abstract: This paper examines the use of technology in and out of the classroom to improve understanding of the 
complexities of sustainability topics for an audience comprised of students from many different fields of study and at 
many different levels (freshmen through Ph.D.). Four technologies were deployed in three multidisciplinary university 
course settings: large-format first year undergraduate lecture, small-format first year undergraduate seminar, and a 
large-format graduate student lecture.  The technologies that were deployed include: 1) An original interactive 
website that teaches the environmental and economic tradeoffs of power choices, 2) Interactive radio-frequency 
remote clickers, 3) Blogging and online discussion in response to current events, and 4) Student development of 
original multi-media podcasts based on their individual research. We found that the interactive website and podcasts 
were particularly popular among the students. While the results gathered to date are far from conclusive about the 
pedagogical value of technology in and out of the classroom for instruction on sustainability, the preliminary 
conclusions are that the four forms of teaching technology that were examined in this manuscript offer more value 
than detriment, and can serve as useful complements to a traditional lecture. 

Keywords: Multidisciplinary education, sustainability, energy systems, classroom technology 

1. Introduction 
Issues related to environmental impacts and 

sustainability of energy systems are inherently 
multidisciplinary, bringing together natural 
sciences, engineering, economics, culture and 
policy.  However, most instruction in university 
settings in the United States for these topics is 
organized along traditional academic disciplines.  
Bringing together the different disciplines for 
coherent instruction remains a challenge for 
instructors.  To overcome this educational 
challenge, four technologies were deployed in 
three multidisciplinary university course settings: 
large- format first year undergraduate lecture, 
small-format first year undergraduate seminar, and 
a large-format graduate student lecture.  The 
technologies that were deployed include: 

1. An original interactive website that teaches 
the environmental and economic tradeoffs of 
power choices 

2. Interactive radio-frequency remote clickers 
3. Blogging and online discussion in response 

to current events 

4. Student development of original multi-
media podcasts based on their individual 
research 

 To determine the pedagogical value of these 
approaches, a variety of methods were used to 
collect data about the student attitudes toward the 
use of technology.  Firstly, course evaluations 
were used to obtain quantitative and qualitative 
assessments about the use of these technologies as 
teaching tools.  Secondly, pre- and post-surveys of 
the students were used to gauge perspectives on 
the teaching value of the interactive websites, 
clickers, blogging and podcasts.  Thirdly, web-
based diagnostic tools were used to collect data on 
web traffic, click-throughs, and user duration 
while interacting with the websites. 
 This manuscript includes a description of how 
these four technologies were deployed, original 
first-cut analysis about the efficacy of these 
technologies based on data, feedback, and usage 
statistics gathered from students, and 
recommendations for incorporating these 
approaches into curriculum design for 
multidisciplinary instruction on environmental 
impacts and sustainability of energy systems. 
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2. Courses 
 Three multidisciplinary courses were 
developed at the University of Texas at Austin to 
explore the topic of environmental impacts and 
sustainability of energy systems.  The courses 
were multidisciplinary in student composition 
(people from many different disciplines enrolled) 
and content (topics including engineering, 
economics, policy, media, journalism and 
sociology were integrated into the lectures). That 
is, engineering concepts about energy were taught 
to non-engineers (to improve their understanding 
about the scientific fundamentals that underpin the 
energy system), while non-engineering concepts 
(policy, economics, culture, history) were taught to 
engineers so they would understand how to devote 
their problem-solving skills to society’s largest 
energy and environmental challenges. In addition, 
these courses were taught for a variety of levels, 
from incoming Freshmen to Ph.D. students). The 
four aforementioned technologies were used in 
these three courses to help with the learning 
process. 
2.1 First year undergraduate courses 
 Two courses were developed for first year 
undergraduate students, at least one of which has 
been taught each long academic semester for the 
past two years.   
2.1.1 Large-format lecture 
 A large-format multidisciplinary course in 
lecture format was developed for first year 
undergraduate students, almost exclusively from 
non-STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Mathematics) majors at the university.  This 
course has consisted of approximately 85-100 
students since its inaugural year in Spring 2009.  
The class subject matter includes energy, 
environment, and society.  In this course, students 
explore how energy impacts our environment and 
how it fits into our societal structure.  Topics 
include the history of energy, power generation, 
energy in the media, and transportation fuels 
among others.  Weekly discussions in groups of 
15-19 students are lead by graduate students in 
engineering who serve as teaching assistants.   
2.2.2 Small-format seminar 
 A small-format course in seminar style, with an 
interactive, discussion-oriented format that 
includes project-oriented assignments was 
developed for first year undergraduate students, 

about evenly mixed from STEM and non-STEM 
fields.  This course has consisted of approximately 
15 students per semester since it was first taught in 
Fall 2007.  
2.2 Graduate student course 
 A large-format graduate student course was 
first taught in the spring semester of 2008 and is 
now in its third year.  This lecture course has an 
annual enrolment that has grown from 66 to 114 
students.  While senior-level undergraduates are 
eligible to enroll in this course it predominantly 
consists of graduate students.  These students 
come from a wide mix of backgrounds, primarily 
majoring in engineering, public policy, business 
and geosciences.  

3. Technologies Deployed 
 Four technologies were used in different 
combinations in- and out-of-class to enhance the 
educational objectives of the three courses 
described above. 
3.1 Original teaching website  

 The Texas Interactive Power Simulator 
(TIPS) is an interactive online teaching and 
learning tool developed at the University of Texas 
at Austin for use by the general public and courses 
at the university. The website was available for use 
globally, without restriction, so that students could 
explore the website as a self-taught learning 
environment. [1-3] The TIPS website was used in 
conjunction with a custom-designed companion 
homework assignment for the first year 
undergraduate large-format lecture course. 

The homework assignment required students to 
interact with the online tool to individually explore 
and learn the economic and environmental 
tradeoffs of different fuels and power generation 
technologies.  This assignment and the website 
allowed students to virtually change the fuels used 
in Texas to supply electricity to homes and 
businesses.  Afterwards, TIPS generates graphs, 
charts, and pictograms to quantitatively and 
qualitatively communicate the economic and 
environmental differences for today’s nominal 
power generation and the new variations that the 
students selected.  Students typically spent 20-30 
minutes with the website to complete the 
homework assignment. [2, 4] 
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3.2 Radio-frequency remote clickers 
Remote clickers are a technology that allows 

students to participate in class by anonymously 
answering questions provided by the instructor. [5]    
These questions can serve as a way of taking roll, 
quizzing students about reading assignments, and 
to gauge general reactions to different topics or 
ideas.  The clicker remote control devices contain 
multiple buttons (different answer choices, A 
through E) and a radio transmitter that allow 
students to answer questions and transmit their 
selections to the instructor’s computer.  

Clickers were used primarily to foster 
interaction during class sessions. At different 
points throughout a lecture, a presentation slide is 
shown with a question and up to 5 possible 
answers. Students then select their answer on their 
clickers, which are then transmitted to the 
instructor’s computer. The student’s responses can 
be anonymously displayed to the class to show 
aggregate results, but individual responses are 
available to the instructor to assess individual 
performance.  
3.3 Blogging current events 

A course blog (short for “weblog”) was created 
to provide students with an opportunity to share 
ideas about current events in energy- and policy-
related topics of their choice.  This blog provided 
an online forum for discussion of classroom topics 
to enhance the students’ learning and critical 
thinking skills. [6] The blogging was available for 
worldwide viewing, but only class participants 
could post and comment.  Wordpress and 
Google’s Blogger platforms were chosen as 
vehicles for students to create blog posts (original 
entries, plus comments on others) and 
accommodate a large number of authors.  Students 
were encouraged to create posts that analyzed 
current events and topics related to energy, 
technology and policy and also foster online 
discussions of these topics.  Student blog posts 
have included original content and analyses in 
addition to images, videos, and text from the 
internet and other sources.   
3.4 Multi-media podcasts 

Podcasting is a technology that combines a 
digital media file (typically containing audio 
and/or video) with a syndicated distribution 
method (i.e., and RSS or syndicated feed) for 
publication to the internet.  Podcast files can 
contain audio, images, videos, and internet links 

and can be played back in web browsers, on a 
personal computer, or on portable devices such as 
an Apple iPod or iPhone. [7, 8]  Student-produced 
podcasts were individually created on topics of 
their choosing and were published to the iTunes 
Store for worldwide viewing and downloading. In 
2008, the podcasts from this class were featured in 
the iTunes Store Educational Technology section. 
[9] 

A video podcasting assignment was used in the 
graduate student lecture course as a tool for 
students to instruct others on an energy- and 
policy-related topic of their choice. The podcasting 
required the instructors to have significant 
familiarity and skill-level with computers; 
encoding and hosting a larger number of podcasts; 
and providing adequate feedback and attention to 
each student’s podcast. 
Table 1. Four technologies were used for three different 
classes, as noted below. 

 
4. Data 

Data were collected regarding student response 
to each of the four technologies used in the three 
courses via quantitative and qualitative course 
evaluations, custom-designed pre- and post-
surveys, and web-based diagnostic tools.  
4.1 Original teaching website 

The Texas Interactive Power Simulator (TIPS) 
was used in both of the first year undergraduate 
courses predominantly as a self-teaching aide for 
introducing the students to the Texas electricity 
system and to illustrate economic and 
environmental tradeoffs of different changes to 
that system.  The students had little to no 
background in energy technology or energy policy 
at the onset of the course.  They were given a 
companion homework assignment consisting of 7 
questions the required information provided on the 
TIPS website. [2] The assignment was developed 
by the instructors and teaching assistants for the 
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course using questions that would guide the 
students through all sections of the website 
including embedded data sheets that contained 
extensive background information with citations 
for fuels and technologies.  Seven questions were 
asked, from each of the following learning 
modules: 

1. Electricity generation mix (3 questions) 
2. Impacts and tradeoffs (3 questions) 
3. Term definitions (1 question) 

This distribution of questions forced the students 
to explore all aspects of the tool including the 
main interface, pop-up information bubbles and 
fuel-technology datasheets.  The students were 
given one week to complete the assignment.  After 
completing the homework assignment, they were 
given a survey about their impressions of the 
website.  The survey was not targeted at evaluating 
the specific knowledge that the students gained 
while using the website, but instead was geared 
toward impressions and observations that the 
students developed during website use. The survey 
questions sought to reveal student perceptions 
about the website’s objectivity, credibility, and 
educational usefulness.   
4.2 Radio-frequency remote clickers 

A survey was given at the end of the course to 
ascertain the usefulness of remote clickers for 
making the course material engaging.   
4.3 Blogging about current events 

Students in the graduate student lecture course 
and freshman seminar course were required to 
publish blog entries on a variety of technical and 
policy topics related to energy and the 
environment. In various iterations, students were 
required to publish two to three original blog posts 
and provide three to six comments to their peers’ 
posts throughout the semester. The combination of 
posting and commenting allowed for discussion to 
develop for different topic areas between the 
students and instructors and became a vehicle for 
forcing students to read current events while 
developing their research and writing skills.  

Pre- and post-blog surveys were administered 
in the graduate course to assess student’s 
impressions of the strengths and shortcomings of 
blogging as a useful platform for expressing 
technical ideas. 
 

4.4 Multi-media podcasts 
Surveys were administered before and after 

students had been exposed to creating podcasts to 
gauge their familiarity with podcasts in an 
educational setting. Student responses provided 
insight into the usefulness of podcasts as a 
medium for instructing the general public on 
technical and topics.  Responses also provided 
data regarding students’ preferences on podcasting 
versus traditional writing assignments (i.e. term 
papers). 

5. Analysis 
 The datasets constructed from survey responses 
were used to determine the pedagogical value of 
these technologies.   
5.1 Original teaching website 

The survey responses were analyzed to gain 
insight into the student response to the TIPS 
website and its approach to communicating 
lessons in the interdisciplinary field of the 
tradeoffs of power generation.  The surveys were 
mostly quantitative (simple questions, with 
multiple choices), though with an opportunity for 
respondents to qualitatively elaborate on their 
answers.  
5.1.1 Student response to TIPS 

Seventy-six percent of students who used the 
Texas Interactive Power Simulator said that they 
liked using the tool and eighty-two percent 
expressed a desire to have more tools like it to use 
to understand energy concepts. Ninety-three 
percent of respondents believed that the Texas 
Interactive Power Simulator is a valuable learning 
tool for those interested in the tradeoffs of 
electricity generation.   

Seventy-six percent of users liked using the 
Texas Interactive Power Simulator website.  Of 
the twenty-four percent who did not enjoy using 
the site, frequent comments included a lack of 
enjoyment due to the website layout and lack of 
clarity of information presented.  One anonymous 
respondent specifically commented that they 
“couldn’t figure out how to use the chart… 
couldn’t figure out how to use it.” Of those who 
liked using the TIPS website, frequent comments 
included a surprise at how easily they grasped new 
concepts and gained knowledge on the current 
state of the Texas electricity generation landscape.  
Comments such as “I can’t believe we use so 
much natural gas” and “the environmental effects 
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were easy to see… I had no idea nuclear used a lot 
of water” were included in responses to the survey. 
5.1.2 Credibility 

Because of the politically-charged environment 
that is the context in which sustainability is taught 
in the United States, it was determined that 
assessing the credibility of the website would be 
valuable. A distinct majority (95%) of the 
respondents believed the website to be credible.   

 
Fig. 1. Ninety percent of students surveyed 
responded “yes” to the question “Do you believe 
that the [TIPS] website is credible?” 
Specific comments regarding website credibility 
included “I believe this website was credible 
because it included lots of citations and data” as 
well as “this website belongs to The University of 
Texas at Austin, so I believe it must be credible.”  
Those who were uncertain as to the credibility of 
the website credited their uncertainty with the 
general technical structure of the tool itself as 
indicated by the comment “I couldn’t use the tool 
easily and so couldn’t decide if it was credible” 
and “the information was hard to find, so it might 
not be credible.”  In subsequent informal 
discussions with the students, it was apparent that 
having the University of Texas at Austin as the 
website creator produced a large effect on the 
perception of credibility of the site.  Future studies 
using students at other institutions of higher 
learning can test a potential bias of those enrolled 
at the University of Texas. 

Though not directly tested there was a strong 
indication from the students that a non-academic 
website creator (for example, an oil company) 
would have elicited more skepticism as to 
credibility.  Future work might test student 
perspectives about the relative credibility of 
industrial versus academic websites in the context 
of teaching sustainability concepts.   

5.1.3 Understanding gained 
Ninety-three percent of those surveyed thought 

it was a useful tool for specifically teaching 
lessons on the economic and environmental 
tradeoffs of electricity generation methods in the 
state of Texas.   

 
Fig. 2. Of the 143 students surveyed, ninety-three 
percent responded “yes” when asked if they 
believed that “TIPS was useful in illustrating the 
environmental and economic tradeoffs of 
electricity generation methods in Texas.” 
5.1.3 Desire for future learning 

Of the students surveyed, eighty-two percent 
said that they would want more online learning 
tools like the Texas Interactive Power Simulator 
for topics related to energy and the environment. 
When asked what they learned while using the 
simulator via the website, the list was diverse. 
Many respondents expressed surprise at learning 
key facts such as the current amount of wind 
generation in the state of Texas, the fuel 
classifications (renewable vs. non-renewable) for 
the fuel types, and the variation in water use 
between different fuels. 
5.2 Radio-frequency remote clickers 

The remote clickers proved to be a helpful 
learning tool for fifty-four percent of the students 
surveyed, while forty-two percent of the remaining 
students were indifferent to their usage. Very few 
students, however, found the remote clickers to be 
distracting. The anonymous nature of the remote 
clickers allowed ninety-seven percent of the 
students to feel comfortable answering questions 
related to course material, their opinions on 
current events, and other questions that they might 
not be comfortable answering in front of their 
peers. When asked if they responded and 
participated in class more with the use of a clicker, 
fifty-two percent of the students responded that 
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they respond more frequently with a clicker while 
forty-six percent of the students responded the 
same amount as they would have without the 
clickers. 
5.3 Blogging about current events 

Sixty-nine percent of the students responded 
that the blog posting and commenting assignments 
enhanced their learning of the course material. 
Only thirteen percent found that the blogging 
requirements did not enhance their learning. When 
asked if blogs are a reasonable forum to discuss 
technical and/or complicated information, sixty-
two percent responded they believed blogs are a 
reasonable forum. These responses suggest that 
overall, blogging, commenting, and engaging in an 
online discourse with their peers about technical 
and course-related issues was a useful experience 
and enhanced their learning. 
5.4 Multi-media podcasts 

In order to gauge feedback about the students’ 
experiences with podcasts, the students in the 
graduate lecture course were first asked about their 
familiarity with podcasts. Before starting the 
podcast assignment, two-thirds of the students 
surveyed responded that they were familiar with 
podcasts, while eighteen percent of the students 
had never listened to a podcast. Only two percent 
of students had created a podcast prior to the 
assignment while approximately twenty-eight 
percent of the students surveyed had listened to 
podcasts that included course materials for a class. 
5.4.2 Educational Benefit of using 
podcasts 

In anticipation of creating the podcasts, the 
students overwhelmingly responded that they 
believed podcasts would be a convenient way to 
learn from their peers. Students anticipated 
podcasts as being convenient to view, enhancing 
support for their individual learning preferences, a 
new way to learn from their classmates, and an 
opportunity to link out-of-class material with what 
they learned in class. After creating the podcasts, 
however, approximately two-thirds of the students 
responded that they learned more from writing a 
traditional research paper than from creating the 
podcast. With that said, the responses were 
divided: when given a hypothetical choice to write 
a traditional research paper or create a podcast (in 
actuality, for this graduate course, students were 
required to write a paper and create a podcast), 
fifty-four percent of students said they would 

rather create a podcast, and forty-five percent said 
they wanted to write a report.  

 
Fig. 3.  Survey results indicated mixed feelings 
regarding the educational benefit of podcasting 
versus research papers and student preference of 
podcasting versus research papers.  
This result might be explained by the different 
learning preferences of students. The graduate 
level course in which these podcasts were 
produced contained a mix of backgrounds and 
experiences. Both undergraduate and graduate 
students preferred writing a paper to creating a 
podcast by seventy-six to twenty-nine percent and 
seventy-four to twenty-six percent, for graduate 
and undergraduate students respectively. However, 
preferences were divided along education 
backgrounds. Engineering and Business students 
preferred writing a traditional report, while 
students from the Geological Sciences and Public 
Affairs were evenly divided between podcasts and 
papers. These results suggest that students in the 
more analytical fields of Business and Engineering 
prefer a more analytical approach to their learning 
while students in Public Affairs and the 
Geosciences are open to alternative approaches, 
such as creating podcasts. 
5.4.3 Podcasting as a medium to convey 
technical information 

Eighty-one percent of the students responded 
that podcasts are a reasonable medium to convey 
complicated and/or technical information. The 
number of students with this opinion increased 
from sixty-nine percent in the pre-survey (prior to 
creating the podcast). Possible explanations for the 
increase in the students’ opinion are that the 
students became more familiar with the mechanics 
of researching and creating a podcast. Also, the 
students’ attitudes could have changed viewing 
podcasts from their peers. 
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5.4 Four technologies comparison 
 As shown below in Figure 4, survey responses 
to each of the four technologies revealed that the 
TIPS website and podcasting technologies were 

the most popular amongst students.   The least 
popular technology was the remote clicker, with a 
much more mixed response from students.   

 

 
Fig. 4.  Survey results showed that the TIPS website and podcasting technologies were the most popular 
among students taking the three multidisciplinary courses.  The least popular technology used was the 
remote clickers.  

5. Conclusion 
The survey results, course evaluations, 

anecdotal feedback, and web-traffic data all point 
towards the mixed opportunity presented by the 
use of technologies for direct instruction on these 
multidisciplinary topics.  They reveal the 
challenges in creating a comprehensive 
multidisciplinary curriculum on the environmental 
impacts and sustainability of energy systems.  
They also indicate that the use of these 
technologies is very promising, and help to convey 
complicated topics to a broader audience with 
mixed academic backgrounds. 

While the process of refining a curriculum 
dedicated to teaching sustainability will be 
iterative and evolve over the years, it is clear that a 
variety of approaches can be deployed.  At the 
University of Texas at Austin, a multidisciplinary 
learning environment was used in conjunction 
with the four different technologies to convey the 

complicated and interwoven subject matter related 
to energy and the environment.  While the results 
gathered to date are far from conclusive about the 
pedagogical value of technology in and out of the 
classroom for instruction on sustainability, the 
preliminary conclusions are that the four forms of 
teaching technology that were examined in this 
manuscript offer more value than detriment, and 
can serve as useful complements to a traditional 
lecture.  Data will continue to be gathered in 
subsequent semesters in order to firm up these 
conclusions.   
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